
SUMMARY 3/'1 ~ I ~1J. k>o.q~ 

1 - EDITORIAL: 1972: election year in the United States • 

- POLITICAL DAY: A European "&re-summit" in Brussels on January 22? - Mr Nixon will announce between 
now and January l4 whether e will run for the Presidency in 1972 - Hommage to jean Monnet - Intel'-

2 

view with Mr Scheel - Will Sweden decide to join the EEC? 

DAILY BULLETIN No 954 (new series): 

3 -A statement on the EEC's economic situation to be made to the E.P. by the Commission in January 
3-4 - Finishing touches to the texts for accession to the Community 
4 - The American Congress 1 "Ways and Means" Committee to visit Brussels 

5 
6 

7 
8 

9 

10 
11 
12-13 

- Death of Mr Dutheillet de Lamothe, Advocate General at the Court of justice 
- The Agriculture Ministers to meet on 24/25 January 
- The Venice Conference on industry and society in the Community 
- FX:ONOMIC AND FINANCIAL NEWS 
- Packaging and labelling of sol vents 
- Commission re lies to estions Nos 400/71 from Mr Vredeling; 557/70 from Mr Vredeling; 423,369 and 

70 71 from Mr Vre eling; 341 71 from Mr Couste 
- Draft refonal legislation in Italy 
- The stee industry and the search for new structures 
- Steel: new Swedish manufacturing process 
- sweden: marked increase in e:xports in 1972? 
- Publications of the·European Communities 
- Weekly Appendix . 
- FX:ONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1784 



SUMMARY. S Jt:VlU..c..f'\j ltf1a, 1\.)o. qS""S 

1 - EDITORIAL: A Community without a strategy is not a valid interlocutor. 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: The U.K. is welcome in the Com.mmity, says President Po.i!pidou -Finnish elections: 
gains by the Social Democrats- The Community and Europe: article by Mr Krag- M.Schumann 1s and 
Sir Alec Douglas-Home Is visits to Japan - Po.llpidou: no hurry for a sumnt - The Belgian crisis 

~AlLY BULLETIN No 955 (new series): 
3 
3-4 
4 

5 

6 

- Dea.Qlines which the start of 1972 re resents for the Community 
- EEC S ain-Malta-Israel: agreerr.ents to be altered 
- EEC C rus: negotiating mandate approved 
- Proceedings may start soon in a number of cases of infringement of the Treaty 
-The tariff reductions resulting from the Kennedy Round: major contribution to expanding world trade 
- Zero-duty quotas for Asian goods 
- Federal Germany/East Germany: trade provisions looked by the Commission 
- Dangerous substances: proposals for changing the directive to keep pace with technical progress 
- E.I.B.: changes to the internal structure 
- ECONOOIC AND FINANCIAL NEWS 

7 - Me11orandum on the harmonisation of stock-exchange systems in, the M. S.: f·rom the savings banks · 
8-9 - Mr Peter Peterson: report on international economic policy - postwar changes 
9 - ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL NEWS 
10 - Steel: no improvement in sales 
ll - "European charter for the prevention of environmental diseases": draft 
12-13 - ECON(lo{IC INTERPENETRATION No 1785 

EUROPE/Documents: No 655 - GATT programme for liberalising world trade. 



SUMMARY 

.1 - EDITORIAL: Who is talking of what? 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: Mr Bratteli in Rome - Hesitancy from the Danes over entry - Preparations for a 
sunuit should start now, the French government thinks - Nixon/Sato talks -

DAILY BULLETIN No 956 (new series): 

3 talks 

3-4 

4 

5 

6-7 
8 
9 

10 

11 

12-13 

companies in the detergent sector author-

attained easily, says Mr Gi.scard d'Estaing 

- Outlines of Community activity in 1972 (I) 
- Information policy in the applicant countries and the USA: to be reinforced 
- Industrial co2Peration in the nuclear field: reply to question No 169 from Mr Vredeling 
- Investment in the Borssele nuclear power station: reply to question No 291 from Mr Vredeling 
- COMPOSITE PRICE: 32.84 DfT 
- Annual arliallerlta conference bf the' EPl1 AA~ Association: next meeting soon 
- EDF: ten new mance projects dec1 ed on 
- Beli'i,.um and Holland lower bank rate 
- ECONCMIC AND fiNANCIAL NEWS 
- Future energy ~ly of west Gennany 
-The Finnish met ~worldng industry and the enlarged Community 
- Fhvironment policy 
- "Steeel in the light of economic theory" by Mr Franco Peco 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No l786 : 



SUMMARY 

1 - EDITORIAL: The European sulllllit and the CSCE. 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: Mr Behrendt to meet President Pompidou - The European Parliament and Tunisia - ll!!i!!:!.-
cellor Brandt thinks the summit will not be held until after the summer - Mr Eyskens to form a new 
Belgian government - Nixon/Sato meeting 

DAILY BULLETIN No 957 (new 'series): 

3 

4 

5 

6-7 
8 

9 

10 

11 
12-13 

- E.\J.ro ean Parliament: agenda for the next plenazy session 
- EEC UK: eputy- evel meeting 
- Gross ourly wapes and the length of the working week in EEC industries 
- EIB: finance to, help improve telecommunications in the Limousin 
-RedUction of fluctuation mar ·ns between EEC currencies: according to Bonn, things shoufta~~dbe 
- EEC Ire an : a furt er deputi~s meeting to sett e a ast few points 
- 20,000 tons of sugar as co~~ty food aid 
- General outline of Community activities in 1972 (II) 
- Regional aid: reply to question No 354 from Mr Oele 
- EEC information for young people: reply to question Nos 395 from Mr Vals 
- Enrichment of uranium: question No 486 from Mr Vredeling and action taken following US offer 
- The American Ways and Means Com.nittee makes contact with the OECD 
- Price of gold: rise continues 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL NEWS 
- Steel er;ort ~rices 
- US-Stee~ fa~ ~n some prices 
- Threat of a strike in the British coal industry 
- Stoc§ of crude oil underground by Texaco in w.Germany 
- Publications of the European Communities 
- ECON~IC INTERPENETRATION No 1787 



SUMMARY 

1 - EUROPEAN LIBRARY 

2 -POLITICAL DAY: )!orway, Belgium and the role of the "small,countries" in the enlarged ColllllUility-
Assembly of the Council of Europe: agenda for meeting· from 19 to 26 January 

DAILY BULLETIN No 958 (new series): 

3 
4 
5 l~~i~~~~~~~~~t1h~je~~n~e,:g;ot;1~·: a~tions at political level should be concluded on Monday Committees for Economic Affirl.rs and Finance and Budgets 

recent decisions on the subjeet 
points remain pending 

problems pending 
6 

7-8 
8 
9 

10 

according to the 11 Graohs and Brief Notes" No 12 
and Means have had an exchange of views with the OECD 

creation of the denomination 
of the Group of Savings Banks of the EEC 
Report by Mr. Jahn 

next meeting 

11 - The Week in Europe 
12-13 - ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No. 1788 



SUMMARY 

1 - EDITORIAL: The visit of the Congress 1 Ways and Means Com .. littee to the Commission 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: Will Mr. David Kennedy be instructed to supervise relations between the U.~. and 
the enlarged EEC? - The Pompidou-Heath meeting at Chequers - Free Press - Mr. Humphrey is a can
didate- Should·Israel become a member of the Council of Europe? 

DAILY BULLETIN No 959 (new series): 

3 -The Committee of Central Bank Governors has met with Mr. Barre present 
3-4 - EEC/Ireland: ministerial conference 
4 - The Norwegians ask for a new formulatian on the transition to the final period in the field of. 

fisheries 
1 

5 -Compensatory charges: new complaints about their application 
- The COPA and the leaders of the agrieultural organisations of the candidate countries meet 

6-7 - EEC/AASM: opening of the parliamentary work _ 
8 - Preparation of the Plenary Session~of the European Parliament: financing of the building of high-

power nuclear reactors 
9 - Investments in the coal and steel industries in 1971 
10 -The A.S.P. will be suppressed soon, according to a member of the Ways and Means Committee of the 

American Congress 
- OECD Petroleum Committee: meeting in Paris 
- Consultations on cocoa open in Geneva 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 

ll - Weekly Echoes 
12-13 - ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1789 

~E/Documents Nos 658/659': Tripartite Report on Reshaping the International Economic Order 



SlJ.M}!ARY 

1 - EDITORIAL: How to improve 11 communications 11 bet~>:een Europe and America. 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: Mr Behrendt has talks with President Pompidou - A self-governing Scotland would not 
consider itself bound by the accession treaty - Mr Wickmann to go to Austria - The political sit
uation in Italy - An end to the crisis in Belgium? 

DAILY ~ULLETIN No 96o (new series): 

3-4 
4-5 
5 
6 

7 

8-9 

10 

11 

lZ.:.l3 

-EEC treland: The EEC's final offer is 150,000 tons for Ireland's sugar production quota. 
- EEC No:nva r; the fisheries problem still not resolved 
- Central Bank Governors meet in Basle 
- High-level contacts by the American \vays and Means Committee 
- An EX::SC loan to be floated in Italy? 
- The Community's energy needs 
- Regional policy and cmploy.nent in the EEX:: 
- The ordering of an Italian pm,er station from a Gennan: company causes sharp reaction 
-Preparations for the plenary session of the E.P.: Legislation on ice-cream; legislation on deter-

gents; delays over regional policy: oral question; delays over freedom of esta~lishment: oral ques
tion; technical obstacles to trade: cables, chains, hooks, etc. 

- Uprooting of apple-trees in Holland: extensive programme recom;nended 
- Claimed \vastage by the Commission, and repercussions: question No 492 from Mr Springomm 
-French coal imports: falling 
- OECD countries look at oil problems 
- Death of Mr Hoeycls 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL NEWS 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1790 

EUROPE/Brief Notes No 318 - Belgium 



SUMMARY 

1 - EDITORIAL: Doubt over Norway 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: French Socialist Party: positions regarding European integration - The Congress 
Ways and Means Committee ends its visit to Brussels 

DAILY BULLETIN No 961 (new series): 

3 

4-5 
5 

6 

7 

8-9 

9 
10· 

ll 

12-13 

ro oses to reduce the maximum a between the currencies of the Six to 

- EUROSYNDICAT: 134.79 
- The creation of Committees and the institutional problems linked to it 
- New ECSC loan: details 
- Ireland and Norway: wHile waiting for a reply 
- Last technical phase ~efore the signing of the Accession Treaties 
- Agricultural structures: problem of modernisation 
- Delivery of wheat to Algeria and Egypt as food aid 
- AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION: Compensatory tax on sweet oranges from Algeria - Sale of fruit and vege-

tables drawn back from the market 
- Towards a reduction of the bank rate in France? 
-The OPEC rejects the oil companies' proposals 
- E.D.F.: favourable opinion for three new development projects 
- EEC/AASM Association parliamentary conference: opening of the annual session 
-Preparation of the Plenary Session of the E.P.: Fight against drugs; National mergers of limited 

companies; More restrictive interpretation of the idea of the exercising of public authority 
which hinders the right of establishment 

- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
- "Generalized preferences": reply to question No. 389 from Mr. Bo~o 
- Standards of obligatory publishing for the documents of large firms: reply to question No 363 from 

Mr. Wolfram 
- Action against drugs: reply to question No 351 from Mr. Vredeling 
- Raw steel production in 1971 
- The metalworkers of the Ruhr will vote for starting a strike 
- COMPOSITE PRICE: 32.84 D/T 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1791 



1 

2 

- EDrrORIAL: A Socialist Euro}Z? 

- POLrriCAL DAY: The La.bour ·Opposition to try to prevent Mr B'ath sigru.ng the Treaty on 22 January -
European Socialist teachers support the creation of a European centre for the development of ed
ucation. - Mrs Rocke on the European security conference. 

MIIN BJLIEriN No 962 (new series) : 

3-4 - '!be trade talks between the EF...C arxl the United states resume tomorrow 
4-5 - Re-launching of the economic and monetary union and its implications..,...., 
5 - Ireland accepts the Community proposals on sugar 

- Anxious wait for a decision from the Norwegian government on fiSheries polioz 
- EEC/UK: work at deputy level 
- European Commission appointments -' 

6-7 -The negotiations with Turkey open a new cycle of talks with the ~diterranean countries 
7 - §zyt's boycott clause: question 494 from Mt' Van der Steel-
8 - Crude oil: world reserves arxl production in 1971 

- Investment in the German electricity generating industry 
9 - ECSC loan floated on the Italian capital market 

- Uranium: world reserves 
- Ban on alignment of prices with E.European countries extended to 1972 
- Bank rate lowered in France 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL NEWS 

10 - Consultative committees: replz to questi~m 265 from l-h' Vredeling 
- St.a.m.ii'.g veterinary corrunittee: reply to question 7'1-7 from Mr Vredeling 
- Import of fisheries products into France: reply to question :}64 from W "Xriedemarin 

11 - Publications ef the European Corrununities 
12·13 - ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1792 



~---------------------~------- --

SUMMARY 

1 - EUROPEAN LIBRARY 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: British MP's to have English texts of the Cotmrunity regulatiClllls - Iuxembourgt the 
voting age reduced to 18 - Mr Rainer Barzel to go to the United States - Mr Stans to give up his 
post as Secretary for Trade - ~~ final talks? - The Italian crisis 

DAILY BJLIETm No 963 (new series) z 
3-4 - The Monetary Committee gives a technical opinion an the Commission's proposals to reduce margins 
4 - EEC IUK: last meeting on Mornay 

- EEC 'USA trade talks: new phase on 3 February 
5 - EEC Mauritius: proposal for the opening of formal talks an accession te the Yaeund~ Convention 

- The Parliamentary Conference of the EEC/AASM Associatioru sessiGln ends 
-The Norwegian government presents new proposals· 

6 - The economic si tuaticn in the Community t quarterly report (January 19'72) 
- I.C.F.T.U.: Mr Kersten appointed general secretary 

7 -World and European sugar production: towards a deficit? question 488 from Mr V'reQeling 
· - The citizen ani new farming structures: topic for debate by the Assembly of the f:?ouncil of Europe 

8 - International tin agreement: reply to question No 371 frGm Mr vredeling 
' - Pollution of the sea 1 reply to questian 295 from Mr vredeling 

9 - Nuclear reactors in service.being built and prQjeoted in the C0mmunity 
,_ The thermal power ·station ordered from KWU by ACEA t Commission's positiam 

10 - Veluntary limitation of steel exports te the USAt talks resume 
-The Japanese steel indGstry: cartel to limit exports of steel te Europe 
- Ruhrkohlen AG t short-time introduced 

11 - The week in Europe 
12-13 - ECONOMIC INrERPENE'l'RATION. .. No 1793 



SUMMARY 

1 EDITORIAL: From the agreement with Norway to a re-launching of the economic and monetary union 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: Malfatti/Rey talks - The consultations with a view to the forming of a new govern-
ment in Italy have begun - Imminent solution te the crisis in Belgium - A statement by Mr. Heath 
on the European summit·- The death of King Frederik ef Denmark - Appeal by Secretary General of 

CISL - Ratification of the Treaties conclude-.~ by Bonn l:i.as begun. 

DAILY BULLETIN No 964 (new series): 

3-4 
4 

5 

6-7 
8 

9 

10 

ll 
12-13 

- The compromise on "Fishing Rights" in Norwegian coastal waters 
- Trade ne otiations with the United States: the Ceuncil could de<l with this on 31 January 

EEC Turke : for the adaptation of the Association agreement 
- Plenary Session of the European Parliament: The Council justifies the delays in achieving freedom 

of establishment in reply to an oral question - American Congressmen are present at the session 
- The regional policy and its impact on the achievement of economic and monetary union 
- Application of veterinary legislation: contents of the compromise reached between the EEC and the 

applicant countries 
-Definition of the intervention price for cereals in France and the F.R.G.: reply to question No. 

348 from Mr. Vredeling 
- Imports of wine made by the Netherlands: reply to question No 37~ from Mr. Vredeling 
- Difficulties in the skimmed milk powder supply: reply to question No. 357 from Mr. Vredeling 
- Coal production in 1971 
- Australian coal for the Belgian steel industry 
- Weekly :Annex:· . 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1794 



3 

4 

5-6-7 

7 
8-9 

9 

10 

ll 
1~13 

- All the technical problems relating to the conditions for the accession of the new members to the 
Communities are solved 

- Mr. Barre has given his annual account of the economic situation of the EEC to the European Parl
iament 

- Plenary Session of the European Parliament: The problem of drugs; Community coordination of the 
computer market: reply to an oral qu€stien; ~rantin~ of loans for Community contributions to the 
financing of nuclear power stations; Approval of the proposal aimed at harmonising the legislation 
relating to the marking if cables, chains etc.; The E.P. considers that the exercising of public 
authority must be interpreted restrictively; the De Gryse report on the guarantees to be demanded 
in the event of business mergers is postponed to the next session. 

-ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
- EEC/AASM: Adoption by the Parliamentary Conference of the Association of the resolution on the 

functioning an<i development of t'1e Association 
- Sale of African handicrafts products 
- Short e of su ar on the world market: certain measures are taken 
- Hoo ovens oesch AG: approval of the merger 
- Steel production of the U.K. in 1971 
- Publications of the European Communities 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1795 



SUMMARY 

1 - EDITORIAL: "Is Europe ready to assume a worJ·dwide role" 

2 -POLITICAL DAY: Mr David Kennedy's task in Europe - Europa.,..Union Deutschland: survey of European un-
ification - The Nixon talks - The crisis in Italy: Mr Colombo may we11 stay in office - Mr Pedini: 
Europe and political union 

DAILY BULLETIN No 966 (new series): 

3 - Price proposals for 1972/73 presented by Mr Mansholt 
- Final opinion of the Euroeean Commission on the enlargement 
- Compensatory charges in agricultural trade raised 
- EUROSYNDICAT: 134.95 

4 Mr Schiller in favour of a narrowing of margins 

5-6 - Plenary session of the European Parliament: Legislation on detergents - legislation on ice-creams -
trade s tat is tics 

6 - EEC/Greece: negotiations with a view to altering the agreement as a result of enlarge~nt 
7-8 Reg1onal policy and the economic and monetary union 
8 - OECD Committee on Trade: further meeting 

- ECONOMIC AND FIANCIAL NEWS 
9 - EDF: singing of seven finance agreements 

- ~cational television in Africa: preliminary study on possible use of satellites 
10 - Conjunctural situation according to .a survey among heads of Community companies 

- Mr Ambrose Roux 1 s report to the CNPF 
11 - Coke: production down 

The""increase in nuclear ;ewer capacity in the EEC likely to be covered by light-water reactors 
COMPOSITE PRICE: 32.84 D T 

12-13 - ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1796 



1 

sm..tMR.Y 

- EDITORIAL: The signing of the Accession Treaties. 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: Will Mr Pompidou have a referendum on the building of Europe? - Assembly of the 
Council of Europe: the Ulster situation - The new Belgian Go,rernrnent announced - The Soviets and 
British entry into the EEC 

DAILY BULLETIN No 967 (new series): 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 
8 
9 

10 
10-11 
11 

12-13 

- The Eeople who will be signing the Accession Treaties have all been designated by the countries 
involved 

- The texts relating to the membership of the new members of the Community are ready 
- Mr Thorn has contacts with Swedish leaders 
- Agricultural policy: all the problems arising to be looked at by the Council 
- ECONOMIC ANu FINANCIAL NEWS 
- Speech by the British Minister of Agriculture 
- Membership of the Farce Islands: to be decided by referendum 
- Opposition from Norwegian fishermen 
- New Zealand dairy produce: special arrangements 
- Dublin: demonstration against the Common Market 
- E.I.B.: account of activities in 1971 
- Court of Justice: 60 rulings made in 1971 
- Community expenditure counld increase by 6% to 7% in 1973 qnd 1974 
- Replies to parliamentary questions: No 234 from Miss Lulling, No 404 from Mr Vredeling, No 418 from 

Mr Springorurn 
- ~: production in the IISI countries in 1971 
- Iron and steel indsutries in the OECD countries: evolution 
- Steel: improvement in economic situation by the autumn? 
- Safety in coal mines 
- Amount of oxygen in non-ferrous metals 
- Commission/EPEe cooperation in the energy field 
~ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1797. 



SUMMARY 

l ~ EUROPEAN LIBRARY 

2 POLITICAL DAY: Statem,!nt by Professor H~llstein about the signing of the accession treaties - Mr 
Heath presented with the 11Europa-Preis fuer Staatskunst" - Federalists to hold round-table in Ant
werp- New Belgian Government takes office - Mr Heath obtains majority in the House 

DAILY BULLETIN No 968 (new series): 

3 Europe has chosen solidarity and equality of rights and duties. says President Malfatti 
- Siqninq of the treaties of accession: final arrangements 

4 -Council meeting on agriculture~ arrangements for Algerian ~ine 
- The new Italian Act dealing with retail trade: Italian government reply 
- EEC/Cyprus: negotiations ~tart Monday 

Joint EEC/lsrael Commission: next meeting 
5 T Specialisation agreement betveen two European utility vehicle. manuFacturers 

- Elimination of technical barriers to trade: new General Programme 
OF.CD Group for trade pro·blems: further meeting 

6 - Euratom research budg~t for 1972 and question 514 from Mr Vredeling 
- Scientific und technical cooperation: wcrk resumes 

7 - EEC countrie~ national rseurch budget~ and orogrammes 
- Thermionic powe~ generation: international conference 
- Environment discussed by the Council of Europe 

Norwegian Fisheries Minister resigns 
8 "Social memorandum": comments from the Management Executives' Confederation 

- EEC/East African countries: next mee~ing of the Association Council 
9 -EEC policy on comvetition and that of the M.S.: reply to question 395 from Mr Vredeling & Mr Oele 

- gmfrgf.'ncy aid in the frame\..·ork of .food aid: reply to question l2.§_ from Mr Vredeling 

10 
ll-12 

- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL NEWS 
- The Week in Europe 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENr:TRATION No 1?98 

EUROPE(bocuments: No 661- Basic facts about the enlargement of the Community 



SUMMARY 

1. EDITORIAL: The accession treaties have been signed, and we must now be vigilant. 

2-3 - POLITICAL DAY: After the signing of the Accession Treaties: many comments and positions adopted -
Mr. Colombo will form the new Italian Government - Consultations of the Seven on Bangla Desh -
The Consultative Committee of the Warsaw Pact meets in Prague 

DAILY BULLETIN No 970 (new series): 

4 
4-5 
5 

6. 

7-8 
8 
9 

10 

ll 
12-13 

- EEC/non-candidate EFTA countries: the file on the negotiations will be resumed by the Council 
- "Free Trade Area" with the EFTA countries: support of the European parliamentarians 
- Protection of the environment: French memorandum 
- E.S .C.: programme of the lOOth session 
- Council meeting on agriculture 
- Regional policy: Britis h experience in this field could be useful to the enlarged EEC 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL NEWS 
- EEC/AASM: suggestions for establishing trade relations on new bases 
- Agreement between SAVIEM and MAN: the Commission's opinion 
- The: French potash monopoly: reply to question 36o from Mr Vredeling 
- A European fund for youth and vote at 18 called for by E.P. political committee 
- Special ECSC rail tariffs in Germany 
- Fisheries: scheme to modernise deep-sea fleets 
- The American budget for 1972/73 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL NEWS 
- -weekly Appendix 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1799 



SUMMARY 

1 - EDITORIAL: Farm prices: a policy problem that must be solved at political level 

2 -POLITICAL DAY: Belgium's European commitm~t: statement by the Eyskens Government -Censure motion 
on the Conservatives rejected - Sir Con O'Neill to give up his post soon - Moscow and Warsaw treat
it!: opposition - Danish referendum 

DAILY BULLETIN No 971 (n~w seri~s): 

3-4 - Th~ Ministers of Asricultur~ will try, in a s~ries of meetings, to deal with the price policy, the 
monetary troubles and the modernisation o£ structures. 

5 - EECJUSA: preparations for further trade talks 
- Israel asks for a revision of its present agreement with the EEC 

6 - ~ and the danger its presents to human health: German Government's position 
- Combatting the problem of dust in mines 

7 - European management symposium: speech by Mr Spinelli 
7-8 - Environment protection: French Government memorandum 
9 - ~: next full sessioni public supply contracts 
10 -BSC: Community draft legislation on weight and size of lorries 
11 - Setting up of a European monetary organisation urgent, says Professor Trif£in 

- Mr Olivier Long would like to see total freedom of trade in industrial goods 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL NEWS 

12-13 - ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1800 



SUMMARY 

1 - EDITORIAL: "Agricultural prices: two measures to be taken" 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: The Warsaw Pact summit ends - The Danish referendum will be in September - Mr Nixon 
on the dangers of nuclear war - Mrs Golda Meir receives the President of the &.P. - Assembly of the 
Council of Europe: speech by Mr Ertl 

DAILY BULLETIN No 972 (new series): 

3 - The British Parliament presented with the "European Communities Bill" 
- The European University: agreement on financial side among the Six 

3-4 - Mr Barre will explain the Commission's monetary proposals to the Council on Monday 
- EUROSYNDICAT: 136.73 

4 - EEC/Israel: meeting o£ the Joint Commission 
Intra-Community duty-free concessions: E.P.'s finance committee gives its view 

- Compensatory charges: no changes 
5 - Farm prices: the Commission puts off its decision until next week 
6 - Transport of goods by road: new German bills 

-The transport policy should be examined by the European summit, the E.P.'s committee says 
7-8 T Fast-breeder reactors: reply to question 330 from Messrs Adams and Oele 
8 - ~: lOOth session 
9 - Television broadcasts on European integration: reply to question 401 from Mr Vredeling 

- ID2[: four new financing decisions, 
- Butter: rebates reintroduced 

10 - Iron ore: amount mined in November 1971 
- COMPOSITE PRICE: 34.17 D/T 

11 - The economic situation in Great Britain: OECD annual report 
- Challenge to America's position in the economic field underlined by Mr Nixon 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL NEWS 

12-13 - ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1801 



SUMMARY 

1 - EDITORIAL: "Agricultural prices: a first wise decision has been taken". 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: Is the co-operation between France and Great Britain in the nuclear field possible, 
probable, desirable and necessary? Question No 530 from Mr. Vre.deling - The external economic 
policy of the enlarged EEC: Symposium of the College of Bruges - Resignation of the German Minister 
Leussink: von Dohnanyi succeeds him. 

t)AILY BULlETIN No 973 {new series~: 

3 - European Parliament: agenda of the plenary session 
- "Factual" report on the trade negotiations with the United States sent by the Commission to the 

Council 
4 - Modalities of the consultation rocedures with the four new countries accePing to the Treaty 

- EEC Israel: problems raised by enlargement 
5 - Agricuitllral prices: the Commission will make the best balanced proposals 
6 - Industry and society in the Community: Conference in Venice 

-Enlarging of the powers of the E.P.: Timetable of work for the studies 
7 - E.S.C.: development projects in the priority agricultural regions 
8 - "European Centre for the Development of Education": first meeting of the high-level group with 

9 

10 

11 
12-13 

a view to its creation and question No 529 from Mr. Vredeling 
- ~ONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
- New German trends concerning taxes on fuels and vehicles 
- Steel: sales in December 1971 
- Relations between China and the EEC: replies by the Council to questions Nos 262 and 261 from 

Mr. Glinne and 243 from Mr. Berkhouwer 
- Publications of the European Communities 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1802 



1 

2 

DAILY 

' 
4 
4-5 
5 

6 
7 

8 

9 

10 

11 
12-13 

SUMMARY 

- EUROPEAN LIBRARY 

- POLITICAL DAY: Three parties J01n the European Movement in the Netherlands - Mr. Malfatti gives an 
address to the Political Committee of the E.P. - Mr.· Deniau in "Le Figaro" about majority vote -
Statement by Mr. Thorn 

BULLETIN No 974 (new series): 

- The Council will devote Monday to the EEC's normal activity and Tuesday to the major political 
problems 

- Monetary praposa1s by the Commission: first positions adopted by the M.S. 
- Non-candidate EFTA countries: points pending in the Community position 
- Uruguay: the opening c;f the negotiations will be decided on on Monday 
- Mauritius: the Council will negotiate the association itself 
- Argentina: extraordinary meeting of the Joint Commission 
- Energy polic*: two measures will have to be decided on by the Cpuncq 

"Third party1 insurance and control of the "green insurance card" for cars 
- A delegation from the E.I.B. visits the British Treasury 
:.... Common agricultural policy: President Malfatti stresses the need to safeguard it,: 
- Modernisation of farm structures 
- AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION: The Irish Minister of Agriculture will have talks with Mr. Mansholt -

Premium for the slaughtering of cows. . 
- Paul Finet Foundation: activities 
- Special steels: production in France in 1971 
- J.R.C. and the optimum use of potentialities: question No 523 from Mr. Gerlach 
- Pluriannual research programme of Euratom 
- Economic situation of Norway according to the OECD 

Reform of the international monetary system: American aims 
- The monetary policy of France outlined by Mr. Giscard d'Estaing 
- The Week in Europe 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1803 



1 

SUMMARY 

- EDITORIAL: "For a Connnuni tl: monetary system -
Communi t:y'' 

31 Jo.n~ lq1-J.. 
(1) The beginnings of 

tJo. <i1S' 
) 

a monetary identity for the 

2 -POLITICAL DAY: European Left:Congress- Benelux: meetihg•of the Interparlipmentary Consultative 
Council -Greece and the enlargement of the EEC - Mr Pedini: Conference on the enlargement of the 
EEC and its political future - Declaration by Mr Scheel 

DAILY BULLETIN No 975 (new series): 

3 - Council of Ministers: session starts 
4 - Community imports from the developing countries under generalised pref-erences 

- Raw lead: importations from third countries 
- Brazil: concern about 'its exports of' sugar and coco_a to the EEC 
- President Malfatti to go to Chile 
- MC~.uritius: the Commission will -negotiate. 

5-6 - ~ conclusions of the lOOth session 
6 - ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL NEVS 
7 - OECD experts meet {Group N°3 and the Economic Policy Group) 

T Centre for observing the textile trade's economic position: studi~s at Community level 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL NEWS 

8 - "Con£agricul tura": the problem of .farm prices 
The world powdered milk shortage causes a marked rise in the price of veal 

- Imports of fisheries products from Morocco ·and Tunisia: Comrnis·Sion goes back on proposals 
9 - Euratom;and the multianhual research programme: the E.P. hopes the questions will be put to the summit 

- Nuclear poYer station at Unterweser: CoiMlissiort's opiniOn 
- French steel industry: loan floated 

10 - Technical cOritrol of air pollution in the steel ind\lstry 
- Storage of radioactive substances: health implications 
- Steel prodv.cts: standardisation 
-Coal exports: ·study 
- Air pollution by motor vehicles: action programme 

11 - Weekly Appendix 
12-13 - ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1804 



SUMMARY .;} h!.b~ I tt 1--.;t 1 IUb . q-:{- (o 

1 - EDITORIAL: "For a Community monetary system- (2) Mythical parallelism" 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: A political working lunch for the minist~rs of the Six - Mr Scheel and the European 
summit - The Ostpolitik attacked by Mr Strauss - Japan feels a pe«ce treaty is linked to return of 
the Kuriles - The Ulster crisis 

DAILY BULLETIN No 976 (new series): 

3-4 
4 
5 
6 
7 

8~ 

9 

10 

11 
12-13 

- The Counci 1 defines the Community position for the next round of tr«de t«lks with the USA 
-Negotiations with the EFTA countries: the Council defines. the Community position 
-The Commission's monetarx proposals explained to the Council by Mr B«rre 
- Hydrocarbons: approval by the Council of two regulations 
- Farm prices for 1972/73: the Commission to state its position tomorrow 
- ~: conclusions reached by Work Group N° 3 
- Commission's thinking on information policy: the Council takes note 
-ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL.NEWS . 
- The EEC and the next UNCTAD conference 
- EEC/!.Jruguay: coming talks 
- Court of Justice: effects of the monetary crisis on farm markets: cases 38, 39 and 42/71 
- Alcohol: first examination of plans for a market organisation 
- Publications of the European Communities 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1805 

EUROPE4>ocW!Ients No 653 - Aids for Ship-building 

collsvs
Text Box



SUMMARY 

1 - EDITORIAL: "For a Community monetary system - (3) How to be "credible" 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: Preoarations for the conference on security and cooperation in Europe: question No 
547 from Mr Vredeling. - The recognition of Bangladesh by the EEC countries - Mr Colombo declines 
~orm a Government 

DAILY BULLETIN No 977 (new series): 

3 EEC/USA: A "special effort" has been made to enable a positive result to be reached 
3 - EUROSYNDICA1: 139.04 
3-4 - The Council becomes aware of the urgent need to take Community measures in the monetary field: 

statement by Mr Thorn. 
4-5 - Contents of the agreements to be concluded with the non-applicant EFTA countries 
5 - EEC/Argentina: meeting of the joint committee 
6 - 1972/73 farm prices: the Commission has drawn up its proposals 

- @ECD economic policy committee: work continues 
7 -preparations for the plenary session of the E.P.: regional policy (oral question No 13/71); ultra-

fast trains in the EEC (oral question No 17/71). · 
-The Commissionsuggests institutionalising.the consultation of young people 

8 - The shar~ of the various EEC regions in GDP 
- Enriched uranium: working out of requirements 
- ECSC industrial conversion loan for a car plant in France 
- Steel tubing: authorisation for a merger 

9 - Mr Bokassa accuses the controler delegate of the EDF: reply to question 427 from Messrs Fellermaier 
and Seefeld 

- The European Company: reply to question 414 from Mr Couste 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL NEWS 

10 - Coking coal: reply to question 339 from Mr Spenale 
- Scrap equalising fund: liquidation 
- COMPOSITE PRiCE: 34.83 D/T 

11 -National Bank of Belgium: annual report 
- National Bank of Belgium reduces bank rate to 4.50% 

12-13 - ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1806 



SUMMARY 
1 - EDITORIAL: Towards a CommUllity monetary system (4) - the search for a decision-mald•g ceJttre 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: The Eur0pa-Union DeutSc:hland criticises the propesals for reform of the Iastitutions 

DAILY BULLETIN No 978 (new series): 

3-4-5 
6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 
12-13 

- Farm prices: The Commission will present its proposals to the Council on Monday 
- The developing countries: proposals for concrete action to help them 
- Eccnomic and Monetary Union: the Commission concerned about nen-:-monetary fields 
- Spanish wines: the arrangements for import into the Community still not settled 
- Fisheries products from Morocco and Turlisia: the system which is to apply 
- The Belgian economic expansion act: tie Commission to pronounce ia three weeks 
- ~: preparations for.the plenary sessioa -.EEC/Argentina trade agreement (Lihr Report) 
- OECD Economic Policy Committee: sessioa eads 
- Powdered skimmed milk shertage: reply to question 374 from Hr Vredeliag 
-Farm trade and contracts made before compeasatory1charges intreduced: reply to questioa 434 from 

Mr Ilinker . · 
} 

- Price of Italian wiae experted to France: reply to questien 352 £rem Mr Vals; CoiiiiiiUility fiaancial 
aid after the floods in Italy:· reply to question 277 from Mr Vredelillg 

- Coal industry: subsidies 
- Eaergy requirements ill the vari~Us consumer· sectors 
- Publications of the European Communities 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1807 t and iltterim reply to questiea 421 from Hr Oele aad the XHD-Saviem-

Volve-Daf agreement. 



1 - EUROPEAN LIBRARY 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: Europa-Union criticises Mr. Scheel's propo~als concerning the European institutions -
Mr. Brandt to go to London in April - Delegations from the Social-Democrat Parties of Austria, the 
F.R.G., Italy and Switzerland will discuss regional co-operation- BanglaDesh recognised by n~ 
erous countries - Mr. Wilson again criticises the terms for entry - Mr. Pompidou to visit Lux.ern
bourg 

DAILY BULLETIN No 979 (new series): 

3 

3-4 
5-6 
6 

9 

10 
11 
12-13 

-Will the Commission be re resented at the Conference on Security<and Co-operation in Europe? 
- EEC Switzerland: statements by Mr. Deniau ' 
- EEC United States: the trade negotiations have ended with a balanced agreement 
- E.P.: Preparation of the Plenary Session: Tax exemptions for travellers; Liberalisation of the 

profession of veterinarian; Economic situation of the EEC. 
- Post-Apollo Programme: next meeting of experts 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
- Crude oil: imports in 1971 
- Protection of the environment: reply to question No 326 from Mr. Schworer 
- Delivery of enriched uranium to Preussenelektra 
- Objectivity and neutrality of the official Community publications: reply to question No 419 from 

Mr. MUller 
- Mon~y indexes and annual_ index of the O.G.: re~ly.to question No 39,3 from Mr. Gerlach 
- E.A •. G.F.: reply to quest1on No 420 from Mr. Laudnn 
- Enriched uranium: contracts for the supply worth more or less 530 million u.a. 
- The Week in Europe 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENE'ffiATION No 1808 



suMMARY it~ ·f-e\o~y-d- Lct-:p..-1\Jo 4~0 
1 -·EDITORIAL: Looking towards an autumn summit ( 1) - Political cooperation . 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: Political Committee: next meeting - Germ.an/Italian/Swiss/Austrian Social Demcrat 
summit - Mr Brandt on the enlargement - Italy: Mr Andreotti instructed to form a government - Two 
Danish candidates for the European Commission 

DAILY BULLETIN No 980 (new series): 

3 - EEC/United States: the Committee of Permanent Representatives looks at the agreement 
- Agriculture CounciJ ·; meeting opens 

4 - EEC/Finland: proposals on .the paper sector unacceptable 
- Turkish Foreign Minister: European tour 
- EEC/Japan: agreement on cotton textiles 
- Statements by Mr Ntfrgaard 
- The East German Mark revalued 

5 - EEC/Andes Group countr,ies: 
- Consultation of new member countries: finalising of certain internal procedures 
- Tunisia, Morocco, Algeria, Turkey benefit from non-levying of compensatory taxes on wines 

6 - Two "youth" committees proposed by the. Commission 
- European Parliament: plenary session opens 

7 - Commission replies to questions Nos 397 from Mr VredelingjMiss Lulling; 271 from Miss Lulling; and 
432 from Mr·vredeling 

- Community sugar production: reply. to question No 399 from Mr Vredeling 
- SDR's and the developing countries: reply to question 382 from Mr Vredeling 

8 - Natural gas: production in 1971 
9 - "Rheinstahl": interest rebate 

- Plutonium: very f-=w transactions 
- Steel: the steel industry draws attention to the bad short-te.rm situation 

10 - Benelux:. meeting of the Consultative Inter-Parliamentary Council 

11 
12-13 

- Pari'lllelism between the economic and monetary aspects: stressed by Mr Werner 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL. INFORMATION 
- Weekly App~Cndix 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1809 plus index No 50 



SUMMARY q ~OY\A.C\~ tt(r~ t0o . ~& \ 
t - EDITORIAL: Looking towards an autumn summit (::>) - "knowing where we are going". 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: Mr. Brandt to go to Paris soon - Direct election of the German delegation to t~e 
E.P.: bill- The Belgian Senate appoints its delegations to the European Assemblies- Nordic 
co-operation strengthened - Mr. Perez-Guerrero to visit Brussels - Sir Alec Douglas-Home to go 
to Spain 

DAILY BULLETIN No 981 (new series): 

3-4-5 

5 

6 
7-8 
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10 

ll 
12-13 

-European Parliament: Plenary Session: Appeal by President Malfatt;i to Europeans; Youth PolicY! 
Mr. Borschette stresses the Commission's commitment 

- Mr. Malfatti to go to Japan soon: 
- EEC/United States trade agreement: approved by the Council 
- 11Agriculture11 Council: some progress on the file of themodernisation of structures 
- Exports to the developing countries: measures proposell in favour of them 
- E.I.B.: new resorting to the .capital markets 
- ECONOM.IC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATIOO 
- Moving house from one Member State to another: reply to question No 424 
-In the Spokesman's Group of the Commission 
- CEPAC: the British will be members 
- Steel: development of prices 
- Luxembourg's steel industry: wage bargain 
- 1972 Directory of the §yndical Chamber of the French Steel Industry has just been printed 
- Publications of the European CommUnities 
- ECOOOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1810 



SUMMARY I 0 feb-,~....t.C'\.f"'-(r { q '=1-2. No · CC~'"2-, 
1 ... EDITORIAL: Looking towards an autumn summit (3) - ''Minist~rs for European Affairs" 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: The political consultations -Messrs. Brandt and Pompidou: declarations -Warsaw 
Pact: meeting of the Committee'of Defence Ministers- President Nixon: "Message on the State of 
'tiie"Wo rld" 

DAILY BULlETIN No 982 (new series): 

3-4 -Farm prices: certain difficulties appear 
3 - EUROSNDICAT: 138.36 
4-5-6-7- European Parliament: Plenary Session: Speech by Mr. Cop;ee on the social policy; Right of estab

lishment for veterinarians, tax.exemptions, Youth Policy: Mr. Thorn taRes stock of the Community 
work on regional affairs 

8 - Environment: towards proposals on the subject 
- A vast programme for the protection of the environment proposed by President Nixon 

9 -Aid for agriculture in the F.R.C.: reply to question No 379 from Mr. Vredeling 
10 - Electrical Energy: slowdown of increase rate 

- UNO/ECE: long-term prospects of the electrical energy situation 
-COMPOSITE PRICE: 35.33 D/T 

ll - Economic and Monetary Union: France in favour of a new impetus 
- Statements by Mr. Stein 
- Mr. Heath considers that Europe must develop its own policy in the trade and financial fields 
- SJ'D!Posium on "Great Britain as a Conmon Market partner" 

12-13 - ECOOOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1811 

EUROPE/DOOUMENTS No 662- Toward Better Trade Relations in the 70 1s 



SUMMARY 11 W\o~ L't'::fl No· q'&~ 
1 - EDITORIAL: "With a view to an autumn summit - (4) A procedure for reform" 

2 - POlJTICAL DAY: The Belgian Chamber appoints its representatives for the European Assemblies 
Ireland wants to .take part in the work of the "Political Committee" - The Brandt-Pompidou meeting 

DAILY BULLETIN No 983 (new series): 

3-4-5.-6- European Parliament: Plenary session; Debate on the annual ro ramme of activit of the Euro ean 
Commission; Symposium soon with the nat1on par aments; Rapid imp ementation of t e Monetary 
Union is asked for - EEC(Argentina Agreement; Mr. Hougard~, new Vice-Chairman of the Parliament. 

7 - EEC7IT.s. trade negotiations: the procedure for approval by the Council has been begun 
- 11 Gold Bill": officially submitted to Congress 
- "Continental canu: appeal in the Court ·of justice 

8 - .!,!I,dustrial policy: statements by Mr. Toulemon 
- I iR.C.: future pluriarmual research programme 

9-10 
10 

11 
12-13 

- ECC!'IOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
- Financial assistance to the develo i 
- S ort-term economic evelopment a~co 

omic Cycle in the Community" 
- European Parliamentary Activit~ 
- ECC!'IOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1 12 

countries: measures proposed by the Commission 
1ng to No /1972 of the "Graphs and Brief Notes on the Ec.,...; 



SUMMARY 

1 - EUROPEAN LIBRARY 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: After the Franco-German talks - Mr. Malfatti at the University of Strasbourg -
Brandt-Pompidou agreem1mt for a 11 Pb,litical Secretariat"? 

DAILY BULlETIN No 984 ('rtew series): 

3-4 - The EEC/United States trade negotiations: the result approved by the two parties has come into 
effect 

4 - EEC/Morocco and EEC/Tunisia: adaptation of the agreements? , 
5-6-7 - European Parlianient: Plenary Session; Merchiers Report: further ~~'tponement; Ultra-fast trains 

- Air pollution - Information policy ~ Fruit and vegetables 1 

7 -Mr. Malt;atti has begun his visit to Japan 
8 - J .R.C.: still without a budget 

- Pluriannual programme of the ,JRC: first guidelines of the Commission 
9 - Siemens-Cl! agreement on computers: no positive Conmunity point of view 

-Co-operation agreements between firms in France approved 
-The Secretary General of UNCTAD has met Mr. Malfatti 
- Mr. Haferkamp, Chairman of the Bundesbahn 

10 - Primary electricity: fuel consumption 
11 - COPA: approval of several aspects of Mr. Mansholt' s agricultural policy 

- spaiiish wines: import~g arrangements in the EEC 
- Enrichment of uranium: new method by the application of lasers? 

12 - The Week in Europe 
13 - ECCfiOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1813 



SUMMARY 

EDITORIAL: Gentlemen, please knock the Commission! 

- POLITICAL DAY: The political consultations - Situation in Northern Ireland: question No 578 from 
Mr. Vals to the Council - Statements by Mr. Ma,jenica - Crucial debate in the CoRDIIOns on member
ship - The unions and the Community 

DAILY BUllETIN No 985 (new series): 

3 

4 

S-6 
6 

.7 

-New i!l'l'etus for the economic and monetary union: preparations for the Council's discussions 
.,.. Mr. Malfatti in Tokyo 
- Special Agriculture Committee: continuation of the work on prices and structures 
- Farm prices: opinion of the E.S.C. before the end of the month 
- "Green Report" of the German Government 
- The E.P. advocates an extension and improvement of food aid. 
-The E.P. supports the strengthening of freedom of residence and of movement for the nationals of 

the EEC 
- Record harvests in 1971 
- Ruhrkohlen AG: reorganisation plan 
- EEC/United States trade agreement: exchange of letters and documents 

8 - Economic sectors of an oligopolistic or semi-oligopolistic nature: reply to question No 373 from 
Mr. Vredeling 

- Draft Charter of the Euro ean oint.,..Stock Co 413 from Mr. Couste 
- The Euroc eque project: reply to question .,No.;..· ~~ 

9 - The pl~e of steel in the external relations of the Communities 
10 - Steel industry activity in the Community and the U.K. in January 1972 

- ECSC investment credits in favour of the steel industry 
- Saar coal and importing into France 

ll - Weekly Supplement 
12-13 - ECmoMic INTERPENETRAnoo No 1814 



SUMMARY lt.R ~\:::>~ lcfT2, tJ 0 • Cf1K \p 
1 - EDITORIAL: 11The political forces and institutional refonn11 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: The Political Gommi ttee meets in I.uxembourg - WEU: preparations for the plenary se ss-
:!. on of the Assembly - Northern Ireland: question No 582 from MrS carettoni..oRomagnoli and lot's Lotti 
- Mr Schmelzer in London - Denmark and the EEC 

DAILY BULlETIN No 986 (new series): 

3-4 - Enrichment of uranium: respective advantages and disadvantages of tha various methods 
4 - The Commission's monetary proposals : Mr Barre to meet the Permanent RepreseJU.ti ves en Thursday 
5 - F.Ec/Japan: still difficulties over restarting the trade talks· 

- EEC ruguay: problems of maritime transport to be raised in the talks 
-EEC Cyprus talks: Turkey makes a new move 
- Projected European system for the issuing of patents: draft ready by the end of June 

6 - The place of medium sized companies in the framework of integrating industrial structures in the 
enlarged EEC · 

7 - EEC/East Africa: 2nd session of the Association Council 
8 - Declarations of intent by the EEC, USA and Japan almost identical 

- ENEA: 1.3th report 
- RI"Ver transport: safety at work 
- British minister for tradeand industry to visit ~ussels 

9 - Regional and farming aspects of the Common !'tkrket: opinion poll 
10 - Combatting drug abuse : reply to question ~60 from Mr Oe le 

- The French newsprint monopoly: reply to question 217 from Mr atrgbacher 
- Food aid: reply to question 384 ffom Mr Vredeling 

11 - The growth of world trade: GAT!' study 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL NEWS 

12-13 - ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1815 



1 
SUMMARY IT- ~b""~ (~'7 2-- l'b I 9~ 

- EDITORIAL: "Two statesmen in search of a new "dimension'"' 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: The cpmmons Debate -· Mr. Patrick Hillery has talks with Mr. Hannel - The Austrian 
Olancellor visits several capitals - Mr. Andersen stresses the political reasons for Denmark's 
Accession i 

DAILY BULLETIN NO. 987 (new series) 
' 3 - The Finance Ministere of the "Six" wish to meet before the Council's deliberations on monetary 

affairs 
- EEC/Egypt and EEC~e~anon: the last obstacle to the conclusion of the agreements has been removed. 
-EUROSYNDI CAT: 140. 3 : 

3-4 -Modernisation of agrJicultural structures: laborious fiftalisation of the texts . 
4 - Mr. Dahrendorf, before leaving for the far East, receives the Turkish Foreign Minister 
5 - Fruit arid vegetables!: difficult situation 

- National aids in agrJi.culture: further letters to the M;S. 
6 Annual Meetings of the Council devoted to examining the short-tenn economic situation: new 

Procedures I 
- Mr. Malfatti in Jap~ 

7 - Social Security: it~development in the socio-economic context of the Community 
- The pre-eminence of ~mmunilf law and the self-executing nature of the regulations concerning 

productivity and agrJi.cultur structures 
- Radio asteurisation f shri 

8 - Crisis for the em lo and en · eers in the EEC : reply to question No. 411 from 
Mr. Coust-e 

8-9 - Replies from the Comfssion to questions nos. 507, from Mr. Meistef , 446, 443, 487,. and 455 from 
Mr. Vredeling . 

9 - Refonn of the Intern tional Moneta S stem: British views 
- EOONOMIC AND FINANCI INFORMATION 

10 - *nvestment expenditure in the energy sector 
-Oil: consequences of'l the conference in Geneva on prices 
- cntPOSITE PRICE: 35. 3 dollars ton 

11 - Publications of the ropean Communities 
12 - 13 EOONOMIC INTERPENET TION No. 1816 

EUROPE/Documents No. 656 Hal stein/Rey/Malfatti 
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'12-13 

SUMMARY-(~~b~~ lC{~ No ~q~ 
- EDITORIAL: "Some subjects {among others) for the Chequers talks: currencies and arms" 

- POLITICAL DAY: The Political Committee will meet again in Luxembourg on 11 and 12 April• 
YQ!~ J.n. the CoiiJIIIons at _10 .p.m. today - Pro- European statements by Mr. N~rgaard - Membership train 
in Great ·Britain. ~ .. 

- ~e--n~w cenerai"Repo-t'f""""of:·-the-. -actfvft;y oi the Community is trMsm:itted- fo the· -E~·P ~ 
. ps=nf==:tr - • • 

- The- Ministe'rs· of FinahWmight: meet: in Luxembourg on March"bth 
-Policy on competttion:· Hr.:.. Borschet"t@. st-:Fes-ses :Lfs progresif 

-= tb~ ~pec:i..\l.J.. COnu:nit:t~_e_()Q Agn.WJ.turtf":" The preliminary examination· of ·the pnce propositions 1972/73 
~ .IRC: still no agreement on the research budget 
- The inte aration of the Euro ean aeronautic indust 
- EEC Yu oslavia • an improvement and extension of relations are being studied 
- Agreement to be negotiated with Algeria 
- The Italian maize productors are discontented 
- The agricultural cooperatives of the EEC welcome the organisations of the candidate countries 
- National aids in the agricultural sector 
- Italy has given up the construction of the electrical power station ordered from KWU 
- CECA credits in 1971 · 
- "Diversification fund" for coffee: answer to question No. 429 by Mr. Vredeling 
- Number of cattle in Italy: answer to question No. 408 by Mr. Vredeling 

· - International transport of cattle in Italy: answer to question No. 383 by Mr. Vredeling 
- Economic situation in Spain according to the OECD 
- The value of the dollar continues to drop 
- E(X)NOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION: 
-· E(X)NOMIC INTERPENETRATION No. 1817 

Europe/Brief notes No. 319 Federal Republic of Germany 



SUMMARY 

1 - EUROPEAN LIBRARY 

z - POLITICAL DAY: Adoption of the second reading of the European ColllliUilities Bill -:- Italy: new gov-
ernment - The European Socialists meet in Paris 

DAILY BULLETIN No 989 (new series): 

3 and the a anese Government have approved a joint communique which opens the way 
to increase co-operation 

3-4 - Economic and Monetary Union: important suggestions about the measures to be taken for observing 
"parallelismn in its implementation 

5-6 - Industrial policy: new concrete proposals 
6 - International Faculty of Comparative Law in Luxembourg 
7 -The European summit and the Social Committee of the E.P. 

- The Permanent Committee for E lo ent: could meet in April 
- Situation o immigrants to the EEC and unemployment in Great Britain: quest:ilon No 590 from Mr. 

Glinne ai1d No 571 from Mr. Vredeling 
-Court of justice: Only one of the appeals in progress concerns the ECSC 

8 - Compensatory charges remain unchanged 
- Health and marketing rules for liquid milk: examination by the Sorial Colllllittee of the E.P. 
- Motor vehicles originating in Japan: Italy authorised to no longet apply Community treatment -

Products from Japan and Hong Kong excluded from Community treatment 
- Enriching of uranium for third parties: authorisation of agreements 

9 - EDF: Special loan' for Dahomey 
- EEC7East Africa: position of the EEC on the problems pending 
- Euro-African Association and the E~P. 
- Fertilizers from Yugoslavia: anti-dumping procedure completed 

10 - Exchanges of young wor}{ers in t:hc EEC: reply to question No 394 from Mr. Couste 
- Famil allowances for the children of a forei worker, remaining in his country of origint reply 

to question No 443 from Mr. Vre e ng 
11 - The Week in Europe 
lZ-13 - ECOOOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1818 



SUMMARY 

1. - EDITORIAL: "After the vote in the Commons~' 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: Mr. Nixon has arrived in China - The position of Mr. Hallstein - The Liberal Move7 
ment for a United Europe has met- The Heath Pom idou meetin has been postponed - After the vote 
in the. Commons - A threat to the uru.ty of the Danis Soci ~mocrat Party and to the referendum. 

DAILY BULLETIN No. 990 (new series): 
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9-10 
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11 
12-13 

- Is Poland really ready to conclude an agreement on cotton textiles with the EEC as a whole? 
- EEC/ Greece: The Commission considers that the "freeze" on the agreement should continue 
-Monetary measures: In the opinion of the Political Committee of the E.P. everything is ready on 

a technical level. 
- British industry is favourable to the reduction in the fluctuation margins between the currencies. 
- Could the EEC establish direct relations with the association of the countries of South-East Asia7 
- The Association Council EEC East Africa has met 
- T e EEC cou d app y furt er anti lllilprng measures against certain fertilisers cOming from 

Yugoslavia 
- Special Agricultural Committee: P.reparation of the agricultural Council 
- Shortage of su§ar on the ·world market 
- Food aid: 2,47 tons of powdered milk 
- Alcohol market: OOPA 1 s point of view 
- Restrictions on the importation of crisfs abolished in West Germany 
- The elimination of technical trade barners in the industrial sector: Commission 1 s communica~ion 

to the E.P. 
- Iron-ore: ~ross mining in 1971 
- Nuclear sites; control and supervision 
- 9eneral steel objectives: published 
-'Iron and steel products: European standards 
- Readaptation of the workers of the CECA industries after the enlargement of the EEC. Question 

No. 576 from Mr. Spenale 
- British Coal Board: a return to work is almost certain 
- The unit: of account in agriculture:. answer to question No. 263 from Mr. Spenale 
- The commer£ialisation of eggs: reply to question No. 415 from Mr. Richarts 
- The Economic and Social Committee will make a pronouncement this week on agricultural prices 
~ Weekl;r annex 
- EOONOMIC. INTERPENETRATION No. 1819 

EUROPE Brief Notes No. 320 FRANCE 



1 - EDITORIAL: "Pragmatists and ideolog~=RY J. 3 Wb ~ l't--=f')... Ne. q II 
2 - POLITICAL DAY: Foreign Ministers of the enlarged Community: exchange of views on political co-

operation and the preparations for the summit - Pompidou could meet Mr. Heath at mid-March - Mr. 
Erwin Lange considers that the conditions are not right for the ~rect election of the E.P. 

DAILY BULLETIN No 991 (new series): 
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- EEC(Non-candidate EFTA countries: 2nd phase of the negotiations in the second half of March 
- Mr. Malfatti will meet the Chancellor of Austria 
- Consequences of the enlargement of the EEC and the future trade negotiations in 1973 in the 

GATI' 
- Concern of Schleswig-Holstein about the repercussions of enlargement 
~ The importing of a milli.on hl of Algerian wine causes eddies 
-Value of the European U.b..:_ in agriculture 
- Study of the ESC on the monetary problems being examined by the plenary session 
- Energy demand in the Community 
-Community liberalisation lists: towards new additions 
- The Leburton Law is discussed with the Belgian Government 
- Tax discrimination on 'Solid extracts of coffee eliminated 
- Italian provisions in favour of the reorganisation and reconversion of in ustrial finns: ·question 

No 585 from Mr. Vredeling 
-Tax. exemptions for travellers: reply to question No 387 from Mr. Vredeling 
- Definition of the "bodies" of the Council: reply by the Council to question No 396 from Mr. 

Vredeling 
- Investment loans for ECSC firms 
- Steel: reduction of world production 
- Yugoslavian aluminium: distortions of competition? 
- Coal mining and oil refining capacities in the enlarged EEC 
- Publications of the European Communities 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1820 

EUROPE/Documents No 660- The European Commission's Proposals to the Council on the Narrowing of 
Fluctuation Bands between Community Currencies and on other Monetary 

Measures 



Sill1MARY 

- EDITORIAL: "A model of pragmatism" 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: Will the centre of gravity of political Europe be in Paris? - Bonn: Jiinergency pro-
cedure for the ratification of the treaties of accession. - A majority of 30 in the Commons in 
favour of Europe - The new government in Finland 

DAILY BULLETIN No. 992 (new series) 
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- :;rhe "general" session of the Council will only have a limited number of points on its agenda 
next week. 

- EUROSYNDICAT: 14l.97 
-Mr. Mansholt launches a European plan for the preservation of the ecological equilibrium Qf the 

world 
- EEC East Africa Association 
- T e prob ems of the value of the uuit of account used in agriculture 
- Special Committee on Agriculture: modernisation of agricultural structures 
- Nuclear policy examined by the Economic and Social Committee 
- Consultative Committee of the JRC: next meeting 
- The measures adopted by Iceland to protect her fishery resources 
- Italy and VAT 
- Use of atomic energy and public health: question No, 565 by Mr. Vredeling 
-Maximum rate of lead permissible in petrol: reply to question No. 139 from Mr. Vredeling and Mr. 

Seefeld 
- Direct insurance activities: reply to question No. 367 from Mr. Oele 
- The E. I. B. and the construction of Europe: lecture by Mr. yves Le Portz 
-Mr. Volcker reconunends to the Senate not to amend the 11 Gold Billn. 
- EOONCMIC AND FINANCIAL INFO~ATION 
- EOONCMIC INTERPENETRATION No, 1821 



SUMMARY 

1 - EDITORIAL: "The Connnission left out of it" 

2 - POLITiCAL DAY: The meeting of Foreign Affairs Ministers next Monday - 11The English in Europe" 
according to Raymond Cartier - Mr. Nixon 1 s stay in China - College of Euro:pe at Bxuges 

DAILY BULLETIN . No. 993 (new series) 

3 - Excise duties in the Common Market: first series of proposals concerning their hannonisation 
3 - 4 - Social report presented by Mr. Coppe 
4 - The nmonetary11 Council will meet 7 March 

- Economic and Social Connnittee: new proposals for fann prices 
- Compensatory sums: modifications for West Gennany 

5 - UNICE: position in favour of the monetary measures proposed by the Connnission 
- EEC/Spain: meeting of the joint Connnittee 
- Sicilian Sulphur: Mr. Vredeling and Mr. Girardin examine the problem on the spot 

6 - Road transport: common· rules on the question of 11 community quotas" : adjourned 

7-8 
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11 
12-13 

EOONOMIC AND fiNANCIAL INFORMATION 

- Refonn of the international monetary system: reply to question No. 356 from Mr. Vredeling and 
Mr. Oele 

- Possible obligation to indicate on cigarette packets that smoking is hannful: reply to question 
No. 447 from Mr. Dewulf 

- Creation of a charter on economi.c interest grouping: reply to question No. 467 from Mr. Couste 
-Right of Establishment: support of the E.P. 
- The Bundesbank lowers its discount rate from 4 to 3% 
-Construction of accommodation for-workers in the ECSC industries 
- Environment policy 
- Aluminium industries describe present difficulties 
- Stainless steels by welding: studies 
- roMPOSITE PRICE: 35.83 D/T 
- Publications of the European Community 
- EOONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No. 1822 



l - EUROPEAN LIBRARY 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: The agitation caused by the meeting of the Ministers of the Ten on the preparation 
of the Summit - Chancellor Brandt advocates a Europe "a la Monnet" - ~ next Council of Ministers 

DAILY BULLETIN No 994 (new series): 
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- "Agricultural" Council: agenda of the next meeting 
- Preparation of the "Summit" included on the agenda of the Council, at the request of the Euro-

pean Commission 
- Germany will make its suggestions in writing concerning the ere ation of a "Guidance Committeen 

for economic policies ' 
- Alcopol: proposals before 15 March 
- E.D.F.: favourable opinion on new financing 
- Special meeting of the Council, prepared by the Commission, which will give its opinion on the 

delayed drafts • 
- International Agreement on Cocoa: the Commission calls upon the Council to give it the respons-

ibility for negotiating on behalf of the EEC 
- Unit of Account: no final position as yet 
- Economic and So.cial Committee: agricultural incomes 1 , ~· 

- Budget of the Community of Six. and its transfonnation into a budget ol'·'the Ten 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
- Elimi~ation or ·regenerat~Qn of oils: reply to question No 355 from Mr. Oele 
- Labour' situation in the Is ra Research Centre: replies to questions Nos 321 and 435 from Miss 

Lu lin&.,_an<t Mr. Leonardi 
- Financial consequences of the trade in agricultural products between the GDR and the EEC: 

reply to question No 380 from Mr. Vredeling 
- Coal production 
- Molecular biology 
- ECSC Consultative Committee: next meeting 
- The Week ln Europe 
-ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1823 and question No 604 from Mr. Vredeling on the place of.cooperative~ 

in the movement of transnational mergers in the food industry 
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SUMMARY -:28. -r :2-C\. ~ b~~ ~~ ~ 'q ctS 
- EDITORIAL: "The conditions in which the institutional debate can open" 

- POLITICAL DAY: European Summit to be held in Paris on 19-21 Oct~~er: preparations to begin on 20 March 
The Italian Parliament is dissolved- End of Mr. Nixon 1 s visit to China: the final communique-

DAiLY BULLETIN No 995 (new series): 
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of the "general" session 
- EEC Mauritius: opening of the negotiations - _ , 
- "Agricu tur " Council: resumption of dossier oh-;the modernisation of structures 
- Trans ort Committee of E.P.: uraw attention of sUIDmit to delays in this policy 
- Kreisk Malfatti talks 
- EEC S ain: second session of the Joint Commission 
- Economic and Social Committee: has given its opinions on a certain number of technical files 
- The EEC is not opposed to the reciprocal preferences between developing countries 
- Crude oil: Supply problems according to a lecture by Mr. Frankel 
- Articles of the joint Firm in the oil industry and the E.P. 
- Agreements between European countries on "p-ayment cards": reply to question No 475 from Mr. Oele 
- Distribution of major newspapers in the Common Market: reply to question No 422 from Mr. Vredeling 
- O.G. and spelling mistakes: reply to question No. 472 from Mr. Gerlach 
-Steel: development of'orders 
- Scientific and technical policy among 19 European countries 
- Franco/Japanese nuclear agreement 
- Wee}Uy Annex 
- ECOO"OMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1824 



SUMMARY 

1 - EDITORIAL: "The preparations for the Summit begin't 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: Autumn Summit: some details about the preparations - After the ministerial meet
ing of the Ten: the reactions -The USSR supports Mr. Kekkonen- Marie-Louise Kwiatlmwski given 
a six-month prisob sentence 

llAILY BULLETIN No 996 (new series): 

3 - EEC/Algeria: the Council proposes to approve, on 20 March, the decision authorising the Commiss-

~5 
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6 
6-7 
7-8 
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11 

ion to open negotiations 
- Rumania and the "generalised preferences" 
- EEC alta: industrial development of the·,island 
- EEC U a : negotiations at the end of April 
- Foo aid: implementation of the commitments under the 2nd. Convention 
- Economic and Monetary Union: debates in the Council 
- India wants to start talks concerning trade relations with the enlarged C.M. 
- Mr. Dahrendorf in New Zealand and Australia 
- The two Conununities in Cyprus and the EEC 
-Enrichment of uranium by gaseous.diffusion 
- Community/Austria Negotiations on ECSC products 
- "Agricultural" Council: no agreement yet on the prices and structures 
- E~P.: Constitutive session 
- ~unilateral decisions by Iceland on fishing 
- ECCNOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
- Italian law concerni ricultural leases: reply to question No. 4o6 from Mr. Vredeling 
- Butter stocks: rep y to question No 474 from Mr. Richarts 
- Court of justice: new Advocate-General 
- E.S.C.: new members 
- Renewal of the Consultative Committee for the free movement of workers 
- Financi·ai situation of the collieries of the ColliDunity 
- ECSC Reconversion loans: reasone opinion from the Council 

12-13 - ECCNOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 182 
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SUMMARY 1-Jo. qq 1- ?fvlo.v-e"'- /'1~'""2._ 
- EDITORIAL: '~The various interpretations of the idea of 11 stren,gthening1111 

I 

- POLITICAL DAY: Mr. Malfatti infonns the European Corrunission of his candidature in the Italian 
elections - Heath/Pompidou Surrunit on 18 and 19 March - Bundestag: an SPD Parliamentarian goes 
over to -the CDU - House of Commons: Labour obstruction 

DATI.Y BULLETIN NO, 997 (new series): 
3 - The Finance Ministers of the si ato countries of the Treaty of Accession will be infonned on 

Monday and Tuesday oft e Council 1 s guide-lines on monetary measures 
- The Vedel report on the competences of the E.P. will be ready at the end of the month 
- EUROSYNDICAT: 145.19 

4 -Legal t:onflicts in labour relations: Corrunission 1 s proposal 
- Technical trade barriers 

5-6 - Fann revenues: measures planned to maintain them fully with or without the modification of the u,a, 
6 - Marketing standards applicable to eggs 
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12-13 

- Food aid: further supplies of skimmed powdered milk 
- Australia wishes to conclude a general trade agreement with the enlarged EEC 
- Belgium and the Netherlands lower their bank-rate 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
- Uniform rate of transfer dues on the accumulation of capital: divergence between the EEC and the 

United Kingdom 
- Rumania and the EEC 11 generalised preferences" 
- South Korea has exhausted the quotas for the duty-free introduction of certain textiles 
.... "Procedure of dialoguen between the Council and the organisations representing European officials. 
- Recruitment of British officials into the Conmri.ssion departments 
- COMPOSITE PRICE: 33,83 D)T 
- Coal- world availability 
.~ ~llurgical documentation and infonnation 
- Coal exporters are rivals over the British market 
-Steel: depressed short-term trend 
- Austrian exports of special steels 

Publications of the European Communities 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION NO. 1826 



SUMMARY '3 /-'\._qv-e'V\_ (tf92- tJ", q_ Cf~ 
1 - EDITORIAL: Mr. Malfatti 1 s departure 

2-3 - POLITICAL DAY: Hr. Malfatti 1 s resignation valid from 7 May - An appeal is launched by fonner 
presidents and members of executives on a 11new departure" in the policy of European integration -
B.L.E.U.: 50th anniversary - Accession to the Community : Labour obstruction - Bruno Kreisky in 
Luxembourg -Mr. Stewart gives his plan for the direct election of the British delegation'to the 
E.P. 

DAILY BULLETIN No. 998 (new series): 
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- Preparation of the 11 Summit 11 by the European Commission 
- Fresh start for Economic and Monetary Union: the Commission proposes a resolution to the Council 
-Alcohol regulations: approved by the Commission 
- Ministers of Agriculture of the enlarged EEC will meet in Paris 
- EEC/Mauritius: opening of negotiations 
- The enriching of uranium by the gaseous diffusion method 
- The AmericanSenate approves the Gold Bill 
- ECONCMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
- Aid for workers in the sulphur-mines in Sicily: community programme 
- Safety glass for cars: reply to question No. 453 from Mr. Fellermaier 
- Free movement of workers in the sectors of maritime and aerial navigation: Reply to question 

No. 469 from Mr. Seefeld 
-The future consultative committee for youth: criticisms 
- Workers affected by reduction in employment in the Lorraine steel industry: ECSC readaptation aids 

requested 
- Steel and coal cycles 
-Protection of the environment: reply to question No. 388 from Mr. Oele 
- European parliamentary activity 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No. 1827 



SUMMARY 4 f{_q_ v-c~ tfj '2. No ~Cf._ Cf__CJ 
1 - EDITORIAL: "National power and European power" 

2 -POLITICAL DAY: Political Secretariat: position adopted by the Europa-Union- GermruQbill for the 
direct election of the E.P. approved of at its first reading by the Bundestag - Meeting of the 
Liberals in Baden-Baden ~ The Republicans defeated in Norway - The WEU Council has met in Bonn -
Statement by Mr. Haferkamp 

DAILY BULLETIN No 999 {new series): 
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- The Council :a:u proceed to examine in depth the monetary measures to be adopted by the EEC 
- Austria pre~ents its 11counter-proposals 11 to the EEC 
-Committee for Agriculture of the E.P.: position on the price proposals 
- Bangla-Desh makes an official approach to the Commission 
- Thermonuclear fusion: signing of the first association contract 
- New ECSC loan 
- E.I.B.: loan in Federal Republic of Germany 
- Europe and Latin America; Round tables 
- Energy supply of the Community 
- The A.C.E.A. will build its electric power station all the same 
- E.P.: Preparation of the plenary session: EEC/U.S. trade agreement; ~assive imports of wines from 

Algeria 
-Direct election of the E.P.: Exchanges of views between the Political Committee and the President 

of the Cpuncil 
- ECOOOMIC 'AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
-Problems of the personnel policy in multinational firms: reply to question No 381 from·Mr. Vrede-

n:ng 
- "European Monetary Unit": reply to q11estion No 461 from Mr. Glesener 
-Restoring of duties regarding the deVeloping countries in the context of the "Generalised Prefere-

nces": reply to question No 431 from Mr. Vredeling 
- The Week in Europe 
- W<lWMIC INTERPENE'IRATION No 182§ 

EUROPE/Brief Notes No. 321 - Italy 



1 - EDITORIAL: "In the secrecy of the 1 small sunnnits 111 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: B.L.E.U.: 50th anniversary - The European policy of the PSC..CVP of Belgium -
Mr. Spinelli takes part in a Round Table of the I.I.A. - The Bonn-Moscow Treaty bet'o're the 
Supreme Soviet - The Norwegian attitude to Accession. 
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- The Ministers of Finance consult on economic and monetary union 
- UNCfAD: suggestions on the Community position 
- Cempany mergers: the opinion of the Committee t'or Social Affairs of the E.P. 
- Mauritius: negotiations recommenced 
- CIGL, CISL, UIL: talks with Mr. Spinelli 
- The monetary situation 
- OAPEC: Three new members 
- Tiie"Special Committee on Agriculture: Structures and prices 
- EFM: joint action 
- The European Limited Company: statement by Mr. Spinelli 
- Supposed violations of the GATT regulations by the EEC: reply to questions No. 456 and 484 from 

Mr. Vredeling 
- GATT: preparation for the new world negotiations for the expansion of trade 
- '(i)p'A: imminent meeting of the Praesidium 
- Trade negotiations on ECSC products with Austria, Sweden and Switzerland 
- Steel agreement between Japan and the USA 
- Industrial reconversion: ECSC credits 
- Technical research in the coal sphere 
- Kalkar fast-breeder reactor prototyPe in West Gennany: Commission 1 s point of view - standardisation 

of gas appliances - software: Community action for research 
- Weekly Echos 
- E(l)NOMIC INTERPENETRATION No. 1829 
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SUMMARY 

- EDITORIAL: The monetary question 

- POLITICAL DAY: The Charlema&!le Prize 1972 to be awarded to Mr. 'Roy Jenki.ns - Mr. Krag and Mr. 
Brandt will speak to the Danes together - Censure Motion rejected in the House of Commons -
Mr. Krag wishes to convince the unions - The XIIIth Congressof the European Federalist Move
ment 

DAILY BULLEl'IN No. 1001 (new series) 

3-4-4B - The Finance Ministers have reached fundamental agreements in principle on the problems in general 
5 - European Parliament: Preparation of the plenary session; farm prices; aids to silk-worm breeding; 
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Harmonisation of legislation on milk for consumption 
- Tourism: Four member states in favour of vast joint action 
- New English farm prices established bearing in mind Accession to the Common Market 
- National provisions on temporag employment: reply to question No. 438 from Mr. Couste 
- Commission replies to questions No. 473 from Mr. Richarts, Nos. 492 and 392 from Mr. Springorum 

and 482 from Mr. Vredeling · 
- Sho:rt:term steel situation: uncertain general tendency 
- Monetary problems: Conversations between Japan and the USA 
- European Parliamentary activity 
- EWNOMI C INTERPENEl'RATION No. 1830 
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EDITORIAL 

2f)th year - No 1 002. (n 
Thursday 9 March 1972 

DAILY BULLETIN 

Economic and Monetary Union: a fresh start 

As could be expected, the Ministers of Finance did not·devote two days of debates to the examinatio~ 
of more or less secondary technical problems. They well and truly settled all the differences of opinion~~ 
or difficulties which persisted, by taking the appropriate political decisions where this proved necessa~ 
As a result, the consultations with the new members will take place in the coming days and it can be expect~ 
ed that this will have a positive outcome {since they have been carefully prepared for by the talks on Mon~ 
day evening), which will enable the Council to formally adopt the whole resolution, whose full text we are 
pubiishing today, on 20 March. 

This means that we already know about the forms, limits and deadlines of the action which the Community 
countries are to undertake in the monetary and economic field. Yesterday, we stressed the importance of this 
acti~n. We shall not abandon ourselves to an euphoria which the situation does not justify, but there is no 
doubt about the fact that the Community has once again start.ed along the path towards economic and monetary 
~' and this was the fundamental objective to be attained. In addition, and it was Mr. Colombo who pers
onally stressed this, this fresh start was made by taking account of the new realities which emerged from 
the crises of last May and August. Hence the difference in the fluctuation margins, and hence the adoption 
of the directive on speculative capital, which the Commission proposed in June and which Germany, at the 
time, refused. Hence, also, the more acute awareness apparent now of the need to "go as far as possible" to
wards the .:coordination of economic policies, if the undertaking to maintain the margins is to be kept, and 
to implement a policy for economic structures?. if the economic coordination is not rapidly to become a decoy. 

The following remarks can be made, for the moment, about all the decisions: 
a) the new "group11 which has been formed for the coordination of short-term policies (an expression which 
embraces a far wider field than that of cyclical policy), can play an important role as a "force of dissua
sion" on condition that the "communication belts" function correctly and that it is not a question of a fur
ther place where the dossiers get bogged down. 
b) the intervention mechanism could 1ea<l, by the very fact of its existence, to daily concertation whose 
effectiveness could be even greater than could be thought. 
c) the undertaking made concerning regional and structural policy is ~ore precise about the idea than about 
the modalities. We shall have to wait and see .how the Commission will interpret it. The Community lias still 
to provide proof of its real will to achieve a real European regional policy, which is not translated into 
the concession of alms to the most needy. 

There remains one point on which we could be disappointed: the one concerning the creation of a Euro
pean Monetary Co-operation Fund. But we shall return to this. 

Em. G. 

SUMMARY Uo. I oo--z._ 
1 - EDITORIAL: "Economic and Monetary Union: a fresh start" 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: The Mission of the European Commission in Washington will be given diplomatic status 
Referendum in Denmark on 2 October: majority for entry possible - MpscoV 'and Warsaw Treaties: polit
ical situation 

DAILY BULLETIN No 1002 (new series): 

3-4-5 - A Community exchange system, with fluctuation margins reduced to 2.25%, will function from lst 
July 

3 - EUROOYNDICAT: 143. 30 
5 - "Gold Bill": will be signed nex.t week 
6 - GATT: future trade negotiations 

- 'Mili<"powder: new measures for checking exports 
-S.A.e.: extension of work 
- Co ensator charges applicable to France: changed 

7 - Mauritius EEC: end of the negotiations 
- The social acconnt·s.,;, of the member countries of the EEc 

8 - Regional development in the Co~unity 
- The Committee for Energy and project for the thermal power station of the ACEA 
- Discovery of a process enabling more petrol to be obtained from crude oil 

9 - E.P.: Preparation of the Plenary Session: Freedom of establishment for hairdressers; Distribution 
OJf:IT~s . 

- The E.P. considers reserving two hours in its sittings for problems of the moment and questions 
- Japanese steel industry: new record exports 
- Air pollution and reply to question No 388 from Mr. Oele 
- COMPOSITE PRICE: 35.83 D/T 

10 

11 - OECD: economic situation of France 
- International Congress on Stock Exchanges in Milan 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 

12-13 - ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1831 
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EDITORIAL 

The Monetacy (Co-operation) Fund 

20th year - No I 003 (n.s.) 
Friday 10 March 1972 

DAILY BULLETIN 

As we promised yesterday, we are once again going to talk about the European Monetacy Co-operation 
which appears in the text of the decisions taken on Tuesday by the Council. Some disappointment coUld be 
noted, since, contrary to what the Commission asked it (and Mr. Barre pleaded his case at length before the 
Ministers), the Council has taken no finn decision. Whereas the Commission suggested: "'nle Council, at the 
ColiJDission's proposal, will take the necessa· a lication decisions before the end of 1972"• the following 
fonnula vas chosen: "The Counc~ wi eci e on the cone us~ons of 's report (by the Monetary Committee 
and the Committee of Governors) before the end o/ l972". 

· W~ recall, to be precise, that the idea of creating" this Fund.wok on a .concrete fo:nn in the Report of 
the Central Bank Governors of 13 September 1970, better known as the Anciaux Report, annexed to the Werner 
l!.eport, and which, with the latter, _fm:med the basis of the laborious CoDmJnity discussions at the end of 
1970 and beginoing of 1971. Already. in its decisions of 9 Februacy, finally approved on 22 ·March, the Coun
cil called upon the Monetary Committee and the·Committee of Governors to establish a Report for the Commiss
ion and Counci'l, for 30 June 1972, 11 on the organisation, functions and statutes of a Fund, etc.• •. As can be 

. noted, the Council now only re_sumed the wording of this decision, but strengthening it with the declaration 
that it "attaches importance" to the fact that the Report is to be drawn up and by giving a deadline, that 
of 31 December i97i;\Whlch did not appear in the 1971 decision. 

It can therefore be considered that, although there is no reason to be entirely satisfied, progress 
has been made in view also of the fact that, with one year lost as a result of the well-known events, it 
cOUld be feared that the whole process would have to be postponed by one year (something which. some people 
suggested). 

To stress the importance of what is at stake, it must be recalled that this Fund is in substance the 
beginnings of the European Reserve Fund, whose creation the tfonnet Committee has asf<ed for for several years 
and Mhi<!hPresident Pompidou himself (press conference of 23 September 1971) defined' as· being the joint exec
utive body for a concerted management of reserves. For the technicians, it is obvious that this Fund is the 
essential instrument, In the long-term, for the correct application of the decisions taken on the narrowing 
of the margins and their maintenance by means of interventions on the market. 

But when one talks about a Reserve Fund and when one talks about the "concerted management" of the 
latter, one is on political ground, and one succeeds ih accepting the idea of a decision centre acting in 
acco~ce with an. "overall view", in other words of the "common interest" which is. required to be defined 
in an objective way. One can therefore perfectly understand that there shoUld be someone who should want 
to advance with extreme caution: it is not always easy to pocket affronts, which could. become possible, for 
example, in the context of a generalised new CoDmJnity impetus which would result from the autumu sUlllllit ••• 
We should not forget either that our British friends no doubt want to have their say in the creation of 
this Fund, which will be the cornerstone of the constructionof a monetary Europe. 

Em. g. 
SUMMARY Lqq-2_ 
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RICCARDO MOOACO, Scritti di Diritto Europeo, Istituto di Studi Giuridici dell 1Universita di Roma, 
dott. A Giuffre Editore, l972, XII-600 pp., Price: Lit. 7,200.- 1v,i]© ~ 

Prof. Riccardo Monaco, for several years a Judge in the Court of Justice of the Communities, qualifie~ 
the texts which he has collected in this dense volume as "minor writings". "Minor" is an expression which 
is only valid if it refers to their scope, but it must be noted straight away that in their substance. these 
writings, although they are not of the nature of systematic treatises (such as the ones which Prof. Monaco 
pas'puhlished since 1956 and which are of fundamental importance for the understanding of the Community 
legal order), provide a precious contribution every time to taking one subject or another into greater dep-
th. with a doctrine which is expressed in a style of exemplary clarity, these writings show that their 
Author has studied and analysed (and not only from the legal viewpoint) all the new institutes or aspects 
of this Community order, as soon as they have taken form. 

We recall, but only as an example, and because of their topicality, the remarks made by Prof. Monaco 
on the methods of European integration and on the tendencies which sometimes appear towards "revisionism 
before the word" as soon as difficulties arise along the path of th~r;application of the treaties: "The 
final balance of powers has yet to be fixed", wrote Mr. Monaco a few years ago, recalling that the Conununity 
was not required 11 to absorb the Member States". 

It would be interesting to hear the opinion of such an eminent jurist and 11Europeist" as Prof. Monaco 
on the line to be followed in the present circumstances, which are not doubt crucial for the Community. 

S. SIM6N: Medical Atlas of Radionuclides_used in Medicine, Biology, Indus.try and Agriculture, Commission of 
the European Communities, No EUR 460b f. 373 pages, Price: 300 Bfrs. 

JOHN LAMBERT: The Cheshire Cat and the Pond: EEC and the Mediterranean Area, Ex.tract from the Journal of 
Common Market Studies, September 1971, pages 37 to 46. 

}(ARIE-ELISABETH DE BUSSY, HELENE D.ELORME, FRANCOISE DE LA SERRE: ·Approche theorique de 1 1Integration Euro
peenne, Extract from the Revue Fran~aise de Science Politique, pages 615 to 653. 

- Britain and the International Scene and other lectures in inter~ational relations, The Heriot-Watt 
University Lectures 1971, Edinburgh, 1971, 1971, 77 pages.- This volume contains the text of four lecture$ 
on international problems given by Professor J .D.B. Mitcheill, Mr. Joseph N. Green Jr., Professor P.M. Wor
sley and Sir Alec Douglas-Home. 

- Fisheries jurisdiction in Iceland. This 46-page booklet has been published by the Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs of Iceland. 

- G. GASTEYGER, A. LAMANNA, C. 
lstituto Affari Internazionale 
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Roy ,[ enkins, the Labour Party and Europe 
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DAILY BULLETIN 

As we already noted (Political Day of 8 March) the Charlemagne Prize, which is traditionally presented 
in Aachen on Ascension Day, has been awarded this year to Mr. Roy Jenkins, deputy leader of the British 
Labour Party. 

The aw~rd is clearly of a· controversial nature. It is, as the award of this prize has always been, a 
political act especially as Mr. Edward Heath is among those to whom the prize has already been given, 

The matter will not fail to give rise to discussions and it doubtless seems paradoxical to some that 
Mr. Roy Jenkins, recognised leader of the pro-European Socialists who was followed by 69 of their number 
on the -ocCasion of the vote in favour of Accession in the Com.nons on 28 October last, should later have obeyed 
Party orders and yielded to voting against the adoption of the legislation of application, which is the 
logical consequence of the initial favourable vote. 

However, this subject will be raised again later for other reasons. Indeed, over the- week-end Mr. Roy 
Jenkins made the first of a series of speeches by which he openly admits his candidature for the party 
leadership, thus presenting the present leader Mr. Harold Wilson with a scarcely veiled challenge. • 

In his speech, made in Lancashire on Friday 10, Mr. Jenkins obviously did not speak of Europe (we can 
however not be sure he will not do so in one of the later speeches) although he considerably exceeded the 
framework of domestic policy. By quoting poverty in all its aspects and injustice in all its scope as being 
the worst of the evils to be fought, Mr. Jenkins gives his struggle an ideological and universal character. 
And When he warns against the ris-ks one runs when one gives absolute priority to increased prosperity and 
when he asserts that expansion can lead to the growth of inequality, he is certainly not thinking only of 
Lancashire. 

To some extent, his appeal has certain affinities with that made recently by Mr. Sicco Mansholt (of 
which we will speak in the near future) for a new approach to economic policy in the light of the ecological 
imperatives imposed by the "finiteness" of space on the earth. 

However, the attitude adopted by Mr. Jenkins is very important for Europe for different reasons. By 
his idealistic approach, wh.i eh ·aims to put 11in place of the polics of '?PPOrtunism, the politics of principle", 
and which condemns tight-r:_ope walking and "'tacticisms11 , Mr. Jenkins could draw a large number of "outside11 

votes to the Labour Party, especially votes from the younger generations. From then on, the Labour movement 
would become once again a credible alternative for the Conservative party, an alternative which would be 
pro-European in character, and would doubtless' make a positive contribution to the debate on the construction 
of 'Europe. Em. G. 
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EDITORIAL 

Must growth be discouraged? (l} 

We have published (EUROPE/Documents No. 665 of zS February} the text of the letter which Mr. Mansholt, 
Vice-president of the European Commission addressed to his President in order to put forward a number of 
ideas from which the Community would be able to draw up a new economic policy for Europe for the decades 
to come, with the avowed aim of conditioning the orientation of world policy. 

This policy is closely linked to a new and dramatic vision of the evolution of the essential factors 
which detenn:ine the future of humanity: demography, food production, industrialisation, pollution, the 
Utilisation of natural resources. 

This "new vision", as Mr. Mansholt mentions, stems from a study, or rather a series of studies, carried 
out ]>y a group of experts at the M.I.T. in cambridge (Mass} which was entrusted with them by the "Club of 
Ro~ (set up some years ago at the initiative of the Italian industrialist Mr. Peccei) which wished to 
know what the evolution of the world would be over the period of the next hundred or hundred and fifty years 
in terms of a series of hypotheses. The first t'esults of this study have now been published under the title 
"The limits to growth". We have neither the intention nor the possibility of summarising these results here 
but it seems to us to be worthwhile giving an insight into their main conclusions, given that Mr. Mansholt 
based himself on them for his analysis and his proposals, 

The study in question takes as its point of departure the premise that industrial production, the demand 
for food and pollution will be subject to exponential growth. On the other hand, supplies of raw materials 

. and foodstuffs and the ability to control pollution are characterised by their rigidity. If things are 
allowed to continue as they are at the moment humanity will be faced with disaster at the end of a period 
of time which has been calculated to be less than a century. The 11 runs11 produced by the M.I.T, computer 
indeed indicate that resources will be rapidly exhausted and that the world will know famine and want. The 
population will diminish rapidly by auto-destruction, industrial production will collapse, pollution will 
be reduced progressively. In other word&, humanity will probably know a retrograde step of some thousands 
of years. 

The rigorous stabilisation of the population at its present level would merely postpone the disaster 
for a few decades. Unless a series of 11 stabilisin 11 measures were ado ted immediate! essentially aimed at 
the destruction of the growt myth, at the reduction of consumption an in ustn production, at the control 
of consumption~etcetera. 

It was on the basis of the above that Mr. Mansholt was led to launch his 11appeal 11 for a 11new European 
policy". was he right? 

Em. G. 
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EDITORIAL 

Must growth be discouraged? (2) 
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DAILY BULLETIN 

Yesterday, we very summarily pointed out the conclusions reached by the group of experts of the M.I.T. 
commissioned by the "Club of Rome". It is on these conclusions that Mr. Mansliolt is basing himself to pro
pose to the Commission to launch a new European economic policy. For him, Europe has a mission to accomplish, 
given its growing weight in the world, the impotence of the UNO and the fact that the United States "is on 
the decline and that it will be extremely difficult to preserVe it from a total collapse". We note that 
this last statement is striking and disconcerting because.of its axiomatic nature, which, it must be said, 
tak~s much of its credibility away from it. 

Europe's mission, according to Mr. Mansholt, is to organise 11 a strictly planned economy", which would 
no longer be centred on the idea of expansion and on the growth of G.N.P., but which would seek to achieve 
the highest level of gross national utility (an idea which still has to be gone into in depth). It would 
be a question of assuring everyone of a vital minimum, and of organising a system of non-polluting product
ion, and a. recycling economy. 

In concrete terms (and here we refer our readers to nqcument No. 665), Mr. Mansholt is suggesting the 
creation of a central European plan and a series of concrete application measures, in the fields of indus
trial and agricultural production {CR Production= Clean and Recycling), taxation, distribution, research, 
and all this orientated in such a way as to be able to exert an influence on the rest of the world. 

Having arrived at··this point, anyone can discuss, accept or challenge the choices which Mr. Mansholt 
suggests. But one must first wonder whether the basis from which all Mr.'Mansholt 1s analyses start is 
valid. For otherwise, it would be a waste of effort to argue about schemes which have no possibility of 
being translated into reality. 

It must be said that the conclusions of the Meadows Group, which have just been made public, are 
already very widely challenged. What is more serious, is that it is not only the conclusions, but also the 
method used which is considered unacceptable. It might be said, according to the judgement of most of those 
who have been able to analyse the Meadows Report, that its authors fell into the most elementary trap lying 
in wait for all futurologists, in other words, to try to represent tomorrow's reality by a projection of 
today's reality abd from premises which are themselves challenged. Is it ~o~sible to impose a strict disci
pline and planning taken to its farthest extremities, on the world, if one cannot even be sure of what the 
short-term development will be? Is it imaginable for peoples to accept the idea of a "regressiontt in produc
tion (even if it is accompanied by measures concerning a different distribution of resources)? 

Statisticians, biologists, sociologists and economists are strongly challenging the Meadows Report. 
And politicians? We have heard nothing from them as yet. It is from the viewpoint that should be theirs 
that we shall return to this subject. E G 

m •• 
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EDITORIAL · .. ~ 

Must growth be discouraged? (3) . ~ 
The }.)est thing to do in judging Mr. Mansholt 1 s document on the future of Europe (cf. our Editorials 

yesterday and the day before) is probably to try to lay aside its "occasional" source of inspiration, in 
other words, the apocalyptic forecasts contained in the study drawn up by an M.I.T. group which was commiss
ioned by the "Club of Rome". 

The questions which could then be posed are as follows: are we or are we not faced with a problem of 
the better distribution of the resources available? Does what Mr. Mansholt proposes have any sense, and how 
far can it be translated into a programme of action for the Community? 

One remark is necessary here. Quite apart from all the lucubrations of our futurologists, the demograp
hic explosion, the increase in pollution, the dimensions of the problems posed by community.~fe and by 
traffic, the enlarging of the gap between the rich and poor peoples, the social tensions which also appear 
within the rich countries are all phenomena which exist. These are facts whose existence cannot be challen
ged and which must legitimately concern and worry politicians, and especially those who govern us 9n a nat
ional scale and also on a European and world scale. 

This is so true that a growing number of people, and especially young people, are tending to question 
well~being, n~t- ~o much for itself, but rather as a goal, and economic expansion as a means for attaining 
it. It is therefore normal for some to seek justification for a policy aimed at a sort of "throwing into 
reverse" in futurology. 

Having recognised that the problem exists, not that of the destruction of humanity, but no doubt that 
of a better organi~ation of this humanity, the result is that something should be done to solve it. Amongst 
Mr. Mansholt's proposals, there are some which can no doubt be retained. For example, the study of a system 
of "clean" production, based on re-cycling and the promotion of the durability of consumer goods. The idea 
of devoting most of the means to research into this field is also acceptable. Likewise, when Mr. Mansholt 
proposes conceiving of co-operation with the developing countries on new bases, linked with the organisat
ion of production, he is pointing in the right direction. 

The most questionable aspect of Mr. Mansholt's programme is in our op1n~on the use, which he advocates, 
of rigti and, necessarily, total economic planning. Mr. Mansholt very well knows what this planning would 
eventu ly result in: the suppression of all individual freedom, including that of being born and dying, 
and the end of any pretence of democracy. In addition, he very well knows that the elimination of any ini
tiative other than an imposed one leads to paralysis, to the crystallisation of balances, and finally pre
vents the system from correcting its own mistakes, which are, and let us not forget it, the inevitable mis-
takes of any human being, and of the computers which serve him •••• E G m •• 
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2 - POLJTICAL DAY: President Pompidou announces in his Press conference that the French will be 
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-CURT GASTGEYER: A la cro1see des chemins 1 Les relations Europe-Amerique, Introduction by George Wa Ball, 
former Under-Secretary of State of the United States, The Atlantic Institute (120 rue de Longchamp, Par~s 
16e), 51 pages.- Mr. Curt Gastgeyer, who is Assistant Director of the Atlantic Institute, gives an original 
analysis of the new factors for a world balance at the time of the Chinese-American rapprochement and the 
preparation of the European summit conference. The author stresses the need to overcome the present uncer
tainties and fluctuation to arrive at a redistribution of the respective responsibilities of Europe and of 
the United States in an overall perspective. In this context, Mr. Gastgeyer makes concrete proposals con
cerning regular summit meetings of the Heads of Government of the major Western countries, the transformat
ion of the Eurogroup into a permanent body of the Alliance, a better coordination of the Western Ostpolitik 
as well as japan's participation in the discussions on political and security questions. 

- Guides to Common Market Law, No l, Where to find your Community Law. The British Institute of Internat
ional and Comparative Law (32 Furnival Street, London EC4A lJN), January 1972, 12 pages.- This number is 
the first in a series intended for British jurists coming into contact for the first time with Community 
legislation. The next numbers will be devoted to company law, competition, taxation, agriculture etc. 

-EAST- WEST INDUSTRIAL AND MARKETLNG COOPERATION, A Research Report, (Volume 1- 1970; Volume 2- 1971). 
These reports on industrial and commercial co-operation between East and West have been prepared by East
West· SPRL (13, rue Hobbema, 1040-Brussels) Volume l, 51 pages, 600 Bfrs., Volume 2, 81 pages, 950 Bfrs.
We shall return in our.Econ9mic.Interpenetration section to these reports, which give an insight into the 
problems of economic co-operation between East and West and which examine foreign investments in Yugoslavia 
and Rumania. 

- EUROPA ARCHIV, Zeitschrift fur Internationale Politik, Deutsche Gesellschaft fur Auswartige Politik 
(Stockenstrasse 1-5, 53 - Bonn). In the summary of the edition dated 10 March 1972 can be found articles 
by Mr. Paul Frank on Federal Germany's objectives in the framework of the European negotiations on security, 
by Uwe ~erlich, on the rOle of mutual reductions in the European security policy, by Heinrich Schneider on 
the social aspects of European integration. The 'tdo'CUmentationn section is devoted to the. treaties of acce
ssion to the EEC for the four candidate countries. 

- Europaische Gemeinschaft, No 3/1972, Bonn Liaison Office (53-Bonn, Zitelmannstrasse 22).- This number is 
largely devoted to the Community policy regarding the third world. We also mention articles by Klaus von 
Dohnanyi on the Community policy in the field of education and by Hans Lautenschlager on the European out
look of the CDU/CSU. 

- Comunita Europee, March 1972, Rome (Via Poli 29) .- "OVerall strategy" is the title of the Editorial writt
en ~y the President of the Commission, Mr. Malfatti. This number also contains an interview with Mr. Heath 
and an article by Mr. Emanuele Gazzo on the preparation of the October Summit. 
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- POLITICAL DAY: Mr. 
United States next 

Pompidou•s Press conference causes certain eddies- Mr. Brandt to go to the 
June 
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3 - EEC/Algeria: The Council proposes to adopt the directives for the opening of negotiations on 
Monday 

- Mauritius: 4 to 5 millions u.a. from the EDF 
3-4 -Mediterranean countries: adaptation of the agreements concluded with the EEC 
4 - UNCf AD: preparation 

- Ministerial sessions next Monday and Tuesday 
5 In its examination of the economic situation of the EEC on Tuesday the Council might be slightly 

more optimistic than the Connnission 
The short-term economic situation according to Graphs and Swift Notes No. 2/72 

6-7 The European Parliament: Plenary session; Freedom of establislunent for--certain activities of the 
self-employed in the tax domain ••• and the domain of films; silk-worm breeding; Parliamentary 
conference of the EEC/AASM 

7-8 Environment: towards the setting up of a policy on the matter 
EEC/Switzerland: end of the second stage of ne~otiations 

9 Permanent consultative body for the EEC and the USA: reply to question No. 510 from Mr. Jahn 
Duration of the guarantee of credits to the Eastern countries: reply to question No. 463 from 
Mr. Coust~ 
Connnission replies to questions No. 495 from Mr. Vredeling; No. 448 from Mr. Couste 

10 Nuclear centre at Ispra: occupation of premises 
Kalkar rapid reactor 11 SNR - 300" 
Krupp: statements from Mr. Klotzbach 

11 Coal extraction in the CommW1ity 
Iron ore production 

12 The week in Europe 
13-14 - E<XJNOMIC INfERPENErRATIONS No. 1838 
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\ ~' . 'A Preside:I:~RI:rope? 
It does~t seem to us to be worthwhile proceeding to yet another analysis of the proposals on Eu:ro1>e,~ 

which Mr. Pompidou made in his Press conference last Thursday, nor more particularly of those concerning. the 
referendum by which the French will be called to approve, doubtless in large numbers, the enlargement of 
the Community. 

We shall limit ourselves to stressing certain logical facts and concluaions which can be extracted from 
these proposals, particularly when one looks at matters from a European perspective, with neither national 
nor party prejudice. 
1. - There is no need to prove that it is a double operation, launched both at a European and a domestic 
level. Moreover, it is quite plain that Mr. Pompidou is calling upon the French to approve. not only enlarge
but also his European policy as a whole. 
2. - To us it does not seem "scandalous" - even if we do not consider the 11 referendum11 to be an instrument 
worthy of a modern democracy - that the French Head of State should choose the European theme for an operation 
of domestic policy. This merely serves to confirm that Mr. Pompidou has established that the French have 
been behind him on one point in particular, namely the changed direction of French policy in respect of Euro
pean construction. This changed direction is now materialising with the entry of Great Britain into the 
Community, and public opinion has not failed to understand this, despite the acrobatics in which certain well
known figures have indulged. We are in complete agreement with Pierre Uri when he writes that this event 
should be greeted "as a victory of the European party over over the Gaullist rearguard" and with Etienne 
Hirsch when he states that when the French people has shown, on a large scale, that it supports Europe, 
"1t will be difficult for France to maintain its opposition to the democratisation of the European 
institutions11 • 

3. - Mr. Pompidou is perfectly aware of the historic and institutional consequences of enlargement for he 
has said that "the internal future of Europe and of the European nations" will be modified by it. He added 
that the treaty 11 could have an impact oil the functioning of the institutions". This point merits emphasis. 
4· - It has been said that Mr. Pompidou, by launching this referendum,· has presented himself as a candidate 
for the presidency of a future "European confederation", that is to say a French-style Europe. In the first 
place, one does not Wlderstand why a European "confederation" should not, at- any given time, have a French 
president. Aft-erwards it will have other presidents, from other countries. As to its being a question 
of a French-style Europe, one must first know what this means. At all events, Mr. Pompidou does not speak 
of Europe 11 from the Atlantic to the Urals"; nor does he speak of a Europe of States, even if he wishes to 
preserve the 11nations11 • Since everyone is refusing verbal quarrels, one must wait for the broad outlines 
which will emerge from the summit. Mr. Pompidou has said that "on the final objective, France is in entire 
agreement, and at least as much as any of its partners11 .. Consequently, it is up to France's partners to 
prove that they have ideas, a courageous objective and the political will to succeed. 

However, we shall come back to this matter and deal with it at greater length. 
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Em. G. 
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- EDITORIAL: "A President of Europe?" 

- POLITICAL DAY: The USSR and the Common Market in a speech by Mr. Brezbnev -Meeting of the Ten For
eign Ministers of the enlarged Community in preparation for the Summit - Po!Rfidou-Heath meet~: 
;;tgreement on broad outlines, disagreement on location of "Political Secretanat" -Mr. BarzeOn a 
fact-finding visit to Paris 
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- The Six will proceed tomorrow to the appointment of a new member of the European Commission 
- The Ministers of Agriculture have resumed their discussions on the prices for the next season and 

on the modernisation of structures, 
- The VAT in Italy and the possible· postponement of its application 
- EEC/Switzerland: end of the second phase of the negotiations 
- Talks on steel problems between the Commission and Japan 
- Agreement for the voluntary limitation of Japanese steel exports extended for three years 
-For an agreement on the voluntary limiting of the ECSC 1s steel ~xports to the USA? 
- E.D.F.: new financing projects in Africa and the West Indies 
- New ECSC loan in France: floating soon. 
-The U.S. will continue their supplYing of fissile matter to the Community while waiting for 

an agreement on checks 
- Export taxes levied on works of art: reply to to question No 499 from Mr. VreCeling 
-The Commission replies to questions Nos 430, 527, 541 and 489/71 from Mr. Vredeling; Nos 559 and 

462/71 from Mr. Seefeld; No 480/71 from Mr. Durieux; No 445/71 from Mr. Springorum. 
- Weekly Annex 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1839 

EUROPE/Documents No 667 
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EDITORIAL 

Mr. Malfatti 1 s departure: Mr. Mansholt President of the Com.nission g i 
~~ i 

The appointment of Mr. Mansholt to the presidency of the European Commission, which was made on ' 
Tuesday 2l March, following the deliberations of the Ministers of Foreign Affairs and consultation with 
the Commission, is an J-mportant political event, and it should be welcomed by Europeans. 

The first to welcome it will doubtless be Mr. Malfatti himself. Not only because he has had the 
opportunity to appreciate the human and professional qualities of Mr. Mansholt - and we believe that he 
has given him personal evidence of them- but above all because the certainty which he now has of seeing 
the Commission represented by Mr. Mansholt at the Summit, must temper to some degree the regret he 
doubtless feels at having to abandon the Community at the very moment at which his personal efforts 
(to which he should probably have given more publicity) are on the point of succeeding. The fruits 
of these efforts are the relaunching of the economic and monetary union, and the full participation of 
the European Commission in the preparation of the summit and in the summit itself. Let us not forget 
that these were the two objectives which Mr. Malfatti set himself when he arrived in Brussels on 1 July 
1970, in addition, of course to the enlargement of the Community which has since taken place. 

We have said that the appointment of Mr. Mansholt is an important political fact and we shall 
indicate what seem to us to be the principal reasons for this. 

-In the first place, the appointment was made despite the political manoeuv!I'es which began as soon 
as Mr. Malfatti 1 s departure was contemplated. In particular, they were aimed at keeping the presidency 
of the Commission under Christian Democrat control, on the pretext of political equilibrium between the 
institutions; the present tension between majority and opposition in Gennany was also one of the factors 
which entered into consideration. It is a very good thing that these manoeuvres came to nothing for the 
political character of the Commission will not be asserted if the Commission is the object of bargaining 
in which the stakes are not always clear. 

In the second place, in the Community Mr. Mansholt is a symbol, of a certain way of being European, 
and happily enough, the governments have recognised the value of this. Everi if some of them have rather 
disagreeable memories of this 11way of being European" (no-one has forgottten the exchange of corre
spondence between Mansholt and Debre), ·it was Mr. Maurice.Schumann himself who fonnally proposed Mr. 
Mansholt 1 s appointment). 

In the third place, Mr. Mansholt is certainly, for a variety of reasons, the best known figure of 
the Commission, everywhere in Europe. The European citizen will accept his accession to the presidency 
of the Commission as being perfectly nonnal, which will thus increase the popularity of the body. 

We shall not speak of his professional qualities here. Firstly, because they are well-known. But 
also because, on this level - this must be objectively recognised- other members of vice-presidents of 
the Commission possess professional qualities which woUld have justified their nomination. 

For us, this is a political choice, of great significance in the present European context and in 
view of the role which the Commission will have to play in the enlarged Community. 
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Em. G. 

- EDITORIAL: Mr. Malfatti 1 s departure: Mr. Mansholt President of the Commission 

- POLITICAL DAY: The EEC and the <D1EOON - Mr. Papadoupoulos regent of the Kingdom of Greece _ 
Mr. Rey at the Liberal Internationale - Mr. David Kennedy has arrived in Brussels - Council 
of Europe : meeting of the Political Committee 
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3 - Mr. Mansholt assumes the functions of the President of the European Commission and Mr. Scal'-
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ascia-Mu ozza those of Vice-President 
- EEC Sweden: end of the second phase of negotiations 
- EEC auritius: the EDF "extension" increased to 5 million U .A. 
- UNGrAD: long and complicated.debates within the Council 
- EEC/A~ria: still pending. 
- 11Agntural11 Council: Minister Ertl has to consult his government on the suppression of 

compensatory charges 
:- Coking ~ the OECD countries 

"Calculations Centre" of the EEC in Luxembourg: reply to question No. 539 from Mile. Flesch
Conmission replies to questions Nos. 525 from Mr. Seefeld; 378 and 531 from Mr. Vredeling; 
538 from Mr. Kriedemann ' 

- water pollution: reply to question No. 410 from Mr. Oele 
- EURONORM: balance 

Savings Banks: their attitude to the reduction of fluctuation margins 
- British budget: limitation .on the export of capital 
- Publications of the European Communities 
- EOONCMIC INTERPENETRATION No. 1840 
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EDITORIAL 

A sprategy for the Summit (1) 

20th year - No 1012 (n 
Thursday 23 March 1 

The preparations for the October summit are in progress. Several movements, organisations and 
have already adopted positions or put forward proposals. On the side of the Governments, certain ideas 
been launched. These are possibilities rather than proposals, test cases which will later be adopted in a 
more appropriate form or abandoned. 

One thing seems to us to be very clear: without wanting to under-estimate the importance of subjects 
such as economic and monetary union (whose fresh start is already in progress, moreover), or the attitude 
to be adopted towards the rest of the world, the Summit is revolving around one fundamental subject which 
could be defined as follows: "how is it possible to enlarge European integration to new fields - and espec-
ially foreign policy, and what adaptations or changes must the institutional structure of the Community 
therefore undergo". 

These are two aspects of a single reality, which finally covers the whole series of problems. It is 
useless to talk about tne final objective of economic and monetary union if we ,do not have the instruments 
necessary for attaining. it. It is also useless to talk about relations with the rest of the world if we 
are unable to agree on a political and economic structure individual to Europe, which implies an agreement 
on the long-term objectives and on the organisations to be implemented. 

In other words: a programme of Government is necessary, but also a Government to apply it. One can 
imagine all kinds of "cautious gradualness", but the direction is outlined. Without wanting to revive use
less polemics, it must be recognised that certain problems exist, and that it is not enough to close one's 
eyes to solve them. One only has to look, moreover, at what happened when "European Ministers" were talked 
about or the creation of a "Permanent Political Secretariat" and its possible location were talked about 
(we shall return to this very important subject). 

The problem which is now posed; for many Europeans, whether they are militants, heads of European in
stitutions or pqliticians, is as follows: is it possible to exert a real influence on the results of the 
Summit for olitical and institutional affairs and how should one a roach this? 

In the present state of affairs, it seems that we can remark: a that, if one·wants to try to exert 
any influence, it is urgently needed to prepare for this; (b) that a clear and relatively simple strategy 
must be worked out very quickly; (c) that the action to be carried out must be united; (d) that it must be 
concentrated on certain essential and realistic objectives (it is not a question of working out doctrines, 
but of giving actions); (e) that it must be directed towards very precise decision-making centres, which 
are chosen in an appropriate way. 

We shall return tomorrow to the concrete form to be given to this strategy. 
Em. G. 

SUMMARY 

1 - EDITORIAL: "A strategy for the Summit" (1) 

2 -POLITICAL DAY: Professor Tomachevsky and the Common Market - The referendum on Europe in France -
Referendum in Ireland in May - Direct election of the Belgian delegation to the EP De Croo 1 s 
proposals 
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3 - The EEC will pro~ose the negotiation of a "global agreement" to Algeria 
- EUROSYNDI CAT : 14 • 87 

4 EEC/Mediterranean countries 
4-5 - "Generalised preferences": the Council will make a decision before the 30 June on the requests 

from Rumania and other countries 
5 - EEC/EFrA countries: 11 C<mq>lementary directives" with a view to the conclusion of agreements should 

be decided upon on 24 April 
- EEC/Austria: the end of the second phase of negotiations 

6-7 - The Ministers of Economics and Finances confirm a certain "new impetus in the economy" 
8 - 11 Agricuitural11 Council 
9 - Second indicative nuclear programme for the Community 
10 - .Japanese investments and surplus shipbuilding capacity: meeting with Mr. Spinelli 

- Mr. Michel Gaudet, President of European Insurers 
-The -British budget: it favours expansion 
- Statements by Mr. Pierre Wemer 
- Swedish industry hopes for close collaboration with the EEC 

11 - Steel: February production of the IISI 
- Joiiit company charter for the hydrocarbon industries 

Aeronautics: next Commission proposals 
CCMPOSITE PRICE: 34.83 D/T 

12-13 EOONOMIC INTERPENETRATION NO. 1841 
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A strategy for the Summit 

20th year - No 1013 
Friday 24 March 1 

It is possible to exert influence on the Summit, since (a) the summit cannot turn into 
Mr. Pompidou has said he wants to go "at least as far as any of his partners". 

But, if we want the Summit not to be the beginning of. the disintegration of Community Europe, we must 
at all costs prevent the unification process from splitting up at political level and economic level, and 
from being kept on the simmer in Ministers' offices. We must therefore: 
1 - On the fundamental aspects,make sure that everything is built around the existing Communities, and in 
remaining faithful to the essential principles which are translated into the existence of a political in
stitution capable of having an overall view of Community interest, and in holding a dialogue with the nat
ional bodies, which remain valid. 
2 - On the method, demand, as Spinelli has done, that the ideas, impetuses and lines which will be laid down 
by the Summit should be gradually turned into legal formulae by the intervention of a European Parliament, 
which, logically, could only play this role if it were directly elected by universal suffrage and which 
would be the parliamentary wing of a "constituent assembly", of which the Summit would be the governmental 
wing. 

We must therefore concentrate on a few suggestions of an institutional nature, of which the following 
seem to us to be essential: 
a) gradual enlarging of the competences of the existing Communities on the basis of art. 235. 
b) preparation of a regulation for the rational use of majority voting in the Council (for those who have 
forgotten, we recall that General de Gaulle once said, speaking about the Community Council: "a Council 
whose every important decision must be taken unanimously, which comes to the same thing as making sure that 
it never takes any, except the decision to decide on nothing"). 
c) a study of a new formula for the appointment of the European Commission to increase its political nature 
and democratic legitimacy. 
d) creation of a Political Commission,similar to the existing Commission, and in liaison with it, which would 
prepare the Council's deliberations on foreign policy problems. 
e) creation of a permanent ministerial body capable of taking a large number of decisions each week and 
whose members would report each \veek to their governments. 
f) the drawing up of a programme for the transfer of competences from the national parliaments to the 
elected European Parliament. 

We.repeat that all this should be turned into formal decisions as a result of joint Parliament-Comm
ission- Council preparations, within the time-limits set in advance by the Summit itself, which would fix 
a new rendez-vous to note the progress made and to prepare for further progress. 

How are these proposals to be presented to public opinion, and especially to those who have powers of 
decision? In our opinion, all the European bodies should swiftly agree to make these proposals and to in
struct the Action Committee for the United States of Europe, which is chaired by Mr. Jean Monnet, and which 
is working in the same direction, to gather them together in an organic, concise and clear whole. The coll
aboration of all these bodies, groupings and figures should be assured for supporting the action of the 
Monnet Committee. It is enough to read the list of members of the Monnet Committee to become aware of the 
effectiveness which this action would have, especially if it benefitted from the support of all the European 
organisations. Em.G. 

SUMMARY 

1 - EDITORIAL: 11 A strategy for the Summit (2) 11 

2 POLITICAL DAY: Nuclear defence and Europe - The position adopted by Mr. Brezhnev regarding the 
Common Market - How to control science? : A conference organised by the Council of Europe 
Radio Free Europe is the object of polemics - EEC/Austria relations mentioned in Paris 
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- Mr. Malfatti adopts a position on the major topical problems of European integration 
- The postponement of the VAT is officially asked for by Italy 
- The Ministers of A riculture hope to reach a final compromise during the night 

EEC Finland: opening of the second phase 
- Dealings between "Continental Can" and the Commission with a view to putting an end to the violation 
- Algeria has presented its views in detail 
-Environment: Commission's proposals 
- Hergers in the steel sector: authorised 
-Joint buying agreement for rolled products in the F.R.G.: extended authorisation 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
- Coking: prospects up to 1975 

Parliamentary Activity in EuroSe 
ECONOHIC INTERPENETRATION No l42 

ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION INDEX No 51 
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- Revue de la defense nationale, Paris (l Place Joffre), Edition of March 1972.- We particularly mention~X 
article by Mr. Jean-Fransois Deniau on the future of the enlarged Community. "In the end, there will be no 
11European Europe 11 either, in other words, responsible for itself, without the search for a new balance of 
military relations?, 'Mr,. Deniau writes. 

- L'Europa, Quindicinale di Politica, Economia e Cultura, Rome (Corso Vittorio Emanuele II, 142).- This 
special number, dated 29 February 1972, is entirely devoted to the various stages of the enlargement of the 
European Community. 

- L 1 Europeen - Der E~ropti.cr, No 121 - 1972, Brussels (77 rue de Castro) .- A supplement is devoted to Portu
gal's relations with·, the European Community. 

- Iceland and the Law of the Sea.- This 48-page booklet on Iceland and the law of the sea has been prepared 
by the Icelvndic Government. 

- Visi~n, the European Business Magazine, Paris, No 10 - 15 March 1972.- We mention articles on Austria 
(with an interview with Chancellor Bruno Kreisky) and on the Brussels lobbyists. 

- Courrier de l 1Association, No 12, Harch-April 1972, Brussels.- This number is largely devoted to the 
important rOle of agriculture in the countries of the AASM. We also draw attention to an interview with the 
Ambassador of Chad, Mr. Aladji Oueddo. 

-Forward in Europe, No l/1972, Council of Europe (Strasbourg).- This number reports on the work of the 23rd 
Session of the Consultative Assembly of the Counc.il of Europe, which took place from 19 to 26 January 1972. 

- JACQUES PIRON/PIERRE DENIS: Les conseils d 1 entrc rise et les comites de securite et d 1 h ,eiene, Federation 
of Belgian Industries (Brussels , ]Olj pages, Price: 310 Bfrs. 

- L6gislation en matiCre de Radio rotection, Directorate for Health Protection of the EEC, October 1971, 
15 pages.- This is an extract from the legislative, rcgulritiona,ry and administrative provisions concerning 
radiation protection in force in the EEC by virtue of the dire6tives fixing the basic Euratom standards. 
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EDITORI~ . . 

The Communit 1 s external relations and the institut· s · · 

The traditional nBruges Week" organised by the College of Europe was this year devoted to a symposium -
on the enlarged Community's external economic policy. The debate, or rather the beginnings of the ebate, 
~eh was held during the closing session was concerned with the institutional aspect of this problem. 

It allowed it to be noted, in spite of the astonishing satisfied optimism of one speaker, that the pres
en~ situation is not at all satisfactory and that changes will have to take place when the Community is en
larged and its external relations constitute one of the essential aspects of its existence. 

As Rector Brugmans realised, one is struck by the absence of a "European Government" and of an overall 
vision of the problems. For his part, Mr. Rey remarked that the few rules, expounded in the European Treat
ies, relating to external relations referred to a Community which "was negotiating its existence". They are 
no longer adapted to a Community which exists, which has policies and which must have powers. The real prob-
lem is in fact to give the most important powers to the integrated organisations (and notably the Commission) 
and to make the others function correctly. But although the Commission is acting like a government, the coun
cil is continuing to act like a ,diplomatic conference. If the Ministers did their duty, Mr. Rey said, there 
would be no need to resort to sUmmits for solving problems which the existing institutions must be able to 
solve. 

The fact is that cbncerning external relations, the provisions of the EEC Treaty are, on the one hand, 
too limited, and, on the other hand, they are not even correctly applied. It is thus that, as we have already 
stressed on other occasions and as we recalled on Saturday in Bruges, the most important provision on this 
subject, in other words, article 113, solely concerns the customs and trade policy, whereas ·economic relat
ions between States now cover much more extensive fields. The result is that when the Community has to nego
tiate agreements according to its competence with third countries, it does not have much to say precisely 
tnnterning the most interesting subjects. In addition, the article in question defines a certain negotiat
ing procedure and a sharing of roles between the Commission and the Council, which can be considered as · rel
atively balanced, while having the original fault of weakness and mutual distrust. Experience should enable 
the Commission's role to be considerably strengthened. But this balance has been destroyed since the habit 
has been formed: (a) of taking the decisions on the directives ~o be given to the Commission unanimously, 
instead of with a majority; (b) of giving these directives an obviously too detailed and minutious charac
ter, which literally ties the Commission down by depriving it of any power of negotiation and by making in
evi~able all the "leaks" which occur when a negotiating position has to be defined in all its aspects too 
far in advance. 

All this must change. But these are clearly political problems, in other words, of recogni~ing the 
extremely important r3le of the Commission of interpreting the common interest, and of making the Council 
function ·as a Community body, and not as a "diplomatic conference". 

Em;G •. 
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- The Pro ramme of the Euro ean Commission according to statements by Mr. Mansholt 
- EEC Portugal: negotiations re commenced 
- Nuclear power stations: prospect of the evolution of the market 
- Court of ,Justice: Direct application of joint PI"?visions in the agricultural sector 
- Transport problems and the Chambers of Commerce 
- EIB: Legal status in Switzerland 
- OECD: the Committee oii Exchanges has met 
- GrOUp No. 3 of the OECD: next session 
- Ge:nnan law concerning the reduction of lead content of fuels: reply to question No. 209 from Mr. 

Boersma 
Committee for External Economic Relations of the EP: UNGrAD 
Economic and Political Committees: meetings in Brussels and UDE group of the El': study session 
in Pale:nno 
Steel products: slight improvement in new orders 
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Brezhnev and the Cenunon Market - (1) Reality imposes itself .~ ~\ "''-

. The statements made 'by Mr. Brezhnev on 20 March to the Congress of the S6viet ade Unions (cf. the P. 
D. of 21 March) have aroused quite a stir. A change in attitude by the Soviets was seen in th~m~d som~ 
n~e~ conclusion~ from them which can certainly be said to be premature. 

These statements certainly had a precise political significance. Let us try to understand it with ob
jectivity and with some knowledge of the 11 precedents11 • 

At tactical level, it is obvious that Brezhnev wanted to 11J;nfluence11 the attitude of Gennan public op
ihion towards the treaties with Eastern Europe. Brezhnev needs the ratification of these treaties; he knows 
that one of the arguments used by the adversaries of ratifiCation is the Soviet hostility towards European 
integration; he is denying that this hostility exists. He is being, as is said, "understanding". 

But what mainly interests us is an appreciation at a more general level, in other words, of the poss
ible development of the relations between the enlarged Community and the Soviet Union. From this viewpoint, 
it is obvious that it is mainly the second part of what Mr. Brezhnev said ("our attitude will depend on the 
extent to which the Community countries will recognise the reality which exists in the Socialist part of 
Europe, in other words, the Comecon") that is important. 

In fact, the Soviets have never questioned the fact that the Common Market exists. They have always 
insisted on saying that it was not a good solution, and that it was a solution which divided Europe in~ 
stead of uniting it. And, ;·true to themselves, they fought enlargement. While taking note of the existence 
of the Common Market, they always considered - by a sort of wishful thinking or because they were badly 
informed - that the Common Market would have succumbed to the famous "internal contradictions" of cap~.talism, 
or, even more certainly, to the internal conflicts and national rivalries, and especially the Franco-.f'.erman 
struggle for hegemony. This was one of the reasons why they have always supported the Gaullist views ~f 
Europe, which re-awakened nationalism and which advocated "elllbraci.pgs"~·from-'th-e Atlantic to the Urals. Even 
now, some Western Communists continue to deny the very existence of the Community fact and of the political 
finalities of Europe (cf. the statements by Mr. ~mendola, our Editorial of 24 November 1971). 

It is obvious that, at a certain moment, realities impose themselves. One can no longer overlook them. 
Brezhnev now knows that the Common Market is a reality which is developing and strengthening itself, and 
with which he must reckon. And he will no doubt draw the consequences from this realisation. But in his own 
way. Moreover, in Europe, too much has been said about the "recognition" of the Community by the Soviet 
Union, which has only aroused ironic comments or the demand for counter-offers: "if we recognise the EEC, 
you should recognise the COMECON" • And the reaction of an ill-infonned public opinion is nonnal: "In fact, 
why not?" 

The Community needs no formal recognition, such as, for example, the presentation of credentials by a 
Soviet Ambassador. It is what it is. In certain precise sectors, such as that of commercial policy, the 
governments have given it the task of acting on behalf of the whole Community. As a result, the Soviets, 
like all the others (without a shadown of discrimination) will have to negotiate with it. And this is what 
will happen, without a doubt. 

And the Comecon, how does it come into all this? We shall return to this. 
Em. G. 

SUMMARY 

1 - EDITORIAL: "Brezhney and the Common Market - (1) Reality imposes itself" 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: Political Union and preparation for the Summit - The European movement in the 
Netherlands is to celebrate its 25th Anniversary - Statements by Mr. Otto Wolff von ·Amerongen 
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5 - EEC/Portugal: ·the end of the second phase of negotiations 

- Table wines: the French government requests authorisation for their distillation 
- Technical harmonisation in the sectors of aircraft, telecommunications, railway materials etc. 
- Anti-Dumping procedures towards Japan and Czechoslovakia 

6-7 -Modernisation of agricultural structures: the finalisation of the Council directives 
8 - UNCTAD: The Council will be called upon by the EP 

Fann prices and the programme for the modernisation of structures: consultations with the candidate 
countries 

9 Nuisances: actions proposed by the Council 
- Mr. Paul Volcker in Paris for the meeting of the No. 3 Group of the OECD 

10 - The VAT in Italy: agreement at technical level between the Italian administration and the Commission 
departments 

- The remuneration of officials: statements by Mr. Thorn 
The AROW calls ·for a "Commerce" Directorate-General 

11 Car Industry: concentration in this sector in the Common Market 
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Brezhnev and the Common Market the Comecon RJ • ,, ~· 

It is clear that according to Brezhnev - singularly aided in the West by a public opinion, ~ve~ at a 
very qualified level, which is often not very well informed, and by Communist prop3&anda which is developing 
the theme of the 11general process of co-operation on the basis of equality" - the more or less fomal recog
Jlition of the Community by the "Socialist" countries is subject to the condition thllt the Community recog
nises the "Council for Mutual Economic Assistance" (CMF.\), better known as the Comecon, and that it should 
~egotiate with the latter. 

But we have already explained that the Community can very well do without this reciprocal recognition. 
It is not the. one that is askin and it should sa so. But we also tried to explain, on several occasions 

c • the e itorials of 7 and 1 February 1971 t at the Comecon is not at all an "opposite number" of the 
Community. It is not, as some say, the 11 conunon market of ·the East blocn. It is mainly an organisation aimed 
at the planning and· rationalisation of industrial production in a given area, conceived of Jbainly fu·the 
~~terests of the dominant power, which is the Soviet Union. The study of its statutes and functioning shows 
that the Comecon could be compared to a large international industrial cartel, or to a giant multinational 
enterprise, whose brain is in Moscow. The developments laid down in the ncomplexu programme of June 1971 
are. moving in the same direction. That Moscow is managing the enterprise, there is not the slightest doubt. 
And how could this be otherwise, given the obvious disproportion betwe"B the USSR and the other participant 
countries? Not only this, but Prof. Kormnov explained, some time ago, that the Soviet Union should strengthen 
its r&le as the single planning cefitre of Comecon, because the 'peoples! democracies mainly depend on raw 
materials from the USSR. 

But there is more. The Comecon, as we have said, cannot be the opposite number of the Community, and 
cannot negotiate with it on behalf of its members, because it has no competence for external trade policy, 
since this is still the affair of the Member Statese It is true that the "Complex" progra.Dille already ment
ioned states that the Comecon countries "should coordinate their foreign policies, with a view to normalis
ing international economic relations". It is also ti;'Ue that Mr. Brezhnev had already asked last January that 
the member countries give the Comecon the task of negotiating with the Community. But he came up against a 
refusal, and Rumania immediately took the initiative which we lmow of. 

Having said this, it is obvious that Brezhnev has the aim, in the immediate future, of treven~ 
Rumania's exampjfe from being followed by others. In the long run, as the East-West Bulletin. No 56 o 22/3) 
remarked, his aim is to create a new situation in Europe, which can be achieved thanks to the C.S.C.E. and 
"Pan-European economic co-operation" in which Westem Europe would pose as an ·antagonist of the United States 
by bre~g its political links with the latter, whereas the Soviet monopoly over the Eastern Euro~ean coun
tries would finally be confirmed. Supposing that the manoeuvre were to succeed, the Comecon couldevelop 
as a 11 model11 of a system of pan-European co-operation, offerring ·the advantage of refusing any appeal to 
supranationality. 

In fact, what good would supranationality be, once an unshakeable hegemony is established on the Con
tinent? 

Will the manoeuvre succeed? The future will decide. 
Em. G. 

1 - EDITORIAL: "BrezhneY and the Common Mj<!rket - ( 2) Why the Comecon?" 

2 POLITICAL DAY: Message from President Nixon to Mr. Mansholt - The referendum on Europe in France 
Mr. Otto Krag and the future of Europe - The President of the DCB invited to Moscow - Anti-EEC 
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- Main European meetings in April 
The VAT in Italy: proposals for the postponement of its enforcement 
EUROSYNDICAT: l49.50 
EEC/Iceland: end of the second phase of negotiations 
ConsUltations with the candidate cormtries on the last agricultural decisions 
1971 Trading balance of the EEC 

- The Acts of Access1on of the new members of the Community published in the Official Gazette 
- Teclmicat hannonisation and the elimination of technical barriers to trade: neomplementary 

progranune 11 

Compensatory charges on the exchange of farm products: new modifications 
Electricity produced by nuclear power stations: marked advantage in costs over the classic 
power stations 
The CATT and the enlargement of the EEC 
001EOON: nuclear organisation within the organisation 
Shipp1ng of coal and iron ore: prospects for development 

- Uranium: a comparative study on the different methods of enrichment 
- CXJMPOSITE PRICE: 34.85 D/T 

"Free circnlat1on" in the enlarged EEC for nationals of the Commonwealth, the AASM and the ocr: 
reply to question No. 464 from Mr. Berkhouwer 
The purcl>ase of premises in Washington: reply to question No. 416 from Miss Lnlling 
Commission replies to questions No. 450 from Mr. Spenale and Mr. Vals and SOl from Mr. Vredeling 

end of a two day session ---

Publications of the European Communities 
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r----EUROPEAN LiBRARY-----. 
Books which are sent to us and whose publicati 
is worth notin are reviewed under this headi 

- CLAUPE JACQUEMART: La Nouvelle Douane Europeenne, Preface by Altiero Spinelli, Editions Jupiter, 21 and 
23 rue du Mont-Thabor, Paris ler, 1971, 680 pages, 72 FF.-

The Community provisions creating the Customs Union, spread over a series of regulations; already con
stitute a depse legislation in which even the specialists do not always succeed in finding the solution they 
seek. A synthesis work on this "new European customs" has been published by Mr. Claude Jacquemart, Head of 
the customs legislation division of the EEC. This first European customs manual includes four parts concern
ing the tariff provisions applicable to importing on the· Community's territory; the Community provisions rel
ating to customs clearance procedure; the Community customs systems; the preferential systems. The main 
Community texts appear in an annex to this work, which is recommended by the French Committee of the Inter
national Chamber of Commerce. 

-M. VIRAU.Y, P. GERBERT, J. S.All4<ll, with the collaboration of V.-Y. GHEBALI: Les Missions Permanentes 
Au res des Or anisations Internationales, Tome 1: Les missions permanentes aupr~s des organisations inte~ 
nation es sises a Geneve, Paris, Strasbourg et Bruxelles. Etablissements Emile BrUylant, Brussels, 1971, 
920 pages, Price: 3,600 Bfrs.-

This work, the first volume of a triptych, is the fruit of a vast in~iry by a Study Group into the 
internatio .. al organisation formed in October l964·by the Carnegie Foundation for International Peace. This 
inquiry is to contribute to the study of the relations between States and the international institutions. 
After a short study on the experiment of the Society of Nations, the first volume describes the history, 
legal status, structures, competences and functioning of the representations, delegations and permanent 
missions to the specialised institutions of the United Nations in Geneva, the EFTA, UNESCO, the Council of 
Europe, the OECD. the EEC and Euratom. 

The second volume, which will appear soon, will specify the real weitht of the missions in specific 
situations. A third volume (being prepared) will close the inquiry by presenting ~ study on the missions 
accredited to the UNO, as well as the overall theoretical conclusions. 

- BASTIAAN VAN DER ESCH: Canadian Federalism and the Common Market Formula, Occasional Papers 15, School of 
International Affairs, Carleton University, Ottawa l, Ontario, 46 pages.- Where six Western European nations, 
and soon possibly ten, have been able to cure much of what is no more than a self-inflicted blindness, Cana
da and its provinces should be able to do the same~.the author writes in his conclusions. 

-Midland Bank's Factual Guide to the Common Market, Midland Bank Ltd, November 1971, 48 pages. 
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- EUROPEAN BOOKSHELF 

..... POLITICAL DAY: European Federalist Movement : preparation of the Congress - Statement by 
Mr. Dahrendorf - Referendum in Britain? 
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-Mr. Mansholt will ive an account to the E.P. of his views on the construction of Europe 
- EEC EFTA: end of the second phase of negotiations with the non-candidate countries 
- Increase of the price of dairy products and its consequences 
- Distillation of wine in France: favourable opinion of the "wine" Consultative Committee 
- European University in Florence: signature of the agreement in April 
- 11 Industry and Society in the Community": Conference organised by the Commission 
- Spanish steel production: marked recovery 
- Safeguarding of natural environment: afforestation and hill-farming 
- Steel research: new programme 
- The Study Group for a New Social Contract states itself to be in favour of a European 

Community of Education and Science 
- Mi rant workers: Speech by Mr. Rifflet 
- EEC AASM: Meeting of the Committee of Association 
-EEC a an:·Towards the recommencement of negotiations 
- The Atlant1c Council of the United States says it is in favour of negotiations on·the 

restructuring of the international monetary system 
- The Belgo-Danish Chamber of Commerce: annual report 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
- Publications of the European Communities 
- The week in Europe 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENEI'RATION No. 1847 

AS THE RESULT OF THE EASTER HOLIDAYS 
OUR NEXT BULLEI'IN WILL BE DATED 

WEDNESDAY 5 APRIL 
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Europe--t.Jni ted States: a diffieul t dialogue 
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Wednesday 5 April 19n 

DAILY BULLETIN 

There is a series of specific problems to be settled between Europe and the United States; most of which, 
Whether or not this is wanted, have implications which reach much further than European-American relations. 
There are several reasons for this, with the main one being the dimensions of these two interlocutors. It is, 
in fact, difficult for the United States, on the one hand, or the Community (enlarged), on the other, to be 
able to "make a move" in the political, military, commercial or monetary fields without their movements hav
ing gr~ater or lesser repercussions throughout the world, When the two systems move simultaneously, the rest 
of the world is very greatly affected, And if this movement were to be of a disorganised nature, escaping 
the control of the two parties, and capable of giving rise to conflict, the danger for the rest of the world 
Would be gerious, · 

This explains_ why the responsibility of the United States and of Europe is so great, even~ it is a 
que•tion of dealing with bilateral questions, and why these two large systems have the duty to carry out 
reciprocal and effective controls on their relations, 

But it is regrettable to note that the existing mechanisms are unable to carry out these reciprocal and 
effective controls. Indeed, there is a Mission of the United States to the Community, always led with great 
mastery by Ambassadors with a thorough knowledge of the problems and endowed with political tact (it suffices 
to mention the last two, Mr. John Tuthill and Mr. Robert Schaetzel), tndeed1 for some months, the Mission of 
the Community to the American Government has been led by a figure with the rank of ambassador, And every 
six months, the European Commissioner in charge of foreigu policy problems, Mr; Dahrendorf, meets his "oppo
site number" - if the term can be used - from America, in this case, Mr. Samuels. But the truth is that, as 
Ambassador Schaetzel said with his usual clearsightedness (in an interview published in "The .Times" yester
day), ''<Is ,long as the basic authority lies with the Member States, it will be very difficult to open any 
dialogue". In addition, Mr. Schaetzel remarked, the persistance of a debate over the rl>les of the various 
institutions in the Commmity is making it very difficult for the outside world 11 to know what the Community 
thinks about .a given subject". 

We entirely share these views and the regret which they inspire in Mr. Schaetzel as in many other ob
servers. once again, the Community is faced with a fundamental problem of an inst~t~~ional nature. The prob
lem of the relations between the Community and the United States is among those which will hold the atten.
tion of the Heads of State or of Government at the October Summit. It is possible that a broad consensus will 
emerge within the enlarged Community about a "European" attitude. But how will it be pOssible to translate 
this attitude intb day-to-day action~into the dnt-to-day dialogue_wbich must be instituted between the two 
sides of the Atlantic, since this di ogue can o y be "overall", in other words, cover all that can be the 
si!Jijett of a debate, and "unitary", in other words take place between the United States, on the one hand, 
and Europe "speaking with a single voice", on the other? 

Em. G. 
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- The first common prices for the new agricultural season have come into force 
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Conference 
- Coordinated short-term statistical surveys in industry 
- CISL and CMT: forthcoming world conference 
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- Energy consumption according to the report of the VNO Economic Commission for Europe 
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- Export hcences for farm products1 reply to question No 280 from· Mr. Vredeling 
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EDITORIAJ.. 

The Community and the.J1Medtterr.anean area" 

20th year - No 1020 (n.s.) 
Thursday 6 April 1972 

DAILY BULLETIN 

It is obvious that the (enlargedd Community must adopt, in its external relations, a strategy which we 
would tenn as "omni-directional", because of ]ts economic and commercial importance in the world. Relations 
with the United States will no doubt pccupy a place with priority in it. But it is also obvious that the 
Community must concern itself with what is happening on its own doorstep. In the North, negotiations are in 
progress and will come to an end by June. In the East, relations are essentially conditioned by the presence 
of the very great power, which now seems to clai~ that the Community should entertain relations with the 
Comecon. 

What is happening in the South? This is no doubt the sector in which the state of affairs, from the 
political and economic point of view, is most cof\.l'used, and in which the Community has woven a web of agree .. 
ments of different types. It is also the sector in which the threat of armed conflict is most noticeable 
and most directly aangerous for the Community. 

There is a flagrant and significant contradiction between this "commercial" presence through more or 
less preferential agreements (with which it is reproached} and the Community's most total absence from the 
politipal point of view. The passiveness of Europe in general and of the Community in particular in the 
Mediterranean sector, and more particularly in the Suez Canal area, is a sign of the decadence of our contin
ent. It was, in fact, Europe that wanted the opening of the Suez Canal, and it was Europe again that took 
the initiative of the Convention of Constantinople in 1$88 on freedom of transit in the Canal. It was Europe 
which was unable to defend this liberty, which is, however, fundamental. Things have developed, and today 
it can be imagined that not mediation, but a guarantee given by Europe as a whole, would perhaps be received 
with less mistrust than it would have been in the past. It would enable the need for guarantees on the Amer
ican or Soviet sides to be eliminated, without, however, seeming dyed with hostility towards them. 

But for this to be possible, the Community should have a Mediterranean policy. The problem was raised, 
or at least in some of its aspects, at the "Bruges Week", in the Reports by Mr. Loeff (Director in the 
Commission) and by Prof. Gannage (Professor at Beirut). The former considered that the ~ime had come for 
the Community "to leave the path of pragmatism and the arbitrary ••• and to try to formulate a real Medi
terranean policy on the basic of a coherent overall doctrine, aimed at promoting the development of this 
area". The Mediterranean policy should be considered as "a component of the European policy itself". The 
latter envisaged real "European-Mediterranean solidarity" and condemned the present co-operation, which is 
"a mosaic of agreements not involving any policy of coordination", to advocate an initiative by the ColllllUil
ity towards "regionalisation" according to two alternatives: either partial regionalisation, involving the 
regrouping of the Mediterranean countries according to their neighbourhood or their aff~ties, or the crea
tion of a customs union, limited to a small number of products, serving as a point of departure for the 
materialisation of the Mediterranean area. 

In general, it can be said that the Community is req.Iired to have an entirely new vision of this prob
lem and to play thet role of a driving force. This would give it the necessary authority to carry out polit
ical action. Does it want this and can it do this? Or does it think that it is up to Chou-en-Lai to become 
the defender of "Mediterranean" interests, as he has ~ust said to Dom Mintoff? Em. G. 
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1 - EDITORIAL: "The Community and the "Mediterranean area"" 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: The referendum on Europe in France - The Swedes want membership - Meeting of the 
Commonwealth countries - The Austrians are very interested in the Common Market 
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- The Monetary Committee of the EEC has published its new activity report 
- EUROSYNDICAT: 152.42 
- Excise duties: harmonisation proposed 
- The paper industry of the EEC is opposed to any change in the offers made to Sweden, Finland, 

and Austria in the paper sector 
- Trade agreement between Italy and China: reply to question No 555 from Mr. Biaggi 
- The new negotiations with S ain: reply to question No 490 from Mr. Vredeling 
- Rhone-Poulenc Pro il and Pechine ine-Kuhlmann mer ers: reply to question No 516 from Mr. 

Vredeling 
- Public works contracts: reply to question No 566 from Miss Lulling 
- Hydrocarbons: position adopted by the UECI on the joint enterprise charter for the activities of 

this sector 
- Economy of the Saar: development prospects 
- COMPOSITE PRICE: 35.17 D/T 
- Coal production: estimates for 1972 
- Energy production and the protection of the environment 
- Fight against pollution and financial impact for the American steel industry 
- Price of grain: American reactions 
- A second assistant for the American "negotiator" 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
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EDI:rORIAL 

The Mansholt "letter11 : a ''bomb11 with a time switch? 

On 24 February, our Bulletin gave a summary of a letter addressed by Mr. Mansholt to the then Presi'o ieJ~.m~~ 
of the Commissi'!')., Mr. Malfatti, in order to tell him of certain ideas on which cortL11unity policy should be 
based with a viel< to the maintenance of the ecological equilibrium of the world. Information and conunent 
was published in various newspapers. On 28 February; we published, in the EUROPE/Documents series, the 
entire text - hardly veiled in secrecy - of the letter in question, to which we. also devoted two editorials 
on 15 and 16 March under the heading "Must growth be discouraged?" Several American and British newspapers 
have devoted articles and analyses to the problem of "zero growth politics", among them one by Mr. Zbignieff 
Bnezinski in 11Newsweek11 • The 11Monde 11 also published an article by Pierre Drouin on the same subject on 
29 Marclt. 

None of this prevented the journalists of 111 1 Humanite", Mr. Marchais and other commentators from 
speaking of the Mansholt document as if it were a 11bomb", the explosive contents of which had been kept 
a close secret until the flair of Mr. Marchais' adepts enabled them to reveal the secret. 

However, the important thing is not really the comic side of this supposed 11 revelation11 , but rather 
the comments which have been made about it, by the written and spoken press, sometimes through ignorance, 
sometimes through unfairness. In this fashion, one can read a statement by a certain Henry Peyret ·to the 
effect that Hansholt 1 s ideas are "a renovation plan based on the decline of the United States", and that 
the plan should be rejected because it "takes the path of socialism". At the same time one hears Mr. Ma,... 
ch.ais saying, in respect of the necessity, put forward by Mansholt, for "a European economic plann, that 
such a plan would "alienate the independence of our country11 • In fact, we have always understood that Mr. 
Marchais condemned the community Europe because it would be dominated by capitalist trusts, promoting 
11 consumerismn, and that he could but favour a European plan inspired by the need to safeguard natural re
sources, aiming at the more efficient distribution of the goods produced and the organisation of anti .... 
pollutant production based on recycling rather than at the indiscriminate increase of certain productions, 
in exclusive obedience to the law of profit. 

llertaiuly, one caonot share the opinions which Mr. Mansholt expressed in his own name, and yet one 
must give a fair account of them and situate them in context, that is, related to the MIT report which was 
tlteir source of inspiration. If the conclusions of the said report are accepted, it is difficult not to 
draw logical consequences from them analagous to those drawn by Mr. Mansholt. Even if they are disputed, 
certain ideas put forward by Mr. Mansholt preserve their validity and, at all events, can be the object of 
very froitful discussions within the European framework .. 

The reaction of Mr. Marchais and his associates can obviously be explained easily by the need to find 
'tanti-European" arguments to justify saying 11 No" to the referendum. It nevertheless allows one to confinn 
that the Communists remain the most tenacious opponents of "European power" even when Socialist. 

Elll. G. 
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- The differences between the exchange rates of the community currencies have always been 
below 2.25% 

- The AAS4 and the entry of the Commonwealth countries into the Association 
- 11 Deductions at sourcen for bonds: their suppression is advocated by most of the Monetary 

Committee 1 s experts 
- Plutonium: development of the market 
- Moesch: 7% dividend 
...: Telecommunications networks in the Comi11llllity: the coordination of the projects is the sub

ject of oral question No. 19/71 of the EP 
- Comparative studies of the windscreens of cars 
- Aids for regional puryoses in the central regions of the EEC: reply to question No. 540 from 

Mr. Oele 
- Australian semi-products wrought in the Ruhr 
- Political life in host Member States: reply to question No. 536/71 from Mr. Glinne 
- Control of price and wage increases: reply to questions Nos. 562 from Mr. Vredeling and 

181 from Mr. Couste 
reply to 488 from Mr. Vredeling 

reply to question No. 560 from Mr. Vredeling 

economic prospects for 1972 
ssrs. carl.i and Emminger; co-opei1l.tion of the central banks 

- Lowering of the bank rate in France 
- Publications of the European Communities 

- EOONOMIC INI'ERPENEfRATION No. 1850 
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Books which are sent to us and whose publication 

are reviewed under this headin 

- PHILIPPE DE NORMAN D 1 AUD~HOVE: Inte ration economi ue et monetaire euro eenne, Preface by Mr. Franco Maria 
Malfatti, Vander Editeur (Louvain, Belgium , 1972, 4 pages, 150 Bfrs.- "Beyond all the technical difficul
ties whose importance cannot be overlooked, it is finally political decisions which will create the economic 
and monetary union in Europe, with the stages and transitions at present laid down, and which will enable 
order to be restored to the international monetary syste~', writes Mr. jean Rey in the introduction to this 
work, which received the "Jean Rey Prize11 for 1971. We must be grateful to Mr. de Norman d'Audenhove for 
having analysed the difficulties from this viewpoint, the former President of the European Commission added; 

- BARBARA SPINELLI: Presente e im e'rf-etto della Gcrmani orientale, Istituto Affari Internazionali (Rome), 
Sbcieta·editriee il Mulino Bo ogna, 1972, 102 pages, Price: 1,000 lire.- This study examines the present 
situation and the past of East Germany • 

.. J. POELMANS - J. LECOMl'E: L1agriculture europeenne et les pays tiers, Presses Universitaires de Bruxelles, 
1972, 185 pages.- This study examines the consequences of the institution of the common agricultural policy 
on trade with third countries. In particular, the authors consider that the American criticisms regarding 
the Community agricultural policy are unfounded, but recognise that th1s policy has created dirttcalties for 
countries With agr1cultural econom1es, such as New Zealand, Australia, Canada and Denmark. 

- ANTONIO MARCINI-CAMIA: Esercizio dei Diritti della Pro rieta Industriale e· Tutela della Liberta di Concorr
enza nella CEE (nota a sentenza della Corte di Giustizia delle Comunita Europee dell' giugno 1971 in causa 
78/70), Extract from No 3/4 of September/October 1971 of the review 11Il diritto negli scambi internazionali11 , 

pages 459 to 476. 
- L1Europa, Quindicinale di Politica, Economia e Cultura, 15 March 1972, Rome (Corso Vittorio Emanuele II, 
142).- We mention articles by Mr. Emanuele Gazzo on the fresh start for the economic and monetary union, by 
Mr. Mario Scelba on the European Security Conference and by Mr. Giuseppe Petrilli, who pleads for a democrat
ic Community regional policy. 

- Euro-Spectra, Revue scientifique et technique des Communautes europeennes, March 1972, 1972 - l, Brus~els.
This number contains a study on the present state and the development prospects of light water nuclear power 
stations in the Community. 

- Aussenpolitik, Zeitschrift ftir internationale Fragen, March 1972, Ubersee Verlag Hamburg (Federal Germany).
The enlarged European Community's ability to act in the international context is examined in an article by 
Mr. Carl A. Ehrhardt, whereas the problems of economic integration in the Comecon are the subject of an art
icle by Mr. Alexander Uschakow. 
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1 - EUROPEAN LIBRARY 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: The creation of a "European Committee" in the Bundestag is proposed - The European 
referendum in France -- Socialist Internationale: extraordinary session - Mr. Kreisky visits Rome 
••• and Mr. Colombo vislts Bern- M1n1steriai re-shuffle in Great Britain 
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- Euro ean Commission: meeting in 11 conclave11 at Val Duchesse 
oslavia: 2nd meetjng of the Joint Committee 

- EEC AASM: Study on the c1~ation of export industries 
-Wine: mitigated satisfaction of the Commission about the state of the market 
- "i::'W'e'ring of the bank rate in Italy 
- Germano-Sov1et trade agreement 
- Ex.cise: modalities, terma and stages of the overall harmonisation programme 
-Controls practised by the F.R.G. on imports of fruit and vegetables and meats: complementary 

reply to question No l32 from Mr. Borocco 
- Motor vehicles and the state of competition: reply to question No 557 from Mr. Fellermaier 
- Incomes policy and development of social security: reply to question No 553 from Mr. Vredeling 
- Hydrocarbons: Hougardy report on the application of the joint enterprise charter to the indus-

tries coming under this field 
- Pollution of the Rhine 
- Coal and coke: development of stocks 
- The Week in Europe · 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1851 
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EDITORIAL 

The European referendum in France - (1) Beyond false appearances 

20th yedr- No 1023 (n.s.) 
Monday/Tuesday 10/11 
April 1972 

DAILY BULLETIN 

We have had the opportunity to comment very briefly (in our Editorial oi 20/21 March) on Mr. Pompidou's 
press conference and, of course, on the European referendum in which the French will be required to give 
their views on 23 April. 

At a time when the campaign for the referendum is in full swing in France (while the echoes of it which 
reach other countries are rather sporadic), and when everjthing and its opposite can be heard to be said, it 
may be useful to try to shed light on certain essential points, by situating ourselves, so to speak, outside 
F~ance and her own problems, but within Europe and at the heart of the problems which concern its construc
tion. 

Although it is true, in fact, that this referendum is in the first place and mainly an internal French 
affair, it is also true that its outcome could be fatal at European level. This would be the case if the an
swer of the electors were to be negative, for non-ratification on the part of a Member State would necess
arily involve the annulling of enlargement and, without a doubt, the destruction of the Communit (this is 
lihy Mr. Pompidou has as "objective allies" the Europeans who are working in the opposition • Much less imp
ortant, or even without any weight whatsoever, would be, on the other hand, the consequences of a more or 
less massive "yes", or of the fact in itself that approval will be obtained by means of a referendum in-
stead of by the normal channels of parliamentary ratification. The reasoning of those who want to suggest that 
a ttlassive 11yes 11 would have the consequence of strengthening the position of 't!he Frencli Government in the 
context of the future negotiations - the summit and what will follow - seems' to us to· be specious, or inspir
ed by electioneering. For the other Governments, what is important is that the ratification of the Enlarge
ment Treaty should be assured, the more so since the 11 es" formall concerns a uestion which has no other 
subject. That the French Government. or Mr. Pompidou perso ly, might see their prestige confirmed in 
France is probable, but of secondary importance in relation to the concre~e goal of the operation. The other 
Governments, which will have obtained ratification from Parliaments which are perhaps less manageable than 
the electorate, will not have the feeling of being "inferior" with regard to a President who has more or 
le~ been confirmed by a plebiscite. And the European ideas of the French Government will have all the more 
chances of being accepted than if the vote were to take place in the Parliament (Mr. Poher remarked witp 
a tinge of malice that the 11 yes11 would no doubt have been even more massive). These ideas will be disc!ssed 
and accepted for their intrinsic value and to the extent to which they will help to attain the common goal. 
As for the many statements, whether official or unofficial, by the majority or the opposition, they cert~
ly do not allow one to say "this is the type of Europe that the French have chosen11 • At most, they will b~ 
day e~able interpretations to be ~iven, which will be contradictory and all perfectly wrong. 

Let us therefore try to avoi false appearances and to isolate some concrete elements and some real 
problems. The first of these conc.rete elements, which is sometimes lost sight of, is the text of the ques
tion itself. And it is with this that we shall beg~ Em.G. 
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- The Austrian Minister for Trade and Industry visits the Commission 
- EEC/Yugoslavia: Second session of the joint cammittee 
- SAC: preparation for the agricultural Council 
-DiStillation of wine: Commission proposals 
- EOONCMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
....:. UNGrAD: Third session of the Conference 
- The future multi-annual research programme of Euratom and reply to question No. 514 from 

Mr. Vredeling 
- Parliamentait and Scientific Conference of the Cauncil of Europe 
- European Pariament: preparation of the plenary session: a report by Mr. Jahn on the environment 

The BSC represented in Belgium by Mr. John P. Keane 
- Shipbuilding: European prospects in the reply to question No. 398 from Mr. Vredeling. 
- Iceland: Economic situation according to the OECD 
- GATT: 1970/71 report 
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~DITORIAL 

The European referendum in France - (2) An honest answer to an 
honest question 

Let us therefore re-read the question which the French will be asked: "Do you approve, with the new 
prospects which are being opened for Europe, of the bill laid before the French people by the President of 
the Republic and authorising the ratification of the treaty relating to the accessi9n of Great Britain, Den
mark, Ireland and Norway to the European Communities?" 

In this wording. apart from the words "with the new prospects which are being opened for Europe", there 
is absolutely nothli1g other than the request to ratify the treaty of 22 .January. Are the words which we have 
just quoted such as to give the vote a different significance to that of the mere approval of enlargement? 
One might well wonder. But, unless we want to carry out a sterile judgement of intentions, we see nothing 
in it other than an appeal to the elector to understand that his future is involved. The fact that enlarge
ment is opening up new prospects for Europe is incontestable. Those who have always wanted enlargement to 
take place, and have especially wanted Great Britain to enter the Community, have acted with a view to these 
hew, and for them positive, prospects~ If this were otherwise, it would have to be said that enlargement -
his closing certain prospects which existed earlier" or that it "is opening an unknown and probably danger
ous path for the Community", as the obstinate opponents of Britain's entry repeated for ten years, who were 
mainly recruted- it must be recognised- in the ranks of the Communists or~f o~thodox Gaullism. 

Theref9re, it seems to us that it would be extremely difficult for someone who has reached the reasoned 
conviction that enlargement is good for the Community not to answer 11 yes" to the question asl<:ed him. Likewise, 
it is quite normal for those who have been and are hostile to.Xhe ~rope which is being formed, and who are 
therefore all the more opposed to the one which will arise on an enlarged basis and with an obviously stren
gthened personality, to answer 11 no" to the same question. 

One could still object that. "if you were French, your reasoning, or your political reaction would be 
different". It is possible, but no Non-Frenchman, committed,'either for or against enlargement, would be able 
to understand any other reasoning than this. One may very well, for example, be hostile to the referendum 
procedure such as it is practised in France. But then the refusal to vote must be total and permanent: the 
"institution" must not be recognised. In fact, Maurice Clavel was right:""""everything should be destroyed. 

One may also be against the policy of the· Government. But it is this policy which should be combatted, 
and not a ecision of which one approves. Likewise, those who support the Government's action, and who are 
asked for their opinion about a solution which does not correspond to their convictions, should answer 11 no11 • 

What is happening,in fact? It is that some people, who approve of the enlargement of the Community, 
are refusing to approve of it in the voting booths. And that others, who in their conscience reject enlarge
ment, will approve it in the booths. Both groups are reduced to wanting the result to ~-opposite to the 
one they have voted for. This total incoherence results in a form of "political self-castration". 

There remain, of course, those who feed on words and illusions, the real and false blind. We shall dis
cuss them later. Em.G. 

SUMMARY Lt- vtprl \ lt\ '12 
l - EDITORIAL: 11The European_referendum in France - (2) ~ honest tmswer to an honest question" 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: Jean Monnet and Wil.!I...llr~t will speak during the Congress organised by the Fried-
rich Ebert Stiftung - The split in the Labour Par!! widens - ~alme in Bonn 
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- Statements by Mr. Mansholt 
- The narrowing of the fluCtuation margins ?etween th~European currencies will come into force 

on 24 April next 
- European Uni~tll the Convention will be signed on 19 April 
- Vedel Re ort: the European Commission analyses the proposals relating to it 
- EEC Yugoslavia: Towards fresh "exploratory talks" 
- EEC non-candidate EFTA countries: proposal aimed at making the rapid conclusion of the negotiations 

in progress possible · 
- Economic cycle according to the "Graphs and Brief Notes No. 3/1972" 
- Nuclear industries of the Community and American licences 

- European Parliam~: Preparation of the Plenary Session: Enlargement of the Community; Social 
situation 1n the EEC in 1971 

- Renovated Social Fund: could be operational from May 
-S.A.e.: Agreement on distilling of wine 
- Tax evasion and fraud: reply to question No 534 from Mr. Glinne 
- Study scholarshi~: reply to question No 535 from Mr. Glinne 
- Prohibition on imports of fish into the USA: reply to question No 513 from Mr. Vredeling 
- EPEC: Opinion on the principle of the joint enterprise laid down by the Euratom Treaty 
- British Pig-Iron Indus~: anti-dumping protection demanded 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1853: The Dutch Minister of Agriculture replies to a question about 

the r51e of co-operatives in the international merger movement. 
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EDITORIAL 

The l!.'uropean referendum in France - {3) The false and real blind 

We recalled yesterday that there are, in this affair of the European referendum, those who feed on ill
Usions, the B~al and the false blind. It is not necessary to name names, but it is clear that it is the op
inion of Messrs. Debre, Fouchet, Peyrefitte and others- that the false blind are mainly those who shout th~ 
loudest, convinced, as they are, that their lie will thus assume the appearance of truth. In fact, the false 
blind deafen us in the hope of blinding us. 

And then there are - and in all the camps - the real blind. 
These are the people who believe that Europe is something which is ready prepared, and hear at hand, 

whereas its construction demands the joint and conscious effort of everybody, and therefore of them too. 
These are the people for whom Europe, to exist, mus't be 11anti-American" or 11pro-American". For them, 

it is easier to be for or against something than to quite simply b'e oneself. And Europe has only to be it
self. 

These are the people who believe that Europe is only a "technocratic thingn, a slave,naturally, of the 
trusts and monopolies. In fact, Europe is and mUst increasingly become a way of existence, as citizens and 
as collectivities, inventing greatly on the past. It needs appropriate institutions so as not to fall into 
technocracy, so as not to be the instrument of the trusts, an so as to be founded on democracy and on the 
participation of the peoples composing it. 

These are the people who believe in the immobility of things and ideas and who are afraid of shadows 
and of change. It is rather curious, in this connection, to note that some, for whom nsupranationalityn is 
dea~ (Debre) or even in ashes (Fouchet), do nothing but talk about it. They are even the only ones to talk 
a$out it. Is this a spectre which haunts them in spite of the blindfold over their eyes? Robert Escarpit's 
interpretation is probably the best one {humour often' allows one to see the reality behind appearances): 
11We shall perhaps one day discover that supranational Europe has long been amongst us and that all that 
remains is to make it legitimatell. 

Luckily, there are also those whose eyes are wide open. And one of these is Prof. Vedel. The voluminous 
report compiled by the group which he led and which concerns the European institutions ends with the words: 
"Europe is an historical and urgent needn. And Prof. Vedel himself, in an article published in today's IILe 
Monde 11 , after wondering whether the referendum meant "yes to a Europe which would not be that of the Trea
ties, to another, intergovernmental and non-Community Europe, reviving the European concertation of the 
past11 , shows with exemplary lucidity that 11 the referendum has at its centre the Community, it it should, if 
necessary, be recalled, when the day comes, that what the French will have said yes to is the enlargement 
of this Europe, and not a Europe in bits and pieces11 • 

Everything confirms that Prof. Vedel is perfectly right, and we shall return to this tomorrow, drawing 
certain conclusions from it. Em.G. 
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- Position of the EEC in the UNCTAD 
- Mr. Scarascia Mugnozza is given the agricultural sector 
- Cyprus: Aidc-Memoire to the Commission 
- EUROSYNDICAT: 152.19 
- Aeronautical sector: Co~~unity policy on the subject 
- Extension of the EEC/AASM Association to the developing. Commonwealth countries: first discussions 
- The drafts for regional aiu.s in Belgium discussed with the Belgian Authorities 
-Commission's inquiry into secret agreements at European 1~ 
- UNCTAD: Incidences of the international monetary situation on world trade and development 
- Position of the AASM regarding the 3rd Conference of the UNCTAD 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
-European Parliament: Preparation of the Plenary Session: Road transport; Fishing; Right of estab-

lishment for hairdressers 
- Italian Memorandum on the employment policy: preparation of the Commission's reply 
- E.P.E.C.: position adopted on the Grouping of Economic Interest 
- Lead in petrol and the health problems linked with its reduction 
- Collieries of the Ruhr: the problem of financial reorganisation 
- COMPOSITE PRICE: 35.17 D/T 
- Parliamenta and Scientific Con erence of the Council of Europe 
- Four non-candi ate EFTA countries will subject their steel industries to price rules similar to 

those of the ECSC 
- Replies Of the Commission to questions Nos 526, 542, 554, 543, 512, 511 and 502 from Mr. Vredeling, 

No 567 from Mr. Glinne, 477 f:-om Mr. Dulin and 207 from Mr. Seefeld. 
- ECONOMIC INTERP~ETRATION No-1854 
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~ The European referendum in France.- (4) A conclusion 

Let us try to summarize and to conclude. 

20th ;car- No 1026(n.s.) 
Friday 14 April 1972 

DAILY BULLETIN 

1.- It seems logical that the French, who have always been in favour of Europe such as it has 
since 1950 (Robert Schuman 1 s "Salon de l'Horloge" (Quai d 10rsay) speech) and such as it may develop 
its enlargement, should say "yes" to the question asked them. 

It seems normal and logical that those who have been on the other side, who have rejected the EEC, 
~o shared.the European views of General de Gaulle (who once said "this 'Frankenstein~ which, to deceive the 
World, is called the Co11111unity11 ), with the Communists at their head, should say 11 no 11 • 

Concerning the numerous pro-Europcans who arc amongst the Socialists and who will abstain, their atti
tude is bad (apart from the fact that it will be confused with that of the usual or forced abstainers) in 
that the day that it is learnt that more than half those registered and between 70 and 80% of the voters 
have said "yes", there will certainly be someone to say that the Europe which has been approved and suppor
~ed is not the one which the Socialists have been advocating since the fifties. This historical error of 
:the Socialists is damaging to Europe and to the Socialists themselves. It is a tragical paradox. to see the 
~ocialists (and not only the Frencp Socialists), whose vocation and tradition should be to be the privi
leged artisans of this new and democratic Europe, swing at the crucial moment into the opposite camp. 
·2.- In spite of the ambiguities entertained, and if we only consider what Mr. Pompidou himself, leaving 
aside his more or less imaginative ex.egetes, has stated until now, we can see that nothing enables one to 
say that the French President imagines he can build a Europe whose unity would be illusory. (a) He said 
"these are large stakes which France is playing by choosing to resolutely start along the European path". 
Which means that this choice, this commitment, is being made now, in the framework of enlargement, and 
that a new path is to be followed, after a turning point. (b) He said about the future Community that it 
woul be "an institutional organisation, grouping and binding together the nations without dissolving them"• 
This is a resolutely federalist statement, based on the institutions and on the maintaining of national 
differences, which arc, for the Federalists, an imperative. (c) He said "Everybody must also be decided, 
within the new and powerful Europe, to affirm its independence and personality". Independence and person
,ality can only be assured by a European power: they do not characterise any conglomerate, association or 
alliance. 

We should like to conclude by quoting a sentence pronounced today in LcverkPsen by Mr. Jean Monnet 
tkt the Congress of the Fricdrich-Ebert-Stiftung, and which we are reproducing as a Document). We are often 
told that we - who believe in the creation of the United States of Europe - are utopians. In every great 
human undertaking, for it to be able to succeed - said Jean Monnet - there· must be a dream-element. But if 
men apply themselves to overcoming the difficulties, the dream gradually fades away and behind it appears 
its achievement. The utopians of yesterday ( and perhaps of today) can see the reality of tomorrow. 

Em. G. 

1 
2 - THE POLITI 
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- Institutional proposals: will be introduced at the end of May by the Commission 
- EEC/EFTA: preparation of Council deliberations 
- Compensatory tax on oranges from Spain 
- Research And development policy 
- ECSC Treaty price rules: differences of views on suggested modifications 
- International Agreement for the distribution of food products:authorized 
- European Parliament: preparation of plenary session; Oral question on difficulties of the synthetic 

fibres field 
- The EP will reply in May to questions on UNCTAD and Euratom 
~ Motor cars and harmonisation of technical characteristics after the reply to question no 575 by 

Mr.Seefeld 
- British entry: reply to question no 571 by Mr.Vredeling and to question no 585 by Mr.Vredeling 
- EDF: new financing by the third EDF in the AASM and Surinam 
- E(X)NDMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
- Absorption of Ursula Tropp KG by Kloockner Rohstoffhandel 
- Publications of the European Communities 
- E(X)NOMIT INTERPENETRATION No 1855 

EUROPE/DOaJMENTS No 671:11 Are the United States of Europe an Utopia? The answer lies within ourselvesa 
its achievement depends on us" states Mr.Jean Monnet 
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-·· ~ ,.~. ~\\ Books wJc~ .!~ .. :!/ t~ u; !n~ ~h!s! ~ublication J 
.. ,,. is worth notin this headin 

- HARALD B. International Economic Peacekee in in Phase II, Published for the Atlantic Council ~~ 
of the Unite (Was ington , Quadrangle Books, A New York Times Company (330 Madison Avenue, New Yor t 

N.Y. 10017), 1972, 267 pages, Price: 8.95 dollars.- We shall return to this book, in which Mr. Malmgren pro
poses spe,cific measures and a general strategy for the modernisation of the international economic system. 

- CAE ONE·KIM: La Communaute Euro eenne dans les Relations Commerciales Internationales, Institut d!Etudes 
Europeennes de l 1Universite Libre de Bruxelles, Presses Universitaires de Bruxelles 42 Avenue Paul Heger, 
B 1050 Brussels), 1971, 549 pages, Price: 550 Bfrs.- This work by Mr. Cae-One Kim, in charge of research 
at the Institute of European Studies (1968-l969):and Assistant Professor in the Faculty of General Studies 
of the National University of Seoul (South Korea) is aimed at studying the legal aspects of the external 
trade relations of the EEC. In a first part, the author seeks the intentions which guided the authors of 
the Treaty of Rome as well as the implementation of the commercial policy; the second part develops a def
inition of the common commercial policy and examines the instruments of this policy; finally, the third 
part is devoted to the international trade relations of the Community, and mainly to the analysis of the 
trade agreements concluded with third countries or in the framework of the GATT. The study, which was 
presented as a doctoral _thesis in July 1969, was· brought up to date to lst. January 1971. 

- UWE HANSEN: Die tatbestandliche Erfassun von Noti un sunrecht, Nomos Verlagsgesellschaft (Baden-Baden, 
Federal Germany , 1972, 224 pages. -This work, which was presented as a thesis to the Faculty of Law of 
the University of Hamburg, analyses the German law of constraint (article 240 of the German Penal Code). 

- Made in Europe, Your Business Guide and Continuous Trade Fair in Print, Published by H.E. Reisner Public
ation (21-29 Unterlindau, D-6 Frankfurt l, Federal Germany). Annual subscription: 20 dollars.- More than 
2,600 manufacturers of 20 European countries are collaborating with Made in Europe, which is distributed 
to 15,000 buyers in more than 150 countries. 

- Revue de la Societe d'Etudes et d' ansion, No 249, January-February 1972, Liege (12 Avenue Rogier, 
4000 Liege .-We mention two studies of a European nature, one by Mr. J.F. Deniau on the present state 
and future prospects of the European Community, and the other by Mr. R. Pennel, Manager of the French 
company Pennel & Flipo SA (Roubaix) on ~he social development of Western European firms. 

- CERN: Courrier, March 1972, Geneva.- This number is devoted to electronic calculating. Almost 80 computers 
are used in the CERN and the variety of applications will lead to understanding about why the CERN has bec
ome one of the largest and most perfected electronic calculating centres in the world. 

- Lo Spettatore Internazionale, A Quarterly Journal of the Istitut9 Affari Internazionali, Rome, October
December 1971.- We particularly mention an article by Messrs. Roberto Aliboni and Agostino Lamanna on the 
political and economic relations between Europe and the Mahgreb. 

1 - EUROPEAN LIBRARY 
2 -POLITICAL DAY: C.S-C.E. and the Community: reply to question No 547 from Mr. Vredeling- Northern 

Ireland: and the possible intervention of the EEC: reply to question No 582 from Mrs. Carettoni 
and Mrs. Iotti - For the direct elections of the members of the E.P. - The European referendum in 
France - The crisis in the Labour Party 
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- Economic and Moneta Union: preparation of new measures in the context of its implementation 
_: EEC Malta: next session of the Association Council 
~ EEC C rus: second phase of negotiations 
- Vedel Report: "Suspensive veto" and "power of co-decisionn of the E.P. 
- Italian Memorandum on Employment: Commission 1 s reply 
- UNCTAD: Presentation of the EEC's position by Mr. Thorn 
- EEC/Portugal and Iceland: how the EEC could improve its negotiating position and make it more 

flexible 
- ESSOR: agreement of the COREPER 
- NUClear fuel plants: structures and development prospects 
- Intervention by Mr- Haferkamp at the Congress of the Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung 
-Workers in the sulphur mines in Italy: the Social Committee of the E.P. considers that the S.F. 

should take over 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
- EEC(Spain: reply to question No 583 from Mr. Vredeling 
-Right to speak of the parliamentarians of the other M.S.: reply to question No 491 from Messrs. 

Romeo and Covelli 
-Detergents: reply to question No 598 from Mr. Vredeling 
- The Week in Europe 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENE'mATION No 1856 

EUROPE/Documents No 669 - France and. Europe 
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EDITORIAL 

A national ambition 

20th year- No 1028 (n.s. 
Monday/Tuesday 17/18 
April 1972 

DAILY BULLETIN 

Mr. Pompidou said, in his last spe'eclt which he gave in Lorraine, !!Europe is not a resignation, but an 
ambition of France". He merely once again repeated a theme which often crops up in his speeches. In his 
first televised speech, he said that France filust 11 play a leading role in the construction of European in
dependencett" In his message to the Parliament, he stated that France ''will find in her participation in the 
European undertaking a. task measuring up to her ambitions and hopes". And in the statement to the electors 
accompanying the question which is the subject of the referendum, he says: 11For the greatness of our coun
try in EUropean solidarity, you will say yes •.• 11 • 

In short, Mr. Pompidou has insisted and will no do11bt .i.nsist on the 11 national11 factor to make each 
citizen feel that the very fact of belonging to a nation and of wanting its 11greatness" must be an encourage
ment to inaking a larger contribution towards the construction of Europe. "Noblesse obligen •••• 

This has natUrally caused some reactions. A Ttjingoistic frame of mind" was talked about, and the alleg
ed nnationalistic" nature of the Pompidolian view of Europe was stressed. The President is now said to be 
laying stress on a !!Europe a la fran~aise", in order to appease the concern of certain Grand Old Men of 
orthodox Gaullism, incensed by the satisfaction shown by the 11 Europeans11 •••• 

It is certain that this referendum caftlpaign is marked by ambiguity. It is a "political instrument" 
which everyone is using in their own ~ashion, bot whose effects are limited, for, in the final analysis, 
the future development of events will be determined by the concurring of many wills, most of which are 
situated noutsideu the contex.t of the referendum. 

Having said this, it seems necessary to us to say, in all objectivity, that the reactions which we 
have noted seem to us to be unjust and misplaced. In the first place because, in spite of the quotations 
which one can multiply - and to which others can be opposed, which move in a totally different direction 
everybody instinctively knows and understands that there is a fundamental difference between yesterday and 
today: Britain's membership is the proof of this. 

Secondly, and this is even more important, because there has never been the slightest contradiction, 
in the minds of "Europeans 11 , between "national ambitionn and "European ambitionn when the former is used 
in the service of the latter. Those who want their own countries to play the rOle of a "driving force 11 in 
the unification process are exemplary Europeans. What else did men such as Robert Schuman and Jean Monnet 
do? It is the Gaullist ncari.caturen of the European idea which has accredited the image of the TtEuropeanu 
wanting to destroy his own identity to become an alien ••• One should want all the European Heads of Gov
e~ent to address their peoples, encouraging them to turn the construction of an united Europe into one 
of the great national goals. 

It is obvious that when 
force, one will not leave it 

one has the ambition to construct an united Europe and to give it a driving 
without the means for governing itself ••• Em. G. 

1 - EDITORIAL: "A national ambition11 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: ConsUltative Assembly of the Council of Europe: .next session.-Turkish Prime Minister 
resigns.-eoudenhove-Kalergi: 1972 will see birth ~f political Europe.-Harold Wilson before the 
Austrian socialist pa,rty 1s congress.-Mr.Mitterrand wants to reorganise European socialist forces .. -
Soviet-German treaty to be ratified by the USSR 
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Conference on Industry and Society:speech by MR.Spinelli 
UNCfAD: Mr.Mansholt speaks 
AASM demand measures in favour of sugar 
EEC/USA: consultations to open soon 
EP: plenary session opens.- Report on harbours and on TVA in Italy 
~cial securiti: Harmonisation of the systems 
W.C.L.: Counci and international union meeting 
EEC/Japan: problems of trade relations 
EAGGF: replies to questions Nos 5o6 from Mr. Lau,~rin, 544 from Mr. Vredeling, 524 from Mr. 
Gerlach and 581 from Mr. Laudrin 
In the Commission 1 s departments 
Mr. Enrico jacchia, Prd.ncipal Director-Advise'r for financial control 
EX:OOOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATIOO 
Steel industries of the Community and future prospects 
Irish economy according to the annual OECD report 
Commercial training in the framework of the EEC 
EX:OOOMIC AND FINANCIAL IN~'ORMATIOO 
Weekly Annex. 
ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATIOO No 1857 

EUROPE/Documents No 666 - From Economic and Monetary Union to Political Union 
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EDITORIAL 

on the referendum in France: a "doctrinaire" 

It is rather curious to note that those who advise answering "non to the European referendum to 
held in France, thus remaining faithful to the European concept of General de Gaulle, although they are 
being consistent with themselves (and this attitude.can only be appreciated), are nevertheless falling 
into the same contradic~ions that characterise this concept and which have ended up by showing that it 
was not viable. · 

Let us explain ourselves. Let us consider, for example, what Mr. Louis Vallon has written (cf: today's 
"Le Monde11 ). He vigouro11sly and furiously refuses the referendum because the Europe which Mr. Pompidou is 
proposing to the French is not the same .one that General de Gaulle proposed to them. And as far·;as .. this, 
he is right. Just as Mr. Vendroux is ri~t when he attacks those who use more or less well-chosen quotat
ions from de Gaull.e 1 s texts or who mention his confidences (as did Mr. Peyrefitte) to give themselves an 
alibi. But what is the Europe that Mr. Vallon is demanding? This is a Europe which does not exist and could 
not exist. If the change which we all know of had not taken place, there would have been no enlargement 
(Mr. Vallon is making a mistake when he says that the ten countries of enlarged Europe are all members of 
NATO: France is only half a member, and Ireland is not a member at all). And there would have been no ref
erendum. Or any prospects. 

The reason for this is well-known. The Gaullist concept of Europe, which coul~ be respected as such, 
could not be translated into reality. since the political conditions necessary were not present. 

A Europe of States, enlarged from the Atlantic to the Urals, capable of being hegemonised from the 
inside, would have always remained on paper. The contradiction lies in the fact of claiming that such a 
Europe is being achieved, and that it is e{~ective. 

Mr. Vallon considers, for example, and he is right, that Europe must solve the monetary problem 
because "Without monetary agreement, nothing lasting 1'\lld serious can be done". But how can he imagi~e that 
the Europe which he advocates, united in words mut divided in facts, without its own powers - for the pow
ers of States can only serve the States, according to a logic inspired by the States - , having vague fron
tiers, separated from its natural allies, and at the mercy of ·an· ex:tecilal hegemony which is near at hand, 
how can he imagine that such a Europe can act with effectiveness and have the famous "personality" about 
which people willingly make noises, but which will never be the fruit of a vague "co-operationn or ncon
certation11? As as result, Mr. Vallon should continuethat !!without an integrated Europe, there will be no 
monetary agreement" whatever it may be. · 

It is thus that precious years have been lost. ~d it is strange to see the very people who exalted 
the ttpragmatism" of their concept now bestir themselves to declare their faithfulness to a doctrine and to 
the "word" which expresses it. Em. G. 
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EDITORIAL 

We return once again to the attitudes adopted by various personalities on the French referendum. g 
The referendum in France: Mr • .Jeanneney' s attitude ~ 

Today we especially note that of Mr • .Jean-Marcel .Jeanneney (in the Figaro). This not because 
this Gaullist personality, who has remained in the background of power, advises voting, but because hi ~ 
reasoning seems to us to place the debate where it belongs; at all events, his reasoning is very diffe 
both from that of certain Gaullists who feign the belief that the Europe to which they will say 11 Yes 11 is 
the Europe which they have always commended, and from that of all those whose refusal will be motivated 
by a fidelity which admits neither the realities of today nor those of tomorrow. 

Basically, Mr. Jeanneney says that, while at one tim.e he gave evidence of his disapproval of enlargement, 
he recognises today that there is no longer any choice. The only result of enlargement being refused would 
be the dislocation of the Community and a France in isolation, abandoned to protectionism or the foreign 
domination which it-wished to escape. 

From this stems Mr. Jeanneney1 s wager and his forward shift. Since the Community will be enlarged 
and this is the best solution for the present, it is essential that the politicians responsible for this 
choice should desire "to build an original European entity, free to model its destiny democratically, 
respectful of national diversity, capable of acting effectively for its welfare and that of the third world, 
a messenger of peace, and a bulwark of liberty". However, Jeanneney adds, for this to be possible, one 
will no longer be able to continue to subject daily action to unanimous agreement; the Community should, 
without delay, "be provj.ded with other institutions of a more constricting nature''. According to his view, 
it will doubtless be necessary for "the right of veto or methods of redress to be granted to each State, 
but .the should be ada ted so that the are onl used in exce tional circumstances. Generally, in order 
to settle affairs which are recognise to e of common interest, a collegial authority, stemming, according 
to the individual case, from the govenunents of the Member States or from direct or indirect European elec
tions, should be able to settle affairs by a definite majority". 

What a difference between this method of reasoning and that, for example, of Peyrefitte, based on 
references in respect of which it is impossible to transpose the significance and scope to the present 
situation! Indeed, it is a 'question of knowing not whether the Europe which will emerge would please the 
men of the past or not, but whether it will be in a position to confront the imperious demands of the men 
of tomorrow. 

Moreover, it is a question of knowing whether a particular conception of Europe is· such as to be shared 
by other partners. Mr. Giscard d 1Estaing was not wrong when he observed that "to be alone in adopting an 
attitude to the structure of Europe, is to be anti-European". Em. G. 
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EDITORIAL 

The "quality of life": a slogan or an objective? 

DAILY BULLETI 

The IIMansholt Letter11 , to whose divulging EUROPE contributed so greatly by gubli:iliing it in full in 
ihe EUROPE/Documents series in February, has caused what is usually called heightened awareness. This must 
have given great satisfaction to its author, for the debate on its ideas will take place in a climate det-
ermined by expectation and interest. 

The fact that the French Communists have taken it as a pretext to hurriedly develop political specula
tion ~entred on the objectives of the Community and of its Institutions is indicative of a mentality which 
prefers deformation to discussion. But this is not so imPortant. The result obtained is perhaps going aga
inst the intentions of the Communists, because the interest of public opinion, in the long run, is mainly 
ffr the heart of the problem, in other words, the assessment of the dangers of the worsening of living con
ditions and of the environment and the means for facing this, rather than for the daily polemics, which will 
soon be forgotten. 

The same consideration is valid about what took place yesterday in the European Parliament. It is ob
vious that the criticisms expressP-d by a spokesman for the U.D.E. Group were mainly inspired by reasons of 
a contingent nature. On the eve qf the European referendum in France, an attempt had to be made to remove 
a pretext for polemics from the Communists. However this may be, the short debate which took place in Stras
bourg once again showed how the problem deserved to be debated from a thorough knowledge of all the elements 
which are 11upstream11 , and not on the basis of approximative and amateurish futurology. 

In fact, the problem r.aised by the Mansholt Letter, beyond the a::adical, and challenged, solutions (~ 
growth) which it contains, i~ that of the quality of life. But it must not be thought that this problem has 
only just been discovered. On the contrary, it has always been at the centre of man 1 s concerns. How could 
the quantitative problems be distinguished from the qualitative problems at every stage? To oppose the former 
and the latter would be too facile. The increasing of individual incomes is no doubt the means for seeking 
a qualitative improvement in ways of living. But this qualitative improvement can be achieved in very diff
erent ways, according to the organisation of social groups, the degree of individual liberty from which citi
zens benefit etc. To what extent does the priority satisfaction of certain needs which are called "collec
tiven constitute a constraint on the freedom of choice of the individual? It will always be a question ~f 
finding "compromises" between collective planning and personal satisfaction. It is obvious that the problem 
is becoming more difficult and acute because of the increas~ in the density of population, and the tendency 
of the latter to group together. 

This problem of the quality of life already constitutes the backcloth for the Venice Conference on 
Industbt and Society. Industrialists and workers, in short, all those who nmanipulate 11 natural resources, 
no dou t have a great responsibility, for the search for a better quality of life cannot remain a slogan 
or a pretext for social 4_ispute,. but must be an objective to be attained thanks to joint efforts. 

Em.G. 
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is ...---EUROPEAN LIBRARY-----, 

Books which are sent to us and whose publication 
is worth notin are reviewed under this headin 

- HARALD B. MALMGREN, International Economic Peacekeeping in Phase n:, The Atlantic 
States.-

Council of the United 

We mentioned this work in one of our latest "European Libraries". We must return to it, since it is a 
book of exceptional interest, in the context of the vast negotiations which will open, one day or another, 
with a view to 11 modernising 11 the international economic system, especially following the decisions taken at 
the Smithsonian in December 1971 and later by the Community. 

tt must be stressed that the author of this book has personal experience of the first order. A negotia
tor for trade questions, and attached to the White House under President Johnson, he is at present adviser 
to President Nixon 1 s Special Representative for the trade negotiations, Mr. Eberle. Mr. Malmgren, with his 
great experience, advises following certain methods and certain techniques in the international negotiations. 
His book gives an appreciable anaJysis of the economic and monetary crisis which the world is going through 
and of the deterioration of international economic relations. He recognises that one must innovate in relat
ion to the relations entertained until now and insists on the responsibility of the major trading powers, 
suggesting a strategy which should, in his opinion, prevent nationalisms of all sorts from prevailing and 
throwing the world into a dramatic trade war whose consequences would be serious. Mr. Malmgren considers 
that the problem of the "non-tariff obstacles" which are talked about rather too much (in our opinion) in 
the United States, can be resolved without changing the basic rules of the GATT. We remark, however, that 
before invoking the GATT doctrine, the velvet glove should be shown. Which is not always the case for cer
tain 11 new doctrinaires". 

- La Communaute europeenne de Six •••• a Dix, With this title, the Information Bureau of the European Comm
unities has prepared a series of booklets on the fundamental facts about the institutions of the Community 
and on the economies of the ten countries. 

- Comunita Europee, April 1972, Rome (Via Poli 29).- This number contains a special section devoted to "in
dustry and society". 

- La Comunidad Europea, Hoy, March 1972, Brussels.- This booklet of 48 pages, published as a supplement to 
Number 80 of the review in Spanish 11 Comunidad Europea11 , surveys the bodies, institutions and policies of 
the European Community. 

- Europa Archiv, Zeitschrift fur Internationale Politik, Deutsche Gesellschaft fur Auswartige Politik, Bonn 
{133 Adenauerallee).- In the summary: Towards new negotiations in the framework of the GATT, by Mr. Olivier 
Long; Aspects of the international monetary crisis, by Mr. Guido Carli; The tasks of the Geneva disarmament 
conference for 1972. 

- EFTA Bulletin, April 1972, Geneva.- In the summary: EFTA 1 s trade in l9Vl; The application of internation
al treaties in the EFTA countries: Sweden; Swiss exports to the United Kingdom; Reflexions on the future 
r&le of the non-candidate EFTA countries in European integration. 
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- Ministers of Finance of the Ten: next session 
- Council of Ministers: final conditions for the .agreements to be concluded with the non-candidate 

EFTA countries, main point on the agenda 
- EEC/Malta: First session of the Association Council 
- Negotiations with Algeria: agreement on the directives 
- Conference on Indust and Societ : the discussions in progress 
- EEC ru a : first phase of the negotiations 
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subject to certain conditions 
- Accidents at work in the steel industry increasing 
- ECOOOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
- AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION: Aids for silkworm breeding in Italy; Advance fixing of the restitutions 

for poultry, eggs and pigmeat proposed; Aids for producers; Aids for hop producers; Compensatory 
tax on Algerian oranges; 7,000 tons of wheat available for the CICR; 

- The COPA criticises the alcohol regulation and asks for the suppression of the tax.es on exports 
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- Dan ers of the eaceful use of nuclear ener 
lies to questions Nos 3 from Mr. Richarts, 

- The Week in Europe 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1861 

Reply to question No.565 from Mr. Vredeling; Rep-
32 from Mr. Spenale and 606 from Miss Flesch 
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EDITORIAL 

After the referendum in France: politising Europe 

The results of the European referendum which took place in France are known and are the object of the 
most varied comments and interpretations, which are logically:,.inspire~ by the same ~alyses and the same 

. positions which marked the campaign, namely general ~r~sectoi·al intertial policy reasons. 
We shall situate ourselves in a different perspective, to try to make some valid remarks at European 

level, in, view of the fact that France is for the moment the only country to have required its citizens to 
give their views on the European fact. 

The first remark to be made is that the result would probably not have 
large European countries where internal policy subjects tend to super~mpose 
which ends up by deforming the point of the consultation. This will g1ve us 
talk about elections or referendums on a European scale. 

been very different in other 
themselves on any other subjects, 
food for thought whenever we 

The second remark is that what counts, what has a concrete significance, and remains in the pages of 
history is the overall result: almost 70% of the French considered it useful to express their views, and 
approved enlargement and therefore the pursuit of the construction of Europe from the viewpoint of opening 
it up. Because, and let us not forget it, the acceptance by France of the United Kingdom 1 s entry has marked 
a fundamental turninr, point in French policy regarding Europe. 

The third remar~ is that the statistical elu£ubrations are no doubt interesting concerning the inter
play of the political parties, but can turn against those who practi~e them. In fact, if one bases oneself 
on the number of registered voters, it will be noted that only 17% of the French were against enlargement 
and against "this Europe". But it must not be forgotten that the Communist Party has carried out a vigourous 
campaign, and a relatively easy one, and that the "no" also carried off the votes of a certain number of 
Gaullists faithful to the General's policy (or reputed as such). 

The fourth remark is that there was no doubt the problem of abstentions or blank or void ballot papers, 
as the result of internal politisation, but this shows us that a large number of abstentions and the major
ity of blank papers were in fact votes for Europe, provisionally diverted from their real destination. 

To conclude, we note that there is, in France as elsewhere, much to be done to explain to the citizens 
how concerned.they are by the construction of Europe, in their lives and in their interests. They do not 
know it yet, not only because they are not sufficiently informed, but mainly because they are not faced 
with Europe at the level of their activities and of their responsibilities. It is obvious that a "confed
eral" order, in which the States more or less agree to carry out certain actions or certain progra.RII\es, 
leaves~the masses indifferent, which notes that the decisions are always taken in the same places. On the 
other hand, the implementation of federal mechanisms, involving the essential decentralisation, relayed 
directly to the social groups and controlled by them, would arouse responsibility and a sense o~ participa
tion. 

It is 
in October 

here that the real t~politisation of Europe" lies. And it is mainly about this that the summit 
should soeak. Em.G. 
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EDITORIAL 

The political significance of the departure of an Ambassador 

The departure of an Allbassador is, so to speak, a nonnal fact, indeed, almost a routine matter. Some
times it has a political character, which must then be cast into relief and emphasised. 

Such is the case for the departure, which we believe will soon be announced, of· Ambassador Robert 
J. Schaetzel, Head of the United States Mission to the European Communities. This departure will be deeply 
regretted not only by those who. have known Boti Schaetzel for many years, and have appreciated his human and 
intellectual qualities, his capacity for analysis and political judgement, but also by all those who believe 
in the necessity to establish a serious and honest dialogU.e between Europe and the United States; a dialogu~ 
which is' balanced and thus friendly, and who are finnly convinced that this requirement is even more impera
tive today than it was yesterday. 

Since January (cf. Political Day of 10 January), we have given indication of the fact that the 11 super
Ambassador11 David Kennedy had tasks such as it would be difficult to imagine Mr. Schaetzel being able to 
accept the continuation of his functions. Unfortunately, facts have confinned the exactness of our infonn
ation and our forecast. 

Unfortunately, because, although aware of the fact that the motivations for the definition of Mr. 
Kennedy 1 s tasks can be found in a concern for efficiency and the 11 globalisation11 of problems, we believe 
that it is impossible to hide the truth, namely that Mr. Schaetzel 1 s departure from Brussels is an important 
political fact, which confinns the change in political orientation which has taken place in Washington, and 
by which the Euro-American dialogue which·is being discussed so much will doubtless be profoundly affected. 
There will certaiilly be someone to say that this change corresponds to the inauguration of a 11new era" in 
international relations, in the political sphere as well as in the economic and monetary spheres. According 
to this view, this will be an era 11based on the modem reality of the sharing of power and responsibilities11 • 
st~ge to say, the very people who develop this theory, claim at the same time the right to dictate to their 
interlocutors the new rules for the dialogue; this flagrant contradiction scarcely facilitates the transition 
from one epoch to the next. · 

The precise knowledge which Bob Schaetzel had of European problems in all their aspects, constituted 
a major trump for his country, for Schaetzel could criticise and warn his European interlocutors in tenns 
and with arguments which it was difficult to dispute. 

The questiort now remains of what will be used to replace a method said to be out-dated and men who are 
said to be outstripped. With whom will the dialogue be resumed? With Connally, who declares openly that 
he does not care in the slightest for European opinion? Or with the great strategist Henry Kissinger? 
Yes, undoubtedly, but the queue will be a long one •••• 

1 

2 

Em. G. 
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the e argement of the agreement 
- The Council has completed and revised, in principle, the community position for negotiations 

with the non-candidate EFTA countries 
- The enlarging of allowances for goods transported by travellers: reservations from France 
- The role of the multinational company in the industrial development of the EEC 
- The modification of the system of compensatory charges: The Monetary Committee and the ESC 

have not yet adopted a position 
- ESC: next plenary session 
- ShOrt-tenn economic situation: enqtnn..es carried· out into the opinions of company heads 
- UNcrAD: the representatives of the Commission defend the principLe of an international 

·organisation of the markets for basic fann products 
- The Permanent Committee on Em*loyment: 4th session 
- The Continental Can Affair: t e FEM supports the Commission 

- EOONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 

- Coal: increasing stocks 
- consultative Committee of the ECSC: the composition of its executive 
- EOONOMIC INI'ERPENEI'RATION No. 1863 
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EDITORIAL 

DAILY BULLETIN 

After the referendum in France: a shift forwards is necessary 

In our editorials, we have already expressed the remarks which, in our opinion, emerged from a "Euro
pean" analysis of the results of the referendum which took place in France last Stinday. 

Since then, many people have been wondering, especially in European circles, about the conclusions 
.which Mr. Pompidou himself will be able to draw from these results, and about the influence which these 
conclusio~s could have on the attitude of France, and in particular of its President, towards the construc
tion of Europe at the summit which will meet in Paris in October. 

In the first place, we recall that we did not wait until we knew the results of the referendum to 
write that "much less important, or even without any weight, would, on the other hand, be the consequences 
of a more or less massive 11 yes'"' (as opposed to a hypothetical refusal). This is in fact what we said on 
10 April. We are of the same opinion today, The fact that Mr. Pompidou appealed for a massive "yes" is nor
mal. The fact that he stated that this massive yes would strengthen the French position and parti~ularly 
the position of the President in the European negotiations is more demagogy than reality. This was an arbit
rary statement which perhaps contributed towards dissatisfying the "European" electors, to whom Mr. Pompidou 
did not explain how he would have used this claimed increase in strength which he expected from a massive 
11yes11 • 

Some are drawing a rather hasty conclusion from it, namely that Mr. Pompidou 1 s position in the "Euro
pean concert" would now be weakened. It is thought, and more or less openly welcomed, that Mr. Pompidou 
will not be able to claim to occupy a "dominant position" (to use the Community vocabulary!) at the sunmit 
in October, and that he will be more the 11 equal 11 of the others than he intended to be. While not knowing 
his intentions, this extrapolation seems to us to be rather arbitrary. It is obvious that when a Head of 
State or of Government benefits from a solid basis within his country, he has greater freedom of action. 
But things are not necessarily judged from the outside in the same way as they are seen from the inside. 
A Government can be very solid, but be considered with distrUst by the outside world. The effect of demo
cracy means that the political situation in several major European countries is rather "volatile". The Euro
pean Summit does not need a strong man, but the converging of wills with the same aim. We do not see why 
Mr. Pompidou, if he had courageous ideas about the construction of Europe, should abandon them. On the con
trary, the analysis of the votes must have shown him that many electors who did not vote 11 yes11 , but did not 
vote 11no11 either, did so because they are afraid that he would not dare to go far enough towards Europe. 
It is up to him to prove them wrong, and to demonstrate the sincerity of his appeal! 

The only valid reply which is expected of him is therefore a shift forwards, a courageous impetus 
towards the construction of a democratic and popular Europe. It is in this way that Mr. Pompidou can play 
the role of a "driving force", which seems to be his ambition. Em. G. 
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1 - EDITORIAL: "After the referendum in France: a shift forwards is necessary" 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: Soviet stiffening towards the EEC? - Mr. Edward Short new Deputy-Leader of the 
Labour Party - Denmark; First reading of the Accession Treaty - The Nordic Ministers meet -
Statement oy Mr. Pompidou on the referendum - A strong European Commission is necessary, says 
Mr. Westerterp - The battle in the Bundestag tomorrow 
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uranium by the USA 
6 - EURATOM research programme: a series of decisions by the Council 

- The research policy requires real po~rs for the EEC 
- Steel ;md Coal programmes of estimate's for 1972 

7 - European Social Fund: will come into force on 1 May 
- EOONOMIC AND .FINANCIAL INFORMATION 

8 - Producers ~roups: fourth section of the policy for agricultural structures 
9 - Pressure groups trying to influence the worl<: of officials: Question No. 65/72 from Mr. Vredeling 
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Politisation and a shift forwards 

Our conclusions about the results of the European referendum in France were as follows: .;;;,;.;;;;..;;.ot;..;....=;,::...;;,_.... 
be politized; the only way out is a shift forwards. 

We know perfectly well that these conclusions risk remaining "empty words". To say that Europe DDlst 
·have a political content and that it is urgently needed to go further is nothing original or particularly 
constructive. Even if this establishment emerges from the analysis of a situation which shows the dangers 
run by the construction of a Europe which would not be a particularly interesting objective and a subject 
for a political struggle. 

We must therefore try to gjve contents to these ·statements. 
And to do this, we must first clearly separate the action which can be envisaged at the level of 

the States, that which can be situated at the level of the institutions and finally that which is the field 
of the political and social forces. 

Let us say, in fact, that, although one cannot ask the States to co-operate enthusiastically in 
their self-destruction, one can, however, ask them to recognise certain facts, namely, for example, that 
in fields which are ever more vast and ever more political, their "ability to govern" is becoming fiction 
and that, to be able to be carried out, it must be delegated to institutions which they themselves will have 
created. If the States were to recognise this reality, and if they were to do so with some solemnity at the 
next summit, this would constitute a politisation of Europe. 

Likewise, although one cannot ask the political and social forces to go out into the streets to 
demand the institution of a federal constitutive assembly (and yet, this would be the right path to follow 
to reach this goal), Qne can ask them to tum the European theme into one of the major themes! of their ac
tion. These forces have not stopped saying that a Europe of peoples and not of monopolies must be institu~ 
ed, a Europe of democracy and not of multinational companies. But it is they who must assume the task and 
take the initiative, acting both on the citizen and on the government. Well, this would also constitut~ a 
politisation of Europe. 

We recognise that the work to be carried out at present, and for a long time yet, is mainly to assem
ble the pieces of a long and difficult construction. A thankless, routine and unrecognised job. We know that 
it constitutes the necessary pre-conO,ition so that, once the common interest is created and recognised, the 
political struggle will be centred around the latter. But it can be claimed that, once certain steps are 
taken, a process of acceleration is begun, which will be a factor for the drmatisation and politisation of 
the construction of Europe. This acceleration enabled the Common Market, shortly after its creation, to 
carry out spectacular exploits, and then to survive serious political crises. A general acceleration of the 
programmes, beginning with that of the economic and monetary union, which would result from a European polit
ical will at the summit, would achieve the shit;t forwards which we have never ceased to desire. 

Em. G. 
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- Differences of views between the EEC, USA and Japan on the new trading negotiations in the framework 

of the GATT 
10-ll - The diversification of the economies of developing countries: reply to question No. 496/71 from 
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11 - OECD: The equilibrium of the balance of payments 
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La reproduct. 

E-UROPEAN LIBRARY---, 
Books wbfch are sent to us and whose publication 
is worth noti are reviewed under this headin 

- HERMANN BOHIE: Europa - Weltmacht auf der Startrampe, Mit England zur Einheit, Published in the series 
11 Bonn - aktuell", whose editor is Mr. Alots Rummel, Eurobuch-Verlag August Lutzeyer (7290 Feudebstadt, Fed
eral Germany), 1972, 196 pages.-

Power and humanity, this must be the maxim of the policy of Western Europe, considers Mr. Hennann 
Bohle in the conclusion to his work, which situates all the present European problems, and especially those 
posed by the accession of Great Britain to tha. European Conununity, in their political contex.t. Mr. Bohle, 
who is the European correspondant of important German language newspapers, stresses that European integrat
ion is in the best interests of the Germans, as well as of all the other Europeans. He notes the importance 
which Messrs. Heath and Pompidou·~ttribute to European policy and seems somewhat concerned about the lack 
of European initiative on the part of the German Government: Mentioning-numerous declarations by politicians 
and commentator-s, Mr. Bohle gives an enthralling insight into a Europe which is seeking its place and rale 
among the major world powers. 

- DIETER PFAFF - JAN PETER W~HLER: Familien- und Erbrecht der F1ilchtlinge und Umsiedler, Nomos Verlags
gesellschaft, Baden-Baden (Federal Germany), 1972, 435 pages, Price: 49.50 DM.- Following the agreements 
concluded by Federal Germany, about 10,000 people left the Eastern European countries to establish them
selves in Federal Germany; others will follow. All the legal problems caused by the movement of these 

·people are dealt with in this work, written by two lawyers of the Max-Planck Institute of Hamburg. These 
private international law problems are complicated by the fact that the frontiers between countries have 
changed, that the facts often belong to the past and that the law of the Socialist countries is so badly 
known in Western Europe. 

- WORID BANK: .1 71 Annual Meetin s of the .Boards of Governots, .. Summary proceedings, Washington D.C., 27 
September - 1st October 1971, World Bank, European office Avenue d 1Iena, Paris 16e), 322 pages. 

~ L1Europa, Quindicinale di Politica, Economia e Cultura, Roma (Co~o Vittorio Emanuele II, 142).- We part
icularly mention articles dealing with the European questions in the Italian electoral campaign by Mr. Angelo 
Magliano, with Mr. Pompidou 1 s European referendum, by Mr. Emanuele Gazzo, with the government of the Commun~ 
ity, by Mr. Mario Scelba, with the crisis of traditional Europeanism by Mr. Antonio Lombardo, the European 
Security Conference and relations with the United States by Mr. Andrea Chiti-Batelli. 

- Adesso, Informazioni e commenti di politicia ed economia, No 75- April 1972, Rome (via.Brenta 13). This 
number is largely devoted to the Italian regional policy. 

SUMMARY 
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2 - POLITICAL DAY: The deba.te for and against the accession of Denmark - New episode in the Bundestag 

crisis - Programme of Mr. Rogers 1 visit to Europe 
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- European Parliam•mt: the agenda for the next plenary session 
- EEC/uSA: Wide-ranging exchange of views on problems of common interest 
- OECD: The Committee on Economic Policy concludes its session 
- Ne&Qtiations with Switzerland commended on the immobilisation of river vessels on the Rhine 

temporarily 
- EEC/Uruguay: Summing up of negotiations 
- Imports of sweet oranges from Algeria and Spain: Abrogation of the (El' and compensatory taxes 
- The supplying of 495.5 tons of powdered milk in the framework of the World Programme for Fo~d Aid 
- The E.P.: can it intervene, if necessary, before the Court of Justice? 
- The "Social" Council will resume the examination of the Italian memorandum on Employment 
- The needs and availabilities of the member states in respect of labour in 1972 
- Regulations on energising matt~: consUltation of the candidate countries 
- The People's Republic of Chin~: Reply to question No. 6o9/71 from Mr. Couste 
- New Special Drawing Rights: reply to question No. 595/71 from Mr. Vredeling 
- Immigration of labour from third countries: reply to question No. 6o2/71 fran Mr. Vredeling 

- EroNOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
- Steel: Sales in March 
- 'Tiie'W'eek in Europe 
- EroNOMIC INtERPENETRATION No. 1866 

EQROPE/DOcukENTS No. 672 

May 1st is a public holiday in Belgium and thus the next issue of EUROPE will.be dated. 2/3 May 
1972. 
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EDITORIAL 

Ff!rope and its Institutions - (1) A Report which has inspired the Commission 

At their foutth meeting to prepare for the Summit, which will take place in Luxembourg on 26 May 
(the previous ones took place on 28/2, 20/3 and 24/4), the Ministers ~f Foreign Affairs of the enlarged 
CoJIDilunity and the European Commission will have an exchange of views on the subjects which will finally 
at the centre of the discussions in October and which, significantly, have been linked together: institu 
ional strengthening, on the one hand, and progress in the political field, on the other. 

The experience of the earlier meetings shows us that one must not expect to see a trend emerge from 
them for the suJIDilit, unless it is of a very general nature. It will mainly be a question of a collective 
and reciprocal comparison of ideas, which will later be used for preparations in the framework of the offi
cial or unofficial contacts, as well as of a collective procedure whose modalities could be drawn up on 26 
May. One thing is certain: the governments are very probably reserving the right to uncover all their card~ 
at the Summit meeting. Furthermore, it can be noted that never has a summit been meditated and prepared so 
long. One cannot be mathematically sure that this is the best guarantee of success: the latter sometimes 
ari$eS out of imponderable and unforeseeable factors, which, moreover, could occur by October. 

Havin~ said this, we have been experiencing for some time the gradual preparation of hypotheses, 
projects, suggestions and plans from different sources: governments, Community institutions, organisations 
and pressure groups, individuals. It is desirable that some converging of opinions should take place on 
some essential subjects, in order to avoid a useless dispersal of efforts with the result of disorientating 
opinion and perhaps even muddling up the cards. 

Among these positions, there are two whose preparation is already well-advanced and whose weight 
will no doubt ~e decisive when the time comes: that''of the European Commission, whose broad lines will be 
communicated by Mr. Mansholt to the Ministers on 26 May, and that of the European Parliament, which will 
be drawn up in plenary session at the beginning of July. 

The position of the European Commission, announced a long time ago by former President Malfatti, was 
prepared on the basis of multiple studies, amongst which an important place is occupied by the Vedel ReP2rt. 
We published a brief insight into the latter (Bull. of 5 and 12 April) and, in our EUROPE/Documents series, 
we reproduced the 3rd chapter containing an analysis of the real situation in which the Community institut-
ions function. -

It is by supposing that the starting point of the Vedel Report (to start from what exist and not 
to change the principles on which the Treaties are based) is known that we will analyse the main proposals, 
recalling: (a) that the Com$ission will largely be inspired by it; (b):that they will be centred on the 
strengthening of the European Parliament, since this is the best means for improving the institutional bal-
ance, in view of the criteria of efficiency and democratisation. E G m •• 

1 

SUMMARY 2_ + j 1\.-\Q 'tf 
- EDITORIAL: "Europe and its Institutions - (l) A Report which has inspired the Commission" 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: Mr. Thorn in London - Messrs. Eyskens and Harmel on a visit to London - Bundestag: 
adjouptment of the ratification debate - Mr. Sclli11elzer on a visit to Paris - Support of' the Danish 
parties for membership of the EEC 
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3 - Ministerial meetin s in May and June 
tian Arab Re ublic: Agreement on the fundamental points 

4 - Are the negotiations with the Arab countries re-started? 
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- Revision of the provisions of the Euratom Treaty concerning supply: towards the resumption of the 
negotiations? 

- EEC Food Aid 
- The conduct of multinational companies: subject for concern of the Community 
- EIB: Lowering of the interest rate 
- EIB: Contribution to the achievement of the motorway between Genoa and Savona 
-EUrOpean Parliament: Preparation of the plenary session; Schuijt report on the activity of the 

Communities in 1971. 
- ESC: Approval of certain directives 
- CCT duty restored 
- Tax exemptions for community research contracts: reply to question No. 586 from Mr. Vredeling 
- "Capelin Retort11 on the clothing sector: Reply to question No. 613 from Mr. Bos 
- Frauds: rep y to question No. 385 from Mr. Vredeling 
- Reform of the international monetary system; agreement 11in a few weeks" about the 11Fonun11 

- Trade with Eastern Europe: considerable efforts by the US to develop it 
- ECOOOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATH:tl 
- Weekly annex 
- ECOOOMIC INTERPENETRATION No. 1867 
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.EDITORIAL 

and its · · tutions Some contained in the 

The proposals contained in the Vedel Report are mainly centred on the rOLe of the European Parlia
ment, and this conforms to the mandate which the Group received. This has the cOnsequence that the Report 
does not provide any real solution to the major problems whose existence and gravity are perfectly described 
in chaptt'""" 3, namely "the growing imbalance to the advantage pf the Council11 of the institutional entity, 
the 11 wea1Cening of the political fuhction" of the ComnissionJ and the legislative semi-paralysis. Would the 
attribution of real powers to the Parliament be such as to profoundly modify this situation? ~he reply is 
not certain. 

Indeed, the Vedel Report contains several proposals, in addition to the one concerning the power of 
eo-decision. One of these consists of having the a~ointment of the President of the European Commission 
approved by the Parliament: the latter in turn wou have to give its opinion on the appointment of the 
other members of the Commission, and the duration of its mandate would be increase~ to 4 years, as for the 
members. Without a doubt, such an idea would be of a nature to strengthen the authority of the President 
of the Connnission and the cohesion and politicail tmmogepei ty of the latter (we recall that a similar propo
sal was made by the Independent Republicans in their European programme of July 1971). It remains to be 
seen whether and how these ideas would be translated into practice. It is known, in fact, that at presentJ 
the Comission members are appointed "by common agreement" by the Governments. In practice, the appointment 
is ~ade by the government of the country whose Commission member is outgoing, and it obeys internal policy 
considerations which are not necessarily linked to a 11 European11 view of the problem. It is stated that to 
give more weight to the Commission, political figures that are to the forefront should be appointed to it, 
who have a strong political influence in their own country. The reciprocal is true. If the Commission is 
not able to carry out political action and if its rOle is weakened by practice (tolerated by the Governments), 
no first rate political figure will agree to sit on it, at the risk of seeing his political future affected. 

Co
1
ncerning the rOle of the Commission, the Vedel RCport merely notes that it should be consolidated 

and it suggests, with a view to remedying the inertia of the Council, a procedure consisting of fixing time
limits, the ex.ceeding of which would give the Commission the right to consider that its proposal has been 
rejected. One cannot wery well see what this could lead to, except creating_ new reasons for institutional 
conflict. Among the "institutional adjustments" suggested, are the establishment by means of concertation 
between the Parliament, the Commission and the Council of "programmes of work11 embracing quite a long per
iod, accompanied by a timetable. This is interesting, but when one remains in the field of nconcertation", 
one must be assured of a 'satisfactoiy-nbalaiice of forces" and of some possibility for applying sanctions, 
which is not the case here. One ends-up, by having confidence in political will. But one is then caught up 
in a vicious circle: if there is political will, things will progress in spite of the absence of adequate 
instruments. In the absence of -olitical will ad ets will se. 

1 

2 

We must now talk about t c attributed to the Parliament. 
Em.G. 

SUMMARY '-4 ""-~ t 1\':f-:l.-
- EDITORIAL: "Europe and its institutions - (2) Some proposals contained in the Vedel Report" 

POLITICAL DAY: The ele.ctions in Italy - The future of transatlantic relations: International 
Conference in Royaumont The British Ambassadors to the EEC countries meet in London -
Bonn: the search for a way-OUt The British Parliament: strict timetable for the debate on 
accession 
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~:- -The UK!:l:Ireland and _Dc~2-~ associated to the community exchange system 
- The It ian finn ICI ~attacked by the European Commission for ''abusing a dominant position" 
- 'Titrlcey demands that the EEC should take special measures to protect its industrialisation 
- New approaches by India aimed at the opening of negotiations with the EEC 
- SAC: Examination of the modification of the system of canpensatory charges 

CO'lirt of Justice: Agreement in the dyes sector 
European Parliament: Preparation of the plenary session: Meister Report (River transports in the 
Rhine basin) The EP will resume examination of the social situation in the EEC in 1971 
Infringement of competition ~gulations: proposal to modify +imits 
Automation of coal-minin~ 

- Negotiations with the EFTA: Question No. 68/72 from Mr. Ocle and Mr. Van der Stoel 
- The retraining of .ECSC workers 
-Steel: increase in exchanges 
- i'XiHPoSITE PRICE: 35.50 DOLLARS/TON 
- InternatiOnal mergers cmd concentrations: reply to question No. 003/71 from Mr. Vredeling 
- Consultation of the E. P.: reply to question No. 470 from Mr. Vredeling 

German investments in France: reply to question No. 509/71 from Mr. Couste 
The OECD reconunends to Member Countq.es that they should remove obstacles to the international 
issues market. 
European exports of steel to the USA 
American customs duties on glass: reduction 
ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
Publications of the European Commwrities 

12--13 - ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No. 1868 
" - EUROSYNDICAT: lSl. 89 
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EDITORIAL 

Europe .and its Institutions - (3) Go-decision or "eo-blocking"? ~ 
The authors of the Vedel Report consider that by attributing a power of "eo-decision" to the Euro~ 

pean Parliament, there will be no fundamental change in the institutional balance laid down by the tre~ti 
(which attribute legislative power to the Council): .the reform should however be adopted by the procedure 
of art. 236. 

The mechanism of eo-decision is very simple. For certain ssubjects, and with some progressiveness 
(two phases of which the second would begin in 1978) the decisions'adopted by the Council would only come 
into force after · roval b the Parliament. This is also a rigi) mechanism and it is understandable that 
the Commission, in its analysis which is at present in ·progress , should reach the conclusion to make it 
more flexible and effective by using certain modalities (Mr. Spinelli suggested that the Council should 
hold a prior political debate and that the Parliament should give its opinion on the proposal, the subject 
of eo-decision, before the Council's decision), or that some should fall back on the institution of a 

shuttle which would in any case leave the Council with the last word (the Vedel Report in fact provides for 
this shuttle for a first phase and for certain subjects for which the Parliament has a suspensive right of 
veto of short duration). 
---- The power of eo-decision, such as it emerges from the Vedel proposal, is very important, 
but one might wonder whether it is also very effective. There is the danger that, as is the case for the 
power to overthrow the Commission by censure, the exercising of this power will remain entirely illusory 
and formal. And this because of the concrete results which it could attain. The desired result is obviously 
that of leading the Council to take account of the will of the Parliament and eventually to modify its 
decieions to conform to this will. But the most probable result is purely and simply the total blocking 
of the legislative process of the Community. One cannot see how a Government which contributed - for reasons 
of its own - to the adoption by the Council of a minimalist decision, would be lead to change its attitude 
because the Parliament is blocking the entry into force of the decision in question. On the contrary, this 
blockirtg could very well suit it. The Rapporteurs seem to be staking a lot on the preparation of compromises 
thanks to tripartite concertation. But it is do~htful that such concertation is strengthening the position 
of the institutions and especially of the Commi~sion (whose weakening is partly due to this practice of 
"daily bargaining" at subaltern levels which is imposed on it). 

In our opinion, eo-decision could prove effective on one condition: namely, if it is accom
panied by the real restoring of the vote in the Council. The force of dissuasion which is, at parliamentary 
level, the possibility of the rejection of a Council decision, becomes effective only if, within the Coun
cil, it is possible to take majority decisions. 

The conclusion which must be drawn from this is that the Council must be put in a position 
to function correctly: several ideas are circulating about this, and they must be gone into in greater 
detail. This may involve the practice of abstention not preventing a decision (but on condition that the 
decision also applies to those abstaining). It may involve the regular establishing of limitative catalogues 
of matters of vital interef.t (Spinelli proposal). We shall return soon to these various aspects, as well as 
to other ideas. Em. G. 

~!! 6'~L4.':f'2- ~~~ Lo4.D 
1 - EDITORIAL: "Europe and its Institutions - (3) Go-decision or !reo-blocking"?" 

2 -POLITICAL DAY: Political Coll!llittee of the E.P.: Examination of the report on institutional prob-
lems - House of Commons: Another vote - The Netherlands and the construction of Europe - President 
Pompidou in Lux.embourg - The Bundestag discusses the enlargement treaties - Mr. Rogers in Europe 
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- The European Commission confirms the "overall" nature of its thoughts on the institutional prob-
lems 

- 'ii"Geileralised Preferences": List of the beneficiary countries of the Community system 
- The report on the "Competitive capacity of the European Communi ty11 presented to the press 
- Court of Justice: Dyes case 
- France has until now obtained 42.8% of the contracts concluded b the EDF, according to the answer 

to question No 570 71 from Mr. Dewulf 
- "Technical Assistance Group" pf the EEC: Reply to question No 620/71 from Mr. Dewulf 
- European Parliament: Preparation of the plenary session; Jahn Rep~t on emmissions of pollutants 

by diesel engines - The Council will reply on 8 May to the oral questions on the Euratom pro
gramme and the EEC 1 s participation in the UNCTAD. 

- A system for importing wines from Greece is proposed 
- Milk powder: a reduction in the export tax. is decided upon 
- Data processing: reply to question No 612/71 from Mr. Oele 
- Radioactive substances: health implications of stocking 
- ECOOOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
- New indicative price for imported coking coal fixed by the Commission 
-Voluntary limitation agreement for steel exports to the U.S. 
- European Parliamentary ActivitS 
- ECOOOMIC INTERPENETRATIOO No 1 69 
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\. ~\:~ !). >< is worth notin are reviewed under this headi 

- GIDE- ~TE- NOUEL: Le Dreit de la Concurrcnce.des Communautes euro eennes- Traite pratique- Re- llill~ 
cueil des textes, Deuxieme edition, Juridictionnaires joly 21, Avenue George-V, Paris 8e}, 1972, 588 pages. 

Since the operations for the regrouping of firms are becoming increasingly more numerous in the Common 
Market countries, European competition law is as.suming an increasingly important place. This importance 
will increase further with the accession to the Community of the great industrial power, Great Britain. 
This is why the Dictionnaires joly have considered it useful to publish a second edition, brought up to date, 
~f their practical treatise of the law of competition of the European Communities. A first part is constitut
ed by the theoretical and practical study of European competition law (articles 85 et seq. of the Treaty 
of Rome); the second contains all the regulations and jurisprudence up to the end of 1971. 

- Europa Archiv, Edition of 25 April 1972, Deutsche Gesellschaft fur Auswartige Politik (53 Bonn, 133 Aden
auerallee).- We particularly mention an article by Mr. Theodor Scweisfurth of the Max. Planck Institute in 
Hedidelberg, who examines the various aspects of the Soviet attitude towards the EEC. We note that since 
lst January 1972, the publication of 11 Europa Archiv" is assired by the Verlag fiir Intemationale Politik 
(53 Bonn, Stockenstrasse 1-5). 

- Affari Esteri, Rivista Trimestrale, April 1972, No 14, Roma (00195, Via Monte Zebio 24), Price: 1,500 
lire.- Europe of the Ten is the subject of a series of written articles, especially by Messrs. Roberto 
Guidi, Giuseppe Petrilli and Sigismund von Braun. 

- Europaische Gemeinschaft, May 1972, Bonn Liaison Office (53, Zitelmannstrasse 22).- The protection of 
the environment, the reform of the European institutions and the exhibition of mediaeval art between the 
Rhine and the Moselle, which will take place in Cologne from 14 May to 23 June, are the subject of articles 
in this edition. We also mention an interview by Mr. Walter Hallstein. 

- Comunidad europea,No 82 - May 1972, Brussels.- In the summary: The UNCTAD session in Santiago de Chile; 
The University of Florence; the Community industrial policy. 

-Dialogue, No. l/1972. French Edition. U.S. Information Agency (1776 Pennsylvania Avenue N.W., Washington).
Largely devoted tq the American economy, this number contains articles on the new capitalism, the American 
economists and politics, the social role of the private firm and the new revolution in labour. 

1 - EUROPEAN LIBRARY 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: 5 May: Europe Day - Mr. Pompidou gives his views on the Political Secretariat 
In the F.G.R., the discussions on the treaties with the East continue -Mr. Rogers has talks with 
President Mansholt 
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- EEC/non-candidate EFTA countriesi The negotiations will be resumed on 15 May 
- EFTA: Conclusion of the ministerial session 
- E:I:B.: Financing of two industrial projects in Southern Italy 
-"European Officials": Difficulties for recruiting in the U.K. 
- ECOOOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
- Competition policy: First report of the Connnission to the E.P. 
- Report on the competitive capacity of the EEC: chapter devoted to agriculture 
- Readaptation of ECSC workers: Reply to question No. 417/71 from Mr. Oele 
- Safety of nuclear installations: reply to question No. 10/72 from Mr. Ramaekers 
- Wage costs in the steel industry increasing 
- Increase in the basic prices in the German steel industry 
- Aids for the steel indUstrr: Interim reply to question No. 588/71 from Messrs. Oele and Vredeling 
- Mr. Borschette in :Wwer Sax.ony 
- The week in Europe 

- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No. 1870 

- EUROPE/DOCUMENTS No. 673 PRESENT INSTITUTIOOS AND PRACTICE WITH REGARD TO THE TASKS WHICH 
AWAIT THE COMMUNITY 
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I""~. ' M'· .. ~- \ EDITORIAL 

A olitical Secretariat to do what? -· l The recent ·::; -~! \ii, \ l 
~.=.;;;:~.=..;..;:;.;;;..;,.;.;:;.:=-"'r.-.:;.;;;..~~"---~~~~~F- -~ ~ '.1 :li ~ I, 11, 

()le of the three chapter-headngs appearing on the agenda of the Europe UJ111111t is 11the strengthen-
ing of the institutions of the Conmunity and the progress of political union11 • The fact that tw subjects 
are linked together in this is very significant. This means no more or less than that, on the one hand, 
institutional strengthening is recognised ·as being a factor for progress of the political union, and, on 
the other nand, that this progress can only be conceived of in the Community context. 

It is from this establishment that one must analyse the scope and significance with which the idea 
of constituting a permanent political secretariat is charge~. this idea was expressed three months ago and 
since then has not ceased to prompt discussions, differing interpretations and concern. 

It is worth the trouble to ~larify affairs, recalling, first of all, the recent and older genesis of 
this idea and then trying to better understand the motives which inspire some or others. 

Let us begin by recalling that political co-operation, such as it is applied, rests on the diplomati~ 
protocol of September 1970, drawn up by the Davignon Committee, and which commits the Six to hold half-y~arly 
meetings of Ministers of Foreign Affairs, prepared by a Political Committee formed by the Directors of Polit
ical Affairs of the six Ministries (the whole mechanism now functions on the scale of the enlarged Community). 
At the last ministerial meeting (in Rome on 5 November 1971)~ Mr. Roberto Ducci, presenting his report as 
outgoing President of the Political Committee, added certain personal remarks to it, saying amongst other 
things: "If these tasks (of the Committee), one of which demands flexibility and the other continuity and 
permanence, are to be carried out satisfactorily, in my opinion, the Political Committee must be able to 
have the support of two bodies which seem increasingly essential: (a) in the first place, a permanent sec
retariat, although reduced to its essentials, which would carry out the functions of the Secretariats of 
all the multilateral organisations; (2) a Community group to analyse the international situation, which 
would enable the exchanges of views in the Political Committee to « prepare,_ -mQre thoroughly and which could 
help it to suggest to the Ministers the study of certain international situations which could pose problems 
fot our countries, at short- or medium-term". 

At the same time, and still in Rome~ it was learnt that Mr. Scheel had proposed that political co-op
eration be strengthened, especially by the creation of a permanent secretariat, meeting at the same time as 
the Permanent Representatives and which would deal with the preparation of the European summit. In addition, 
the Dutch delegation announced the presentation of a Memorandum on the state of political co-operation, in 
which similar ideas were presented. 

This subject was not mentioned during the following· weeks. Then came the Pompidou-Brandt meeting 
(10 and ll February 1972 in Paris). Since interest was mainly centred on the monetary problems, hardly any 
attention was paid to the communication according to which the two Statesmen had agreed on the creation of 
a Permanent Secretariat to he'lp political co-operation. This Secretariat, added some spokesmen, wuld have 
a flexible and light structure and could be established in Paris. 

One then began to remember not only what was said in Rome three months earlier, but also the discuss-
ions which had taken place ten years earlier (To be continued) 

Em.G. 

SUMMARY ~lttT-~ 
l - EDITORIAL: 11A political Secretariat, to do what? - (l) The rec•mt genesis 11 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: The Danes are becoming increasingly in favour of accession - After Mr. Rogers 1 

sudden return to Washington - ~~kens-Bisheuvel meeting at the end of July - Speech by Mr. 
Dahrendorf - Elections in Italy. 
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E.P. is postponed 
- European Parliament: Opening of the plenary session: Negotiations with Switzerland on Rhine 

navigation 
- The report on the competitive capacity of the EEC 
- The next monetary session on the occasion of the fixing of the new parities for community cur-

rencies 
- Mr. Scarascia-Mugnozza will meet the Ministers of Agriculture of the "Ten" in turn 
- Mr. Dahrendorf in Japan 
- Court of Justice: Will the autonomy of conununity law and the authority of the Court be placed 

in question by the ('.erman Constitutional Court? 
- Mr. Scaras.cia-Mugnozza will take his oath before the Court on 16 May 
- Report on the competitive capacity of the EEC: balance-sheet of activity concerning the rules 

for competition in the ECSC Treaty 
- Negotiations with the American authorities for the improvement of conditions for the supplying 

of enriched uranium 
- Anti-dumping proceedings against importations of steel tubing from Spain 
- German mines: Forecasts for 1972 
- "Driving licences": Reply to uestion No. 629 71 from Mr. Couste 
- VAT: reply to question No. 6ol 71 from Mr. Vredeling 
- Transports of fruit and vegetab es in West Germany: Reply to question No. 4-23/71 from Mr.- Vrede-

ling 
'- nEuropean Centre for the development of education": reply to question No. 529/71 from Mr. Vrede

linr, 
- Mr. Paul Colowald appointed Director 
- EOJNOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
- Weekly annex 

- EOJNOMIC INTERPENETRATION No. 1871: A conference of the theme 11 Man and multinational firms in 
tomorrow's Europe". 

FllROPE OOrnMENTS No. 670: DRAFI' OOUNCIL RESOLUTION ON A PROGRAMME FOR THE REDUCfiON OF POLWTION 
AND NUISANCES AND FOR THE SAFEGUARDING OF THE NATURAL ENVIRONMENT 
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EDITORIAL 

A political secretariat, to do what?- (2) Ten years ago ··~· 

Having mentioned yesterday the ttrecent11 genesis of the idea of creating a permanent Political Secretar
iat, and before analysing what the nature of this Secretariat would be, one must recall what happened ten 
years ago, between the end of 1961 and the first few months of 1962, during the negotiations which ended 
on 17 April 1962 with the rejection of the "Fouchet Plan11 • Without wanting to go over the chronology of 
these negotiations , we sliall merely recall the following facts: 
a) In the first version of the French plan (November'l961) the Secretariat was not talked about at all. Under 
Heading II' (Institutions of the Union), the Council, the European Parliamentary Assembly and the European 
Political Commission were mentioned. The latter 11 is compo13ed of senior officials belonging to the foreign 
affairs administrations of each Member State. Its head~arters are in Paris." 
b) In the second version of the French plan (January 19'2), all indications about the headquarters of the 
Political Commission disappeared. Among the institutions. the Committee of Ministers is also found. 
c) On the other hand, the suggestion to appoint 11 a secretar general independent of the governments" with 
a power of initiative appears in the recommendation adopte by the European Parliament on 21 December l9Pl. 
No indication about the· headquarters of the union or of its institutions is contained, however, in this 
recommendation. 
d) On 15 March 1962 in Luxembourg, the Fouchet Commission examined a text in three columns (French draft, 
common draft, draft of the other five delegations). In the draft of France's five partners, an article 
appears which talks about the appointment by the Council of a Secretary General "independent of the Member 
States11 and assisted by a personnel appointed by the latter. 

In a memorandum drawn up at the end of this meeting, the following can be read: "There are two views: 
one in favour of the appointment of a>.secretary General, and the other opposing this appointment. The dele
gations in favour of a Secretary General considered it preferable, however, not to consider him, at this 
stage of the Union, as an institution of the Union. However, this does not rule out the fact that on the 
basis of experience, he could asswne a Community nature and appear as an institution of the Union in the 
second phase of the latter. The French delegation was against the appointment of a Secretary General. It in
sisted that it was desirable, at the beginning of an experience whose success rested on the will of the 
governments, to provide for as light as possible a structure and one such that the essential responsibilit
ies could not be either concealed or altered. The tasks of secretariat seemed to it to have to be entrusted 
to the Political Commission, which would have the necessary personnel for these purposesno 

The following conclusions can be drawn: (1) France's partners tended towards intro ucing into the Polit
ical Union an independent body able to balance the Political Commission, formed on a purely intergovernmen
·~tal basis; they. fell back, for the first phase, on' the appointment of a 11 person11 who could then be turned 
into an institution·; (2) this view was rejected by France, which demanded that the Union have a strictly 
intergovernmental structure; (3) The (French) idea of establishing the Political Commission in Paris did 
not resist the objections of the other Member States and disappeared from the tex.ts. 

Mr. Pompidou, during his rec·eit.t"visit to Luxembourg, said that at the time of the Fouchet Plan, every
hod was reed on establishing the litical secretariat in Paris. What precedes this does not confirm~s 
view. As the "Libre Be gique" of 7 May remarked: 11 The French President's memory is faulty on this point. 
There was all the less agreement on this point as there was disagreement on the fundamentals, in other words, 
on the very idea of a political Europe seasoned with the Fouchet sauce: and all the more so on one of its 
modali ties of applicationn. (To be continued) 

Em.G. 
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POLITICAL DAY: The Italian elections: 
referendum: statement by Mr. Lynch 
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European Parliament: Plenary session; Approval of the report on the activity of the Communities 
in 1971; The E.P. is dcconcerted by the attitude of the Community in Santiago; Euratom research 
credits for 1973: Intervention by Mr. Thorn; Sicialian sulphur; Right of establishment for haiv
dressers; Pollution by diesel engines; Reply by Mr. Spinelli to an oral question concerning tele
communications. 
The Parliament/Commission meeting fixed for 15 May 

-Transport Council: Preparation of the session. 
Training of young European university students for technical controls and co-operation in the AASM 
B.I.A.C.: The Secretary-r~neral of the OECD deals with the problems of economic growth 
ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
Scholarships and traineeships granted by the EEC to the nationals 6f the Associated African States 
and of the OCT: reply to question No. 608/71 from Mr. Dewulf 

- Contracts concluded by Hanover and Frankfurt with a Dutch firm: reply to question No 515/71 from 
Mr. V re de ling 

- Patent and trademark law: reply to question No 344/71 from Mr. Vredeling 
- Monetary problems: the Commission will debate them tomorrow 
- The employment of women and its problems in the EEC countries 
- Nuclear reactors in the Community: Division between the various lines 

Anti-dumping proceedings regarding imports of steel tube from Spain 
- B.S.C.: System of prices conforming to the ECSC Treaty from 1st January 1973 
- Aids to firms in difficulties: reply to question No 584/71 from Mr. Vre8eling 
- ECONOMIC lNTERPENETRATION No 1872 

EUROPE/Documents No 663: "Europe Called into Question?" by Mr. Malfatti 
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EDITORIAL 

A political Secretariat, to do what? - (3) A strange resemblance 

The "historical" reminders to which we have devoted two editorials had no other aim than to provide the 
necessary information for an objective analysis of the present situation concerning the possible creation 
of a Political Secretariat. 

We shall proceed to it, for this is an affair which is assuming very great importance for the future 
of the Community. 

Most of the observers and commentators, who have probably not lived through the vicissitudes of the 
Fouchet negotiations or who may not have grasped the profound reasons - and which are still valid - for the 
failure of these negotiations, were mainly struck by the problem of the location of the Secretariat in ques
tion. This is certainly an important problem, but because of what is behind it, in other words the nature 
of the Secretariat and the perspectives in which it could develop. ------

It is thus that the reactions noted were almost totally negative and centred on the location. This Sec
retariat must be si tuatcd in Brussels,; it has been said, in order to be an effective coordination centre 
with the Community institutions. The fact of wanting it in Paris has appeared as~roof of the fact that Mr. 
Pompidou wants to turn Paris into the 11 political centre11 of Europe, a political centre which would rapidly 
eclipse the economic centre situated in Brussels. 
1.- Eirstly, it is necessary to ask questions about what one means when one talks about political union. In 
the Fouchet Plan, the aim of the Union was to 11 approximate, coordinate and unify the policy of the Member 
States in the fields of common interest: foreign policy, economy, culture and defence11 • Since then, it bec
ame clear that the existing Communities would come under the effect of the bodies of the Union. They would 
have been 11headed11 by it, as was said at the time. The project of the five other delegations was much more 
general and precise at the same time: in it, the Union had as its mission nto promote the unity of Europe 
by the approximation, coordination and unification of the ~ of the Member States". In another point, 
precisions were given: foreign policy, defence policy (in the framework of the Atlantic Alliance), education, 
science and culture, harmonisation and unification of the legislation of the Member States. In sum, by pol
itical union, the five un(erstood all that did not belong to the economic union, since the latter was to 
be achieved in the Communities and by Community methods. 

It is clear that: (a) for France, political union was a strictly intergovernmental structure organising 
co-operation in the fields of foreign policy, defence and culture, and which would have taken the essential 
decisions in the field of the economy, thus emptying the Communities of their political contents; (b) for 
the others, the construction of Europe was to continue according to the method of integration in the econo
mic field, ~d be achieved according to the intergovernmental (but evolutive) method in all the fields not 
covered by the treaties. 
2.- It must now be asked what the real nature of the Political Secretariat which is beiqg talked about is. 
At first sight, one might say that it is the 11 secretariat of the Political Committee11 , namely a subaltern 
body, .. having to prepare files. Hence the definition of "flexible and lightweight'body" or itif':comparison 
with a telephohe exchange" (t}j.e expression used by Mr. Pompidou in Luxembourg)~ But others consider that 
this somewhat anodine Secretariat could be the nucleus of a 11 Holitical Commission11 similar to the one laid 
down in the Fouchet Plan. 

A striking coincidence: in 1961, the French said that the 11Political Commission" would have as lightweight 
a structure as possible. Today they are saying that the 11 Secretariat11 must be flexible and lightweight 
Have we come back to the sta:rting point? We shall try to answer this question. 
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1 - EDITORIAL: 11A political Secretariat, to do what? ...: (3) A strange resemblance 11 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: After the elections in Italy - The Danish Radical Party divided over entry -
Popularity of the Swedish Soc1al Democrats in decline - Vote in the Bundestag on the ratifi
cation of the Treaties with the East 
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- EEC(Mauritius: Signature of the agreement on Friday 
- Examination of the economic situation and of the budgets of the Member States: Council in June 
- EEC/Algeria: Community negotiating position 
- EUROSYNDICAT: 153.33 
- Repercussions '(')fthe new parity of the dollar on the fp.nctioning of the common agricultural policy 
- European Parliament: Plenary session; aids to workers dismi'Ssed from the Italian sulphur mines· 

Freedom of establishment for hairdressers , 
- The E.P. prepares for the enlargement of the Community 
- Mr. Spinelli announces concrete Council proposals on telecommunications; Social Policy of the Com-

munity 
- National monopolies of a commercial nature: according to the Commission they--~re being adapted 

satisfactorily 
Agricultural problems: Replies to uestion No. 485 71 and estion No. 549 71 from Mr. Vredeling· 
Replies to uestions No. 143 and 593 71 from Mr. Vredeling and No. 47 71 from Mr. Dulin. ' 

- International consultations on sulphur: reply to estion No. 600 71 from Mr. Vredeling 
- Atmospheric pollution beyond frontiers: OE~ programme 
- Proliferation of nuclear power-stations: Interim reply to guestion No. 638j7l from Mr. Vredeling 

Slight increases in the basic prices for certain rolled products 
- European coal producers demand a long-term energy supply policy 

OOMPOSITE PRiffi: 35.67 D/T 
- Statements from Mr. Long, Director-General of the GATT 
- EOONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
- European I!lrliamentary activitf 
- EillNOMIC INrERPENEI'RATION No.873 
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EDITORIAL 

A political Secretariat, to do what? - (4) Two essential precautions 

Both Mr.- Pompidou (in an interview in the "Times") and Mr. Maurice Schumann have confirmed the "d'uwLucL

ture of Paris for housing the Political Secretariat. Mr. Schumann said that this is a "technical and flexi
bleU·~~ganisation and there is no question "of defining Paris as the capital of vaster political institut.. 
ions". Mr. Pompidou also spoke about an "essentially technical and administrative body" • It cannot be under
stood, there fore, why such a body should meet in Paris, and what prestige could fall to France by housing 
it. Both ~resident Pompidou and the Foreign Minister recalled that at the time of the Fou~het Plan, it was 
generally admitted that the "much more important" Secretariat which was envisaged would meet in Paris. 

But this statement does not correspond to the truth •. In the first place, because in the Fouchet Plan 
a Political Commission was talked about, and not a Secretariat. And secondly, because the idea of establish
ing it in Paris, considered at the start of the ne otiations b Fouchet himself was later abandoned. The 
fact that Mr. Fouchet went one day "with some of his foreign colleagues" cf. "Le Monde11 of 11 April 1972) 
to visit a private house on the Place Bougeaud, in no way changes reality. The connection made with what 
happened ten years ago is not a good sign, or in good taste. It is as if the "pure Gaullists" who "are hold
ing their heads high" had posed a condition for their 11 yes" in the referendUm. Mr. Fouchet wrote, in fact, 
that "it is essential for the Political Secretariat planned to be kept in Paris". ' 

The fact is that, as Mr. Emile Noel, Secretary General of the European Commission, remarked in an exem
plary analysis of the institutional problem (the full text of which we are publishing in EUROPE/Documents), 
"the fundamental problem, behin this procedural discussion, is that of the future of political co-operation 
and of the relations between the latter and the Community system". An apparently "administrative" Political 
Secretariat, but which would develop of necessity and because the political co-operation must be strengthen
ed, could establish relations with the Community institutions whose nature may be very different. This link 
could prove extremely dangerous for the Community itself, if the competences of the latter were to remain 
what they are and if the political co-operation were to be enlarged gradually to all the sectors which are 
not covered by the treaties~ In this hypothesis, the "technical, flexible and lightweight" body could give 
E.ise to a structure which, once again, would "head" the Community one. Mr. Noel notes that the deteriorat
ion of the institutional system, which is so often denounced, has its origin "in the increasingly consider
able place which all that is intergovernmental co-operation is taking in the work of the Institutions". This 
situation would become even more serious if very ~reat attention were not paid to the nature of the links 
between political co-operation (intergovernmental} and economic integration (Community). The lightweight 
"gangways" talked about by Mr. Noel should not become conduits causing the pressure at the level of co-oper
ation to fall everywhere. 

To conclude, it seems to us that the following precautions should be taken: 
a) The immediate enlar ement of the Communit corn etences to all the fields excluded at present (except for 
defence and foreign policy itself shoul d take place by means of art. 235 and measures increasing parlia
mentary control. · 
b) The Political Secretariat, organised for the moment on an inter-governmental basis, should comprise the 
presence of the European Commission and of the Coreper in its discussions, which must guarantee that they 
will not concern subjects under the competence of the Community and that they should take account, if nec
essary, of the Community policies in force (commercial etc.). 

If this were obtained, the problem of its location would become a purely techniyal 
Em.G. 

one. 
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- EDITORIAL: 11 A political Secretariat, to do what? - {4) Two essential precautions" 

- POLITICAL DAY: Referendum in Ireland: 83.1% in favour of Europe - President Behrendt in Orleans -
The Charlemagne Prize presented to Mr. Roy Jenkins - The political secretariat and the future 
of the Community - The quarterly meeting on "political consultation" in the framework of the 
enlarged Community 
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Greece 
- Repercussions of the monetary situation on the functioning of the common ag1~cultural policy 
- Gennan-Benelux consortium for rapid reactors: Towards closer co-operation with the UK 
- Report on the competitive capacity of the Community: Research and technical innovations 
- EEC/Mauri tius: Signature of the agreement 
- Spanish wines: Proposal from the Commission on the distribution of the quota 
- EP: Strengthening and acceleration of measures against pollution caused by diesel engines: 

Approval of aids for the breeding of silk wonns, 
- International agreements contemplated in the sector of chemical fertilisers: Question No. 93/72 

from Mr. Vredeling. 
-Replies from the Commission to questions No. 587/71 from Mr. Vredeling and 628/71~ from Mr. 

Springorum 
- The Member States should notify the IMF on the new parities of their currencies without too great 

a delay, the· Commission recalls 
- Mr. Connally pessimistic about the chances of a rapid refonn of the .. monetary system 

- E(l)NOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
- The Week in Europe 

- E(l)NOMI C INTERPENEI'RATION NO. 187 4 
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Several figures and experts specialising in international economic and political relations met 
at Royaumont to hold a closed symposium on the future of transatlantic relations, both in the 
and in the trade and monetary fields. 

There were no conclusions to be formally drawn from it, and it must be said, furthermore, that the opin
ions ex.prcssed were rather divided, even though everybody agreed, with Raymond Aron, that 11 in 1972, as in 
1949, Western Europe and the United States share a common interest in safe~uarding their relations". 

Opinions most often differed over the real origins of the present, :·rather unsatisfactory, state of trans
a~lantiC relations. It is certain that the contradiction existing between the relationship of Europe-United 
States military strengths and the relationship of economic and trading strengths is not facilitating the 
dialogue. Some consider, however, that this uneasiness and these fears are rather illusory and that if, on 
the one hand, the United States seems in no way prepared to abandon its total autonomy of conduct in mone
tary and economic policy, on the other hand, the "net of Western solidarity" will prevent the United States 
from going too far by withdrawing troops from the European front. Others are more pessimistic, and put for
ward the hypothesis that the United States', afraid of being weakened, is increasingly less prepared to exer
cise power in a 11 liberal11 way. As a result, the "good kingn, strong and sure of himself, would become a 
tttyrant11 fearing the worst. Hegemony would replace leadership. 

There was no unanimous opinion about the priorities. For some, the real problem is situated at political 
level and more precisely at that of defence: Europe must take over control of its destiny and, in the first 
place, of its defence: on monetary and trade problems, there is always the means for agreeing. In the view 
of others, this is not self-evident. The positions on both sides Of the Atlantic would be farther apart 
precisely in the monetary and trade fields. But everybody recognised that it was difficult to establish 
priorities. 

On the European side, it is willingly recognised that Europe should bear its share of responsibility. 
There has been no real progress in the political construction of Europe and this has caused very great dis-. 
appointment in the United States. If Europe were a political entity today, the grievance of trade discrimin
ation would probably be meaningless. 

On the American side, the existence of very widespread ignorance about the realities of Europe is ad
mitted, and especially of some confUsion between the will to keep the leadership and that of abandoning 
certain positions. 

Finally, it is impossible to overlook the interpretation that other powers give to infra-Atlantic rel
ations. Thus, an American troop withdrawal would be interpreted by the Soviets as a real American disengage
ment and would encourage them to act in a way which would be mainly aimed at dividing America and Europe. 
The Americans are perhaps encouraging this interpretation by taking part in the dialogue with their adversar
ies more readily than with their friends and allies. As for the Europeans, they should destroy any illusion 
of the Soviets by speeding VP their union and by clearly hinting to everybody that no conference on security 
could be an obstacle to the continuation and consolidation of this union. 

We shall return to other aspects of this difficult dialogue, Em.G. 

l 
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dialogue: agreement in disagreemt·nt" - EDITORIAL: 11The transatlantic 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: Mr. Pflimlin hopes that Strasbourg will be cons•, crated "Parliamentary capital of 
Europe" - Mr. Vedovato elected President of the Consultative Assembly - Queen Elizabeth on an 
official visit to France - Mr. Malfatti says goodhye to Mr. Eyskens - The Turlctsh government 
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3 - Mr. Mansholt leaves for Santiago de Chile once again 
-The Euro ean Commission enlarged Executive of the EP: First exchange of views 

4 -EEC Non-candidate EFTA countries: resumption of negotiations 
- Greece and the position adopted by the European Oommission 
- Mr. Dahrendorf returns from Japan 
- "Pennanent Committee on Elnployment'': towards a new session 

5 - Transport policy: an account of the viewpoint of English and Norwegian industry 
- UNICE and the development of transport policy 

6 - co:operation between the railways of the 11 Six" 
- Before the "Transport" Council: talks between coppe and Payton 
- SAC: preparation for the agricultural Oouncil 

7 - The problem of raw materials and its incidence on growth 
- Atmospheric lead: work going on 

8 - Research .and development in the domain of land and sea transport 
9 - Ministerial Oouncil of the OECD: the points on the agenda 

- EOJNOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
10 - Economic situation of Sweden according to the OECD annual report 

':"'The "judgement of intention" given by certain developing c.ountries is rejected energetically 
by the Community 
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Must the Europe-United States dialogue be institutionalised? 
•.. t. 

Americans and Europeans recognise that their dialogue is difficult, even if they are not agreed on 
origin of the difficulties. But at the same time, they are deeply convinced that this dialogue is more 
ever necessary. 

It is then that the problems of content superpose themselves on the problems of method. Some think that 
numerous misunderstandings which may give rise to real differences of opinion or even to conflict, and 
whose ac~uaglation could lead to a divorce, could be avoided or rapidly dissipated if there were an infra.. 
structw-e in which the dialogue could be organised before the misunderstandings occur. 

This subject was discussed at length in the Royaumontsymposium. It is not a noew·subject: the require
ment for "institutions" which enable some homogeneity and speed of dialogue has been stressed on several 
occasions and for a long time. But one has often come up against a large obstacle, in other words, the , 
asymmet!Y between the two parties to the dialogue. On the one hand, there is Washington, in other words, 
a political entity which is a super-power, with its policies and the possibility of defining an "overall" 
position. On the other hand, there is a conglomerate of countries whose policies are partly administered 
at.national level, and are partly entrusted to the Community Institutions, but with numerous restrictions 
and according to a very unwieldy decision-making process. 

'Ibis is one of the reasons which explain why the Europeans are often reticent when it is proposed to 
them to institutionalise the dialogue with the United States at the moment. The Community is in fact engag
ed in a process of change: it is in the process of enlarging itself, the economic and monetary union is 
begun; the Community institutions are themselves the subject of a broad debate. A dialogue which would be 
held in these conditions could delay rather than speed up the unification process anu would accentuate1the 
differences of position between one country and another in the Community. 

This reply is obwiously disappointing those who, on the other side of the Atlantic, .for long years wan
ted the union of Europe to have a single valid interlocutor. Let us ask them to wait, but let us fix dead
lines! 

It ~s a short step from disappointment to scepticism. Some are wondering whether it is really possib]P. 
to hold consultations before negotiating. When the Governments do not yet know what they want -·remarked 
a well-informed politologist - they do not consult with others. And when they have decided on their posit
ion, there can be no more consultations, but only confrontation. 

Some are suggesting more pragmatic solutions, such as, for example, the creation of "machinery", rather 
than institutions, with the latter necessarily involving a certain degree of common political vision. In 
addition, the existing institutions or machinery cpuld be used to their best. 

But every time one comes up against a pre-condition, which concerns ourselves} as Europeans. What are 
we to do to have a single voice, which pr-esupposes that there is a single will? We cannot ask the Americans 
or the Soviets this. Perhaps there are some possibilities at the level of pragmatic arrangements. A senior 
British official suggested an idea: why not create a "Community caucus" in Washington? The presence of Mr. 
Mazio in Washipgton and the recognition of the diplomatic prerogatives of Community representation could 
facilitate the realisation of this practical suggestion. Em.G. 
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- "Transport" Council: "Weight and dimensions" of road vehicles 
- Mr. Mansholt has left for Santiago de Chile 
- Venezuela hopes for a visit by a community mission 
- Mr. Kiripers on an official visit to France 
- Talks between Mr. Spinelli and Mr. Heath 
- The Lebanese Minister for Foreign Affairs will meet the European Commission 
- The European organisation of the World Confederation of Labour: Second Congress 
- The Netherlands lodged an appeal against the Commission concerning EAGGF repayments 
- Itaiy is invited to abolish immediately embarkation and disembarkation dues in ports and airports 
-· Q!Q! recommends standards for open-end investment funds 
- Aids to shipbUilding 
- Licit and illicit aids in the fruit, vegetable and sugar sectors 
- Biology-Health Protection: Association contracts 
- Ad.hoc "Environment" group: first examination of the Commission proposals 
- Metric system applied by the BSC · 
- CSTID: Next meeting 
-~order sales in the EEC: Reply to question No. 589/71 from Mr. Oele 
- Community treatment suspended for certain products 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
- Publications of the European Communities 

- EOONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No. 1876 

llJROPE DOOJMENTS No. 676 : THE 11JROPEAN UNIVERSITY INSTITUTE AT FLORENCE IS BORN 
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. EDITORIAL 

Today's vote in the Bundestag 

20th year- No 1048 (n.s.) 
Thursday 18 May 1972 

DAILY BULLETIN 

The imperatives of the cohesion of the party and of maintaining the leadership will have dictated Mr. ~·;r' 
Rainer Barzel 1 s tactical movements up to the last moment in the question of the ratification of the treaties~~ 
with Moscow and Warsaw. :··~ 

Faced with the obvious impossibility of maintaining the unity of the party in favour of the treaties, : ·· 
even accompanied by a unilateral declaration whose value is only symbolic, ,Mr. Barzel decided this morning ~ ~ 
to give the CDU and CSU deputies "voting freedom". This was one way, like any other, of hiding the division. i . 
But finally, the Christian-Democrat leaders had to realise that with probably a third of the members voting ·• 
in favour and two-thirds against, their party would have made a very poor showing, especially when faced 
with the cohesion of the coalition in power. · 

It was thus that, at the last moment, ~r. Barzel fell back on instructions to abstain, which we~ very 
widely followed, except for a ·har.d~core fraction - no doubt refugees - for whom it was impossible to shoul
der the responsibility for Treaties which in their opinion mainly constitute an abandonmeni without guaran
tees. 

A page has thus been turned and the event deserves to be stressed, for it may have wide-ranting histor
ical consequences for Germany and for Western Europe. For the moment, it is no doubt lilaking·MY: ~ix:on's 
task in Moscow easier. 

The process which should normally lead.
1
to the calling, before the end of 1973, of a Conference on Sec

urity and Co-operation in Europe, is now going to begin. The Ministers of Foreign Affairs of the countries 
of the enlarged Community, who are meeting on 26 and 27 May in Lux.embourg, and those of the member coun-. 
tries of NATO, who are in turn meeting in Bonn the following week, will no doubt try to dr~ consequences 
from this vote. 

For the Community, it will mainly be a question, in the coming months, of making acts coincide with the 
ideas so often expressed. Without cohesion and without unity, the Community is risking ~verything, even its 
future, in a C.S.C.E. If, on the contrary, it were to take part in it by supporting itself on faultless 
solidarity and by being inspired by a generous view of its tasks in the world, the Conference could provide 
very positive results, to the benefit of Western Europe and of its unity, as well as to that of the Eastern 
European countries. 

One may still wonder, however, whether the Christian-Democrat opposition in the Bundestag has given up 
the idea of bringing down Mr. Brandt 1 s Government before its time. It was unable to do so over the treaties 
with the East, for public opinion would not have followed it, and the international community would have 
disapproved of it. Now there is another possibility.· Keeping his troops well in hand, Mr. Barzel could well 
come back to this very soon, with greater chances of success. If this hypothesis were to prove true, the 
international political development would experience another sudden halt, and some of its characteristics 
could p.rofoundlyt change. 

Em.G. 
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SUMMARY 

- EDITORIAL: 11Today 1 s vote in the Bundestag11 

- POLITICAL DAY: The Treaties "with the East are approved by the Bundestag - The members of the EP 
and the Assembly of the Council of Europe discuss the problems raised by enlargement - Mr. 
Scarascia-Mugnozza takes his oath - Congress of the International Congress of Newspaper"Editors 
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3 - "Trans ort" Council: Opening of the ministerial session 
- EEC Switzer and: first preliminary draft agreement 
- EUROSYNDICN : l56.43 

4 - EEC/India: Proposal for the opening of negotiations 
- UNCfAD: Success of an EEC initiative 

5 - Enrichment of uranium: Exchange of views between European Parliament Members and experts and 
government representatives 

6 
- Regional policy: Further impetus for community action 
- Special Agricultural Committee: Preparation of the Council meeting 
- Notification to the IMF by the Six of the new parities does not seem imminent 
- Cyclical situation of the EEC according quarterly report No. 2/72 on "The economic situation of 

the Community". 
- The Ministerial Council of the OECD and Mr. Connally's departure 

7-8 

8 
- EOONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 

9 - A delegation from the EP is to go to Washington at the end of the month 
- Lead content of petrol: An oral question prepared by the EP 
- The Social Committee of the EP asks for the first phase of the economic and monetary union to be 

accompanied by priority action in the social field 
- Price of fertilisers: Reply to question No. 625/71 from·Mr. Vredeling 
- ~= Reply to question No. 631/71 from Mr. Couste 

10 

- Meetings of the Finance Ministers: Reply to question No. 550/71 from Mr. Vredeling 
- French sy$tem for i,ortK petroleum products: Reply to question No. 135(71 from Mr. Westerterp 
- OOMPOSITE PRHE: 35~ 0 D _ 
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EDITORIAL 

John Connalljr' s departure 

The news of Mr. Connally 1 s departure from the American Treasury Department was greeted with relief 
by political and economic circles, and not only in Europe. One important European figure, who is pre-
paring to attend the ministerial meeting of the OECD on 24 May - at which Connally was due to be 
did not try to conceal from us that he had no complaints about the change \vhich had been made. 

It is certainly true that neither the person in question, nor, more generally, the circles which 
follow monetary affairs closely make the mistake of believing that the American monetary policy was ident 
fied with Connally' s personality, and that it will change with his departure. This policy is determined 
to a large extent by an objective situation, and it is conditioned-by decisions on general economic policy 
for which the Secretary to the Treasury is not responsible. Until this policy undergoes a considerable 
modification, there is no chance of seeing the fundamental orientation of the United States altered. _This 
orientation consists of requesting other countries to take upon themselves the rectification of the American 
balance of payments, both by the manipulation of exchange rates and by the lowering of tariff and non-tariff 
barriers, while capital is still allowed to enter freely. 

It must not be forgotten that for the United States international monetary problems are first and fore
most other people 1 s problems, which do not reverberate very loudly in political and economic circles, except 
in those in which considerations inherent to international political relations are given preponderant weight. 

The fact remains that Mr. Connally had become the symbol, not only of a policy, but also, and perhaps 
chiefly, of a method of negotiation, of the unequivocal statement of an indisputable hegemony, and of a 
certain disregard for the interests of others, whenever these did not coincide with what Mr. Connally con
sidered to be the interests of the United States. This, above all, explains the reactions occasioned by his 
departure. One must add that in the recent past, Mr. Connally concurred with those who consider that the 
Community's evolution towards economic and monetary union will be to the detriment of the United States, and 
that the tightening of links between the community currencies is an anti-American plot. From this stems the 
idea to oppose the European monetary "bloc" with a strengthened dollar bloc, possibly containing not only 
Canada, but also Latin America. 

There will soon be evidence of the extent to which the essence and the form of the American attitude 
have changed. For the moment, we know that Mr. Connally 1 s successor, Mr. Schultz, is an expert administrator 
and one of the President 1 s closest advisors, although his advice has rarely been followed. Mr. Schultz is 
an admirer of Milton Friedman, and he is known as a liberal. However, until now, his views on international 
monetary policy have not been made p~blic. Em.G. 
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-Notes et Etudes Documentaires, Numbers 3882-3883 of 19 April 1972 (L'adhesion de la Grand~Bretagne a 
CoiiiDUilantes Europeennes, La seconde candidature 1967 - 1969), 84 pages, La documentation fran~aise (31 . ~ 
Voltaire, Paris 7e). Secretariat General du Gouvernement (French) -Direction de la Documentation. u\ 

This study is aimed at retracing the stages of the process which led the Wilson Government to Jll1ike a ~4! n 
second application and at presenting the reactions of the members of the EEC to this application for ent ·UJJ.i. 
The events are illustrated by means of a selection of about thirty texts: speeches; communiques, positions 
adopted by the British or by the Community. The stud~, compiled by Miss Fran~oise de la Serre, researcher 
attached to the "Fondation Nationale des Sciences politiques", and whose contribution to an excellent anal
ysis of the theoretical approach to European integration we mentioned a few months ago, covers the events 
up to the conference of the Hague in 1969. A further publication in the same series will be devoted to the 
course of the negotiations. 

- L1Europa, Quindicinale di Politica, Economia e Cultura, Number dated 15 April 1972, Rome (Corso Vittorio 
Emanuele II, 142) .- This number is largely devoted to the Italian elections, with an ar· icle on Europe in 
the electoral manifestoes of the political parties. We also mention articles by Mr. Emilio Colombo on Ital
ian and European economic and financial problems, and by Hr. Emanuele Gazzo on the referendum in France. 

- Europa Archiv, Zeitschrift fiir Internationale Politik, Number of 10 Hay 1972, Deutsche Gesellschaft fiir 
Auswartige Politik, Published by the Verlag fiir Internationale Politik (53 Bonn, Stockenstrasse l-5).- We 
particularly draw attention to two articles: one by Hr. Wolfgang Wagner, Editor of the review, on the future 
of the European Col!Dnunities (economic power demands a political fonn, he considers) and the other by Hr. 
Ludwig kosenberg, President of the German Federation of Unions (DGB) from 1962 to 1969, on the responsibil-
ity of the unions in the economic and monetary union. · 

- Betriebsverfassun sgesetz 1972 edition with an introduction by Dr.iur. Wilhelm Mans, Nomos Verlagsgesell
sc aft Baden-B en , Fe eral Germany,. 1972, ll3 pages, pocketbook format, 8.40 DH.- This work contains the 
text of the Gennan law of 15 January 1972 on works councils (Betriebsverfassungsgesetz), and particularly 
on the works councilrof the firms of a group (Konzernbetriebsrat). 

- Disciplina delle Vendite a Rate nei Principali Paesi Evropei, Italian Union of Chambers of Commerce, Rome, 
1970, 61 pages. nri.s is a study on the regulation of hire-purchase sales in the main European countries, 
carried out on behalf of the Italian Ministry for Industry, Col!Dnerce and Crafts. 
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2 - POLITICAL DAY: Relations between the Eurepean Community and the East European countries - End 
of the session of the Assembly of the Council of Europe - Towards early elections in Federal 
Gennany :- The Labour Party criticises the Que~n 1 s visit to France. 
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- EOONOHIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
- WCL: Congress in Luxembourg 
- The week in ~ope · 
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B~cause of Whits~; our next bulletin will not come out on Monday, but on Tuesday, and will be 
dated 23/24 Hay. · 
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EDITORIAL 

With a view to preparing for the Summit 

20th year- No 1051 (n.>.~Rt.FI 
Tuesday/Wednesday 
23/24 May 19n 

The European Commission will define its final position tomorrow regarding the subject which will be 
discussed on Friday and Saturday at the meeting of the Foreign Ministers of the enlarged Community with 
view to the preparation of the summit in October, namely, institutional strengthening and progress with 
political cooperation. · 

Let us begin by recalling two points. The first is that the Commission is now taking a full part, 
on an equil footing with the Governments, in preparing for the Summit. at all levels and for all subjects, 
including the one conceming the institutions (from which it was considered excluding the Commission • Ob
jectively, tribute should be paid to the Malfatti Commission for having achieved a very remarkable success. 
The deterioration of the Commission's r&le is too often talked about - w1d sometimes quite rightly- , so 
as not to have to stress what is moving in a very different direction. For us, it is hlso a question of a 
sign of a new political climate in Europe. What is happening today would have been Wlthinkable three years 
ago. And this is encouraging. 

The second point is that the Commission does not have to make formal proposals now on the su~ject which 
we have just mentioned. It must give the Ministers the results of its thought, and nothing prevents it from 
giving several options on some subjects. It will in tum think about what the Ministers will !lay, and it 
could later prepare the results of this thought, to then submit proposals to the Summit in Octoben1 which 
will have chances of being selected. 

In this situation, it i~ clear that the Commission should mainly avoid - and this is our opinion - pre• 
paring rigid minimalist or maximalist proposals now, to -try to Silatcb the al!;reement (jf,nne Government or 
another. It should, on the other hand, be inspired by both the pragmati~ which is the result of its unequ
alled experience, and the awareness of its r&le in the Community institutional entity, and rather than sugg
esting formulae, it should point out to the Governments the logical solutions to the problems which are 
posed, even if these solutions seem at first sight to be difficult to accept. 

In the first place, it will be noted that logic ·commands that decisions in principle should e~erge from 
the Summit that are capable of being tumed into facts. These decisions will mainly concem the transform
ations necessary for turning the present Community into an integrated economic and monetary union, mov1ng 
towards a form of political unification whose name is not essential. 

These transformations mainly consist in: a) annexing to the Community field what is be~d the frontier 
of its 11 competences11 , but which is irreversibly linked to what is within them. One should ow what form 
of political undertaking will guarantee this annex.ation and this .irreversibility; (b) giving the Parliament 
its r&le, not for the pleasure of carrying out parliamentarianism, but because a vast field will no longer 
be covered by national control; (c) finding an appropriate link between the inevitable and desirable deve
lopment of intergovernmental political cooperation and that of Community economic integration. We have al
rea y.talked at length about the Political Secretariat envisaged. The European Commission, just as much as 
the CoWlcil (a CommWlity institution) must study this problem with extreme caution, so as not to lead the 
Community along paths which would only he dangerous dead~nds, as the past has amply shown. Dn.G. 

1 -EDITORIAL: "With a view to preparm:::~he~:...:-;.4' ~ L C('10-
2 - POLITICAL DAY: Messrs. Eyskens and Harmel in Paris on 2 June - Christian-Debocrat Groug of the 
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EDITORIAL 

The preparation of the Summit: the fate of the Parliament 

We are awaiting with great interest the first conclusions which will emerge from the exchange of views 
which the Ministers of the enlarged Community ¥ill hold in their meeting this weekend on the institutional 
problems. We already know that the Eurd\Jean Coihmission will present its positiop and proposals at 'the mee _,.,__.._, 
ing, through Hr. Mansholt, and that these concern all the problems posed, including the link with polit~ca 
union, and ~hat some governments, and particularly the Dutch Government, which has made a precise commit- .•.• 
aent to this effect, will do the same. . · 

It will be especially interesting to sec what fate will be reserved for the European Parliament, concerff;~(l ' 
ning the following three aspects: (a) practical improvement of its relations with the Community Institution~ 
on the one hand, and. with the national Parliaments, on the other; (b) real lncrease in its powers of decision 
and of control; (c) method of forming and of election. 

The importance of the gu1delincs which will emerge in the near future and of the decisions which will 
be taken at the October summit lies in the fact that the European Parliament should - and could - fulfil! 
the rale which no other European Institution is fulfilling at present, in other words, being an image of 
the Community and of its citizens. This subject has been insisted on too often, but it is not useless to 
repeat it. It is no doubt possible to strengthen the institutional structures of the Community and to Make 
them more effective, but the dominant key in th{)m will remain technocratic. It may even be said that we are 
moving towards the strengthening of this dominant key. What is lacking, on the other hand, is the direct 
link with the peoples of the Community. This link, to be effective, and to be a factor· for privileged uni
fication, must be a direct and single one, in other words, not pass through intermediaries (the national 
Parliaments) and be the same for all the citizens, wherever they arc. This link can only be an elected 
European Parliament. We have already said this: there is absolutely no question of advocating an assembly 
system, but rather of allowing Europe to turn into the Europe of the peoples, without which none of the 
major political. goals which are proposed to it will be able to be attained. 

Or should something else be puggested, but still baseq on this direct link? Can one imagine, for ex~le, 
entrusting to the peoples and to the organised political forces the choice of the European Commission? The 
idea deserves to be studied. 

However this may be, and in the present state of affairs, we have the feeling that the European Parlia
ment could be the great loser of this phase of the institutional debate. It is not because it will be able 
to express opinions on a multiannual programme of the Commission (especially if this programMe is not turn
ed, thanks to the Commission-Council dialogue, into a political undertaking by the governments), or because 
it will have exchanges of views with the national Parliaments, that the European Parliament will have acqui
rid authority and power. Two solemn commitments - and this is a minimum - should emerge from the Sualit: 
{a) that the Commission of the enlarged Community will make the formal proposals in 1973 concerning the 
increasing of the legislative and budgetary powers, in accordance with what the Rey Coiii!D.ssion promised; 
(b) that the direct election of the Parliament should enter the "operational" phase '4th.the fixing of a 
timetable with a view to the preparation of the details, since the principle is accepted. Ea.G. 
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1 - EDITORIAL: "The preparation of the Summit: the fate of the Parliament" 
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EDITORIAL 

With a view to the Summit: the economic and monetary union as 
a driving force 

20th year - No 1053 (n. s.) 
Friday 26 May 1972 

No-one has forgotten the bitter discussions and quarrels caused by the presentation and discussion, to
wards the end of 1970, of the Werner Report and of the proposals which the Commission had submitted to the 
Council of Ministers in order to set the economic and monetary union in motion. 

The subject on which agreement seemed most difficult to reach concerned the institutional aspects. 
Werner Report in fact talked about the need to create "a Community decision-making centre", and it was only 
after very long negotiations that the Six succeeded in recognising the need for institutions endowed with 
appropriate powers, but in the long term. In the preamble· to the resolution, it can in fact be read that 11 the 
main economic policy decisions will be taken at Community level and therefore the necessary powers will be 
transferred from national level to Community level11 • But what powers? Those who were opposed to the idea of 
a Community decision-making centre have always said that by proceeding "pragmatically", it will be realised 
that it is hardly necessary to transfer powers, for good cooperation can assure satisfactory results. 

The result was that the search for a final solution for the institutional aspects was postponed until 
the end of the first three-year phase. It is only after making a list of the experience acquired in the 
first phase that the Council will examine the institutional consequences resulting from the facts noted and 
the final.goal to be attained. The Council took note of the determination expressed by the Commission to 
submit to it before 1st. May 1973 11 a report ••• on the allocation of competences and responsibilities among 
the institutions of the Community and the Member States, which is necessary ••• for the proper functioning 
of an economic and monetary union". The Council and/or the Representatives of the Governments will decide 
before the end of 1973 on "the measures leading, after the transition to the second phase, to the full ach
ievement of the economic and monetary union: - either on the basis of the existing provisions of the treaty, 
or on the basis of art. 235 of the Treaty, or on the basis of art. 236 of the Treaty." 

The ambiguity of the text can be explained by the presence of opposed ideological positions. Mr. Werner 
himself recognised that "the de~ate, thus postponed, could allow some doubts to hover over the possibilities 
for success". Today, many people seem to think that when the moment comes, and it is no longer so far off 
now, the transfer of responsibilities and powers will be necessary. Others seem to doubt this. 

We have always believed in the "dynamism" of the Union. But we are not forgetting the viscosity of inter
ests and ideologies. The 1971 texts certainly offer great possibilities. It is a question of wanting to take 
advantage of them. But they also offer loopholes for the ill-intentioned. We would not be surprised to see 
an endless dispute re-occur and thus to see the economic and monetary union blocked. What would those who 
consider that institutional development is fundamental and impossible to renounce then do?· Would they be 
forced to compromise on the principles so as not to sabotage the economic and monetary union? 

It should be made sure that the European Summit puts an end to all minimalist interpretations, by solem
nly confirming that the development of the Union will take place within the Treaty and the Community Insti
tutions and that no prejudice hostile to the transfer of powers will oppose the desired development of the 
Union. :&n.G. 
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- ACHILIE AUJ('flETTI: He emonie oder Partnerschaft in der euro "ischen Aussen olitik, Nomos Verlagsgese~--''-'
schaft (Bade-Baden/Federal Gennany , 1972, 125 pages, hardbacked, Price: 29. 0 DM.-

This work, which is a Gennan translation of a bOok appearing in Milan with the title "Egemonia o p,. ... , • .,_,_, 
cipazione?11 , is a contribution to the preparation of the main objectives of a European foreign policyt On 
cannot conduct foreign policy only by the growth of the indices of the ~P, of production and of exports, 
notes Mr. Achille Albonetti, who is a senior official of the Italian Committee for Nuclear Energy GNEN. I 
Mr. Albonetti 1 s view, only the iiiiUediate construction of ,Europe will enable the latter to become a partner 
on an equal footing with the United States and thus to escape American imperialism~ All the more so, the 
construction of Europe is the only means for escaping a much worse danger: that of the slavery exerted by 
the condominion of ·superpowers. 

- L1Europa, Quindicinale di Politica, Economia e Gultura, Number dated 30 April 1972, Rome (Gorso Vittorio 
Emanuele II, 142) .- This number is devoted to documentation on official texts relating to the European 
monetary union. 

- Gomunita Europee, May 1972, Rome. The Editorial, written by Mr. Altie:rO Spinelli, is entitled "Towards a 
policy for society". '11ris number also contains an interview with Mr. Dahrendorf, and articles on· economic 
development and the quality of life by Mr. Enrico Nobis and on the Community competition policy by Mr. 
Ferdinando Riccardi. 

- European Community, May 1972, Brussels.- This number contains several articles dealing with the problems 
of pollution. 

-;Jruropean Community (Greek edition)., May 1972, Brussels.- In the summary: Mr. Mansholt at the UNGTAD Con
ference; Relations of the EEG with the developing countries; Aid for the Third World; GOIIIIlOn industrial policy. 

- Nouvelles Universitaires Europeennes, May 1972, Paris (2 rue Merimee).- This number publishes the main 
passages of the convention relating to the creation of the European university institute of Florence. 

-Notes on Current Politics No 7 (Defence in 197~73), No 8 (Agriculture, Horticulture and the Em), Price 
per booklet of 15 pages: lOp. Published by the Conservative Central Office (32, Smith Square, Westminster). 

- Science et Parlement, Council of Europe (Strasbourg), 20 pages.- This booklet contains the text of the 
GP~eral Declaration and of the recommendations adopted at the "Science and Parliament" Conference organised 
by the Council of Europe from 11 to 14 Apri:J, 1972 in Lausanne. 

- CE§N Gourrier, April 1972, Geneva.- The Batavia synchrotron (Illinois/United States) is the subfiect of 
the maj.n article in this number. 
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.EDITORIAL 

Should the Commission have resigned? 

At a time when a document is being signed in Moscow on 11 the bases of the mutual relations between 
United States and the Soviet Union", it might seem derisory to devote an analysis to what ten f.:Uropean 
tries have tried to do during two days of meetings to bring their views closer together on the content~~~~ 
form to be given to the construction of a coherent Europe. -~ 

But an agreement between the United States and the Soviet Union, which must be welcomed by the whol r\1 
world with ~ery great satisfaction, will only produce beneficial effects for everybody and in the long-te 1 

if Europe moves towards a condition of real independence, in other words, if it can become an interlocutor 
in the dialogue between large powers and an independent el'emcnt in the overall equilibrium. This condition 
can only be the result of a close not only economic,· but also political union. Indeed, economic union is in 
itself a political fact, but it is recognised as such as soon as a political power has taken form, and as 
soon as it becomes a factor in the latter's internal and external strategy. 

Today, the Community is in a difficult phase, because the political nature of its union seems more in
evitable every day, but at the same time~ the viscosity cf traditions and ideologies, as well as the resis
tance of interests, are check~ng the forming of this Community power, and are making the search for formulae 
and institutions for preparing for the coming difficult. 

We shall later analyse the lines ·which emerged from these two days of talks (uPfortunately, there were 
no debates) and which contain-positive aspects. But meanwhile, we consi er it necessary to colllllent on an 
episode which has strikingly confirmed the persistance of attitudes which are not very compatible with the 
search for solutions which enable this "progress" towards political unification, the need for which the 
Declaration of the Hague recognised. 

The episode concerns the Commission's participation in the preparatory work for the summit and in the 
political consultations. It is known that the Commission is now in a much more comfortable position than 
that which existed earlier: it can intervene with all its weight in the preparations for the Summit. However, 
the awkward presentation of a timetable of work for the 26th and the 27th, established, what is more, with
out consulting it, has profoundly irritated it. And quite rightly. The Commission in fact was entitled to know 
whether this was a "technical" incident which could have been settled immediately, or whether it was the 
determination to humiliate it. It therefore ended up by threatening - in writing ~ to resign en bloc. 

Here lies the mistake, in our view. The Commission should have known that a resignation on a procedural 
question and in the present circumstances (ratifications in progress, expiry of the mandates at the end of 
the year), was not liable to create a real crisis •. I~s consequence would have been a state of irritation 
and probably the exclusion of the Commission from the preparations for the Summit. The Commission is entit
led to provoke a crisis when 'the circumstances justify it, and when it at least has a chance of obtaining 
an advantage for the Institution. But·then it must go to the extreme. When one threatens to resign and one 
does not obtain satisfaction, one resigns. And if one threatens to resign over questions of pure form and 
if one is finally satisfied with an adjustment which is purely formal, one changes one's mind. But the Comm
ission did not obtain a change in the attitude of the Governments on the fundamentals of the question, in 
other words, on its exclusion from the talks which they are having amongst themselves on the political ques
tions, except when they have Community implications. All that it has obtained is that it should be estab
lished when and how these implications arise. This is a slender and disappointing result, and far too little 
for a withdrawn resignation. Em.G. 
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An indication for the Summit: the annexation of the grey areas 

When Mr. Thorn said that concerning the institutional problems, spectacular results could hardly be 
e~cted from the October Summit, he was merely expressing the feeling of someone who had been present, fo ,, 
two hours, to hear a succession of rather dull speeches, in which their authors seemed to be trying to ou a:·~. 
:line a low profile of the Community and of its prospects. There were, it is true, allusions, which were · 
sometimes explicit, to the federal objective, as, for example, in Mr. Moro's speech. Sir Alec Douglas-Homej~G 
repeated what he had said earlier, namely that the Community must have effective institutions, and which · 
rill be "sui generis11 institutions, which is not at all limitative. Others said that one should go much 
further than what they themselves: had proposed: but they immediately added that for the moment, this is 
not possible. 

Could one expect more from the governments in the present circumstances? One could not. It is possible 
that by the Summit, some external political factors will prompt the governments to show slightly more cou-
rage, but this is not certain. · 

Everybody recognised that the functioning of the institutions is bad and practically everybody discern
ed in the Council the body whose machinery should be revised. But nobody dared to demand the pp;ri\:and.'-sim
ple application of the treaties concerning the method of voting in the Council. The reason for this is that 
all the Governments find that in fact this method of voting offers a rather handy loophole. Thus, most of 
tlie proposals concern "expedients", details, the hannonisation of timetables, the multiplication of dia.
lognes, the improvement of mutual information. These are excellent things, but are not required by discuss
ions at the highest level. The summit could at most give a mandate (to whom?) for studying and applying 
within a maximum time-limit of six. months these adjustments which will do no harm to anyone. 

There was one point, on the other hand, in the Ministers' speeches, which des~".Mfes-;'·to- beo·:~tressed . .arld 
which could open up a promising path. More or less all the Ministers considered, in fact, that a broad app
lication of art. 235 iS desirable with a view to causing a large number of subjects to enter the Community 
o?bit Which are at present outside it and which are therefore approached and dealt with on the basis of the 
11 inter-governmental11 technique, which brings about the well-known distortions and the deterioration of the 
Community system. 

By means of this broad application, one would arrive at what could be called the annexation to the 
CQmmunity of the external 11markets", and therefore the enlargement of the Community basis. Geographical 
eniargement, accompanied by the enlargement of competences and the disappearance of the eer areas, involVes 
a ~t e ' of the contents of the Communit ower, with these contents practically ing able to reach 
the 'crit1c n rontiers yon c are oreign policy itself and defence. This increasing of the contents 
would make inevitable ,tile- attribntion to .th};s_Ct>mmunit:it- .power of .the 'meaps .necessa:lj: for'.:exerting it. 

It should be hoped, therefore, that there will be a movement towards the adoption of a firm and explicit 
position by the Summit on the application of article 235. But this position should not lend itself to doubts 
about its interpretation and :;hould contain an enumeration, which must not necessarily be exhaustive, of !b!_ 
priority fields of application. 

1 

2 

Em.G. 
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EDITORIAL 

The paths towards political unification 

20th year- No 1057 (n.s.) 
~--..... Thursday 1st June 1972 

0 A I 1. Y B U l l E T I N 

At their last meeting for the preparation of the October Swrunit, the Ten examined separately the as tr·· ., 
described on the agenda as "Progress in the political sphere". Z 

This· ,fact deserves coi!DRent. Why was the point on the agenda worded in this way, when Par. 15 of the ~ 
Declaration of the Hague states that the Ministers should study the best means bf making progress in the · 
sphere of "political unification"? As the saying goes, the sins of ommission are often the most serious. . . 
This textual difference has escaped the notice of most observers, yet it is very significant for it is due; ( 
not t~ chance, but if our sources are correct, to the explicit request of Mr. Maurice Schumann, which he ·· · 
made when the Ministers were engaged in their discussions on the themes which - in principle - would most 
probably be raised at the Summit. 

Now, it is undeniable that this represents a retreat from the position adopted by the Heads 
or of ~overnment at the Hague. One has every right to feel concern about this retreat and about 
that t~e Ministers, and particularly the President in office of the Conference, Mr. Thorn (whose 
convictions are unquestionable) should have agreed to endorse it. 

of State 
the fact 
Euroj,)ean 

In the light of this little known detail, the refusal of the Commission 1 s requests regarding its parti
cipation, or even its presence, at discussions relating to 11progress in the political sphere" becomes more 
serious. We have already stated, yesterday, what we think of the strategy adopted by the Commission on this 
occasion, and we shall not return to the theme again. Yet concerning the essence of the matter, it is plain 
that it is inconceivable that, from a given moment, .the Commission, as ari. institution which.is representative 
of community interest, should not be called upon to participate in what is called, somewhat inappropriately, 
political unification. Somewhat inappropriately, because, if the widest possible application of Art. 235 
(and possibly 236) were really decided upon, economic union would be gradually transfonned until it came to 
embrace most of the domestic policy of the States, and a great part of their foreign policy (trade policy, 
in the widest sense of the word). 

It would then be essential for an 
develop in the sectors which remain in 
not be superimposed on, or contradict, 
transferred powers. 

action.of coordination, to be folloWed by one of unification, to 
the competence of the sovereign States. However, this movement should 
the movement developing in the Institutions which admihister the 

It is in this context that the link between the two currents of unification must be conceived, for it 
gQes without saying that in the end these two currents should flow into one another. 

It follows from this that the request ~f the Commission, that the Summit decides that "political union 
should take place with the full artici ation of the institutions of the Community", is logical and justified. 
It belongs in the general framework of the strengthening o the institutions, on the same grounds,.moreover, 
as that for the enlargement of the competences and the field of action of the Community, to which we referred 
yesterday. Em. G. 
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EDITORIAL ~ 

The NATO Council yesterday reco:n~:::e:::c:x:::e:~:o~;
7

a series of conditions which are enabling"~ 
lateral talks, linked with the preparations for a Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe, to b~n 
undertaken". 

The formula is a cautious one. In addition, it is accompanied by a sort of pre-condition: that of th c 
sili!Ultaneous starting of talks on mutual and balanced force reductions in Europe, which is called, in th . 
NATO jargon, the MBFR. Mr. Schumann was against any pre-condition and would like to speed up the process, 
but he also recognises that diplomats arc having difficulty in rrinding an appropriate date. Diplomacy is 
carrying out its function of a sock-absorber. If one considers the fact that the American elections will 
take place on 7 November, the most optimistic hypothesis is that the preparations will begin towards the 
end of the year or in the first few months of 1973. 

However this may be, one remark is necessary. The decision came as soon as an agreement was reached 
between the two super-powers. Europe - divided - is still the subject (and even~ of the subjects) of the 
policy of these two super-powers, although what is involved is its own security. 

The preparation of the CSCE was mentioned by the Ten in the meeting which they held in Luxembourg on 
27 May, in the presence of the Commission. Mr. Mansholt present the ~ontribution which the Commission pro
poses to make to these preparations, and more precisely to its economic aspect. Moreover, it presented a 
rather dense document in Jrtly 1971 in which it formulated a series of suggestions in several fields (trade, 
payments, industry, science and technology, energy etc., cf. our Bull. of 4 November 1971). The Commission 
proposes to take longer strides and to formulate an overall organic proposal which it will submit to the 
Council and which will therefore be able to constitute the osition of the Communit on the economic rob
lems to be dealt with (it is foreseen that one of the three Committees to be created within the SCE wil 
deal precisely with economic questions). 

But the problem is .now how the ten countries of the enlarged Community will appear at this Conference. 
The latter will include the western and Eastern European countries, the U.S.A., the U.S.S.R. and Canada, 
and the neutral and non-aligned countries, in all at least about thirty countries. The Ten have created 
an economic community and are on the road to political unification. There would be nothing shocking in 
them having to appear 11 together11 and in them having to speak with a single voice. Their influence on the 
orientation of the Community would be increased. Their proposals could exert a liberating and peaceful 
influence. 

But, it seems, some seem to want to refuse this opportunity. They are behaving as if membership of 
the Community were a sin which had to be hidden from view. And this in spite of the fact that there are, at 
least in the field of commercial policy, precise undertakings which no-one should overlook~ 

Those who say that the Community must affirm its "international personality" must seize this unique 
opportunity. They must pose an absolute pre-condition from the start, namely that not only is economic unif
ication· no longer questioned (Mr. Brezhnev himself recognised it!), but that the movement towards politi
cal unification is irreversi'Jle and· can in no way be contested, limited or controlled by the conference or 
by its sequels. 

This is only on condition that the C.S.C.E. will be a conference for Europe and not on the back of 
Europe. Em.G. 
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- M.E. BATHURST, K.R. SIMMONDS, N. MARCH HUNNINGS & JANE WELCH: Legal Problems of an Enlarged Europeanr:~ 
unity, Stevens and Sons Ltd (London), 1972, 369 pages, Price: £ 6.75.- .ct:i~ 

Oublished under the auspices of the Bri ish Instf:tute of International and Comparative Law, this ·~-·-· 
contains the papers, revised and adapted for this publication, which were presented at the internatio 
conference on the problems posed by the enlargement of the European Community, which took place in Du 
'-rom 1st to 4 October 1970. The conference concentrated its efforts on the fields in which large dif . 
ties appeared for the countries having applied for entry: the impact of Community legislation upon ~ 
courts; the nature, effect and control of Community legislation; the development of European company law, 
and in particular the future for a Societas Europaea and the role of the multinational company in an en-
larged Community; the agricultural policy; the transport policy; actual and potential relations with third 
countries. The more particular problem of the constitutional position of Ireland with regard to the Commun
ity was introduced by the Prime Minister, Jack Lynch. Among the other reporters can be mentioned Messrs. 
P1erre Pescatore, Brinkhorst (University of Groningen), Mitchell (University of Edinburgh), Opsahl (Univer
sity of Oslo), N. March Hunnings (British Institute of Internat~onal and Comparative Law), Eek (University 
of Stockholm), Tomuschat (Max~Planck Institute of Heidelberg), ~an Damme (College of Europe), Schmitthoff 
(University of Kent). 

- UNO & IAEA: Peaceful Uses of Atomic Ene~, Proceedings of the Fourth International Conference, Geneva, 
6-16 September 197l1.- The proceedings of this congress, jointly published by the UNO and the International 
AtoJ!Iic Energy Agency, contain the 514 papers in their original languages (English, French, Russian and 
Spanish) as well as summaries in the four languages. The discussions are published in a separate volume. 
Each volume, of an average of 6oo pages, costs $ 14.00, and the additional volume costs $ 10.00. 

- Septentrion, Revue de Culture neerlandaise, Stichting Ons Erfdeel (Murissonstraat 160, B-8530-Rekkem, 
Belgium). "Septentrion" is a new French-language review which is aimed at familiarising the Frenc~speaking 
reader with Dutch culture and civilisation such as they are at present in Flemish Belgium and in the Neth
erlands. 

- Nouvelles E.C.E. News, May 1972, Geneva.- This number reports on the meeting of 18 April 1972 of the 
UNOfECE, commemorating the 25th. anniversary of this organisation. 

- MOUVEMENT EUROPEEN WXEMBOURG: Le Federaliste Europeen, No 1 and 2, 1972, Luxembourg (20b rue Louvigny). 
This number contains the address which Mr. Pierre Werner, the Prime Minister of Luxembourgr, gaye on 11 
February 1972 on the subject "From Economic and Monetary Union to Political Europe". 
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2- 2b - POLITICAL DAY: WEU Assembly: The institutional reform of the Community will be discussed -
Signature- in Berlin of the quadripartite agreement - Pan-European Union: appeal with a view 
to the Summit - Franco-Belgian talks 
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- EP: Agenda for the next plenary session 
-COuncil of Ministers: relations with the non-candidate EFTA countries and with the Mediterranean 

centra:I themes in the debates 
- EEC/Turkey: four fundamental problems still pending in the context of the Association 
- ECMT: next Council of Ministers 
- ~Deniau will be present at the Conference of the West Af~can Heads of State 
- Energy prOblems. a central theme for Mr. Haferkamp' s talks in Washington 
- Iraq natioo.alises the property of the IPC 
- The steel industry in Italy 
- Mr. Alberto Capanna "Cavaliere del Lavoro" 

- Steel industry supplies of coking coal: and coke 
- FRG aids in favour of the closure of excess mills: licitness according to the reply to question 

No. 468/zl from Hr. Vredeling 
- Commission re lies to questions No. 597 71 from Mr. Richarts; No. 618/71 from Mr. Couste; ~· 

23 71 from Mr. Rossi and No. 24 72 from Mr. Vredeling 
- The Rey Group Report on international trade might be examined at ministerial level 
- A bank for the petrol producing countries suggested 
- EEC/AASM: closure of:· work of the parliamentary Committee 
- The week in Europe 

12-13 - ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No. 1888 
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EDITORIAL 

Is the October Summit endangered? 

June 1972 

Is the October Summit endangered? Some think so in judging from the statements made by Mr. Pompido 
on Friday in the presence of the Belgian leaders. This would not be surprising, in view of the developm {~ 
of events and certain tendencies, mainly concerning the domestic politics of certain European countrie~. · 
For example, the intention has been attributed to Mr. Pompidou of holding early elections, probably bef : 
the end of the year. These elections could have taken place with the announcement of very positive res 
from the October Summit, winning over the "Eurepeans" to the majority (this was a plausible tactic in the 
event of the success of the referendum in April). They could also take place, but then by playing on the 
nationalist reactiou, if France were to announce that she refused to call the summit, in order not to see 
its view of Europe compromised. If this were to be Mr. Pompidou 1s intent, it would be of no use to the 
partners of France to be more conciliatory. According to some commentators (French), Mr. Pompidou, in his 
talks with Messrs. Eyskens and Harmel (who can be said to be good Europeans, but certainly not 11 ultrcr-Euro
pean"}, "thumped the table". "Le Monde" writes that Mr. Pompidou "has returned to Gaullist methods, if not 
to GaifJ.list tones". Mr. Lecanuet said that this was probably not the best method for obtaining the under
standing of the partners, and that the past had shown this. 

Having said this, by stating that a summit would be useless if its only results were to be "vague 
declarations of intent, agreements on minor points or, even worse, badly camouflaged disagreement", Mr. 
Pompidou is entirely right. The other European Statesmen would undoubtedly not agree either to travel to 
Paris for such a pitiful result. Mr. Pompidou alluded to the Summit of the Hague, yhich showed the way to 
be followed. In fact, the Summit of 1969 achieved an internal balance by means of the commitment for en
largement and the one for completion, in view of the reciprocal promise on consolidation, by means of econo
mic and monetary union on the one hand, and progress in the political field on the other. 

Well*' it is clear that if no new balance were to be achieved, which does not seem to be emerging yet, 
the summit would be a failure. Thus, one cannot imagine making great advances in the field of the economic 
and monetary union without progress being made at political level (and thus at institutional level). Here 
lies the secret for success: the reciprocal promise of 1969 must be turned into formal undertakings on the 
two aspects. Otherwise there will be no balance and no summit. 

There is no question of conflict between the "pragmatists", on the one hand, and the "doctrinaires" 
of supranationality on the other hand. It is a question of realising how far th.i"ngs.have gone, in Europe 
and in the World, and it is no longer possible to take political decisions which commit the future of a 
country (such as those concerning currency and the conducting of economic policy, the industrial and tech
nological policy and the attitude towards investments etc.) outside a political framework which enables 
everyone not be caught up in a process without being able to control it. Decisions of this type are not 
taken, and especially not collectively, to then be revoked according to the circumstances and to individual 
interests. This irreversibility can only be conceived of in the context of a political system which has this 
very characteristic of irreversibility. Mr. Pompidou is too able a Statesman not to know this. This is why 
.b±S "threat" is probably part of a tactic, whose real stake it would be important to know. Em. G. 

sUMMARY sr~ J\MI\..Q... Cq?-a ~· tOCoD 
1 - EDITORIAL: "Is the October Summit endangered?" 

2-2b - POLITICAL DAY: The signature of the Agreement on Berlin and tile ratification of the Moscow and 
Warsaw Treaties - Mr. Andreotti entrusted with the formation of an Italian government - Denmark: 
most recent poll - WEU: Mr. John Peel new president of the Assembly - After the "waniing" g1.ven 
by Mr. Pompidou, surprise and disappointment amongst the Belgians 
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3 -Environment: Opening of the UN Conference 
3-4 - EEC Council of Ministers: opening of the session 
4 - joint statement by members of the European Parliament and of the American Congress 
5 - Pre aration for the lenary session of the EP: social policy programme, Mr. Vredeling1s report 
6 - EEC AASM parliamentary committee: "Final statement" 

- Creation of the "West African Economic Community": signature of the Treaty 
7 - The division of labour with the developing countries at industrial level: reply to question 

No. 599/71 from Mr. Vredeling 
7-8 - Measures in favour of hill-farming: reply to question No. 546/71 from Mr. Vredeling 
8 -Tax measures in France: the opening of a community procedure 

-European and .Japanese.shipbuilders consider that the present equilibrium should be maintained 
- Japanese exports of electronic equipment to Benelux countries 
- Duties on meat are abolished in Great Britain also 

9 - ECSC Consultative Council: next meeting 
10 - The economic situation of Yugoslavia according to the annual OECD report 

- Monetary problems and the OECD 
- Petrol problems examined within the OECD 
- E(X)NOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 

11 - Weekly annex 
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The spectre of crisis 

It is possible that Mr. Pompidou, by giving his European partners a severe warning (the adjective was~ 
used by official commentators), wanted to react to certain comments made both in France and outside France~c(~ 
according to which, in view of the not very brilliant outcome of the referendum in April, France would go "·, 
to the summit iil a .position of wealmess. By table-thumping, Mr. Pompidou is said to have reassured those "' 
who ... in his own majority - are reproaching him with this, and to have destroyed any possible illusions of/',; 
the partpers. It seems to us that this is a rather secondary question, which in any case comes under tac- ·;.~ 
tical considerations, whose effect is mainly to confuse the ideas of public opinion. fJ '· 

Apparently, Mr. Pompidou was "irritated" about· the results of the latest session preparing for the .-· 
~ummit, because, on the one hand, the project for establishing a Political Secretariat (neither whose nat- i~~ 
tire nor whose institutional ranking were known before its geographical location) in Paris was rejected al- ' 
most unanimously, and, on the other hand, because the plans for institutional strengthening which were 
submitted go too far. However, this is in contradiction to both Mr. Pompidou's statement, according to 
which the Community must "have its distinct voice heard" and "affirm its personality" (how would it do so 
without a body?),:arld to the undertaking made to discuss the strengthening of the Institutions at the Sum-
mit. This undertaking was subscribed to by France, as by the other countries. And President Pompidou him-
self alluded to this on 16 March in his press conference, stressing the need "to make the various bodies 
of the Community more effective and to improve their relations". We add that Mr. Maurice Schumann insisted, 
on 26 May, on the possibility of a broad application o{ art. 235, whereas Mr. Pompidou now seems to want 
to give a much more restrictive interpretation of this possibility. 

One thus comes back to wondering what Mr. Pompidou really wants. Several hypotheses can be considered, 
including the following: 
- he mainly wants the Political Secretariat to be established in Paris, even if this establishment were 
to be of limited scope, for this would assure him of a domestic ''prestige success"; 
- he wants to have the idea accepted of two separate paths towards European unification, the economic and 
the political; 
- he considers it necessary to keep the "inter-governmental" method for economic subjects which are not 
covered by the Treaty, for a long time still; 
- he wants to nip in the bud any illusions concerning a strengthening of the powers of the European Parlia
ment or its election by universal suffrage; 
~ is taking his precautions regarding the institutional strengthening linked with the transition to the 
second phase of the economic and monetary union; 
- or, finally, he quite simply wants to bring about the postponement of the Summit. 

It is possible that, in order to better discover his intentions, his partners will adopt the attitude 
- beloved by diplomats - of 11 letting things happen". This attitude nevertheless involves the risk of giving 
the other party the advantage of the initiative. 

It is desirable for the liDropean Parliament, which, whether directly or indirectly, is the cause of 
this, to be able to give its opinion rapidly in this delicate phase about which circles close to the Elysee 
are alleged to have said that "although it is not a crisis, it is not far_ off one". 

Em. G. 
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- EDITORIAL: "The spectre of crisis" 

2-3 -POLITICAL DAY: Dutch reaction to Mr. Pompidou 1 s statements - M:h Pom idou's "warning!' mentioned 
in Luxembourg: statements by Messrs. Thorn and Mansholt - Messrs. Moro and de Lipkowski spe at 
the WEU assembly- WEU assembly: The Krieg report on the foundations of Europe's policy on the 
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- Mr. Connally: new "itinerant Ambassador" 
8 - .JRC: towardS new guidelines for its activity 

- Environment: Second day of the international Conference 
9 - Preparation for the plenary session of the European Parliament: relations between the railways 

and the Member States: Mr. Faller1 s report 
10 - Rules of application of Art. 60 of the ECSC Treaty: coal-producers' criticisms regarding the 

modification project 
- Coke rices: developments 

11 - Saar Palatinate Canal: its importance is stressed 
- EEC Turke : opening of the session of the parliamentary committee 
- Training of engineers: the foundation of a European society 
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EDITORIAL 

The reactions to Mr. Pompidou 1 s 11 waming11 

20th year - No 1062 
Thursday 8 June 1972 

DAILY BULLETI 

Until now, not many official reactions have been noted to Mr. Pompidou 1s 11 table-thumping11 (we have 
owed this expression from unofficial French commentaries). 

The Belgian Government, whose unofficial reactions, steeped in disappointment and bitterness, were re 
orted by the national press, was to ~ive its reactions officially today in the Chamber of Deputies, during 
a foreign policy debate which has been announced for some time now. We shall report on it in our "Politic~\~ . 
DQ"· ~ 

A Dutch spokesman made a statement yesterday which has the merits of clarity and logic, but its main 
points deserve to be recalled: (a) a postponement or cancellation of the Summit would in no way be tragic: 
a failure of the Summit would be much more serious, the more so since the Dutch Government - which did not 
ask for it - considers that a Summit should be an exceptional event; (b) the calling of the Summit was deci
ded on by the Ten and it is up to them to postpone or cancel it; (c) institutional strengthening appears on 
the agenda established by common agreement and it is to contribute towards the preparation of this point 
that the Dutch Government has handed the other delegations a working document (which it cannot be said, as 
our readers may realise, that it is dangerously revolutionary!). 

And why, moreover, did France not make any proposals? This is rather the question which was behind the 
reaction of Mr. Gaston Thorn in Luxembourg, as President in office of the Council, when he said that any 
delegation that had proposals to make could usefully do so at the next ministerial meeting (on 25 and 26 
June). 

There were no noticeable reactions in Rome, where attention is concentrated on domestic politics. In 
Bonn, where preparations are being made for~ summit meeting with the French, which will take place ~ 
July, there was no official reaction, but a few unofficial comments, remarking that "this had all been seen 
and heard before". 

But it seems to us that the most interesting reaction is the one coming from London. It is significant 
because the unofficial comments in Paris mention the converging of•Anglo-French views as if this were some
thing established. But, in announcing Mr. Heath's visit to his colleague Mr. Krag, itwasJpointed out at 
Downing Street that Mr. Heath wants the Summit to give the goals, the means for achieving them and the time
table for the three subjects that will be discussed. Guidelines will have to be given on institutional deve
lopment, and it is expected that Mr. Heath will confirm to his opposite number that Great Britain considers 
that the Political Secretariat should be established in Brussels and that the Commission should continue 
to assume the role entrusted to it by the Treaty. In addition~ in Mr. Heath's view, the regional policy and 
the industrial policy must be conceived of in the context of the economic and monetary union. All this is 
clear, ru1d has been· said at the right moment .••• Em. G. 

SUMMARY ~ ~ (.{~ l 9,~ ~ • { 0 (Qf2..-. 

1 - EDITORIAL: "The re actions to Mr. Pompidou 1 s "warning"" 

2-3 - POLITICAL DAY: The Euro ean Commission s ecifies the conditions in which it will take part in the 
preparation of the summit: reply to .question No. 15 72 from Mr. Vredeling - Franco-Italian meeting 
is being prepared - The forthcoming Germano-French consultation:: - Mr. Heath is to pay a visit 
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- The possible extension of "generalised preferences" to the Mediterranean countries: the political 
problem has not yet been resolved by the Council 

- EUROSYNDICAT: 157.85 
- EEC Yu oslavia: contact will be made 
- EEC Turkey: adaptation of association agreement 
- The EEC will forward su lementary documentation on enlargement to the GATT 
- EEC Ban la Desh and Thailand: forthcoming opening of negotiations 
- Aids to shi buildin : disagreement on the new system 
- EEC Uru uay: resumption of negotiations 
- EEC Non-candidate EFTA countries: resumption of negotiations 
- Anti-dumpin~ procedures applied by the USA 
- Preparation of the plenary session of the EP: Policy on incomes and salaries; Van der Gun report 
- The FRG begins a case against Iceland 
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- Special Agricultural Committee: a survey of the files still pending 
- Development aid: Special Council session? 
- A coordinated energy policy begins to be essential for the USA 
- Effects of Spanish measures on the steel trade 
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EDITORIAL. 

Not 11to turn Europe from its course" 

DAILY BULLETI 

Yesterday, we gave an outline of some reactions to the statements made by Mr. Pompidou last Friday~: 
We now know the text of the (indirect) reaction of the Belgians, who were the first to suffer the 11impa . . i~ 
of these statements. This reaction appeared in a speech which Foreign Minister Hannel gave in the OJ,am.b ... ! 
of Deputies. Mr. Hannel was not at all polemical: he first described the Belgian position on the develo · "·1 ' 

ments in the European construction and on the objectives of the Summit, and then he gave the following 
synthesis: 

"I wish to- point out that according to our scheme of things European decisions move in two main ei.I' 
only: that of the institutions of the Treaty for all community action, such as I have defined it; that 
the decisions, which are at present inter-State, for diplomatic and defence questions". 

"We are prepared", Mr. Hannel added, 11to call this whole a European confederation, moving towards 
more perfect unit, and to accept that in this context a Conference of Heads of State or of Govenunent s 
meet annually or biennially" • 

Having thus stated what had to be done, Mr. Hannel also specified what Belgium felt should not be 
done. The text of his remarks follows: 
---- 11We should not feel ourselves able to belong to another scheme: 
1. which limited the community content and the competence of the institutions as prescribed by the Treaties; 
2. which placed beside the Communities a second circle - called a confederation - managed in a new way, 
differing from the traditional procedures of the Treaty; 
3. which situated outside this confederal circle a third activity, also autonomous, for the coordination of 
foreign policies, and endowed with a completely distinct political secretariat. 

11We believe that such a scheme, if it were proposed, would divest the Communities of their role as 
the privileged centre of European integration; too many non-coordinated centres for the taking of decisions 
might. well result in the dilution, rather than the concentration, of Europe'!. 

Mr. Hannel concluded: 
"If the projects and ideas on the growth of Europe cannot be clarified in time, we also sh~uld prefer 

to postpone the summit rather than assemble· it Without its reaching the major de.cisioils which are necessary 
or run the risk of its turning Europe from its course 11 • . 

It seems to us that Mr. Harmel thus gave a sufficiently clear, concrete and non-doctrinaire definition 
of the basis on which agreement could be reached in the process of preparation for th~ Summit •.. Tin$• $houJ,d, 
therefore,make it possible to engage in real action to advance the £onstruction of Europe according to a 
11pragmatic11 view of things, and with the instruments necessary for the realisation of such action at hand. 
Otherwise, the decisions of the Summit could well be shelved indefinitely, as present practice has shown 
only too often. 

Em. G. 

SUMMARY 'l d \NU.- t ct:f~ }-..b · lOG>~ 
1 - EDITORIAL: 11Not "to turn Europe from its course" 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: British public opinion is increasingly more in favour of accession - Mr. Edgar 
Faurt launches th•~ idea of a "European ideological movement" - Address by Mr. Palliser -
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12-13 

- Occupational training of the physically handicapped: European seminar 
-·student participation in running universities: international symposium 

- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 

- The coordination of production capacities in the chemical industry: reply to question Ho. 32h2 
from Mr. Oele 

- Bangladesh: reply to question No. 14 72 from Mr. Vredeling 
- Agencies of European (and Japanese firms in Moscow: reply to question No. 34/72 from Mr. 

Couste 
- European parliamentary activity 
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- LAWRENCE B. KRAUSE: Sequel to Bretton Woods, A Proposal to Reform the World Monetary System; The Brooki 
Institution, Washington D.C., 1971, 50 pages, Price: $ 1.- We shall return to this proposal for a reform o 
the international monetary system in one of our future Bulletins. 

- ANDRE KASPI: La Mission de .Jean Monnet a Alger, Mars-Octobre 1943, Publications de la Sorbonne, Unive~ 
site de Paris - Pantheon-Sorbonnc, Serie Internationale 2, Editions Richelieu, Paris, 1971, 240 pages.-

Following the liberation of North Africa by the Allies, the unification of the French effort to con
tinue the war did not occurr withoutsplits amongst the French, but also between the French and the Allies. 
In the midst of these difficulties, Jean Monnet 1 s role was to attenuate the differences of opinion, to 
restore the essential confidence between the partners, and to apply his skill in the service of a great 
cause. To study how Jean Monnet proceeded to this, and what obstacles and support he encountered, these 
are the goals which this work tave~itself, which was first of all a doctoral thesis. 

- L'Entre rise Publi ue: Element D ami e de la Politi ue Industrielle, Vth Congress of the E.P.E.C. (Euro
pean Public Enterprise Centre , Rome 27-2 May 1971, 242 pages.- The Rome Congress, which took place a year 
after the publication of the European Commission's memorandum on the industrial policy of the Community, 
enabled the public enterprise grouped within the E.P.E.C. to carry out a thorough examination of the prob
lems raised by the Community industrial policy and to put forward constructive proposals for implementing 
it. 

~ Les Problemes de l!Europe, No 55, Association pour 1 1Etude des Problemes de 1 1Europe (Paris and Rome).
This number contains an account of the XXIVth Round Table which took place in Monte Carlo on 12 and 13 
November 1971 on the subject: Decentralisation and Environment. 

- Europaische Gemeinschaft, No 6/1972, Bonn Liaison Office (Zitelmannstrasse 22).- This number is largely 
devoted to Ireland which, on ll May last, voted in the referendum in favour of accession to the European 
Communities. 

- Europa-Archiv, Zeitschrift fur Internationale Politik, No 10/1972, dated 25 May 1972. Deutsche Gesellschaft 
fur Auswartige Politik (Bonn), Published by the Verlag fur Internationale Politik GmbH (53-Bonn, Stockenstra
sse l-5).- This number contains the speech which Mr. Pierre Werner, Prime Minister of Luxembourg, gave on 
27 April 1972 in Bonn on the economic and monetary union and the prospects of the political unification of 
Europe. 

-France - Forum, No 116-117, April-May 1972, Paris (42 Bd de Latour-Maubourg, Paris 7e).- We draw attention 
to the following articles: The French and their Parliament, by Pierre Avril; The Great Turning-Point, by 
Jacques Mallet; The Hallstein Doctrine and the Ostpolitik, by R. Papini and G. Cortese; Must Growth be Con
demneu? by Jacques Mallet. 

1 - EUROPEAN LIBRARY 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: A Benelux report recpmmends the direct election of the members of the E.P. - ~ 
wegian Parliament: end of the debate on Europe - The British and Danish Governments in favour of 
the establishment in Brussels of the Political Secretariat - Mr. Kissinger arrives in Tokyo 
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- The 11 Social11 Council: Examination of the Italian Memorandum on the common policy for employment 
and the present employment situation in the EEC 

- EECISweden: new phase of negotiations 
- EEC /Malta: opening of talks 
- EEC South East Asia: forthcoming contacts 
- EEC Turkey Parliamentary Committee: end of the work 
- .Joint Research Centre: future role 
- Preparation of the Plenary Session of the E.P.: the Conmission 1 s Memorandum on development,. Vrede-

ling report 
- Permanent Committee for Employment: session postponed until July 
- "Permanent Conference of the Chambers of Commerce and of Industr of the EEC 11 : positions adopted 
- "Generalised preferences": reply to question No 7 72 from Mr. Boano 
- Wine from the Netherlands fo France: reply to question No 627/71 from Mr. Vredeling 
~ Industrialisation of the AASM: reply to question No ll/72 from Mr. Couste 
- Repercussions of the Conference on Industry and Society on Community work 
- Action of two industrial development organisations in France and Belgium 
- ELDO: next important ministerial meeting 
- 'O':E:'C.D.: next meeting of Working Party No 3 
- Agricultural/monetary problems in relation to the notification to the IMF 
- Ministers of Agriculture: informal meeting on 18 June 
- The Week in Europe 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1893: "Fortune" 1 s list of the American industrial firms classified 

from 50lst to lOOOth place. 

EUROPE/Brief Notes No 327 - Federal Republic of Germany 
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EDITORIAL 

A Parliament goinn to meet its electors 

The role of the European Parliament in the present Community, or even more so in the enlarged 
is at the centre of discussions and is the subject of controversies, polemics and projects. This 
sign, for it is becoming clearer every day that the present position is untenable. European intcgr·at10~;4~'\ 
losing all its credibility with the democratic society within which it claims to be developing, 
unable to assure a control of power associating the two traditional criteria of efficiency and dcmocracl~''' 

These two criteria served as a basis for the studies of the Vedcl Group, and the result of these 
interesting suggestions. Rut sometimes, beyond the legal schemes and political controvcrsies,the imagibit• 
ion can point, if not to ready-made solutions, at least to ways out opening up new perspectives. 

We have an example of this in the suggestion made by 11 Thc Economist 11 of this week. We have always lmown 
that their parliamentary tradition makes the British the warmest supporters of a Parliament which.cfficicnt
ly.plays the role of a link in the chain be ' · · atcd, and the will of the people, 
Quite recently (Sir Alec Douglas-Ho s spece at the mce g on 26 May in LU mbourg), the British Govern-
ment confirmed its allegiance to he Anglo-Italian declaration of April 1969 ut the election of the Euro-
pean Parliament by universal and d1 c. --

While waiting for this thorny problem to be solved, it might be possible to do something concrete, of 
immediate significan ·eh strikes the imagination of the peoples and, to a certain extent, ~ 
the Parliam in v w of the difficulties encountered if the peoples are to be taken to 
t e Par ent. 

e Economist's sugges·tion precisely in the fact that the European Parliament should meet, in 
the Houses of Parli ten ea ltals of the cnlar cd Communit , thus blending in with the-

arious countries and making sure t at its debates are animated by the political for
ces, whether for or against the Community, which arc present there. 

This is a npragmaticn method for strengthening the Parliament, and in any case of increasing its popu
larity and influence, by getting it out of its present isolation, forced as it is to meet in Strasbourg, 
an out_I!2~Ji~is difficult to reach (The Economist writes) and where \!:Cc~ European missionaries 
go to~c)JiO~+bc~ convert§d_}European missionariesn .. 

This is perhaps an exped~ent, but one which is worth the trouble to try. We have too often insisted 
on the very negative impact of the fatt that the Parliament meets outside the European decision-cent~, the 
national decision-centres and the centres of political and popular interest, not to approve of this ~dea .. 

Faced with the higher interest of the democratisation of Europe, some stubborn resistance, which now 
has no justification, except if it be of a secondary or perhaps sentimental nature, should cease to be an 
obstacle to a development made necessary by logic and heccssity .. 

Em.G. 

SUMMARY I ;;!, -t-f~ J V, VU- l l(;f?... t-..) () • ( 0 (o b 
1 - EDITORIAL: 11 A Parliament going to meet its electors" 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: Group of Liberals and related parties in the EP: next meeting - A Socialist marti-
~ for the enlarged Community - The 11 Senior Members" of the ~ommunity adopt a position on the 
Summit -~ is not taking part in the African summit 
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- Mr. Behrendt to pay an official visit to Brussels 
Duty free allowances for travellers 
"Social" Council 
European Parliament: opening of the plenary session: the accession of Mauritius approved 
EEC/Austria: new phase of negotiations 

- Mr. Scarascia-Mugnozza visits the British ls~es 
- A delegation from the EIB in Norway 
-Farm prices l973/74 
- Modernisation of agriculture 
- "Mediterranean policy" of the EEC: the EP in favour of its nglobalisationn 
-International controlling body for multinational companies·suggested by the EP 
- Relations with the AASM 
-Energy problems: towards a ministerial meeting? 
- The ECSC Consultative Committee has just met 
- Automatisation of coal extraction 
- The raw steel production of the enlarged EEC 
-International cocoa ayrccment: reply to question No. 574/71 from Mr. Vredeling 
- Japan 1 s industrial po icY according to an OECD report 
- "Rey Croup": new ·session 
- Oil problems discussed in Paris 
- Export credits imd guaranteed credits 
- Weekly annex 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No. 1894: the level of foreign investment in Finland is still low 
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EDITORIAL 

The Parliament and the European Summit 

20th yeor - No 1066 (n. s. ) 
Wednesday 14 June 1972 

DAILY BULLETIN 

The President of the European Parliament has considered it necessary to publicly adopt a position on 
the doubts which have been expressed recently about the possibility of the European Swmri.t meeting in Oct 
ber, in other words, to be clearer, about the statements made by President Pompidou on 2 June last. 

Mr. Behrendt was perfectly right in speaking out (and this is what we wanted), because when one tal 
about the strengthening of the institutions of the Community, what one is mainl talki.n about is the Eu 
pean Parliament. If institutional strengthening. were,• as. some suggest, to be quest1one, the Parliament 
would be the big loser in this operation. ' 

While waiting for the large political debate which will take place in Strasbourg in July, President 
Behrendt was right to lay stress on the fact that the institutional requirement is not of a theoretical, 
doctrinaire or sectarian nature, but of a practical one. Nobody thinks that institutions must precede action. 
But if one firmly wants the economic and monetary union to become a reality, it is essential that the dec
ision-making structure should be strengthened and adapted. And it must be 11democra' ised11 • One does not need 
to wait for some experiment or another: the recent and less recent history of the Community is formal about 
this: the existence of a political will cannot be translated into action unless the necessary means are im
plemented. 

Likewise, it is perfectly useless to want the Community to express its own opinion, its own personality, 
and thus to gauge its own influence on the decisions to be taken on a world scale, if the structures set up 
are such that a decision, admitting that it is taken, only comes after months of debate: it is then detached 
from the event and often half-empty of its content. 

If they want to show both pragmatism and clearsightedness - two eminently political qualities - the 
leaders of Eurone must agree on the strengthening of the institutions. This agreement is not impossible: an 
attempt .Shoul~ be e to .reach it·, even· if"the Summit were to be delayed for this reason. 

On ot er , · t does not seem to us that we must follOw the suggestions made by Mr. ·aordon Tether 
in the 'Financial Ti 1 • 11Lombard11 proposes, in substance, that rit · n should delay the process 
~lie a ratification of accession, until the optj._2!lS opened for the Summit ecome c earer. We do 
not believe that such a process would strengt en t e British position. The developments of the Community, 
which must be discussed at the Summit, concern the enlarged Community, and this is why Great Britain, like 
the other candidates, has a say in the matter. This is also why the date of the Summit was fixed at a time 
when it was considered that this enlargement had become "irreversible". By changing this basic condition, 
and by situating :herself ·nautside" ... the ColllllUidty;:Great Brltain.~woiild·. weaken· her -positiou.. Her contribution, 
from which the Europeans expect much, .would lose all its impact. One might even say that it would have a 
n~gative impact. 

Em.G. 

SUMMARY f L.{ "J tl VU. l 'f 'f;;;:£. rJ o · {J) <J? (p 
l - EDITORIAL: "The Parliamen~and the European Summit" 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: Mr. Thorn has discussions with the members of the Political Comnri.ttee - Mr. Pompi-
dou receives Mr. Gromyko for lunch- The Grand Duke of Luxembourg on an official visit to London 

DAILY BULLETIN No 1066 {new series): 
~ - European Parliament: Plenary Session; Mr. Behrendt makes a statement about the European Summit; 

Approval of the broad lines of the social policy proposed by the Collllllission; 
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- "Social" Council: practical measures to improve the employment market 
- "Coordinating Group" for the short-term economic policy: next meeting 
- EEC/Finland: Finnish reservations 
- The Deputies of the 11 Group of Ten" have met, 
- Competition policy: exarni.nation of new drafts for "exemptions by categories" 
- The consUltations of the Ten on the reform of the international monetary system will take place 

on 17 and 18 JUly 
- Mr.'Barre gives his ideas on the problems raised by Mr. Mansholt's letter 
- Reor anisation of the Commission's de artments following enlargement 
- Protection of descriptions for certain tropic products: reply to question no 3/72 from Mr. 

Fellermaier 
- German producers of nuclear power stations: unfavourable conditions 
- J.R.C.: first contracts for the provision of services between the six governments and the JRC 
- Second nuc~ear target programme 
- Publications of the European Communities 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1895 
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Chancellor Willy Brandt said today that his country "will throw its whole weight into the scales" 
the Community to be tu:mcd into att economic and monetary union, by confirming itself as a "Community of 
stability". Mr. Brandt, who considers that the European Summit will indeed take place in Paris in October, 
expressed the hope that the CoJTUnunity ''will speak with one voice 11 in the negotiations on the reform of the 
international monetary system. 

This is a hope shared by,, all Europeans and which will be all the more well-fouhded if the countries of 
the Community succeed in agrc~ing on a common position, a common strategy and on the bodies which will en
able this unity of goals and of methods to be realised. 

Europe will need all its cohesion and will have to 
It has just been learnt, 'in fact, that the constitution 
context of the I.M.F. will shortly take place, since an 
will be given to it • 

show imagination. It does not have much time to lose. 
of a "Group of Twenty" (or of Twenty-two) in the 
agreement has been reached on the mandate which 

As for the fundamental aspects of the affair, we recognise that the points of view must be brought 
closer together abd that Europe will have difficulty in having the very fact of its unity in the monetary 
field accepted. The reading of the 4Znd Annual Report of the Bank for International S~ttlements (the con_; 
clusions of which are reproduced in the latest number in the EUROPE/Documents series) _._is rather indicative 
of this. This Report, which bears the signature of the Director, Mr. Larre (former Director of the Treasury 
in the French Ministry of Finance), contains an account - another one - of the monetary events of the past 
year and an analysis of the situation and prospects. In it, certain important qUestions are talkecC.abOut 
which will have to be settled in the framework of the reform of the international monetary system, and in 
the first place, the restoration of the convertibility of the dollar. This restoration is desirable, the 
Report states, so that the United States should be subject, .Concerning their balance of payments, to the 
same discipline as their partners, and to prevent 11 the world being divided into several monetary blocs 
which have withdrawn into themselves". 

These statements have aroused some perplexity. The United States was not subject to the same discipline 
as the other countries precisely when the dollar was convertible. If the restoration of convertibility were 
to take place in the same conditions and if it were to be accompanied by a sort of guarantee on the part of 
the partners not to obtain a surplus in their balances, the dependence of the currencies on the dollar would 
merely be consolidated. Concerning the division of the world into monetary blocs, this is npt the consequence 
cf inconvertibility, but rather of the recognition of a change in the monetary and trade structures of the 
world. If Europe is becoming an economic and Commercial reality, one cannot see why it should not. be a real
ity, in other words a unity, from the monetary point of view. It is frequently said, when blocs, or entities 
are talked about, that they are withdrawn into themselves. But the formation of homogeneous areas, within 
which balances of payments lose their signifi·cance, is progress and a simplification of international rela
tions, which are automatically becoming more balanced. 

Em.G. 

SUMMARY l ~'J'-""'L I Cj'1d- Q0o ' LO ce ~ 
l - EDITORIAL: "Will Europe speak with one voice in the negotiations on monetary reform?" 

2 POliTICAL DAY: Mr. Hans August I.ucker confinned as Chairman of the Christian-Democrat Group of 
the E.P.- The political situation in the F.R.G.- Members of the Soviet Supreme in the FRG
Grand-Duke Jean visits Great Britain 
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- TTAgriculturalll Council: next one-day session 
- EEC/Mahgreb: communication to the Council approved 
- Commercial policy and external relations of the EEC 
- Mr. Barre considers it im ossible to abandon r id economic rowth in Europe 
-European Par 'ament: Plenary Session: Deficits of the rai ways; Draft budget for 1973; Mr. Deniau 

reassures the M.P.s of the Netherlands Antilles; Dangerous preparations and substances; Liberalisa
tion of the public works markets; The debate on the policy for development aid will take place in 
July; Freedom of establishment for hairdressers and the free prolVision of services for certain 
activities of lawyers 

- Petroleum supply: risk _of a crisis? 
- OCDE Grou; No 3 meets 
- EEC/Turke : Three recommendations of the Joint Parliamentary Committee 
- Products from Poland. Japan and Taiwan: safeguard measures 
- Coordinated annual figures on the activity of industries 

The European metallurgists and multinational firms 
I .R.C.: ThC' Connnission has drawn up its proposal t«!: the--council 
Coking coal: problem of supply 
ECSC levy: receipts falling 

- ECSC levy of lOO million DM 
- Energy: increase in costs 

The oil producing countries should provide part of the capital necessary for exceptional prospect
ing efforts 
COMPOSITE PRICE: 3 .17 Dollars ton 
ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 9 

EUROPE/Documents No 679 - A General Declaration and Four Resolutions of the Congress ·Of Europe of the 
European Movement 
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EDITORIAL 

KConomic growth and the changes in society 

We mentioned (yesterday's Bull.) the memorandum which Mr. Barre drew up for the intention of the 
ission about "Mr. Mansholt's letter to the President.., on the problems of growth, We shall publish 
in our EUROPE/Documents series, just as we published Mr. Mansholt 1 s letter (No 665 of 28 February 
OUr readers will thus be able to follow the debate which has opened on this crucial subject. We cormre,ntl 
(Editorials of 15, 16 and 17 March) on certain aspects of the Mansholt Letter, to conclude 
{a) that, while guarding against arbitrary extrapolations, certain problems are posed, (b) 
suggestions made by Mr. Mansholt, some should be taken ujl, (l:) that the most questionable 
proposals was that of resorting to rigid and total planning which would block any growth. 

The thorough analysis which Mr. Barre carries out of both the Report of the Club of Rome ("The limits 
of growth") and the Mansholt Letter, leads him to conclusions which are not as severe as might be thought. 
Mr. Barre, in fact, does not reject all the arguments developed in the Report, while warning against exagg
eration and dramatisation. He is less pessimistic concerning the fight against pollution, -W.i:ch he rightly 
stresses as a political problem (the limitation of individual liberty). It might be said that it is precisely 
because this is a political problem that some dramatisation is necessary (this is in fact one of the aims 
of the Club of Rome) to be able to arrive at difficult choices. Mr. Barre also suggests "reasonable opti~ 
ism" concerning resources in general and especially energy resources. It is obvious that the use of the 
formula of exponential growth both for }>opultttiO.. ·and for the resources employed risks taking us further 
away· from reality. But the serenity which Mr. Barre shows concerning the increase in the population can 
leave one perplexed. In fact, this increase is by far the largest where the population is denser and 
resoUrces seem more limited. Mr. Barre is right in thinking that attention should be concentrated on the 
repercussions of certain shortages or inequalities on social and political behaviour. He mainly ques~ions 
the plausibility of a substantial reduction of growth rates in Europe, to recognise .. that "there canrt)t be 
growth at any cost; growth must be controlled in accordance with social and human J;onsiderations11 • 

At a recent symposium, certain members of the Club of Rome, and especially Mr. Peccei and Prof. Thie
mann of the Battelle Institute, provided some clarifications to which we must return. They stressed that 
their study is not an apology for zero growth: it is only a description of the trends, and nru.st not be 
considered as a basis for policies. It is intended to prompt thought and discussion. It is aimed at having 
the problem of growth and of changes in society considered as a whole, and at posing questions, so that we 
do not leave the coming generations problems which would become insoluble. 

The debate has only just started. The Mansholt Letter and Mr. Barre's memorandum are making a contri
bution to it, and others will no doubt follow. Em.G. 

SUMMARY £ ~ J U'\.-(2_ { Q7J._ )'-)o · l () Co ~ 
1 - EDITORIAL: ·"Economic growth and the changes in society11 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: The false cor,;romise of lllxembourg (1966): question No 167/72 from Mr, Vredeling-
Statements by Sir Alec Doug as-Home - Talks between Sir Alec .~ouglas-Home and Mr. Thorn - Towards 
the formation of a European Liberal Part~ -Mr. Rea,gan: Pres:~dent Nix.on 1 s special envoy- House 
of CoDD1tons: implementation of Connnunity egislation · 
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reorganisation 

Commission maintains its former position~ 

textiles 

severely criticises the attitude of the governments on Euratom 
to the overall research and development policy and to 

7 -Family allowance systems in the M.S.: reply to questions Nos. 641/71 from Mr. Vredeling and 35/72 
from Mr. Couste 

7-8 
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12 

13 

countries 

EECJUSA: summing up of the relations 
- "Ice-creams": modification of the Cormnission 1 s proposal 
- CUstoms duties restored regarding certain developing countries 
- Steel pNduction in May 

.- ECSC negqtiations with th~ non-candidate EFTA countries 
- &:ONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No. 1897 
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.... l'lan Europe 2000: General Prospective Studies -The Future is Tomerrow (17 Prospective Studies), Engl...,.· ,. ..... "' 
edition, 1972, 2 volumes, 584 pages, 65 flerins. Urbanization, Planning Human Environment in Europe: Fe 
and Hopes for European Urbanization, Project 3, Volume 1, 1972, 254 pages, 32.50 fiorins, MARTINUS NIJ~HO~~" 
PUBLISHER, 9-ll Lange Voorhout, the Hague (Netherlands). 

Plan Europe 2000 is a co-ordinated,:' interdisciplary and internationally forward-looking programm 
of studies to gain insight into the future problems of Europe and to propose alternatives for desirable 
solutions and possible strategies. The programme, initiated by the European Cultural Foundation, comprises 
four projects: 1) Educating Man for the 21st ~ntury; 2) The Future of Industrial Man; 3) Urbanization -
Planning human environment in Europe; 4) Farming in Society towards the year 2000. After the publication 
bf each project, the authors expect a general discussion so as to permit them to elaborate a general syn
thesis of a well-integrated system for Europe in the year 2000. Is the plan too ambitious, Mr. Henri jtmne, 
president of the Scientific Committee of the Plan, wonders. He gives the following answer to his question: 
out- world is dying from lack of ambition. 

In the framework of the plan, three volumes have already been published. The first two voliunes pro
vide a general introduction on cultural and political aspects, the environment, the economy, labour, leisure 
and information. The other volume is the first part of the third project on urbanization and the environ
Jilent,; which contains an article by Mr. Mansholt on supranational institutions • 

• MARlO,PEDINI: Tempo d 1Europa, preface by Giuseppe Petrilli, ERI/Edizioni Rai Radiotelevisione Italiana, 
1972, 366 pages, 2500 lire - We shall return to this book in a forthcoming editorial. 

- DANIEL PAULUS: The creation of the permanent Committee for employment of the European Communities, work 
of the Institute for European Studies of the Free University of Brussels, preface by Jean-Victor Louis, 
Bruylant Editeurs (Brussels), 1972, 127 pages, 509 FB. - The debates at community level regarding the cre
ation of a pennanent Committee for emplbyment helped to reveal - particularly in the political and institu
tional spheres - the multiple problems which result from the organisation of the representation of community 
ihterests··at community level, the author notes in his introductien. 

- RAINER HELLMANN: Europaische Wirtschafts- und Wahrungsunion: Eine Dokumentation, Nomos Verlagsgesellschaft 
(Baden-Baden), 1972, 357 pages, hardback, 60 DM. -This work contains the text of 47 documents relative not 
only to economic and monetary union but also to medium-term economic progress and to the international 
monetary crisis. It thus constitutes an essential implement for anyone needing documentation on the mone
tary problems of the last two years. 
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EDITORIAL 

An uncertain Summit 

20th year - No 1070 (n.s.) 
Monday/Tuesday 19/20 · 
June 1972 

DAILY BULLETIN 

In spite of the fact that important subjects for political debates, linked to the development of the 
Community, arc increasingly being tabled (we quote as an example the or-ganisation of Europe faced with the 
threat of a population-resources imbalance, the future of the monetary system, the relations between Western 
Europe and Eastern Europe etc.), it is obvious that the attention of the political circles in the Community 
capitals and in Brussel~ is monopolized at the moment by the expected developments of the question of~ 
her or not a European Summit will be held, and on the impact which the choice till ·have, wftictr-i-s to be lllade 
with a view to the creation of a Political Secretariat, o·f its nature and its location. 

All this is logical and normal, for the Ministers of the Ten will have to draw the first conclusions, 
at the meeting which they will hold on 26 June in Luxembourg, about the position adopted by Mr. Pompidou, 
whether this is an urgent but friendly reminder to take realities into account, or "table-thumping" aimed 
at drawing up an irreversible position. 

The Ten are not alone in having to specify their attitude; the Commission must also do so,~ its 
suggestions on institutional affairs seem, moreover, to be among the causes of the irritation felt by Mr. 
Pompidou. Several governments have already either directly or indirectly made their reactions known: it is 
probable that the Commission will make its own known, and that above all it will he able to show that its 
contribution to the preparation of the Summit measures up to the needs. 

Let us now try to sec how the situation is presented, on the basis of the additional information which 
we have been able to gather over the last few days. We believe that we can already say that on 26 June, 
nothing decisive will be said. This will still be a phase of discussions, and it will probably be decided 
to continue the preparations, in the light of the first "selection" of the problems and solutions which 

____ M,r. Thorn will have prepared in the meanwhile. To sec more clearly, we must wait for the outcome of certain 
important meetings, such as the one between Messrs. Brandt and Pompidou and the one between the French Pres
ident and the Italian leaders. We also note that Mr. Rippon must go to Rome this week. 

Must the Summit meet? Must it be postponed for a few weef<s or "sine di~"? Must its adjournment enable 
minor difficulties to be overcome or is it necessary for avoiding a resounding failure? It is difficult to 
answer all these questions. But one tan begin by saying that all the parties should make every possible 
effort for the summit to be held and for it to be a success. A fresh impetus for the Community and a gene
ral political guideline for the enlarged Community should come from the Summit. The future involves prob
lems which will have to be solved, with or without the Summit. The forming of the new Commission should 
also be decided on in the talks at the Summit, and it would be awkward if it were delayed. 

But it is also true that ~f the Summit were not to provide what is expected of it, if it were to agg
ravate certain differences of opinion, it would not be useful, and it should not meet for the moment. This 
was rio doubt di soussecr . to'd# ~· between tlie Fren·c.h and the Dutch~. 

In short,~ a .sumJnit .w~c;i1_wou~~ .~t:~t .. ~a,p~dlY. .~<1: .~hich'would proViue posit.;i.\re replies;.to·:the ·qu.estioirs
.~hidi are posed, would be to the ·advantage of.:everybody. 'And it can be·in'nobody 1 :!! interes'l;s--to~postpone 
ii: i. '{ailure woufd.:Jiarni 'everybody. But it' iS'· clear that ak..f'ailure·would"illainly .harm France,. and more part
i:eularly -Mr.- ·Pompi-dou; ·who ·launched ·the ·idea ·of ·:tt ·and "Who -wants ·it· ·to ·be -held ·in ·Pari:s.- Em.G. 
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EDITORIAL 

A Summit finally compromised? 

20th year - No 1071 (n. 
Wednesday 21 June 19 

The Summit is uncertain, we said yesterday. Unfortunately, everything seems to suggest that we are~ 
rapid\f~o~~ towards a postponfment, and it is even possible that the decision has already bee~fie~ :: 
at the E]:ysee • . . 

We repeat: the member countries of the Commuhtty can, indeed, postpone the Summit, but they cann · 
postpone until later the solution of the problems which the enlarged Community must face. These probl . _ 
are closely linked, on the one hand, to the enlargement in question and on the other, to the strength 
ing of the "European personality" which everybody wants; !but which, to be translated into facts, requires 
a concrete political effort. This European personality should become apparent in the negotiations or con
frontations which are being prepared on the monetary-~d trade ground in the context of the industrialised 
countries, as well as in the relations with the developing countries and finally in the East-West negotiat
ions. If the Community countries were to choose to go in dispersed order to these three negotiations, Comm
unity cohesion would suffer a death blow. 

This death blow would have a sure impact in one of the most typically Community fields, and more part
icularly in that of agricultural policy, which would probably not survive. 

What are, finally, the real stumbling-blocks, which are making all progress impossible? These seem 
mainly to be two fundamental questions. 

The first is whether, how and when the subjects "similar" to those which. are already within the Comm
unity's competence, or which are linked to them, will be 11 conmunitarized11 by means of the application of 
article 235 of the Treaty. The statements made in Luxembourg on 26 May by Mr. Maurice Schumann opened the 
way for ~reat hopes. Therefore, the enlargement of the Community's competences, taken as far as the limits 
of what 1s possible, in other words to the ex£lusion Qf foreign policy and defence, enabled the possibility 
for a broad basis for agreement to be noted. · 

Suddenly, a cold shower seemed to come from Paris. The interpretation which was given to Mr. Schumann's 
statements strangely limited their scope. Extension, yes, but after a certain policy has been able to be 
defined on each of the subjects in question, bf the method of intergovernmental negotiations, and after this 
policy has been tested. In other words, it wou d be a question of posing pre-conditions for the application 
of article 235, which does not involve any. The consequence would be to indefinitely postpone any enlarge
ment of the Community basis, and to increase the imbalance between the intergovernmental and the Community 
aspects,- aggravated by the refusal to really strengthen the institutions. 

The second point concerns the Political Secretariat. We have 4lready:examined hypothese and theories. 
I is mainly a question of knowing whether its location in Paris, which is not a priori ruled out by all 
the partners of France, Jias.;or does not have any precise political significance. If it were to constitute 
a pra~ical measure, or e~n to assure some prestige success, the compromise would be possible. If it were 
to:mean.:.:fha~he:protess .... o.Leconomic integration must be of limited scope, subject to the decisions taken 
in the context of machine for inter overnmental olitical concertations and not sub"ect to the Communit 
~eratives, the possibilities for r~aching agreement wo d be practically nil, 

Em. G. 
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EDITORIAL 

20th year- No 107 n. 
Thursday 22 June 197 

An independent Europe 

Are there any responsible men in Europe who want or who advocate that Europe should not be inde~ 
or that it should finally give up the idea of being independent? We do not know any, and we do not thrl)" k . 
And yet, this false argument is often used in the debate on the construction of Europe. Those who are s -
ters of the most thorough economic and political integration are usually those who are meant. It is 
who, by working to unite Europe, ,and to enlarge it to the democratic countries which have chosen this {; 
European destiny, who are said to be at the same time thinking of pushing this Europe towards the path 
abandonment, ·renunciation, and, more precisely, subordination to a power mentioned by name, in other words, 
the United States of America. 

That such absurd remarks should be made by Communist leaders is, in fact, not in the leasr surprising. 
In the Soviet ti-ew, the least desirable alternative is that Europe should fonn a l'eall)t independent whole, 
designated as "a bloc"~ since this definition has become perjorative owing to adroit propaganda. Of the two 
other alternatives, an unintegrated Europe, dependent on the United States, or an· unintegrated Europe, but 
in which the influence of the United States would have been excluded to be replaced (because someone must 
fill the political void which it represents) by that of the Soviet Union, the former would obviously consti
tute the lesser evil. Nor is there any reason to be surprised if these arguments are adopted and developed 
by groups such as the "Movement for the Independence of Europe". 

What is disturbing is to note that Mr. Pompidou himself seems to have re-discovered this subject, and 
that he is starting to use it, referring more particularly to the present circumstances, and even going as· 
far as relating it to the Summit meeting which is planned for October. Mr. Pompidou insisted on this at his 
meeting with Queen juliana and even went as far as saying, in the private talks, "What is the use of the Ten 
uniting if the eleventh will be in command?". 

One might wonder whether this position is the result of sincere 
or even - as some think - a sequel to the failure of the referendum, 
sion that, for the moment, it is better to play the card of national 
that of solidarity. 

concern or whether it is only a pretext, 
from which Mr. Pom~idou drew the conclu
and.European i.ild~petL.ence,-rathef' than 

But this is not the most important point. Nor can it be claimed that those who are concerned are rep!t.y .... 
ing by appealing to their feelings of national and European patriotism. The reply lies in the facts and in 
the logic of things. It is certain that Europe must be independent and it is offensive to say that there 
are Europeans who think otherwise. Europe can only be independent if it is highlY integrated, since other
wise, the slightest shock from the outside would disintegrate it. As a result, those who want its integrat
ion also want its independence. In addition, the idea of independence today is not that of the XVIIIth, 
~th or even XXth century. It must ·be defined from the viewpoint of the :XXIst century. To talk about in
dependence in interdependence is not a play on words, but a profound truth which reflects the reality of 
tomorrow (and the only realit which young people accept). The reality of a finished world, i. which prob
lems are posed on a planetary scale and for planetary interlocutors. 

F.m. G. 
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EDITORIAL 

Can the Summit be saved? 

20th year- No 1073 (n.s.' 
Friday 23 June 1972 

We must objectively recognise that the ~uropean Commission has adopted the most correct and logic~~~ 
attitude which could be imagined, by saying that it very much wants the European Summit to meet on the 
date planned, and that it will do its utmost to this effect. And this is because the Summit should give 
Opinions on important and sometimes :urgent problems. We ourselves :Supported this view in our Editorial o 
Monday, and we mentioned some of these problems. I> 

Let us cast a look· behind us for a moment. We must not forget that the proposal to hold a Summit 
l!la.de for the first time by Mr. Pompidou, as the reaction of a "Europc;m" immediately after the unilatcr .J' 
illonetary measures taken by the Americans in August 1971. At the t.i.ml', it was Mr. Malfatti, President of 'it 
the European Commission, who supported and encouraged the initiative. It is therefore obvious that the aim 
b.£ the Summit i~ to take concrete decisions, or to give precise guidelines with a view to solving the major 
p:t-oblems to which the political responsibility of the countries must be committed. Among these problems, 
and to the forefront, there is the continuation, if not the fresh start, of the economic and monetary union 
and that, which is closely linked to it, of the way in which relations with the linited States, the Soviet 
Union and the Third World must be conceived of. 

The institutional aspect, at which some are taking umbrage, was crrtainly not mentioned for doctrinal 
teasons or to create obstacles for the concrete decisions to be taken~ Far from this, it was done to facili
~ate the search for the solution for the problems mentioned. Unfortunately, as sooh as one talks about the 
institutions, visceral reactions arc aroused in political animals who belong rather to the prehistoric age 
than to our age. We sincerely believe that if we were to succeed in de-mythifying this affair, and if one 
were to succeed in convincing Mr. Pompidou, for example, insofar as he is not ilready convinced, that in
stitutional strengthening is only the :eau£iousj 1but necessary step towards achieving this "policy for thingsh 
that he is advocating, many unjustified suspicions and fears would disappear. 

Moreover, concerning 11independcncen, we do not-at .all:~bclicve that the question is posed in such "mani
chean11 terms as some suggest. Dbe·· c<mnot be serious in saying that there is a camp which wants independence 
from the United States and another which calmly accepts subordination to the United Stat~sj Everybody· knows 
that to establish a balanced ;md friendly .ialogue with the United States, one must be a valid interlocutor, 
in other words, to have acquired a ncredibla" degree df independence. It would be harmful to say or allow 
it to be said that the Dutch would adjust to some fo~ of "dependence" on anybody. And what we have said 
about the Dutch is also valid for all the other countries. But ~ere i.S "factual" info:r:mation which no dream 
can prevent one from seeing and which even tQe cockcrow does not succeed in dissipating. 

In conclusion: the Summit could ve\Y wet! be held on the date planned. No serious reasons can be seen, 
at European level, for postponing it until later. The Commission will have its part to play at the meeting 
of the Ten on Monday, to facilitate understanding of the'problems. 

Unless the decision will already have been taken before Monday, or unless intolerable conditions are 
posed ••••• 

Em. G. 
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- NATO Documents, NATO Information Service, lllO Brussels, 1971, 434 pages.- The various parts 
are devoted to the origins and development of the Atlantic Alliance, to the activities of the 
to the structures of NATO. 

the Centre de ~echerches Europeennes, Lausanne, 1972, 
by Messrs. Robert R. Bowie and John N. Yochelson for the United States, Henri Rieben, 
allay and Fran~ois Cardis for Switzerland, Waiter Hallstein for Germany and Michel Gaudet 
Community. We shall return to this for their reading is particularly instructive. 

- JEAN MOOET: L'Europe Unie: De l'utopie a la realite, Centre de Recherches Europeennes, Lausanne, 1972, 
16 pages, 4 SF. This is the speech which Mr. Jean Monnet gave to the International Congress of the 
Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung. 

- Europa-Archiv, Zeitschrift fUr Internationale Politik, dated 10 June 1972, Deutsche Gesellschaft fUr 
Auswartige Politik, Published by the Verlag fUr Internationale Politik {53 Bonn, Stockenstrasse 1-5). We 
particu~arly draw attention to an article by_ Mr. ffohn P. Mackintosh, Labour Member of the House of Commons, 
on a common European policy in the field of foreign policy. 

- Integration, European Studies Review, No 3/4 1971, Published by the Directorate for Press and Information 
of the European Community; Dissemination and sales by the Ubrairie Europeenne SA (244 rue de la Loi, 1040 
Brussels)~- In the summary: Ulrich Scheuner: Constitutional problems of the economic and monetary union; 
Clans Dieter Ehlermann: ·The Camiirunity 1s specific powers andU.nstitutiona:L.arvli.ngeme!lts legal conseq 
uencesc_.~of economic and monetary union; Andreas Kees: 1be European monetary union as -a Shcip.rJ!Olicj: P...rrib-
1em; ; Stephane Bernard: Possibilities of Widfuring the· Theory ~f Europe;m Integr;ttion ,; Hartmut 
Berg: Un the efficacy .. c of the !'Community method". 9f the;.~;-opean.CpllllUlilities; Deni~ de RouteiiiQllt.; EurOpe i 
£irst•,and forelilo§t· a Cultural Unit Siegfried Sudhof: Heinri.ch Mann and the I-dea, of Eilrop~;Helmut Schuste 
Optimal tariffs - a controversy on European T{ansport l'plicyJ 'thil!.review ·also. contains ~ei:tions devoted to 
torlf(::refi~e. rePo-rts, book reviews and a bibliography. 

- Europa, Quindicinale di Politica, Economia e Cultura, 142 Corso Vittorio Emanuele II, Rome 00186. No 9/72 
of l5 May 1972. We mention articles by Mr. Angelo Magliano on the Italian elections from the national and 
European viewpoint, by Mr. Emanuele Gazzo, on the "morose" climate of the preparations for the Sununit, by 
Mr. Petrilli on a new European book by Mario Pedini, by Riccardo Monaco on the legal aspects of British men 
bership and by Mr. Gio:Vanni Martirano on the Italian delays in the Conmrunity agricultural policy. No 10 of 
31 MaY 1972 contains a profound analysis of the Vedel Report. Mr. Gazzo explains his pessimistic forecasts 
about the Summit and Mr. Mario Scelba examines the power-arms relationship in the European context. As usu~ 
the review contains a section on information and echos on Community activity. 

l - EUROPEAN LIBRARY 

2-Zb - POLITICAL DAY: European Summit: question No 181/72 from Mr. Vredeling - Full agreement between 
Italy and the F.R.G. about the Summit- Statements by Mr. Brandt- The German Council of the 
European Movement and the Summit Conference of the Ten - Agreement within the Political Connittee 
of the E.P. on the tex.t ·or the resolution concerning the Sununit 
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3-4 - New international monetary crisis: the pound floats 
4 - Preparation of the economic and monetary session of the Council 
4-5 - General Session of the Council: On the agenda; Mediterranean policy; "Generalised Preferences" aru 

negotiations with EFTA 
5 - Application of the VAT in Italy will not be dealt with by the Council next week 

ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
6 Regional policy: On the agenda of the joint session of the Foreign and Finance Ministers 
7 Court of Justice: rulings in cases 9 and ll/71 and 5/72 

-·E.S.C.: next plenary session 
8 the results of the Stockholm Conference should hasten the implementation of a common 

9-10 
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EDITORIAL 

Necessity: the real federator 

20th year- No 1075 (n.s.) 
Monday/Tuesday 26/27 
June 1972 

The real federator, as Jean Monnet once said, is necessity. This has never been so obvious as at the -~ 
moment, when the very existence of an rconomi.c and monetary union, which is still only a virtuality, is ~\ ~ 
called into question. c~ 

Mr. Mansholt, addressing the ten Ministers who have been meeting since this morning at the Kirchber~ 
to review the first phase of the preparation of the Summit, reminded them of certain truths and told th ~~ 
that the Summit must take place because decisions are to be taken on which the future of the Communit · l U 
depend. The Ministers will doubtless not forget - and we recently remin ed our readers of this - that the 
necessity for a summit meeting became apparent after a serious monetary crisis. The crisis which has just 
started may be of comparable gravity: the decision to be taken is therefore clear. The Ministers will there
fore have to chase away the fatal hallucinations which are dividing them and are sowing doubt and scepticism. 

Indeed, a truism, in other words, that there can be no real and lasting monetary solidarity unless it 
is based on a no less real economic solidarity, has once again become apparent.Was the.association of the 
lJl.ited Kintdol\t with the .Cpmmunity system of narrowed exchan[!;e fluctuations a poli ical mistake? Was it pre
mature? This is quite possible. But one might wonder whether the same reasons would not also be valid for 
one or another of the Community currencies, as long as economic solidarity is not founded on iniestructible 
bases. These indestructible ba~es can only be found in the existence of a common political will, organised 
according to appropriate structures, which can alone assure the irreversibility of the edifice. 

Does this political will exist? Can it manifest itself? That is the question. The forms or arrangemehts 
within which it will manifest itself are less important. When it is said that the Community must define 
itself 11 in relation to the outside world11 , what is meant, of course, is a truth, but which is not the reverse 
of another truth, namely that Europe must define itself above all in relation to itself. How could this be 
done, if not by means of the consolidation and institutional strengthening which must be the main result of 
the Summit? 

The economic and monetary union is no doubt the 11 hardrcore11 of this consolidation, but the Ministers, 
who discussed it ohce again today, will have realised that the various aspects of such a policy are insep
arab~e. The common agricultural policy, which is the only entirely ncommunitarized11 one, is resist.ing·the 
heavy weather, in spite of the fact that it is continuing to develop in a context in which there is only 
hal;i of a Community commitment. Could this last long? We do not think so. Those who are obstinate, against 
all logic, in wanting to apply the 11 inter-govemmental standard11 to the other )olicies (such as the region
al policy, cf. the statements contained in a recent article by Mr. Bettancourt , will notice this one day. 
And it will be too late. Em.G. 

SUMMARY 

1 - EDITORIAL: 11Necessity: the real federator" 

Z-3-3b- POLITICAL DAY: The preparation of the Summit continues: a srroptic table of the subjects and solu
tions will be presented to the Ministers on 19 July - Composition of the new Italian Government -
Scheel/Schumann talks - Interview with Mr. Scheel - German electioqs in November - Mr. Barzel will 
go to Brussels 
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- Regional Policy: ministerial debate postponed 
- 11Economi.c and financial11 session of the Council: essential guidelines for the Member States for 1973 
- Preparation of the "monetary11 session of the Council takes place in the strictest secrecy 
- Finance Ministers of the Ten: attitude to the monetary crisis 
- The EEC tries to maintain its monetary cohesion 
- The General Session of the Council o~ens with a debate on the Mediterranean policy 
- E.l.B.: the annual report for hnanc:Lal 1971 approved by the BOai'd of GOvemors 
-Preparation of the Plenary Session of the E.P.: Navigation on the Rhine (oral question No 6/72)-

l~i.td cop. tent- ()f petr6l; .Wine (oral qUestio# ·s 'and 7-/72}; fruj. t and yegetable:s (oral que~,t;iol} No 
9/72). 
Price cartel amo st steel question No 193/72 from Mr. Vredeling 

- "Licensing contracts": aut orisation o two agreements 
- Regional problems in the enlarged Community 
- Weekly Annex 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1904 

EUROPE/Brief Notes No 329 - Italy (despatched on 23/6/72) 
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EniTORIAL 

A delayed Summit? 

The relative euphoria inspired by the safeguarding of If the monetary 
that a European summit meeting is still a question of the moment, should 

understanding of ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~;i~~~~~~~~q}~~~i!~~~~~~~~~~~(~ order to attempt t save a 
set great store by it (for reasons which are, to some extent, beyond us). 

Without wishing to hurt those by whom it was drawn up and acceptcd1 one is 1 in fact, obliged to ""'.;,-;:J.,,+ 
this procedure or methodology will very probably lead to an impasse, Of what does it consist? (a) of asking 
the ten governments to draw up, in the next two weeks, as succinct a list as possible of the priority subjects 
which they would like to discuss at the Summit; {b) of the governments indicating, for each of these subjects, 
the solutions which they would commend; (c) of the Coreper then having one week in order to establish, in 
conjunction with the Commission, a "conspectus'' in which the subjects and solutions would be presented in a 
clear mannc r. 

After this work has been completed, the Ministers- the same as have drawn up the agenda for the summit, 
have given an accotmt of their respective positions on the three themes selected and on numerous "sub-themes", 
have doubtles~ heard the acconnts of their colleagues and who are now to establish the new "lists" - will 
meet at a. SC"<:;:<:i on on 19 July and, by casting a glance over this conspectus, will know there and then whethet" 
it will be possible for the summit to assemble or not. 

Onf' wand(' r~ whether this is politics1 fantasy politics or a party game. 
1-fow can one imagine the governments consenting to give a detailed public account of the pos1t1ons which 

they mi,e:ht defend in the framework of the Summit three months later? In these circumstances 1 there would 
no longer be nny need for a Summit: all that would be necessary would be to entrust a computer with the task 
0f analysing t-he solutions and of worldng out the average. 

Otherwi"c one must see things in a different light namely that this We 
Shall g1ve nn cxp anation of t · s. If t e governments were not suf icient y precise m 
position of a particular subject, any of their number could say: "You see, nobody proposes concrete 
to concrete problems. Consequently 1 we are not ripe for a Summit''. If, on the other hand, precise 
were defined which did not coincide with those of any given govemment 1 the latter could say to its partners: 
IIAs you can soe, our ideas Still differ. Consequently, our Swnmit would be a failure and it would be far 
better to givr: up the idea11 • This amounts to saying: "Either you come rormd to our viewpoint from rthe begin
ning, or the:n.~ is no point in discussion. We are very sorry". 

Perhaps it is necessary to accept the idea of submitting to these strange demands, and of falling into 
thJs trap. Only provided that one is aware of the situation, however. In the last analysis, it would not 
be t~ first ti.me that the trapper has fallen into his own trap 

1 

2 

Em. G. 

- EIHTORIAL: "A delayed Summit?" 

POLJTICIIL DAY: The enlargement treaty discussed in the Belgian Senate - Messrs. Biesheuvel 
and Schmclzer in Brussels on Wednesday - Mr. Bouteflika in Belgiwn - Statements by Sir John 
Be i th - The Conference of European Ministers of dllture - Socialist Intemationale·J Hr. 
Mansholt one of the vice presidents Chancellor Brandt opens the electoral campaign for 
the Socialist party 
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The monetary cohesion of the EEC has been completely safeguarded 
- The Council has selected the dates for the signing of the agreements with the EFTA countries 
- "Mediterranean policyu: the Council was unable to define the guidelines 

The system of "generalised preferences" will be extended to Oiba 
Shipbuilding aids 
French Press monopoly: question No. 189/72 from Mr. Burgbacher 

- The OECD launches a transport research programme 
- Preparation of the plenary session of the El': environmental policy (Jahn Report) 

The Court of Justice confirn1s the right of migrant workers to equal treatment (Case 1/72) 
Beef and veal: production encouragement 
Oonsumers and legal harmonisation in the food sector 
The presence of observers from the futu~Member States in Man~gement committees and the SAC 

- Hill livestock: new tariff quotas 
- Wines from the Maghreb countries: the prorogation of the temporary import arrangements 

WFP: 500 tons of egg-products 
continental Can: forthcoming pleadings before the Court 
Co-operation between coal producing countries advocated 
Aids in favuur of coking coal 

ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No. 1905 
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EDITORIAL 

An unstable monetary equilibrium 

20th year - No 1077 (n. 
Thursday 'l9 June 1972 

DAILY BULLET! 

·ARY 
There is no doubt that at their meeting of 26 June, the Ministers of Finance and Governors of the Ban 

have done everything in their power to face a situation which they can only control "by instalments". I-vma:lllill 
be noted that although there are national monetary authorities, there is no F.uropean monetary authority 
yet\ And it is not enough for six, seven or ten national authorities to meet around a table to turn the 
proximity into a single authority. 

Finance Ministers and Governors have long been accustomed to controlling, within the limits of the 
possible, the situations which arise either at domestic or at external levels, but always as a function of 
the country over which they exercise their authority. They have certain levers which they can manoeuvre 
more or less rapidly, at the level of the economy or at monetary level, some 'of which are more effective 
than others. But these instruments are conceived of for use on a certain structure. The great difficulty 
for those who govern currencies is to be able to move on from the national dimension, and from the relat
ionship of grandeur and power which is established between the national dimension and the dimension of the 
world market, to a new dimension, a European one, and therefore to a new relationship between dimensions. 

A mechanism which links the Community currencies to one another already exists and this is a good 
thing - but the trade balance, or the balance of payments is still a national fact, and it is the latter 
which conditions action and intervention in the domestic and external fields. We do not yet have, except in 
the form of statistics, a trade balance or balance of payments of the Eu~pean Community. On the other hand, 
the Community has a single price policy for farm products. It does not yet have a single parameter for the 
prices of industrial products, since the rates of inflation differ from one country to another in the Comm
unity. 

When the Pound begins .to float, the fact that it is inside or outside the Community system is of secon
dary importance. What is important is to know whether the devaluation which it will no doubt undergo will 
be considered as "bearable" by the economies of the other countries (and especially of the United States), 
which can only react separately from one another. Mr. Barber is saying that he wants to return to a fixed 
parity. This is true, but which one? Everyone is unanimous about maintaining the Smithsonian agreement, 
in other words, about Jtaintaining the relationships which it fixed between the 11 central rates" of the 
various currencies. But if one of these rates changes, the whole edifice risks collapsing. When the Pound 
has returned to its point of e~ilibrium, following a devaluation of perhaps 6 or 8%, everything will 
have to be revised. C.Ould"the-Lir~_for.~example, accept this "penalisationn concerning Italian trade? That 
is the question. And if the Lira were to follow the Pound, ~hula the .. French) franc.., ~in spite of the ·.~~vefity 
of tontrols'a.tla-tpe perfect health of the trade balance, remain immobile? Nobody thinks so. 

An extremely fragile state of equilibrium should be able to be maintained for long enough to see fac
tors for "stabilisingn the economy come into action, but then at Community level, which would mean that the 
apparent cohesion of the currencies would not merely be a fa~ade behind which there is a void. 

But these stabilising factors will only take effect if "political irreversibility" \iere.assux:ed~ And we 
are far from this. 

Em. G. 

SUMMARY ~q cl~ {'t':J~ 
1 - EDITORIAL: nAn unstable monetary equilibrium11 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: Mr. Pompidou in Italy - At the Socialist Internationale - A Benelux ~~~ 
devoted largely to the problems of the integration of Europe - The Political Committee of the 
Assembly of the Council of Europe and the Summit - The British government prepares its strategy -
Mr. Stoessel replaces Mr. Hillenbrand in the post of Secretary of State 
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- Swift and concerted action regarding the creation of community facilities for uranium enrichment: 
draft resolution 
EUROSYNDICAT: 151.37 

- Pluri-annual research programme: preliminary draft 
- Mr. Spinelli hopes that the Research Council will meet before the recess 
- EEC Al eria: negotiations on lO July 
- EEC EFTA: resumption of negotiations on 5 July 
- Mr. Barre will take stock of the monetary situation in a speech to the EP 
- Electrical interference produced by cars 
- Preparation of the plenary session of the EP: aid to developing countries (Vredeling and Couste 

reports) 
- Agricultural Council: uncertainty about the special .session 
- EAGGF: first instalment of aid in the guidance section for 1971 
- i\ctiVities of "Pressure :roups" represented in the European Commission: answer to question No. 

191/72 from Mr. Vredelin _ 
- EDF: taking of a holding in an industrial finn 
- ReCeipts from taxation of tropical products: reply to question No. 32/72 from Mr. Couste 
- Steel orders up in May 
- Italian steel industry: basic prices increased 
- ECSC Consultative Committee: new member 

COMPOSITE PRICE: 35.50 D/T 
- Economic situation of the USA, according to the OECD 
- After community monetary ag ements 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFO ATION 

/ 

- E(l)NOMIC INTERPENEI'RATION No. 1906 
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Friday 30 June 1972 

DAILY BULLET! 

SUMMARY '"30 ]W\..L 14~ 1'-Ja • lCl~ 
1 EDITORIAL: "European Dialectics11 

2 POLITICAL DAY: Speech by Mr. Harmel in the Belgian Sehate - Socialist Internationale: compromise 
motion on Europe -The C.S.U. will not be able to ex.tend beyond Bavaria --Mr. David Kenncdy will 
not deal with relations between the United States and the Community 
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File on the Summit in October being prepared by the Commission 
- ;;,.;O':Cb"vC,i.oo"'u'-s"""'p"o'<f-"iC:t"ii"c"al'i'-"'s:;i'-gn-"ii"ofiii'-c;.;an;.;_ce" of the Council's decisions on monetary matters stressed by the 

Commission 
- Negotiations with textil$.s 
- The adaptation of 

considers 

Yugoslavia ?n cotton 
State monopolies has not bee'il carried out correctly for matches, the Commission 

The Union of the Community 1 s personnel is opposed to the redundancy measures advocated by the 
Connnission 
ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
Regional structures and economic policies in Ireland 

- UNICE: position adopted on the tax on lorries 
A 11Permanent Committee for Agricultural Statistics" proposed 

- The European Patents Office will have its headquarters in Munich and reply to question No 69/72 
from Mr. Coust6 

- F.R.G.(uSSR trade agreement: Reply to question No 73/72 from Mr. Vredeling 
-After the dissOlution of the "Committee for consumers' contacts in the EEC 11 

Cost of oil prospecting and research 
- Energy policy in Belgium 
- Regional policy: statements by Mr. Borschette 
- Measures liberalising imports 

"Permanent Committee for Employment": session postponed until October 
E.S.C.: plenary session 
European Parliamentary Activity 
ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1907 
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Books which are sent to us and whose publication 
is worth notin are reviewed under this headin 

20th year- No 1079 
Saturday 1st July 19 

- 11LA LETTRE MANSHOLT 11 : reactions et colllllentaires. Documents compiled by Laurence Reboulland Albert Te P 
under the direction of Jean Claude Thill. Editions Jean-Jacques Pauvert, Paris,--108 page , 8.50 FF .-~ 

It is naturally not the· full publication of Mr. Mansholt's letter to President Malfatti which makes 
this short book original, but the patient compiling of the reactions and comments which it aroused bot 
the press and in the political world. From~ its full publication by Agence EUROPE on 28 February, up to ~ 
recent round tables organised by the radio networks, and ·passing through its "revelation" by Mr. March · tlj4U 
readers will find food for personal thought. Some analyses or reactions obtained both in the newspapers, 
among the unions and in the European Parliament are just as much food for thought 'as the idea of "Gross 
National Happiness" advocated by Mr. Mansholt. 

ANNE JAUMIN-PONSAR: L10pinion Publique Face a !'Integration Europeenne - Essai de verification par les 
modeles mathematiques de causalite.- This study is published by the CRISP (Centre de Recherche et d!Informa
tion Socio-Politiques) as No 567, dated 23 June 1972, of the 11Courrier Hebdomadaire 11 • CRISP, 35 rue du 
Congres, 1000 Brussels (we shall return to this). 

- Europa-Archiv, Zeitschrift filr Internationale Politik, No 12/1972 of 25.6.1972. Deutsche Gesellschaft filr 
Auswartige Politik (Bonn). Published by Verlag filr Internationale Politik (53-Bonn, Stockenstrasse 1-5).
The 11do'CUmentation11 section of this number is devoted to various documents relating to relations with the 
United States and the Soviet Union. We also mention articles on Mr. Nixon's voyage to Moscow and on the new 
direction taken in Poland by Mr. Gierek. 

- DOTT. FRANCO PECO: Dinamismo della Siderurgia Italiana, off-print from the Italian review 11 Giovedi Cyltur
ali della Scuola di Applicazione d 'Arma, Academic Year 1970/71, Pages 101 to 130. This is in fact a very 
clear analysis if the comparative developments of the Italian and world steel industries in the next thirty 
years. 

- Institut Economique et Social des Classes Moyennes: Informations, special number 5-6/1972, Brussels 
(9, rue Joseph II, 1040 Brussels).- This special number is devoted to .iti.irerant merchants. A first part ana
lyses;·the regulations in the six countries of the EEC and the second the Community regulations. 

- Revista Interamericana de Planificacion, Organo de la Sociedad Interamericana de Planificacion, No 2l of 
March 1972, SlAP (Apartado Aereo 21573, Bogota, Colombia). 

- Revista Brasileira de Politica Internacional, Nos 51/52, IBRI-Instituto Brasileiro de Relacoes Internac
ionais {Praia de Botafogo 186, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil).- IBRI is the largest centre for research and studies 
on international relations in llrazil. The review is devoted mainly to studies on Latin America and the for
eign relations of Brazil. This number, Sl/52, examines the agreements on basic commodities (wheat, cotton, 
sugar etc.). 

- ALALC: Sintesis :mensual, No 81 of March 1971, Published by the Asociacion Latino-Americana de Libre Comer
cio (Calle Cenollati 1461, Montevideo, Uruguay). This review publishes brief insights into the act ivitiy 
of the ALALC. 

l - EUROPEAN: LIBRARY 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: Federalist demonstration in the E.P. - XXVth Round Table for the Problems of Europe 
- Gromyko in the Benelux- F.R.G./Czechoslovakia- CEPESS Symposium- International Press Centre 
in Brussels - Maurice Schumann in Vienna 
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- Session of the E.P. next week: budgetary powers and European Summit 
- Mr. Mansholt on a visit to Norway 
- EEC Australia: Australian memorandum 
- EEC Al eria: Statements by Mr. Bouteflika 
- Ex.ternal relations of the EEC: Reflections presented by Mr. Dahrendorf 
- The development contract: the draft examined by the Commission 
- Aids for data processing: position adopted by the Commission 
- Italian subsidies for the importing of scientific instruments: decision of the Commission 
- joint Research Centre: personnel problems 
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~ Modernisation of agriculture: harmoniPus application of aids 
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EDITORIAL 

A Secretariat in guarantine 

20th year -No 1080 (n.s.) 
Monday/Tuesday 3/4 July 1 'IQIP~ 

It has often been heard that a possible European Summit must not and cannot result in failure: if t 
were to be the prospect, the Summit should not m~et. This is so obvious that no objections can be raised· r 

So that when Mr. Pompidou said that he would not call the Summit if the latter were to result in a f i)Uf~ ; 
everybody agreed with him. 

In fact, this deserves to be examined from several viewpoints, which would lead to iess cut and 
conclusions. · 

In the first place how can it be judged whether a Summit will be a success or a failure? It is g 
ally not until afterwards that a reasoned judgement can be formed. We recall the Summit of 18 July 19 , 
Bonn. It was generally welcomed as a very great success (we remember, however, that Mr. Theo Lefevre, at that 
time Belgian Prime Minister, held a totally different opinion). It resulted two years Later in one of the 
greatest failures in Community history, that of the "Fouchet Plan" for political union. 

Second\y, it might be supposed that in a Summit, which is after all a negotiation like any other, dec-
isions should be taken which confirm the victory of one of the views presented, and therefore the failure 
of the other or others. In this eventuality~ ~an it be considered that the Summit was a success or a ffoilure? 
Everybody could interpret it in a different way. Normally, however, negotiations must result in balanced 
solutions, in which everyone ends up by "adapting" their positions to those of their partners. It is the 
compromise quality and the fact that it is not based on misunderstandings which assures the success of nego
tiations. 

A first conclusion can be drawn from this, applicable to the case in question, and that is that to 
assure the success of the Summit, the subjects which would give rise to a confrontation without any possib-
ility for a compromise should - if possible - be eliminated. One of these subjects is precisely .the question 
concerning the creation and the location of a Political Secretariat. On this subject, there does not seem 
to be a possible compromise for the moment, which is the same as saying that there could be ·a very unpleas-
ant rleBate, probably without an outcome, at the Summit and that the acceptance of one view or another would 
mean that one party or another would lose face. And nobody wants that. 

It must therefore he recognised now that this problem is not ripe for a debate at the Summit and that 
it will not appear on its agenda. For some time1 now, this solution has seemed to be the only possible out
come and this will probably be recognised by Chancellor Brandt and ?resident Pompidou at their meeting to
day. And all the more so since the proposal to create a Political Secretariat was made by the Germans and 
the "condition" concerni11g its location was posed by the French. We should also note that the four countries 
which will join the Community are not objectively in the best positions to decide on this probh~m. As for 
the progress to be made in the field of political co--operation, it must be possible to envisage it, even 
though, for the moment, this Secretariat will not see the light of day. The pragmatism which is so often 
talked about offers many original resources. 

Having said this, in its (provisional) shipwr~ck, the Secretariat must absolutely not take institutional 
strengthening with it, which is irremediably linked to the 11 consolidatiou 11 of the Community, especially in 
the monetary field. Em.G. 

1 
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- EDITORIAL: "A Sl~cretariat in quarantine" "J"\...\.~ 
- POLITICAL DAY: Mr. Glinne a candidate for the Commission - The Treaty of Enlargement ratified by 

the Belgian Senate - 40% of the Danish in favour of the EEC - Statements by Mr. Schmelzer and 
Mr. Rippon on the Summit - nrandt/Pompidou meeting. 
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- The Netherlands assume the presidency of the Council 
- EEC EFTA: Final phase of negotiations 

EEC Austria: the agreement could enter into force on l October 1972 
EEC GAT : supplementary infonnation on the enlargement treaty 
EEC United States: consultations on the ~ISC tax system 

- EEC AASM: Meeting of the Committee of Association 
- EEC Turkey: session in July 
- EP: Opening of the plenary session 
-EConomic ru1d Social Committee: debate on social evolution 
- UNICE: the adoption of a position on the summit 
- SOCial le · slation-: self-employed persons 
- EEC AASM arliamentary Committee disputes the Vredeling report 
- Oi -bearing products: Mr. Dcniau commends world action 
- CUstoms duties: the reintroduction of certain duties 
- Aeronautical material: the situation on the Western market 
- European medical researc.h: broad guidelines 
- The monitoring of the seriously ill: worl< sessions 
- Weekly annex 
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EDITORIAL ~ 

The European employers have b:::o;:~o::!:o;::sm:::m::: ~~~~e economic integration of Europe v~ryi)·: j 
closely since its start. This is completely normal, since this movement was intended to have a direct i 
ence, as it did, on industrial and commercial activities. The attitude of the employers has not always 
favourable, but it cannot be said that any real hostility towards integration has ever been shown. The 
trialists were required to make a particularly great effort, which also required a transformation of their 
structures, so that the creation of a large market should. favour consumers, and revive competition and the 
spirit of innovation, without arousing neo-protectionism at European level. 

It must be recognised that, in general, European employers, who do not only consists of "monopolistic 
groups", have shown courage, the spirit of enterprise and the determination to open up to the outside world. 
While expressing some reservations, they have always been in fav.our of the enlargement of the Community, and 
in this they have had the support of the employers of the caRdidate countries. 

The liaison organisation of the industrial federations of the member countries, namely theUNICE, has 
now just adopted a position regarding. the Summit Conference, which it is once again hoped will be able to 
be heL in the autumn. It seems to us interesting to stress - as we have done on other occasions - that the 
position adopted by thcUNICE (contained in an unanimously adopted 11Memorandumn, the full text of which we are 
publishing in our DOCUMENTS series), while obviously concerned about the defence of the general interests 
of European firms, shows the interest which it has expressed in the political and institutional framework, 
without which the Community would opviously not be what it is and would not become ~1at it wants to become. 

It can be seen, in fact, in this Memorandum that : 11To achieve the objectives referred to above, in 
the framewor!{ of an enlarged Community, certain powers will have to be progressivelr transferred from the 
Member States to the Community. The decision~making powers.of the Community1s inst1tutions must therefore 
be strengthened, and this should recsult in greater efficiency and in the speeding up of the existing com
muriity mechanisms. Furthermore, it will be necessary to strengthen the powers of the European Parliament 
as progress is made towards economic and monetary union~ Similarly? the-achievement of political union 
should develop coherently in parallel with the pursuit of economic and monetary union". 

That this should be said by European industrialists, who are certainly not dangerous revolutionaries 
or supporters of theoretical, or even dogmatic, schemes, seems very significant to us artd provides food for 
thought for more than one so-called 11 pragmatic11 politician. 

Another point to be stressed in this position. is the opening up'·of· external relations~· and the employ
express ·the hope that the Heads of State and Government: "whilst safe uardin the cohesion and identit 
of the enlarged Community, will again stress that it is.well aware of ts wor dwi e economic responsi ilities, 
and that it therefore fully intends to make a postive contribution to the solution of international monetary. 
problems as well as to a further liberalisation of international trade in goods and capitaL 

' Em.G •. 

SUMMARY s- "Juit.r tt:trd-- No ·loa' '7 ~\~ lo 
1 - EDITORIAL: 11European employers and the Summit" r' l I 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: The Franco-German meeting - Europa-Union Deutschland calls upon the EP to play a 
more active role - Mr. Bruno Bottai appointed head of the Press Department of the Jt'ames'ina 
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3-4-5 Plenary session of the EP: Statements by Mr. Barre on the monetary and trading situation -
Negotiations with Switzerland on Rhine shipping - Fruit and vegetables - Statement by Mr. Barre 
on the lire - The opening of the debate on development aid 

6 Air transport: Decision on the procedure for community action 
-International Coffee A reement: Commission proposal 
- EEC Turke : Statements by Mr. Noel 
- Developing countries: Statement by Mr. Deniau 

7-8 - Economic and Social Committee: Discussion of the financial refonn of the railways and teclmical 
harmonisation 
ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 

•9 -Re ·onal olicy: Norway 
~0 -:Euratom !AEA ne otiations: The Commission 1 s reply ~o question No. 68/72 from Mr. Oe;le and Mr. Van 

der Stoel 
- ECSC Consultative Committee: Debate on the evolution of the energy market 

ll - Publications of the European Communities 
12-13 - ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No. 1910 

EUROPE/DoClllllents No. 681 - Institutional strengthening of the Community and progress in the 
political sphere 
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u "'-"'""" "' ,;"'""" \'~ m William the E==~~"~:.:-·"• "' "H'' "''"~ 
Now that the ~nch Prime Minister has presented the President of the Republic with his re ~ 

(and yet Mr. Chaban-Delmas was at Mr. Pompidou 1 s side yesterday during the talks with the Geman Chancel 
one might well wonder what the future direction of French politics will be. However, no reply will be po 
sible until the name of the person appointed to succeed the Prime Minister has been made public. , 

For the moment, we confine ourselves to rcflectiftg on another question: what is the final balance-s 
of the Brandt-Pompidou meeting? In Paris, the· official spokesman considers that "in respect of institution
al problems and the external relations of the European Community, the time of theological quarrels between 
France and Gennany has come to an end". It is in these tenns that Nr. Lecat is reported to have expressed 
himself today, thus admitting something which his predecessors had never avowed, namely the existence of 
"theological quarrels" between Paris and Bonn. One cannot feel anything but satisfaction with this, for 
theological quarrels do not help to advance matters very much. However, one might well wonder whether this 
quarrel has <mded because the respective theologies have been laid to one side, or because one of the two 
finally Pl'eval.led. 

Events will provide us with a reply. For the moment, it seems that at least one of the ob.stacles which 
stood in the way of the Summit meeting has been eliminated, or rather put to one side, namel.J ~at of the 
political secretariat. It is not clear whether it fonns part of theology or liturgy, but tbts secretariat 
will be discussed at the Summit only as the objective of future deliberations. Political consultations will 
continue according to p~gmatic formulae, to be abandoned only when agreement is reached on certain funda
mental options. This is why the Bonn meeting had 11middling11 results, while it was expected to have deeisive 
results (a formal joint statement was announced on Tuesday morning: it was subsequently cancelled). 

However, the two statesmen found a way of quoting lines \vh.ich we should describe as 11European11 • 'l'he 
German Chancellor quoted Danton \vith his statement that it wa.s necessary to make a show of boldness: 119old..
ness, more boldness and even more boldness". The French President tempered his enthusiasm somewhat by 
replying: "Boldness, y~s, but realism too11 • He then quoted the famous sentence of William the Silent of • 
Nassau:.11it is· .ROt necessary to hope to undertake, nor to succeed to persevere", in which one can see a 
slightly disillusioned allusion to the difficulty of undertaking the construction of economic and monetary 
union. 

The fact is that although it is relatively easy to say that this union should take priority among the 
,,ubjects to be discussed, the same is not true when it is a question of coming to an agreement. about the 
nature ~f the objective, and on the political significance which it is desired to take on. Should Europe 
11 stand in opposition", or should it seck its unity to open a "confident" dialogue to take place nas regu
larly as possible" (these arc Mr. Brandt 1 s words) with its partners and above all with the United States. 

That is the question. 

1 

SU}Ii'·IARY 

- EDITORIAL: From !villi am the Silent to Danton 

I'm. G. 

t-Jc, to~ 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: l''ederalist demonstration in the Ef - Hr. Messmer replaces Mr. Chaban-Delmas -
The political situation in Germany - Nr. Tanaka-~p~aces Mr. Sato - Mr. Hannel in Bulgaria 
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- The European Commission prepares Tor the summit 
- EUROSYNDICAT: 153.16 
- Plenary session of the EP: debate on the summit conference of the Ten and on development 

aid 
-VAT: Its application in Italy 
- Air transport: the Commission demands permission to make a study 
-·shipbuilding: the problem of aids 

ecial A ricultural Committee: meeting of the Ten 
EEC USA: negotiations on the DISC tax system 

- Tri artite a rcement on the re- rocessin of nuclear fuels: the Commission's reply to question. 
No. 5 3 71 from Mr. Vredeling · 

- European weather centre: major progress 
- Steel prices: changes in the basic prices 
- Steel products: EURONORM 
- ECONOMIC INI'ERPENEI'RATION No. 1911 
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The change which has taken place at the head of the French government, where Mr. Messmer is replaci 
Mr. Chaban-Delmas, is an episode of domestic politics, and belongs strictly in this context. As such, i1ll""'~ 
does not, therefore, call for much comment. However, as solidarity and interpenetration between the pe~ ~ 
of the Community develop and deepen, the events and even the vicissitudes of domestic politics take on 1~m-
plications which go beyond national frontiers. Consequently, no~one can fail to be interested by this • 
We should add that a change in politicians, although not _in political forces, could influence the forei 
policy of a government, and more particularly its European policy, given that this, paradoxically enoug ~c 
still constitutes one of the aspects of foreign policy. fJ 

Let us say straight away that this does not seem to be the case. In France, we are not the witnesses 
of a political reversal, or a change in majority, and thus in p'olicy. Once the government has been set up, 
political analysists will tell us what nuances have changed, and the gradations to be noted in Mr. Messmer1 s 
team. For the moment, and at first sight, it seems that the orientation of foreign and European policy will 
not undergo any notable change. There are two reasons for this. The first is that the definition of this 
policy remains the prerogative of the Elysee, and the second that the executor of this policy, Mr. Maurice 
Schumann, seems likely to keep his post. So, in respect of immediate reality, one comes to the conclusion 
that nothing will change regarding the preparation of the Summit, and that the prospects for the meeting of 
this Summit are made neither more nor less favourable by this change of team. 

Having said this, it is worthwhile recalling that the new Prime Minister is generally considered as a 
strictly orthodox Gaullist, although not one of those usually known as "non-UDR Gaullists 11 • He is chairman 
of the 11Gaullist Presence" Association, the parliamentary extension of which is the 11 Gaullist presence and 
action" group, which is chaired by Mr. Hubert Germain (who has been mentioned in association with a post in 
the new government). 

After the referendum on Europe on 23 April last, the above-mentioned Association approved a statement 
which gave expression to certain criticism of the conditions under which the referendum was held, while con
firming that the Association would work "for the European construction in the framework of the confederation 
of States and with the fundamental respect for national personality and independence affirmed by the Presi
dent of the Republic". It seems that on this occasion Mr. Chaban-Delmas was severely criticised for having 
said that "the French government is ready to go as far as are its partners". (We would note that Mr. Pompi
dou himself did not express himself any differently). 

All this needs to be weighed up and considered on the eve of the change in the g~vernmental team in 
France. Em. G. 

1 Min1
-=~~d Eu-:::rrope:l'' u~ l Cft:la ,~ c • l ()~~ 

- EDITORIAL: 11 The new French Prime _ -, C 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: Mr. Schi1ler 1 s resignation - Soviet-Dutch talks - Mr. Tanaka, Japanese Prime 
Minister- Mr. Ghaleb will visit Belgium- Mr. Ronald Reagan in Brussels- Prof. Lukaszewski 
appointed Rector of the College of Europe - Labour Party programme published: wish to re-

' . ..; 1 .. · ·· -.. negot1ate the terms of entry 
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3-4-5 -Plenary Session of tne E.P.: De~ates on the Summ1t Conference; The strengthening of tne budgetary 
powers of the E.P., and tne situation of wine-producing 

5 -European Space Conference: postponement probable 
6 - Euro can Patent: end of the work 

- EEC United States: negotiat1ons on the DISC tax system 
- EEC EFTA: the important points pending 

7 - Court of .Justice: imports of wine from Greece 
- Beef and veal: problems examine~ by the EEC 
- Dutch agreement in tne building industry: dissolved (art. 85 EEC) 

~ - Regional policy: Denmark 
~ - Steel consumption in 19~5: study of the IISI 

- OECD: coking industry 
- Nli'Cle'ar power stations: Spanish orders tor Westinghouse 
- COMPOSITE PRICE: 35.50 dollars/ton 

9-10 - Aeronautical industry: reorganisation of the European groups 
- Anti-theft devices for cars: proposal by the Commission 

11 ricultural olic : Replies by the Commission to written questions Nos 4/72 from Mr. Klinker, 
79 72 from Messrs. Berkhouwer and Baas, 402/71 from Mr. Vredeling, 47/72 from Mr. Vredeling, 
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are reviewed under this headin t~ 

EUROPt:AN LIBRARY. @ 
which are sent to· us and whose publication .fl (' 

- HANS G. PETERSMANN:' Die Souveranitat des Britischen Parlaments in den Euro aischen Gemeinschaften Nomo~~ 
Verlagsgeselischaft, B en-Baden Feder Germany l972, 32 pages, 72 DM.- T s stu y analyses the con~~ 
tutional implications of British membersh.l.p of the European Comnrunity. The author first takes stock of ttie 
development of the constitutional problems in the European Community; he then reviews the British proposals 
for reconciling British law with European law. Finally, he develops his own views about the possibility of 
adapting the British Constitution to Community law. The study ends with the decision of the British Court 
of Appeal in the case of the M.P. Blackbum v. Attorney General of 10 May 1971, which can be interpreted as 
a first important step by British judges towards the achievement of Community law in the United Kingdom. 

Europaische Gemeinschaft, No 7/1972, July 1972, Liaison Office of the Community in Bonn (Zitelmannstrassc 
22), Price: l DM.- This number contains ah account of the work of the Venice Conference which took place 
from 20 to 22 April 1972. In the series of articles on European towns, ~e mention an article on Luxembourg. 

- European Community, Greek Edition, May-June 1972, Athens.- In the summary: The Vedel Report; an interview 
with Mr. Mansholt; the EEC and the Mediterranean countries; Trade between the EEC and the Mediterranean coun
tries; EEC-Greece relations etc. 

- Le tensioni nel mondo: rasse a strate ica lY7l, delL~- International Institute for Strategic Studies, 
IAI- Istituto Affari Internazionali Roma, Societa editrice il Mulino (Bologna).- This is an Italian trans-. 
lation of the English study 11Strategi Survey 197111 published by the International Institute for Strategic 
Studies (London)~ , ""'' 
- ~e de la Societe d 1Etudes et d'Expansion, No 250, March-April 1972' Liege.- The articles on European· 
subjects concern: The economic problems of Denmark on the threshold oft the EEC by Mr. Hjorth-Nielsen, Am- ,, 
bassador of Denmark in Belgium; Finland and the EEC, by Mr. P. Talvitie, Ambassador of Finland in Belgium; ~' 
Public opinion and the problems of Europe, by Mr. V. Chapochnikov. member of the Executive of the Soviet 
Committee for European Security. This number also contains several studies on the present situation of nuc
lear power stations, a subject developed during a symposium which was held in 1971 in Liege. 

- Europa-Union, Ueberparteiliche Zeitung fUr die Vereinigten Staaten von Europa, July 1972 edition, Bonn 
(Stockenstrasse 1-5), Price: l DM.- This number particularly contains positions adopted bJ Mr. Walter Beh
rendt, President of the E.P., and by Mr. Kai-Uwe von Hassel, President of the Bundestag, on the summit con
ference of the Ten. 
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EDITORIAL \~ ,.;. ll' . '1' ' Paul-Hcnri Spaak at the Round Table r ... ~ -~ - .-

Paul-Hcnri Spaak made a noteworthy "European" come-back at the Roun a ie on European problems whic 
was held in Paris last Friday and Saturday. Many Europeans wondered why Hr. Spaak confines himself to m....,~lll\/ 
brief incursions into European affairs, when, oncC again, he came to grips with present problems with the ~~ 
lucidity and strength of perBuasion which he has always possessed. ~ 

Hr. Spaak 1 s speech, or rather frequent speeches, related above all to questions of.·.a political and ~ 
lnstitu.tional nature, and they were of l.!;rcat importance because nobody would suspect Hr. Spaak of not bein -·, ~ 

t a "pragmatist" in political action. Yet - as he himself said - "The politician who does not lmow how to 
,, is not a statesman". The reception which Mr. Spaak was given by the public at the Round Table was also ve G 

significant. We quote here some of the most important subjects on which the Belgian statesman presented hl 
viewpoint. 
1) political will and the institutions. Spaak rejects once again the caricatured way in which the attitude 
of those who ins1 st on the need for having strong institutions is presented. It is said that these persons 
want_ institutions before the political will has been proved to exist. Such a statement is surprising. Poli
tical will was solemnly ~anctioncd in the European Treaties. Without institutions, political will would re
main totally erratic. 
2) the independence of Europe. The way in which certain parties stress that they arc the only ones with the 
independence of Europe at heart contains the implicit accusation that their partners wish for a "vassaliscd" 
Europe. Spaak is vi~orous in his opposition of such a supposition and formulates the question in its real 
terms. It is, in fact, that of the problem of the relationship between Europe and the United States. "Do 
you wish for there to be a balanced dialogue between Europe and the United States?", Mr. Spaak asks. This is 
exactly what we want and what those who founded the European Community have wanted from the beginning. 110r 
do you want a Europe which h> hostile to the United States? Well then, have the courage to say so". At all 
events, however, in order to have a dialogue with the United States, it is necessary for there to be a Euro
pean authoritiy, an institution with authority. 
3) the rule of unanlnli_.!l. Spaak, '"ho was one of the signatories of the 11 Luxembourg agreement to differ", 
recalls that: it has never been, and will never be, possible to define the notion of vital interest, because 
local problems or prc~ti,!!;e arc often involved. It is impossible to govern the Community with the rule of 
Wla.nimity. The Community was bom of a revolt against the rule of unanimity to which the Council of Europe 
was subject. Six countries rccogni~cd that other rules were needed if they were to organise themselves, and 
in this way the Community was bom. The United Kingdom has recognised this in its turn. Unanimity can result 
only in inefficiency. 
4) the distincti.on between priorities. It is artificial to wish to establish whether one should begin with 
economic, monetary or political matters. Integration has its own fatality. It cannot be partial: how can 
one conceive of economic or monetary integration which is not political at the same time? 

When the time comes, we shall return to some of the themes which were discussed at this Round Table, and 
in particular to speeches and thoughts from Lord Brown and Messrs. Spinelli, Rey, Lticker, von dcr Groeben, 
Snoy, Louis Camu, Habib Dcloncle and Harold Lever. Eln. G. 
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EDITORIAL 

Monetary problems at the Round Table in Paris 

20th year - No 1 ~6 {ft 
Wednesday 12 July 197~,.,..,.. 

Although problems of a political nature made the debates of the Round Table which met in Paris on F 
and Saturday exceptionally lively, the dialogue on monetary and economic themes was also extremely fruit 
thanks in particular to the analysis presented by the Chairman of the Banque de Bruxelles, Mr. Louis 
and to the comments made by Mr. Ramond Bertrand (Director of financial and tax affairs in the OECD and 
Mr. Harold Lever (former Labour minister). · 

The following points seem to be \vorthy of particular attention: 
1) The accelerated establishment of the plan for economic and monetary union is the only possible way of 
contending with the multiple problems posed by the present situation of the dollar, on the one hand, and by 
the need to achieve the balanced interpenetration of economies, on the other. One notes the opinion of Mr. 
Ridley (former Conservative minister) that the best solution would be to allow the currencies to float and 
to proceed by means of "small adjustments" which would avoid traumatic devaluations or revaluations. Mr. 
Ridley felt that even the common agricultural policy could cope with this system. 
2) The achievement of economic and monetary union entails the transfer of a considerable degree of 
sovereignty. 
3) The European Fund for Monetary Co-operation should allow the 11multilateralisation11 of setth!ments. between 
the Oentral Banks. The present method is not a community method, because settlements are made by means of 
bilateral credits. 
4) The most logical system for the checking of speculative flows, and the least harmful to normal trans
actions is that of the double exchange market. However, as Mr. Camu observed, the regulation of eXternal 
capital should be applied to exterior markets and ~' as is the case at present, in exactly the same way 
to intra-European as to extra-European movements, which is in flagrant contradiction with the aim of 
unifying the European monetary market. Mr. Harold Lever commended strict controls of a quantitative Kind, 
while drawing a distinction between capital intended for direct investment and speculative capital. It would 
always be possible fvr interest rates (a negative rate) to be manipulated. 
5) It is essential for the economic and monetary s heres to roceed alon arallel lines. The aim is to 
reduce the disparities between the deve opment of production costs and prices. It is necessary to eliminate 
internal disequilibria and social disparities, but above all it is necessary to dete~ne the source of these. 
Currency convertibility and fixed parities are possible only if economic policies are harmonised and if com
pensatory mechanisms are available. From this viewpoint, a grand community budget shoulc! be conceived. ' 
However, the transition will not take place without fits and starts. The alternative (to community solid
arity) is that the countries with external disequilibria should sacrifice internal development aims to the 
re-establishment of equilibria. In other words, by impoverishing the poor regions even further. 

Is a solution of this kind conceivable in a Community? Already the proportion of investment devoted to 
collective equipment varies considerably from one country to another. Under the pressure of external 
equilibrium, one country can be caused to sacrifice collective equipment for the development of "productive" 
investment. With the result that intolerable political and social tension is created. 

It is not in this way that one will achieve the· 11 harmonious 11 development of the Community which is 
one of the aims laid down in the Treaty of Rome. 

.Em. G. 
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EDITORIAL 

Parliament in tomorrow's Europe 

One of the subjects debated by the 11 Round Table" which met in Paris last Friday and Saturday conce 
the European Parliament, and more especially its powers and its election by direct suffrage. 

The point of departure for the debate was a report presented by Mr. Hans LUcker, who summarised and s~/ 
ported the contents of the resolution adopted by the Parliament during its last session (we have already p~ 
lished the complete text of this resolution), concerning which the UDE group had put forward serious re-~ 
servations, which Mr. Habib Deloncle in fact confirmed at the Round Table. · 

Generally speaking, there is a feeling that real progress is bein.e; made in the manner of tackling the 
problem of the future of the European Parliament. The very fact of its always featuring in the forefront c 
and of its having become impossible to speak of the future of Europe without mentioning the Parliament as 
essential factor of this future (which indeed it is), shows that public opinion is now demanding that the 
problem should be approached constructively. 

As everyone !mows, the principal argument which has always been used to answer those who desire the 
direct election of the Parliament is that, since there is no European government, there can be no Parliament 
within it. This is the so-called 11valid discussion partner" argument, which tends towards over-simplification. 
One !mows, of course, that in this sphere things advance at a speed which is far from brealmeck: it would 
thus suffice for there to be recognition of the fact that an embryo of European power already exists. Leaving 
to one side the question of whether this power is vested in the Council or the Commission, or both, the fact 
remains that important decisions are taken in a direct and autonomous manner at European level. There will 
be an ever increasing number of these, for practicai reasons. There is thus nothing to prevent one contem
plating the parallel development of Parliament, that is, the attribution to the Parliament of new powers and 
means of implementing them. 

In this respect, Lord Brown stated that the Parliament should be responsible towards its electors and 
that it should share power with the government, which in our case means that which at present constitutes a 
European government. 

It is of importance that the discussion has finally emerged from the vicious circle "powers-elections" 
in which it had become enclosed. Mr. Habib Deloncle recognised that the present Parliament has the <J!;lalities 
necessary for the receipt of powers. When it receives powers, its chances of being directly elected :mcrease. 
Mr. Habib Deloncle then raised a series of real, technical problems which certainly exist and are serious 
but which it will be possible to resolve. The important thing is that the process should be speeded up. 
When Mr. Habib Deloncle suggests that the Council be given a mandate, accompanied by a dead-line, for the 
proposal of solutions, he makes a reasonable suggestion. However, movement should be sJ:ecded ·up: the summit 
could play an important role. 

The real problem, however, lies elsewhere. It is the question of the place which the Parliament should 
occupy in a modern democracy. The arliamenta system is goin throu h a crisis, as everyone knows, but the 
best way of emerging from this crisis is not by discrediting the system comp ete y. When Mr. Habib Deloncle 
declared himself to be against the investiture of the COmmission by Parliament, he used as ammunition for 
his argument the fact that in his country it has just been denied that government needs parliamentary in
vestiture in order to be legitimate and to govern. This is relatively serious for such a deterioration in 
the role of the .parliamentary institution cannot fail to cause concern •. 

1 

2 

Em. G. 
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EDITORIAL 

McCovern as a candidate for the presidency of the United States 

Has Mr. Mcr~vern, who has just been acclaimed by the Democrat Convention as its c;mdidate (and he cou~aw~
have as a fellow candidate one of the most influential members of Con;.;rcss, Mr. Wilbur Hills) any· chance~ 
of being elected to the presidency of the Unit~d States? In the present state of affairs, this seems very 
doubtful. But by NoVl!mbl'r, a great deal of water will have flowed under the bridges of the Hudson and oi)f 
the Po~omac. The Uni tl~d Stat?s have bc?n crossed by. currents calling for "change" and the "t~d';ll wave" phe ' 
menon 1s no stran.e;er to Amcnc;m elect10ns. A surpnse cannot therefore be ntled out: one Unt.1sh cartoon 
has understood this and dl•picted the concern which is starting to appear amongst Republican circles. c 

However this may be, it is certain that all this of capital inten~st to the J<:uropc;ms, and particu 
to the enlar~cd Community. M;my thin~s may be said, more or less lightly, but one cannot deny that the li 
of interdependence - interdependence is not irreconcil~ble with independence and certainly does not imply 
"dependence" - which exist betwe1.•n Western J<;urope and the United States, in the essential fields of defence 
and of the l~conomy, consti tutl~ a permanent and dominant fact in Community H fc. It follows that any change 
which might take place in the United States will without a doubt have its consequences here. We should there
fore try to have a bett<'r knowledge of what the changes will be which may occur in in the assumption of a 
McGovern in the presidency. · 

In the first place, one should lieep the fact in mind that this will certainly not mean thC. rcturiJl to 
power of the "traditional" Democrat team which played such an important role in establishing relations of 
con(idence between Europl~ and the United States. The times have ch;mgcd and the men with them. But many 
problems have remained the same. In the }lcr~vern programme, one can read that the nl~xt administration "should 
rcduCl~ Amcric;m forces in Europe, in close consultation with our allies, in the framework of a programlnC • 
aimed at adapting NATO r;o thl~ devl'lopment of the situation". Thus presented, the position hardly differs. 
from that of the Nixon Administration: it seems to accentuate the idea of an adaptation of NATO, wltich _im-
plies an appeal to ~rcater responsibilities on the part of l~uropc. This is not in contradiction with the 
goals of an united J<::urope. We also read that the Administration should work "to~ards increased co-operation 
with the Community to ensure that l'.'uropc;m intergration does not serve as a formula for discrimination 
against American products and firms". Incr~.·asl~d co-operation is pn~cisely what the ·Community is seeking: it 
should be giv1.·n conh~nts. The fact that the progr;umne uses the expression of discrimination to dcfine·thc 
normal conseqm•nccs of the creation of a Common Market may seem shoc.king. But it is clear that agreement 
should be reached on what is a normal consegmmc~.~ ;md what is not. Interdependence implies the intensive 
discussion of common problems, and the search for convnon management. Would a McCovem administration be 
open to such a view? It is possible. But the major question, for us I~uropeans, is to know whether we arc 
prepared to place oursd.ves in this perspective. Do we have sufficient determination, and the necessary 
flexibility, to draw up a European position? And have Wl~ the esslmtial institutional means for defending it? 
That is the question. Bm.G. 
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European Parliament, 
Official Publications of 

- Lcs Problemes de 1 1Europc, No _'i(l, Association pour 1 1 I~tudc des Prob.lcml~l'l de l 1Europc, Paris (38 his Av. 
Georgc v1 and nomc (Via.le Platonc 47) .- The 11 documtmtation11 Sl~l~tion of this number is devoted to a study 
by Hr. Curt Gastl~ygcr (preface by Mr. Gl~orge Ball)' on Europe-America rdations. We also mention articles 
on the Netherlands and the Common Market, Switzerland fac.ed with l~urope<m integration, youth and Europe, 
the textile industry ;md the problems of the Third World. 

- 30 jours d'Europe, No 1C8-l69 of July-August 1972, Information Service of the European Communities, Paris 
(61 rue des Bcl.les-Jt'cuillcs).- Under the general title "Should growth be limited?" arc grouped: Mr. Barre 1s 
reply to Mr. Mansho1t, a declaration by Mr. Spinclli on the economy in the service of man and an account of 
a symposium on "well-being and growth". The 11dossier11 of the month is devoted to the following subject: 
economic devc1opmcut and the quality of life - towards a new distribution of power. 

- GIOVANNI TgRRANOVA: CI~E: Piu l•'ortii. gli Squilibri Re~ionali .- This article on regional imbalances in the 
EEC appeared in the .Italian review 11 IL PONTE11 , pages 81 to 684. 

- OECD: Maritirnl~ Transport 1971, A report prepared by the Maritime Transport CoiiiDittee, Paris, 1972, 162 
pages, Price: -~f-3.50, £-1.22. 

- EFTA Bulletin, July-August 1972, European Free Trade Association, Geneva.- In the summary: EFTA trade in 
the first quarter of 1972; Boom and transfonnation of the Norwegian economy, British exports to Portugal, 
Successful Austrian export activity in the Danish market. 

- NATO Review, May-Junc 1972, Brussels.- In the summary: NATO Ministers meet in Bonn; President Nix.on's 
visit to Moscow, SALT agreement; SACLANT's 20th anniversary. 

- CERN: Courr.icr, June 1972, Geneva.- This number describes the start of the functioning of the 80o MeV 
injector synchrotron, which is part of the proton synchrotron installations. The news from the other labo
ratories mentions the bringing into service of the linear accelerator at Los Alamos. 

- CNEN: Notiziario, June 1972, Rome (Viale Rcgina Marghcrita 125).- In the summary: The development of nuc
lear energy from 1972 to 1985; ncport of the USAEC on'thc new gas diffusion enriching plants. 
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EDITORIAL l}l!Q 
·~\ 

Last Thursday, theF::u:~o~n~::: ::::e::: ::f:::~~~t::s~:g:~the details o acce;sio: to the 
muni~y and to the "acceptance" of community legislation. It will soon be the tum of the House of Lords 
since there is not the slightest doubt about the way in which the latter will vote, One is justified in 
ing that the parliamentary battle over accession has come to an end in Great Britain and that the way is 
open for the fo:nnality of ratification. This is a great relief, not only for the Govemment, but also fo 
the Opposition which, in the last analysis, has suffered more than the party in power. 

It is indeed the Labour party which is now faced with difficult problems and in this fact lies the 
explanation for Roy jenkins 1 strategy of voting against ratification on Thursday. He thus separated himself 
from his "pro-market" friends, such as Mr. Thomson and Mr. Stewart, who abstained (however, since there were 
only 13 abstentions and there were 17 votes more for than against, these abstentions were not "determinative") 
Pressure from extreme-left groups, which do not hesitate to resort to 11nationalism11 (in this, they are 
merely imitating the tactics of continental Communist parties) is mounting and is causing Mr. Wilson con
siderable concern. The latter is clearly afraid of seeing his party break up at the Congress in October, 
and of its hewng straight for electoral disaster. It is, in fact, almost certain that Mr. Heath would 
seize upon such an occasion to dissolve the Parliament and to retum in strength to face a Labour party which, 

.While perhaps more aggressive, would certainly have given up its governmental vocation for the time being. 
At all events, Thursday's vote was very important, and this importance deserves to be stressed. In the 

first place, because it proves that Mr. Heath has fulfilled his commitment, by guiding the difficult battle 
in Parliament with a fi:nn hand. In the second;place, and this is more important, because it should mark the 
beginning of the final phase of the interim period which will be over so soon, and which should be charac
terised by the increased direct and involved resence of the United Kin dom in communit life. 

In other words, now t at Mr. Heat is no onger a so e y t e ups an owns c accession occasioned 
both within and without his party, he can adopt increasingly decisive positions and can take steps to see 
that his country takes up its role as a full member of the Community. This is in the interests of the Com
munity itself and should reduce to a minimum, or even eliminate completely, any vacillation and uncertainty 
which could accompany the coming into being of the enlarged Community. 

In this context, one is entitled to expect the British government to give proof of a less tame attitude 
than that which it appears to have adopted in respect of the Summit. The fact that in its last contribution 
it mentioned economic and monetary union as "a reminder" - whatever ideas London might ha·te on this subject -
is grist to the mill of those who voice doubts about the sincerity of Great Britain1 s European commitment. 
These doubts will have to be removed. The Summit will or will not take place, but it would be useless to 
attempt to hide from public opinion where the responsibility would lie for this possible "failure before 
the eventn. 

Flit. G. 
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EDITORIAL A 
Preparation for the Summit: what has happened to the grand design? j 

Yesterday we referred to the British position in respect of the_S\UIIIIlit., which is far from being cle .' 
However, one has to admit that the positions of its partners are scarcely any clearer, even though the do , 
ments which they have added to the file are more ample and detailed. Thus, the Ministers who are to meet, I 
together with the Oommission, at the Palais d 1Egmont tomorrow, Wednesday, will have the greatest difficulty 
in producing a valid political synthesis of these documents and one which reveals the presence of a Enropean 
"grand design". 

One can see no grand design, but only "pro domo" pleadings and tactical positions which give no inti
mation of a real strategy. The fault for this lies perhaps with the method which was adopted for this last 
preparatory phase (we have already expressed adequate criticism of this method cf. our editorial of 2.8 June), 
but the fact remains that tomorrow's meeting will not open auspiciously. It ought to have been a decisive 
meeting, for each party should have aimed at the synthesis and clarification of the priority themes to be 
discussed at the Summit and the decisions to be adopted. It was anticipated that the Ministers wonld have 
before them a sketch enabling them to make swift political choices, or at the very least enabling them to 
ascertain the possibility of achieving a sufficient convergence of views on any given major subject to justify 
a Summit meeting and the discussions held at it. In fact, the Ministers will have before them a document some 
thirty pages long, which is not, and never could have been, a political document, for it was not conceived as 
such. It is, indeed, a bureaucratic document, drawn up by the Council's secretariat, which is probably less• 
clear and conclusive than the "synopses" drawn up a month ago, and which the Ministers had at their disposal 
on 26 June. · 

Consequently, how will the Ministers be able to settle things which they were unable to settle on'26 
June? Events have justified the assumption that the discussions and decisions about procedure were but a 
pretext. A pretext in order to gain, or lose, time. At the time, 11well-infonned11 sources said that it was 
necessary to wait for the results of the Brandt/Pompidou meeting of 3 July. Then there were was the change 
of government in France, and many people began to wonder whether there was not some tactical link between 
these different factors. 

The fact is that, with the files in their present state, and according to whether one stresses the simi
larities or differences of opinion, the Summit is desirable or not desirable in the sligh,test. The truthi is 
that the decision on the Summit is linked with factors chiefly dependent on domestic policy, personal prestige 
or power struggles. The Summit will take place it this appears to be 11useful11 from the viewpoint of elections, 
a political party or group. Euro@: is not involved at all in this: it is but a pretext and an instiUJIIent. 

However, the goverrunents sho d not cherish any illusions. Sooner or later, public opinion comes to 
realise and understand such things. And finally, it will begin to ask the governments what they have done 
with Enrope 

1 
2.-Zbis 

Em. G. 
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EDITORIAL 

Monetary Europe and the prospects for the Summit 
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Thursday 20 July 1972 

DAILY BULLETIN 

While the Foreign Ministers are meeting in order to ascertain whether theTe are a sufficient nmnber 
of points of 11 conyergence" in their respective positions, to decide whether they can continue with the 
paration of the Summit and possibly to confirm the date on which the latter will assemble, it seems to us "'~~· 
it is worth returning to the events which took place at Lancaster House in London, yesterday and the day 
before. 

For, if the decision on the Summit depended simply on the measure of agreement and cohesion among the 
Ten, the results of the meeting in London would constitute a very coinforting positive factor. We do not 
mean by this that in London substantial progress was made on the path towards economic and monetary problems. 
The problems discussed concerned the refonn of the international monetary system, and the discussions hardly 
moved from the level of generalities to that of the technical, and thus concrete, implications of principles. 
However, everyone knows how important it is, even for domestic purposes, that community cohesion should prove 
itself to the outside world. . . . This is the very foundation on which a European identity can be built. 
Now, there ~s no uoubt that 1n London important progress was made in this direction, at least pyschologically. 
Convergence on a series of objectives (the eight points which we listed in yesterday's bulletin), the first 
official proof of which was given in London (Mr. Barber noted that it was the first ministerial meeting of the 
Ten to be held outside the territory of the present Community), is an important new event. If one reads these 
eight points carefully, on the basis of which the attitude of the countries of the enlarged Community ought 
gradually to be defined and detennined, one notes that very considerable progress has been made and that 
the political implications of these eight points are very real. Of course, the goal is still distant, parti
cularly in respect of the construction of an international monetary system, which is both fair and efficient. 
But ·What really counts is the general trend, and the fact is that some movement is being made and in the 
right direction. Mr. Barre explained to us that this is what matters and that the differences of approach 
wliich are inherent in several technical aspects, although important at times, do not necessarily constitute 
insuperable difficulties. 

A second aspect deserves to be emphasised, namely the movement which has been cOmmenced towards the 
coordination and harmonisation of controls on transfers of 
11 commwtitarising11 these controls and of shifting them towa 
We should have progressed in the right direction! 

In conclusion, it appears that not only did London not result in an "inhibition" about the Summit, but 
that, on the contrary, it produced some encouragement. Having said this, one is forced to wonder whether the 
decision on the holding of the Summit meeting will be dictated by "European logic•!. The doubts we voiced 
yesterday still exist. However, let us not anticipate the decisions which the Ministers are due to take this 
evening.· 

Fln. G. 
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;..~ \ ':~ '- . EDITORIAL • \ 

The suspense goes on. The SUmmit will be held, perhaps. But it will not be held on the date de • 

. .,_ ~"', A new preliminary for the Summit? j)"'" 
on (some merely say "selected") if this does ·ttot. coincide with the political strategy of one or another . 
of Government. 

a;,rtain things which were said yesterday in the meeting and, above all, in very discreet conversations, 
are as yet unknown, or only partially known. Knowledge of them will make it possible to assess the resu~ts 
of the meeting more effectively and, more especially, to gain an image of them which is less "rosy" than 
that which emerges from the official statements. In particular, such knowledge will allow the disclosure 
of relatively disturbing elements which merit surveillance. Public opinion should be fully informed, and 
its representatives, Parliamentarians, in particular, should demand explanations. 

Let us begin by stressing that the very fact of not having been able to confirm the date of the SUmmit 
is clearly negative, whatever acrobatics were employed as justification. Mr. Maurice Schumann is reported 
to have said that it is up to the Heads of State and of Government to say whether the Summit will or will not 
be held, and when it will be held. This is possible, but it is disturbing. The decision of 24 April was 
taken by the Foreign Ministers with the agreement, obviously enough, of the governments. At a given moment, 
it is necessary to know who commits whom. In the present state of affairs, it seems that Mr. Bra.ndt .. is more 
hesitant than ever about the idea of a Summit before the elections: he is afraid of the.way in.which Mr. 
Barzel could exploit it electorally. This could signify that Mr. Brandt knows already that he would have to 
yield on several points. In addition, if Barzel became Chancellor he would not committed to outbidding, and 
would become an easier interlocutor for Mr. Pompidou. · 

However, there is something else as well. It was not revealed, in fact, .that the so-called "priority 
for economic and monetary union" means something quite precise for Mr. Maurice Schumann, that is the estab
lislnnent of a European plan which ensures the maintainin of fixed rities in the event of a moneta cnsis. 
In Mr. Schumannls opinion, ~e have gone eyon t e Base agreement an wen spe ng tot e ress e men
tioned the word "crisis". However, Mr. Barre seemed to us to consider, and justly, that the fact of con
stantly.talking of crisis does nothing but encourage the factors of crisis, by pushing billions of dollars 
into the tills of the central banks. 

. The ambiguities of Mr. Schumann 1 s statements should be dispersed. For example, a. plain answer should 
be obtained to the following question: 11Would France demand of tM United Kingdom that it return to a fixed 
parity for the pound (and undertake not to abandon it again) before the Summit meets?" 

In our opinion, a positive reply would indicate that the summit is once again subject to a preliminary 
and that it is condemned in advance, which would spark off· a crisis, not only of a monetary but also, and 
more importantly, of a political kind. 

Consequently, we would pose another question: "Is it desired to provoke a political crisis before ef
:te cti ve enlargement, and if so, ·why? 11 

I DD. G. 

.1 
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EDITORIAL ~~ .~ .•. .! ~ \ {';; ,i~ t~ 
Free trade from the community viewp~int ~-- ., .. ~. 

The conclusion and last Saturday's signing of the agre~ts by which free trade in industrial product:~ 
will gradually be realised between the Community of the s:i;.!{," on the one hand, and each of the EFTA count~ 
which do not intend to accede, on the other, constitutes, in addition to an achievement, a beginning, the~· 1~·. 
first step towards an objective which is perllaps still distant, but which will doubtless be attained one dia. · 

Many amongst us have naturally been led to recall the events of 1956 to 1958 and the "vast free tra 
zone" in which some parties, doubtless inspired by an understandable concern of an economic' and commercial 
kind, saw the desirable conclusion of the structure of Europe in the second half of this century. 

Well, that which has just been achieved, fifteen years later, entirely justifies those who, at the time, 
refused to accept easy solutions and resisted formidable pressure from interest groups, because they believed 
that the construction of Europe was above all a political deed, which should lead to political and social 
transformations, even if achieved by the long and difficult path of economic integration, the effectiveness 
of which is disputed by other parties without their having been able up until now to find a more direct or 
more effective path. At this point, we should like to pay tribute to Mr. Waiter Hallstein, who was President 
of the Fllropean Commission at the time. 

In 1957, it would at the very most have been possible to achieve generalised free trade, in which the 
Europe of the Six, newly-formed, would doubtless have been towed along and would most probably have been 
forced - lacking as it was in a common external tariff and, a fortiori, in common policies - to halt in its 
development towards integration and unity, in order to be diluted into free trade which is a good thing, 
but which, for the founders of Europe, could not be an end in itself. 

Today's events are quite different. The Europe of the Six has been achieved as far as customs union is 
concerned, it has made major progress as an economic union, it is subject to ferment which will doubtless 
lead it to stricter forms of political union, and it has been significantly enlarged. 

Today the COmmunity has been able to receive, in a generous manner, the demands of countries which-
for various reasons - are at present unable to accept the principles and the consequences of integration, and 
it has liberated trade in industrial products. It has done this without its own international identity being 
affected, and without its own institutions being weakened or conditioned by . .outside forces. It acts as a 
motor and as a catalyser. It gives rise to centripetal forces:, and not to centrifugal ones, as might have 
been feared in the fifties. It commits not only its own future, but also the future of the policy of Europe 
as a whole. 

It is from this viewpoint that we should consider the act achieved on Saturday as a beginning and that 
we interpret the words with which Mr. Deniau concluded his speech: "The future can and should remain open". 

Em. G. 
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EOITORIAL 

An historic occasion: is Europe on the sideline~:? 

Present events in the Mhldle East, and more particularly i.n Cairo, are of great importance. 
not saying that everything is completely clear, but that is only nonnal.. However, one thing i.s certain 
President Sadat has startetl along a new path, whi eh c~ould lead to peace. 

In order to advance towards peace, Sadat neither needs nor wi.shes to 11 break11 with the Soviet U 
Nor does he need to resort to the 11 good will" of the Americans. l•'rom his standpoint, his ideal position 
that of genuine "non--alignment", alone capable, if respected from outside, of preserving national unity and 
which would be proof of the effective will of E.c;ypt to achieve peace. 

In the presence of this· sHuation, whi eh .is highly (:omplex both poli.tically and psychologically, 
but is also rich in possibilities, outside action, i.n order to be possible and effective, must stem from 
motivations which are neither likely to give rise to ambiguities nor based on ulterior motives. At the same 
time, it should command that political and economic weight which alone can furnish a serious basis for a 
compromise which should lead to lasting peace and - who knows - to an era of prosperity and peaceful ex
pansion throughout the Middle East. 

One needs only list these conditions and factors in order to understand immediately that Europe and' 
Euro e alone Euro e· as ·an economic and political entit commands all the trum s necessa for a concrete 
:tn1tiative, wit the greatest chances of success. It is not a matter of elaborating on the varying degrees 
of sincerity of certain statements, on the real or supposed manoeuvres of one or another party. It is a 
matter of undertaking concrete action and of judging its effectiveness on the basis of the concrete reactions 
to which it gives rise. . 

Today we find ourselves faced with a typical case - and probably a unique opportunity offered us by 
history - in which a European head of government ought to call u on his colleagues to hold an emer enc 
meeting, no matter where, in order to deliberate on t s new situation and t en to act. Someone in the 
Mediterranean, that is to say the European, area has launched an appeal by stating that he is ready to accept 
a peace initiative, from whatever source. This appeal must be heard. It is true that Europe does not yet 
command the political machinery likely to fa.cilitate its task. However, in the last resort it is necessity 

_which creates instruments. The affinnation of the political will of the presence of Europe would in itself 
be an act of exceptional scope. Wide-ranging development plans have already been formulated only to be pigeon
holed by the Ministers. The COmmission itself has drawn up a programme (the Dcniau Plan) regarding assis-
tance and the modest scope of this could be rapidly increased. Europe can furnish the means. It can also 
add its specific "guarantee" to that which it will be the duty of the UN to provide. 

In this way, it will be poss~ble for the presence of Europe to become visible. If we wait for it 
to materialise from protocols, we ri.sk having to wait indefinitely. It should stem from events, which prove 
the urgent need for it, and which gives rise to a consensus. For the first time, the peoples will understand 
that Europe exists and that it has a peaceful and fraternal vocation. 

Yet perhaps we'are 11sking too much. If we look around, one by one, at the men whom history is ex
pecting to rise to its stature, we sec them engrossed in minor tasks which fill their whole horizon ••• Such 
a shame 

1 
2 

fln. G. 
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EDITORIAL 

The Summit and EEC Article 235 

. ~ .. '!2. 
• ~ ... j ..; 

~th year- No 1096 (n.s.) 
Thursday 27 July 1972 

DAILY BULLETIN 

The preparation of the Summit should, among other things, make it possible to gain an improved- under
standing of certain issues, in order that false solutions might be avoided which could give rise only to re
criminations and conflict. One of these issues concerns the "extensive" application of EEC Article 235· 

'l'he problem of the application of Article 235 has been presented with rare clarity by Mr. Maurice LtfJ'!I!# 
("Le Monde 11 of 22 July), an honorary Councillor of State and fonner Advocate-General at the Court of jus ~ce 
of the Community. Mr. Lagrange writes: "Without any doubt, in a number of cases, the specific ptovisions of 
the Treaty are insufficient to allow of any action being taken. However, with foresight, the authors of the 
Treaty took care to introduce into it a certain Article 235 which merits reproduction: "If any action by the 
Ccmmunity appears necessary to achieve, in the functioning of the Common Market, one of the aims of the Com
munity in cases where the resent Treat has not rovided for the re isite owers of action, the Council, 
acting y means o a un mous vote on a propos o t e Commiss1.on and a ter t e ssem y as been consulted, 
Atakes the appropriate pNvisions11 • Mr. Lagrange recalls that such a use of the present indicati-ve has the 
ieiiSe of an obligation: "makes" signifies 11is bound to take". Thus, in each case, there ~xists a question 
of appraising the necessity of the action planned but, once this necessity has been recognised, the means of 
achieving the action should be established in a community, and not an inter-state framework. 

this is very clear. Mr. Lagrange believes that an agreement coUld eXist between France and its partners 
for the extensive application of Article 235· Unfortunatelt, this is not true. We too believed this, but in 
our editorial of 21 June, we warned against the Interpretat on being put forward now, namely that the ultilllf.te 
application of Article 235 would be preceded by a period, of unspecified duration, of intergovernmental action: 
this could then be followed up by the application of Article 235. 

As will be realised, this a matter of considerable gravity for the possibility of using Article 235 to 
achieve the "comprehensive action" which is essential for the functioning of the Coliununity would become p11t'Cll 
illusoh{. It is plain that if the Community does not gradually extend its bases and radius of action, e-ven 
that w eh already exists will perish and die. This is an indisputable political reality. Of course, it 
is possible to decide that the community method is out-of-date and that one can move along the path to 
11a la carte" intergovernmental co-operation. But this would mean the sweeping aside of all common policy, 
starting with the agricultural policy; and all possibility of economic and monetary union will be definiti-vely 
ruled out. On the other hand, if one says - as everyone does - that the Community should remain the centre 
of all future development, one must be consequential and strengthen this centre rather than weaken it. 

This is, of course, a problem of "political will", but it is also a problem of fidelity to undert~s 
given. The combined application of ArtiCle 235 and Articles 2 and 3 of the EEC Treaty constitutes a leg 
Ob'Iiiation for all the signatories of the Treaty. The Summit should solemnly mark the political will to 
fulfil this obligation and to do so with a fully _community spirit. Em. G. 
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EDITORIAL 

The last stage in the "parallel" preparation of the Summi.t 

20th year- No 1097 (n.s.) 
Friday 28 July 1972 

DAILY BULLETIN 

Mr. Pompidou has explicitly made known that, with today and tomorrow's meeting with President Leone and· 
Prime Minister Leone, he will feel that he has accomplished the full cycle of bilateral contacts wlti.ch he 
wished to have with France's partners in the Community on the subject of the Summit Conference, We reeall 
that this cycle has included his visit to o.e..,ers, the recent meeting with Brandt in Bonn, the trip to 
Luxembourg and the visit to Paris made by Belgian and futch leaders. 

This, to some extent, explains why Maurice Schumann was opposed, on 19 July, to the ten Ministers for 
Foreign Affairs taking a decision confirming that the SWrimit would meet in Paris in three months tillle. It 
is clear - and moreover, Mr. Schumann said so himself - that for him the definitive decision should be taken 
by the Heads of State and of Government and that Mr. Pompidou would not make up his oioind until having eoo&
pleted the cycle of t€te-a-t€te talks by which he wished to gain personal insight into the opinions of those 
who will be his interlorutors at the Summit. 

Thus, a somewhat paradorlcal situation has developed, that is, the preparation of the Slllllllit on two 
parallel levels which seem mutually to ignore''one another. The first level is that of the Foreign Ministers, 
where preparation takes place on a multilateral base, and statements and documents are exchanged without there 
being a real debate. The second level is that of the Heads of Govemment, on the basis of bil~teral. talks 
between, on the one hand, Mr. Pompidou and on the other, each of the other !leads of Government, frecpenily in 
the absence of the Foreign Ministers and, one would suppose, on the basis of a real t€te-&-tt!te discussion• 

Th;is leads to the question being asked of which of the two is the genuine pre!i!ration, and in which 
"'arter responsibility for this preparation f.ailing or merit for it succeeding sho d be placed. ·'!'he more se 
because, while the tenns of the preparation made in the multilateral frameworlc are more or less public, in
formation on the substance of preparation through the bilateral talks is far less .complete, n.Ot only in 
respect of public opinion, which is disorientated by it, but also in respect of the "experts", who ha-rio, nevel'
theless, been entrosted with responsibility for the preparation. 

Consequently, ~ can do nothing but wait for a verdict which will be given on the basis of factors, many 
of which, unfortunately, are unknown to us and not all of which have their origins in the 11&1ropean11 fact. 

»a, G. 

*The writer of &JROPE 1s editorials will be away on holiday until 4 September 
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Books which are sent to us and whose publication Al~ 1 7~7? 
is worth noting are reviewed under this heading 

- ACHlLLE ALBONETTI; L'Europe et l'energie nucleaire, Institut Atlantique des Affaires lnfernationales, rue 
4e Longchamp, Paris 16th.- Les Cahicrs Atlantiques 2/1972, 9 FF, S.SODM. 

"If western European countries intend to have an effective, autonomous and consistent nuclear policy, 
they will have to coordinate their initiatives nnd probably to unite their efforts, at least in some funda
mental sectors". Titis is the main conclusion reached by this study by Nr.Achille Albonetti, Director for 
International Affairs and Economic Studies of the Italian Conunittee for Nuclear Energy CNEN, who descdbea 
the situation of nuclear energy in J:urope. The author demands integrated European cooperation, for instan
ce in the field of the production of enriched uranium, of rapid reactors and of processing industries. 
Besides these important sectors,other sectors should be the object of European cooperation, for instance 
naval propulsion, reactor safety control, pollution and radioactive fallout. According to •tr.Albonetti, 
the future of European nuclear coop<•ration rests mainly on France and on the United Kingdom: if these two 
countries decided to launch cooperation progranunes, or, better sti 11, European integration progranunes, the 
other countries would be forced to followed their example. 

In the introduction, Hr.J:tiennc lli rsch, former president of Euratom, underlines the need to reach a new 
awareness of the real demands of competition, which implies radical decisions in order to establish a Euro
pean programme. Hr.llisrch adds that such a programme is incompatible with the need for unanimity at the 
decision-taking stage. Mr.Albonetti is also the author of a book on European foreign policy,wbich was just 
published i11 German by Nomos (27 May 1972). 

- ELKE SCHHITZ: Das Recht der offentlichen Auftrage im Cemeinsamcn t-larkt, Eine rechtsvergleichende Darstellung 1 

Nomos Verlagsgesellschaft (8aden-Baden/Germany), 1972, hard cover, '42 DM. - The problem of the freedom of 
competition on pubic markets in the Conununi ty is far from being settled, since foreign companies are still 
excluded from most contracts by the national administrations, This study is therefore very useful,since it 
provides a very thorough documentation on the public contract legislation in the six Conununity countries, 
admnistrative regulations, the publicity cf bids, the admission of companies to contracts and discrimina-
tion against foreign competitors.A final chapter outlines the situation as far as Co11111unity legislation is 
concerned. 

- H.C.BlNSWANGER AND IIANS HAYRZEDT: L'elargissement des Cmmmnautes Europeennes et la position des pays.non
candidats a 11 adhesion, European Leag\Jc for Economic Cooperation, no 48, Harch 1972, 97 pages 

- ENRIQU]:: TIERNO GALVAN: Spagna memorandum , Istituto Affari Intemazionali (Roma), Societa Editrice 11 Mu
lino, Bologna m 1972, 101 pages, 1000 lire. TI1e three"chaptcH-s of this study· cover the following themes: 
"Official" Spain and "parallel" Spain; Protests against the system; Freedom, democracy and socialism for 
Spain. 
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EDITORIAL ; .. ~ ~i M ,{ 
Paul-Henri aak takes his lace in histo #i}41 \:! ~· ~ 

Paul-Henri Spaak is dead. With a heavy heart, one puts pen to paper. One must pay tribute to his i" J... 

memory, recall how much F»rope owes to him, but above all stress that the perfect synthesis of idealism an~~-·' 
el!lpiricism which he achieved is more valid now than ever. . Thus he shows to us, both today and for the fut ._.·. f 
the path which we must follow. . J 
, We remember him- although this was not our first meeting- when, in March 1953,.in Strasbourg, he •• 
granted us the interview with which we began publication of this bulletin. In his capacity as Pt-esident of 
the ad hoc Assembly, he had presented Bidault, the president in office of the community Oouncil, with the 
draft treaty for the political union of the Six. He was anxious and introverted. Six months before, the 
governments had called for action, but now they were beginning to draw rein. Fifteen months later came 
the failure of the EDC ••• However, shortly after Hessina ushered in a brief season of fruitful meetings for 
&!rope. Innovating on traditional methods, the six governments entrusted Spaak with the political direction 
of the committee which drafted the treaties signed in Rome in MarCh 1957. Spaak 1 s very great merit, which 
we often recognised at the time, was to have understood that this was probably a unique opportunity, which 
should not be missed. Of course, he was assisted by circumstances - including the Suez crisis - but, as all 
true politicians, he knew how to turn circumstances to his design. He overcame all resistance, he never 
refused compromise when this left principles intact and helped to resolve practical problems, he prevented 
the experts from standing in the way of the political will of which he had made himself the ·interpreter and 
the aroiter. 

We met Spaak - how could one have thought that it would be the last time - three weeks ago, at the 
Round Table in Paris. More than ever, he was in full intellectual fonn: ready for a scathing rejoinder, 
without the slightest hesitation in the choice of arguments, polemical and persuasive, concrete and a dreame~. 
We witnessed his sincere emotion at the exceptional ovation which greeted his remarks. 

He said: 11The politician who does not dream is not a statesman". 11ri.s was his own portrait. It is 
said that F»rope needs pragmatism. Who more pragn1atic than Spaak) the great simplifier of problems, whose 
reasoning constantly sought support in the assessment of the real facts and the political forces in play? 
But Europe cannot be built without an idea. Spaak was the tireless prophet of this ideal. In institutional 
controversies, he never invoked dogma, while always stressing practical needs, but he never failed to 
emphasise that the aim was not only to "administer" but also to assert the pennanent values of civilisation 
in the world of today and tomorrow. 

He has been accused of many faults. This is probably true. For Spaak was not an abstract being, nor 
was he a monster of virtue. He was a man, in the widest sense of the word. And as a man, he was a giant: 
the giant whom we admired and whom we mourn. 

Three weeks ago we said to him: "Come back to Europe, Mr. Spaak, you can see how much it needs you". 
There was 1111ch nostalha in his reply and in his smile: "Yes, I should like to, but who would look after my 
birds in the country?" 

He has gone. He has left Europe and his birds. Yet he remains in history. The Europe of tomorrow 
will recognise in him one of its very rare and very great creators. Em.G. 
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- KARL-HEINZ NASSMACHER: Demokratisierun der Euro aischen Gemeinschaften, Europa Union Verla~, 1972, 1\J' 
224 pages, 12.50 DM. - The aut or examines t e problems pose by t e emocratisation of the »>ropean {'A)m.... .!t 
munities, taking into account their enlargement to ten members. He analyses the proposals which have al.- s~'l 
ready been made for direct election and for the extension of the powers of the European Parliament, the 
future European governmental system (federation or confederation), the tasks of the European Parliament, the 
structure of the parties and the possibilities of social democratisation. He stresses that in-order to 
achieve a real European parliamentary system, it is first necessary to create the relevant foundations: a 
system of European parties, European public opinion and a developed union system. 

- GERDA ZELLENTIN: Europa 1985, Gesellschaftliche und politische Entwicklung in Gesamteuropa, Europa Union 
Verlag GmbH, 1972, l73 pages, 9.50 IM. - The author develops the objective of a European peace system, taki.hg 
into account foreseeable developments until 1985 in the enlarged European Community and in the Cbmecon, and in 
economic, political and military spheres. The author gives particular consideration to the organisation of 
a European security conference. 

- Eurota-Archiv, Zeitschrift fUr Internationale Politik, Deutsche Gesellschaft fUr Auswartige Politik (BOnn), 
publis ed through Verlag fUr Internationale Politik OnbH (Bonn). No. 13 of 10 July 1972: We draw attention 
to articles on the SALT agreement and its effects on Europe, the influence of the domestic policy of the 
United States on its foreign policy, relations between Latin America and the European Communities. ·No. 14 
of 25 July 1972: contains articles on development policy after the Santiago conference, multinational cor
poration·s, Italy after the May elections, Turkey and a documentation section on European integration. 

-The World Today, Vol. 28, No. 7, July 1972, The Royal Institute of In~ernational Affairs, Chatham House 
(London), published by Oxford University Press (London). Annual subscription: £3.25. -We draw attention 
to an article by M:r. Michael Palmer on the European Community and a security confertmce. 

- Notes on CUrrent Politics, No. 14 of 31 July 1972 (Pages 218 to 231), Conservative Research Department 
(London). This leaflet is devoted to Socialist quotations. One notes the statement from Mr. Wilson that 
British accession should be decided by Parliament and not by a referendum. 

- OECD: OECD Financial Statistics, Paris, June 1972. - The collection consists of three parts. Part One 
brings together the country data. Part Two is devoted to the international market. Part Three consists of 
comparative tables. Annual subscription: $30 dollars, £].0.60. 

- OECD: National accounts of OECD countries 1900-1970, Paris, 443 pages, price $6.50, £2.20. - This volWile 
brings together national accounts statistics for OECD Member countries (except ~ustralia) for the years 1960-
1970. 

- El Peru y su Politica Exterior, Ministerio de Relaciones EXteriores, Lima (Peru), 464 pages. - This volume 
contains the chief statements on foreign policy made between 24 November 1968 and 24 April 1971 by General 
E.P. Edgardo Mercado Jarrin, Peru's Minister for Foreign Affairs. 
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EDITORIAL t 

A·:"photJ.yl1 Sul)lllit - (1) When summits weren't needed .. · 

It does not seem that any precedents can be found in the history of the summit meetings linked to the 
construction of Europe which provide a comparison with what is taking place around the summit meeting whicht,'1V 
should takP. place - but who can say that it will? - on 19 October in Paris. }!~ 

It is true that the most. important stages of this construction of Eur0pe were not decided on by summit~01C 
meetings. Indeed, the responsibility for the decisions has always been that of the govemments. But it was ~it 
up to the Foreign Ministers to prepare their details amongst themselves and to find the necessary compromis • 
The appeal of 9 May 1950, which resulted in the creation of the ECSC, was made by Robert Schuman, who was 
Minister of Foreign Affairs, and duly authorised by his government. The Messina Conference of 1955 was a 
Conference of Foreign Ministers. We recall that it was associated with an ordinary meeting of the Special 
Council of Ministers of the ECSC. The German Government was represented at it by a Secretary of State, who 
was Mr. Hallstein. 

The custom, if it can be called a custom, of the summit meeting was introduced by General de Gaulle. 
From one point of view, this is justified: the construction of Europe, which in its early days could be 
consiuered as an undertaking comi .. g under the foreign policy of the States involved, has increasingly 
concerned the whole economic and political life of the countries committed to it. It is therefore conceiv
·able that it should be up to the heads of government to take certain decisions which at the same time rep
resent a form of "arbitration" among the various political positions and differing interests within each 
country. But this was not the reason which inspired de Gaulle. On the contrary, de Oaulle considered the 
construction of Europe as one of the most important aspects of foreign policy and, since the latter, since 
the latter constituted his own "private reserve", he logically claimed to want to settle the questions conn
ected with it personally. In addition, de Gaulle took advantage of the "objective superiority" from which 
he benefitted in relation to the other heads of government, since he was the only one (and Mr. Pompidou is 
in the same situation) to be head of State at the same time. This inevitably creates a sort of hierarchy 
which has some influence on the discussions. 

One could even say that the practice of summit meetings is "anti-democratic", although it is difficult 
to show why a decision taken by the Foreign Ministers would be more democratic than one taken by a summit 
meeting. For de Gaulle (as for Pompidou), this argument could be reversed, for their legitimacy is based 
on the universal suffrage which elected them. 

Much more pertipent is the argument according to which summit meetings, whether consciously or not, 
result in relieving the Community institutions of their respo .. sibilities and prerogatives, and these insti
tutions, we should not forget, were created by the governments, which gave them precise tasks. But, at the 
summit meetings which were held under the authority of General de Oaulle, the Institutions not only had no 
voice. ·to make heard, but:.:were also deliberate! i ored, which is not the case at present. 

To e cont1nued Em.G. 
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EDITORIAL ~-~,r~ :O'fl ,,:·~ t~'- ; 
A "phony" summit - ( 2) Political wi o'r'-·~arr emlrgeifcy exit? 

To judge whether and why the Europe~ summit meetings constitute a disavowal and dispossession of th-~ 
existing institutions, one lll\lSt naturally consider what the subjects arc oh'.which the heads of governmenr;,-J)., 
are clai~ing to be able to decide. In the specific case of the summit which is being prepared, one might~_} 
wonder why the institutions, and more particularly the Co. uncil of Ministers, could not decide on subjectfW~ 
which without a shadow of a doubt fall within their competence. This is the case, for example, of the er f.-'' 
tion of a Monetary Co-operation Fund, of the application of article 235, of the implementation of the in ·• 
ustrial policy or of the regional policy etc. And the more so since several of these subjects have already 
been the sub·ect of ministerial discussions. The famous "political will" which is evoked as a panacea and 
wit out 1c , in act, no progress would be possible, could very well be shown at the level and in the 
framework of the Council of Ministers. 

Having said this, we must note that even most of the supporters of the autonomy and primacy of the 
Community institutions, among whome we may be counted, have considered that the calling of a summit is 
desirable and even necessary, while recognising that it is providing a pretext for avoiding the application 
of the Community procedures (and especially for eluding the European Commission's right of initiative). 
Some have even gone so far as to suggest institutionalising the summit, which is not without its dangers. 
One might wonder whether there i~ a tendency to turn the summit into a "super-institution" without rules 
(which would "devalue" the existing institutions), or another cog in the present machinery (but then, noth
ing would prevent the Council from meeting at the level of heads of government as soon as "general" decis
ions are necessary). 

The truth is that we have all accepted the idea of a summit, in view of the exceptional circumstances 
in which the Community is situ~tcd following its enlargement and as the result of the need to put an end 
to some inertia and routine in which the construction of Europe seems to be getting bogged down at a time 
when immense tasks have been proposed for it internally and externally. We recognise that some sole~1ity 
in expressing the political will to go forward is necessary. 

However, the events of the past few days arc disconcerting and arc forcing a re-thinking of the whole 
problem. The "host power" is logically concerned about ensuring the success of the initiative which it has 
taken. But it sometimes seems to forget that this success must also~be a success for al~ those who take part 
in the summit. Unfortunately, by the way in which it has acted and expressed itself, thas power seems to 
want to show - and here we hope that the facts will contradict us - that it is prepar~d to call the summit, 
the initiative for which it has taken, only on condition that it is mathematically c~1·tain that all its 
views will be accepted. 

This is a manifestly absurd claim and one is sometimes tempted to think that it is intended to hide 
an emergency exit. By provoking negative reactions, the pretext for a postponement could rapidly be found. 
The consequences of this would nevertheless be very serious. 

{To be continued) Em.G. 
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EDITORIAL 

A "phony" summit - (3) How to create a mess ... in colopr 

We explained in our preceding editorial, that1 

20th year·· No 1115 (n,s.) 
Thursday 7 September 1972 

DAILY BULLETIN 

a) the construction of f:urope must not necessarily prot;ress by means of "summits" 1 in the past, fundamental 
stages were overcome without resorting to the heads of government, 
b) the practice of summits involves the danger of "dispossessing" the Community Institutions, which is in 
any case 1 wrong, 
c) in spite of all this1 a broad consensus was formed with a view to calling a summit nex.t autu.., in Paris 
(with the initiative coming from Mr. Pompidou), and this in view of the exceptional circuutances (enlarge
ment of the Community, relations to be established with the rest of the world, structure of the institutions) 
and in view of the fact that the Institutions are taking part in the preparations, 
d) at a certain moment, faced with certain difficulties (which are in no way exceptional or new), the "host 
power" raised serious obficctions, going as far as threatening to cancel the invitations. This prompted ,ome 
to think that, for domestic political reasons, Mr. Pom idou is no lon er so interested in a summit meet 
and that he is secki a retext for st onirt 1t unti a more ro it1ous ate. 

ng the strangest episo es noted in t 1s context, one must ment on t e ep sode concerning .the pressures 
e:orerted on Italy in favcur of the SECAM colour televisio system. This b obviously something whlch hag noth
in~ to do with the summit, but it is precisely because the link was eatablished at a certain moment that pol
it1cal observers were struck by it. As everybody knows, the problem in itself is of a purely technical nature: 
it was politicised a few years ago now by General de Gaulle, who saw in the adoption of SECAM an affirmation 
of national prestige and an expression of anti-American feeling. Probably, and quite beside any technical 
considerations, this politisation did S&:AM harm. Suddenly (but without this having been a surprise for well
informed circles), the problem has returned to the forefront of the news! it incontestable that politicai 
ressurcs at a ve hi h level have been exerted on !tal (considered as .a key country in this case) for it 

to a opt t e SECAM system. On ot si es, attempts ave en made to minimise the significance of the epi~ 
sodc, but in vain. Political circles were struck and ast,nished by the fact that the article in which the 
Ro11c correspoudent of "Le Monde" announced the Lucca meeting talked only about the SECAM question, as if this 
had been the real subject of the meeting. An Italian weekly then made a secret document public (probably 
drafted by a senior Italian ofr1cia:I at the end of talks which he had had with French colleagues) in which 
the link between the ado tion of S&:AM and the claims which !tal will 111ake at the Sullllllit is clearl shown, 
It was 1nev1-ta e, an forcseea e, that Ita ian po tic orces shou ave opte pont ons, an they 
did so in taking a very tough line. It suffices to quote Mr. Saragat, who tei'II!ed the forces which are supp-
orting the adoption of SECAM by Italy as conservative, neo-Gaullist and anti-European. But without Mr. 
Saragat 1s support, the Italian government would fall. Mr. Andreotti hOd to provide explanations •••• _L, 

Whatever the intentions and ulterior motives may have been, this yngainly moye has offended moral ~ 
political consciences, and has useless confronted certain interests, provoking exaggerated, bbt understand
able, reactions in Germany. In short, being linked with the preparation of the summit, it has introduced 
a further factor of uncertainty. Why? Could it be in order to make the possibility of the coming summit meet
ing even less probable! 

(To be continued) f:m.G. 
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EDITORIAL 

A "phony" summit - (4) A -:.11 Iiti.irl.•summit11 , perhaps? 

20th year ;., No 1116 (n.s.) 
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DAILY BULLETIN 

Nex.t Tuesday, at the end. of the meeting to be held at the Villa Aldobrandini at Frascati, we should lmo' 
for certain about the October summit. We shall know whether it will take place or not, and with what agenda 
It is therefore useless to try to prophesy. But it can already be said that the Summit will only be held )J 
~d be fruitful if the governments go to it to discuss the real problems which concem Europ~. Even if thei il 
respective positions are far apart at first, the will to find common solutions will help them to obtain 
important results for Europe. On the other hand, there will be no summit, or rather it will merely be held 
"for show" (these are the very words used by Mr. Pompidou), if the governments go to it to obtain their 
little r'· ···:~mal political successes or to cause sectoral or national interests to triumph. 

The J('al European problems are well-lmown. In the first place, there is no doubt the problem consisting 
of organising the transition from a Europe of the Six which is hardly a customs union to a Europe of the Ten 
which must move towards an Economic and Monetary Union. This undertaking, which implies that progress should 
be made simultaneously towards enlargement and strengthening, is very difficult, but all its aspects are 
known in detail. Mr. Pompidou has very good cards to play when he say that Europe must constitute an indep.. 
endent monetary area, marked by cohesion. But cohesion, unity, individuality are all ideas which have prec
ise significance not only towards the outside world, but also inwardly. In other words, they imply the accep
tance of a common disci line dictated b common interest and or anised b a common authorit • This is not 
a question of t eories or reams. To want one without accepting the other simply means refusing the European 
solution. 

Another fundamental problem is that of the definition of the relations of Europe of the Ten with the 
rest of the world·, and more particularly with the United States, the Soviet Union and the Third World. This 
must also be looked at from both external and internal viewpoints. The external policy of an entity such as 
the enlarged Community is fundamentally different, by its very nature and means, to the external policies 
of the countries which are its members. This major change must therefore be accepted, which is not easy, 
bUt without which all that is said about the independence of Europe is only hot air. 

The third problem is a political-institutional one (it is not by chance that the two sections form a 
single whole). Must it be turned into a quarrel over the place at which a possible Political Secretariat 
should be set up? Unfortunately, Mr. Pompidou himself mentioned the precedent of the Fouchet Plan to want 
or to demand the establishment of the Secretariat in Paris. But this mention can orily harm the undertaking, 
by arousing a distrust·which has never totally disappeared. 

Unless there are any spectacular last-minute reversals, we do not believe that the governments will go 
to the summit moved by the will to solve these major problems, and to talk about Europe. Or rather, they 
will talk about Eurole, but only to hide their real aims: to ensure their perso~al prestige, to obtain con
cesslqns at nationa level and to keep up the ambiguity as to the future of Europe. In fact, it will be 
the sort of "mini-summit" which Mr. Pompidou said he did not want! 

Em.G. 
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- The fight against inflation as the priority aim of the economic policy of the EEC will be proposed 
to the Corincil 

- Petroleum and petroleum products: supply policy 
- Car sector: towards the suppression of the 11no exporting clause" in exclusive sales contracts? 
- Aids in France in the shoe sector 
- Beef and veal prices remain stationary in the EEC this week 
-Socialist Group of the E.P. after the attack in Munich 
- The 11 Rey Group" has been unable to reduce the differences of opinion between the EEC and the 

United States over preferential agreements 
- The E.P. will give its opinion on the economic situation of the EEC 
- "Political significance" of Spain!s participation in meetings concerning the Community monetary 

policy: question No 300 from Mr. Glinne 
- A European 11Leber Plan" for transport advocated by Mr. Seefeld 
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- I.I.S.I.: next Congress 
- E.I.B.: loan of 25 million DM to facilitate the financing of a wire drawing mill at R6chling-
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- Energy demand and the dependence of the enlarged EEC on imports 
- Europe in figures: basic data on the EEC in 1971 
- Publications of the European Communities 
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Books which are sent to us and whose publication 
is worth noti are reviewed under this headin 

- BRUCE CAWTHRA: Rr.~strictive Agreements in the E.E.C. - The Need to Notify, Butterworth and Co (Publishers) 
t.td, London, 1972, 179 pages, Price: r. 3.20.- During the first six months of 1973, all U.K. companies must 
decide.whether or not to notify the EEG Commission of the details of the agreements with their customers 
which might conflict with Articles 85 and 86 of the Rome Treaty relating to the competition policy. '11l.is 
work by Mr Bruce Cawthra, who is a barrister who holds an executive position in a leading British company, 
Will help businessman to find a goor.: solution. The first part is devoted to a survey of Conmunity legislat
ion on the subject·; a second and larger section contains the text of the Community regulations, the decis
ions of the Commission and the verdicts of the Court of justice. 

- HENRI RIEBEN: Une Vision de Prophete des Historiens de l 1Action, Centre de Recherches Europeennes, Lausanne, 
1972, 16 pages.- this speech was made on 4 Hay l972 m Vienna, at the cel~bration of the fiftieth anniversary 
of the P~european Movement, presided over by the founder, Count Richard de Coudenhove-Kalergi. 

- t1Europa, quindicinale di politica, economia e cultura, Double number, 13/14, of 15 and 31 Juky 1972, 
Rome {Corso Vittorio Emanuele It, 142).- We particularly mention a lecture which Mr. Emilio Colombo gave 
at the inauguration of the academic year at the University of Perugia on "America, Russia and China: the 
role of the European Community in the new world balance". This number also contains an article by Hr. Franco 
Maria Halfatti oh, the furopean summit and conunents by Mr. Emanuele Gazzo on the European situation such as 
it was a few days before the Italian-French meeting at Lucca. 

- U .s. Forei Economic Polic and the Domestic Econo , A Statement by the Program Committee of the Co'llllli
ttee or Econo c Deve opment 477 M 1son Avenue, ew York 10022), July 1972, 16 pages, Price: 25 cents. 

- pie Berliner Wirtschaft, Mitteilungen der Industria- und Handelskammer zft Berlin, No 17 of 18 August 1972, 
Ber1ih (12 Hardenbergsfrasse 16-18).- This number contains two articles on the development policy of the 
£uropean ColiiiiiUnity. '111.e latter has just, in fact, taken part in the Berlin Fair, where a Community Day took 
place on 26 August, with t'ne participation of Hr. Krohn, Director General of the Comndssion 1 s Departmer1ts. 
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- joint action of the ten countries of the enlarged EEC against rising prices 
- ey Group report: C~I!Bilission exChange of views 
- JRC: future role 
- EEC/IAEA: virtual agreement on the draft •erification agreement 
- Brandt/Lynch meeting 
- IMF: report on the refom of the international monetary situation 
... Aplan to fight inflation submitted by the Oeman Finance Minister 
- the bill on Denmark's accession to the EEC passed 
- Community budget for 1973 
- The grain ha:t'Vest e(flal to that of last year 
- The health problems caused by the presence of lead in the en'rlronment: international 

symposian 
- SAC: next meeting 
- Fishing agreement between Belgium and Iceland 
- '111.e week in Europe 

- EOONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No. 1946: London Stock Exchange symposium on the integration of 
Europetm stoCk markets 
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EDITORIAL 

Preparation of the Summit: from "wait and sec" to 11pcrhaps11 • 

DAILY BULLETIN 

The meetings which the Ministers of Foreign Affairs and of Finance of the Ten arc holding in Rome tod~ 
and tomorrow arc not aimed at taking decisions on one point or another, but should result in cst~blishing 
the possibility, or lmpossibili.ty of calling the summit on the date originally planned. It is a question 
of going beyond the 11wait-and-secs 11 expressed after Hr. Schumann 1 s recent talks in London and Bonn, and 
also beyond the "perhaps" which was the result of the Pompidou-Rrandt meeting last Saturday. 

We acknowledge the fact that the difficulties to be overcome arc still major ones, and that one m(tst be 
aware of them. In fact, we cannot overlook, and we have often stressed this, the enormous influence which 
national political factors still have on the decisions of governments. This is an objective reality which 
one may regret or one may want to change, but whos~ existence is undeniable. Europe is still not completed, 
and, above all, it does not yet have the structures, and especially the political ohes, which would enable 
the innumerable problems of daily administration to be solved tlday, and also the problems which involve 
fundamental choices which arc posed for national societies. It s therefore logical and normal that the 
solutions to these problems - which can no longer be waited for - should be sought and found in the frame~ 
work of the available structures, in other words, the national structures, even if the answers are not 
always totally satisfactory. 

The existence of this situation seems to prove to some that the continuation of the European effort is 
less urgent. In our view, it must be an additional reason, if not the major reason, for continuing this 
effort and for speeding up the creation of ade(J!!atc European structures. The "European project" should not 
be proposed as something which provides ready-made solutions to the old and new problems. It must start 
from the idea that the internal and external changes which society has undergone and has yet to ~ndcrgo 
will find a more flexible frrunework in it, and one which is closer to the requirements of the individual 
and of groups, and therefore more human. Europe is not being constructed "to do greater things", which has 
no meaning, but 11 to do better". 

We all know that the construction of Europe is not of itself a solution to the problems, and that in 
some cases it poses new problems or further highli1~hts certain problems which already exist. To remain in 
the economic - and oh how political! - field, the imbalances which exist between classes or groups, regions 
and nations risk deteriorating, to the detriment of the least favoured ones. Closed societies can hide their 
;sores better. And this is why we must not hav~ adequate _mathinecy; but, rather. adequate policies which show 
the real solidarity of man, with a view to a better balance which is to the advant e of eve bod • Hence 
the major importance assumed at the moment y the pro cm o t c economic an monetary union and, in this 
contcx.t, by the creation of a European Fund which cannot be an instrument to help those in distress {and 
thus reproach them for their faults), but which must provide the basis for a long-term policy aimed at 
the cohesion and balance of a solidary entity. 

We therefore hope that the summit will take place, that it will recognise the fundamental importance 
of this problem, and that it will be, as Hr. Pompidou put it, a summit of decisions. 

Em.G. 
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2 - POLITICAL DAY:Preparation of the SUmmit by the ten Foreign Ministers of the enlarged EEC-
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- The Ministers of Finance and Economy have started their e~change of views on the development of 
economic and monetary union and on the fight against infJ ation 

- EDF: the problem of credits being exceeded irt the carrying out of projects which arc financed 
- steel production in August 
- Grain harvest: record total of 76.8 million tons 
- Beef and veal: Germany's opposition to the opening of frontiers 
- eo&l-mi.nes: deterioration of the financial situation in most of the fields 
- Scrap: the authorisation of exportation towards third countries prolonged 
- Weekly annex 
- EOONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No. 1947 
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EDITORIAL 

The reasons which make a SUmmit essential 

20th year- No 1119 (n.s.) 
Wednesday 13 &tptember 
1972 

DAILY BULLETIN 

The ten Foreign Ministers, who at this moment are meeting in the Villa Aldobrandini in Frascati, have 
alreaey been· able to establish one fact, which seems to us to augur well, namely, that in the d0ssiers 
which they have before them, although there is rarely unanimity on the ways and means of implementation, 
no ouection is made to the goals, to the need to achieve them, to the requirement of carrying out jointly 
cert n policies, WhiCh are mentioned by name, and of carrying them out from a certain viewpoint. In ad
dition, they already had the feeling this morning that their Finance colleagues were going to be of great 
assistance to them, by clearing the ground of the most formidable obstacles, and by associating political 
will with technical flexibility. 

Taking the establishment of the se important facts as our point of departure, we can thus list the 
reasons which should lead to a European summit meeting being held: 
a) in the first place, the creation of a European COIIIIIIUnity of the Ten is a historical event of world sig
nificance. It cannot take place without there being a joint, solemn affirmation of the aims of this ex
tended Community, both to its own citizens and to those of the rest of the world. 
b) in the second place, it is essential to give concrete form to the already existing convergence on aillls 
by drawing up something which might be called "a prograJlllle for European government", in which the list of 

. aims would be accompanied by the dead-lines and methods for implementation. 
It is in fact necessary to recognise that in the present state of affairs and in this transitional 

phase, the existing community institutions do not yet have sufficient political force to cut all the knots, 
the political character of which is obvious. One of the aims of the summit will be to give these institu
tions greater force and increased ability to take decisions, in relation with the contents of the action 
which will be entrusted to them. 

The Ministers have established that the October summit, if it is held, will not be able to confine it
.self to listing guidelines but ought to take decisions and indicate how thel should be implemented. If one 
adopts this standpoint, one succeeds in justifying the method followed during this long preparatory phase. 
Never, and we have deplored this fact, was there any real debate on the essence of the problems. This was 
because the officials entrusted with preparation (and even the Ministers) considered tha.t what was necessary 
above all was to formulate as lucidly as possible, so as to make it possible to take the necessary choices, 
all problems of any weight which, when brought together, could lead to the formulatil-'n of a global, coherent 
and balanced programme for the governing of Europe in the near future. · 

The problem will doubtless arise of how the programme should be implemented: it has not yet been raised 
officially but has been mentioned in the wings and from now on will be the subject of discussions. The 
Spaak method is being quoted, and this theme deserves to be debated. 

Em. G. 
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!!m.= broad similarity of views on the chief problems of foreign policy 
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- Finance Ministers of the 11 Ten 11 

.,.. F~ve EEC countries should give priority to the struggle against inflation, whereas for Italy 
the stimulation of economic activity remains the priority objective 

_ The Commission adopts its annual report on the state of agriculture 
- First discussions in the SAC on the problems of beef and veal 
- European Parliament: agenda of the next session and oral question No. 12/72 to the Council tabled 

by the Committee for Finance and Budgets 
- European Colllllission: appointments 
- Mr. Mansholt goes to South-East Asia 
- European management symposium 
- WAY: Mr. Heath defends the European construction 
-SCientific and technical co-operation: Belgium's viewpoint 
- 'lbe European space conference postponed until October 
- EOONOMIC INtERPENETRATION No. 1948 
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EDITORIAL 

The Summit has been decided on, but has not yet taken place 

Although the fomal decision to assemble' the Suoroni t on the date planned will not come for a few days 
~t, this decision appears not only to be certain but, so to speak, to be something imposed by the for~ of 
~vents. From now on, Europe has enou h stren h of its own to determine events instead of bein determined bt the~ This morning, the whole Press announced t at the Summit w1 ta e p ace, on t ate an 1n t e 
p ace ohginally planned: public opinion is aware of the fact that Europe could be at a turning-point in its 
history, and it is already waiting to know what the results of the announced Su....Ut will be.· No-one could 
throw dCMI an inadmissable challenge to public opinion, by taking a step backwards. 

We shall avoid any investigation of intentions and shall not dwell on certain negotiating methods 
or procedures, adopted during recent months (particularly after the European referendum in France on 23 
April and after the Franco-Belgian and Franco-IJutch converslltions in June). Everyone follows the strategy 
which seems to him to be the most useful and French commentaries (from amongst these we quote those of Mr. 
Je·an Lecerf and Mr. Henri de Kergorlay in the "Figaro") have discussed how that used in the case in question 
should be judged. 

Having said this, let us not forget that the Frascati a~reement is but an interim stase, one of the 
~y steps which must still be taken before the goal can be reached. Without adopting a prematurely tri
UIIIphant attitude, one would nevertheless be unjustified in saying that the results achieved are disappointing 
It would be as unfair to minimise something which. has not yet happened as to exalt it. Indeed, the Summit 
has not yet taken place IIJld it is not possible to prejudge its results• All we know ie that the Summit will. 
t8ke place, for everyone believes that it will have positive results, and that some of these results are 
already counted upon. 

We have already voic.ed the opinion that the preparation of this Summit has been too lengthy and 
painstaking. It was doubtless necessary in order to establish a "programme for govenunent" of practical 
scope, and nQt based on Misunderstandings. However, now that this diplomatic and technocratic phase has 
come to. an end or is about to come to an end, we call upon the statesmen who govern the peoples of Europe 
to show coura e ima 'nation and olitical clearsi htedness. 

We fu y s are the regret expresse y t e nut concerning the poverty of the "common basis" which 
has emerged until present on the institutional level. However, we continue that the SUmmit will be able to 
go further. It will be ~tble to do so if political wills come together, and if the IJutch do not remain alone 
in their courageous attitude. At all events, we consider that the envisaged prospect of'tbe Summit formally 
inviting the Parliament of the enlarged Community to draw up a ne"' draft under Article 138 is very important, 
despite the scepticism shown by some parties. In fact, if the ten governments solemnly ask the Parli8lllent 
to take this steu, it will be proved that they have the will to do the necessary to ensure that such a step 
has concrete results. This.would be the kind of ·commitment from which the governments could not subsequently 
escape-

Jill\, G. 

SUl4MARY JLI. ~pi-rem~<' [<(}r:<. ~o ·IlL{) 
1 - ElliTORIAL: "The Summit has been decided on, but has not yet taken place" 

2 ..,. POLITICAL DAY: The fight il:ainst terrorismt concertation bf the Ten - The E.P. (Political commi ... 
ttee) is· concerned about ~e prepaFation o the CSCE- Referendum in Switzerland on 3 December
Hr, Greenwald succeeds Hr. Schaetzel - The British Secretary of State for Scotland to meet melll
b'er.s of the European Commission· 
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- The results of the Rome meeting are assessed by the Cooronission 
- ~ROsYNDICAT: 160.49 
- Refonn of the ~nternational monetary system: common position of the ten countries 
- ECSC: Twentieth annivcrsaTy 
- E.I.B.: loan on the German market 
- Community liberalisation list applicable to imports from countries with State trade 
- Parliamentaq control on the carrying out of Community budgets 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL IijFORMATION 
- Mail order Sfles: clear development 
- Ice creams: reply·to question No 27/72 from Mr. Girardin 
- Sociological problems of gypsies: reply to questiQn No 95/72 from Mr. Vredeling 
- LM.F.: l972 annual report 
- Fruit and ve~etablea: the revision of the organisation of the markets proves difficult 
- Donatio~ of 0,000 tons of milk powder proposed 
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EDITORIAL 

Let's withhold judgement until the Sununit has t.akcn place 

As we wrote yesterday, the sulllllit has not yet taken place and for the moment, the bases on which the deb 
will begin between the Heads of State or of Government only are known. It is therefore premature to say w c 
her the SUIIIIllit will or will not be a failure, or even if it will, as_.,...some fear, be a "mini-sununit11 • It is 
certain that, unless there are any last minute surprises, which wc.,Alope, it does not seem for the 1110mcnt t 
the ,next Summit will be able to give l~urope a very vigourous push towards its rC'al unity, even if appreciab 
results on a practical level may come out of it. This is why, in our opinion, we should already be thinking 
of the aftermath of the summit: we shall return to this subject in the f\lture. 

For the RIOment, we note that a. bad mood in the comments at the preparatory meeting at Fraseati seems mainly 
to show the disappointment of those who perhaps expected that the summit would be an cxplici t and solenm ex
pression of the anti-Americani.sm of Europe. We do not know whether this anti-Amcrican position was really 
one of Mr. Pompidouis aims, as some have claimed. What we do know is that, whatever judgement can be given of 
American policy, a .d of some of its specific aspects, to try to turn F.:uropc into an anti-Amc.dcan war machine 
would be a very serious political mistake, whether it happened' at commercial, monetary or technological 
level etc. (which, in the end, means political level). 

And this not at all in a spirit of acquiescing to the Americans, but on the contrary so that it should be 
clear that Europe must be built with its own personality, and its own aims, and not for or against anybody, 
but according to its own role and its own responsibilities. To do this, F.:uropc need not attack anybody. Aware 
of its own strength, it lllUst make sure that this moves on from the stage of virtualities to that of realities, 
and it liiUst be and seem to be available to collaborate with all those who have similar responsibilities and 
who are really prepared to collaborate (in other words, in the first place, to recognise its r~ic in the 
world). 

It seems to us that this .i.s the only serious, concrete and useful political speech to be made: all the 
rest is mdre phantasy-politit:.s. 

Generally speaking, those who are disappointed with the fact that the sullllllit will not be an expression 
of an.ti•American hysteria, tend to minimise the agreements reached at monetary level, which arc termed 
as derisory. It may be regretted that they did not go further, and it must be hoped that at the Summit, the 
principle of the attribution of a quota of national reserves to the European Monetary Co-operation Fund 
will be decided upon. But the creation of the Fund, the definition of its tasks and the enunciation of the 
arrange~~~tmts for its functioning, with the multilateralisation which is taking place, all this is very im
rcrtant. The linked created with the problem of inflation is also the concrete application of the "parallel
J:.Slll" Which has been talked about so much and which should not be despised when it is beginning to be achie
ved.- Like Mr. Barre, we believe that "if the Community has the political will to evolve towards economic and 
mor.,~tart union, it now has the necessary means at its disposal". 

Em.G. 

suMMARY ' s-~pte Vl') ?-e, 1 q-=t~ N C> • r , 2-\ 
1 - EDITORIAL: "Let's withhold judgement until the Sunanit has taken place" 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: Mr. Duhamel will assemble representatives of most European political parties in 
P~ris - ~ancellor Rrandt will ask for a vote of confidence ~ Anti-Community majority in Denmark? -
W1.th a v1cw to the referendum on F.:urope in Norway: a speech by Mr. Brandt - Mr. Kissinger visits 
London and Paris 

D-AILY BUlLETIN No. 1121 (new series): 

3 -Institutional strengthening of the EEC: confirmation of the Commission's position and the reply to 
question No. 181772 from Mr. VredeHng 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

- Mr. Mansholt in Indonesia 
- EEC/Horocco and Tunisia: soundings about the enlargement of the association agreements 
- Permaneht Committee on Employment: further postponement of the session 
- EIB: Financin~ of Italsider and Fiat 
-PrOtection of the Environment: Concertation between the Member States before the UN meeting 

ECSC Consultative Committee will meet tomorrow 
Situation of agriculture: COnunission 1 s 1972 report 
Guideline prices for meat raised by 4% and the intervention price for butter by 3% 
Analysis of trade in africulturall?roducts between the EEC and its members on the one hand and the 
DDR_on the other: comp ementary reply to questions Nos. 373/70 and 380/71 and reply to question 
No. 596L?l from Mr. Vredeling 

- International Conference on the Environment: reply to question No. 46o from Mr. Vredeling 
- Q!_: composition of the community delegation to the Assembly 
- JRC: a delegation from the EP in Ispra 
- F.:uropean centre for medium-term weather forecasts: the draft agreement almost completed 
- Contacts between Mr. Borschette and consumer organisations 
- EP: Next debate on the economic situation 
- The Political Collllllittee of the EP considers that the Parliament ought to be consulted by the Council 
- The EP claims the right to control common resources which will be devoted to regional policy 
- Community provisions on food and cosmetic products demanded by the EP 

10 -GATT: the evolution of trade with the USA 
11 - EUrOpean parliamentary activity 
12-13 - EWNOMIC INTERPENETRATION No. 1950 
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• 30 jours d 1Europc, No 170 of September 1972, Service d 1information des Conununautes europeennes (61, rue 
deB!Icites-Feuilles, Par>s 16e) .- In the sumnary: "A resumption of work in Europe which is not to be 
by Mr. Emanuclc Gazzo; "A Europe for consumcrs" 1 by Mr. Albcrt Borschcttc, a sories of articles on Europe 
and the •sickness of its rc~ions. The "Document of the Month" section is devoted to the rale and place of 
the individual in firms, a study by Professor Michael Fogarty of the University of Dublin. 

- Entreprise agent de P.rogrcs, (The Enterprise, an agent of progress), A Scientific and technical · 
ion organise~ on the occasion of the 150th anniversary of the "Societe Gcnerale de Belgique", Edition Mar~ 
bout, 25.S pages.- This is an introduction to the exhibition organised by the "Societe cenerale de Belgique" 
on the Heysel exltibition ~round (Brussels) from 16 September 1972 to 7 January 1973, This initiative is aim
ed at opening up the universe of firms to the public, and above all to young people. 

- Vision, The European Du sine ss Magazine, No 22 of 15 September 1972, Paris.- 11Now let's move from wealth 
to welfare" is the title of the cover story written by Mr. Philippe Heyman. "Aerospace collaboration pays" 
in the view of Mr. A Hen Greenwood. Other articles concern the action of the European Colllllission and of 
the German authorities a~ainst cartels, Annual general meetings, duty free shops, the price of electricity 
in the various •~rop~an countries etc. 

- Europa Archiv, Zeitschrift flh· Internationale Politik, No 17 of 10 September 1972, Published lly the Verllll; 
fUr lnternationalc Politik GmbH (5.1-nonn, Stockenstrasse 1-5).- We particularly mention articles by Mr. Niels 
jorgcn (Oerlingske Tidendc) on Denmark and Norway before the decision on accession to the EEC and a trans
lation of an article by Mr. tan Davidson (The Times) on the reform of the international monetary system. 

- WOLFGANG HOVI'liANN-RIDt: Redaktionsstatute im Rundfunk, Nomos Verlagsgesellschaft (Bade,S..Baden/Federal Ger
many), 1972, 197 pages, Price: 44 DM.- The author examines the legal probleMs posed by the preparation and 
implemen,tation of the statutes for editors in the radio stations of Federal Germany. 

- CHRISnAN STARCK: Verfassungsrecht in ~·anen, Entscheidungen des Oundesverfassungs gerichts, Nomos Verlag
sgesellschaft (Oaden-lladen).- In the series of booklets devoted to Cerman constitutional law, such as it 
results from the decisions of the Federal Court, the Nomos publishing houso has just published three new 
studies concerning the sovereignty of the people and the division of powers (No 11), law and the administra
tion (No 15) and the .wthorisation of the legislator in cxecutiYe power to make decrees (No 16), 

- OECD: Expenditure Trends in m:CD Countries, 1960...1980, Paris, 1972, 141 pages, Price: $ 7.50, f. 2.6o.
ror some years now, there has been more widespread agreement to recognise that economic policies must 
tend to achieve qualitative goals as well as quantitative ones. It is thus b"coming necessary to study mre 
closely the optimum allocation of the l'<'gularly: growing resources among the various use•• This concern io 
at the centre of the analysis carried out in thls report. 

1 

2 

- EUROP~AN L18RARY 

- POLITICAL DAY: Mr. Pompidou has issued the invitations to the European Summit - The enlargement 
of the EEC approved by the Second Chamber of the Netherlands - Mr. Heath and Ml'• Brandt and the 
future of Europe - Austria has approved the 11 interim agreement" with. the Eke - Preparation .of 
the Summit: discuss10n in the Oelglan Council of Ministers - Establishing of diplomatiC relations 
between llonn and Warsaw - Mr, Hassan El Zayat on a visit to Brussels 

DAILY BULLETIN No. 1122 (new series): 

3 

3-4 
4 

S-6 
6 
7-8 
8 

9 
10 

11 

- European Parliament: postponement on the economic situation until the October session 
- EEC/IAEA: the verification agreement on Euratom safety controls will be ready for· signature on 

22nd of this month 
- Regulhr publication of communit{ texts in English: UK's request 
- Frenc perfu11c manufacturers wi 1 be hcai'd by the Commission 
- Aids to the textile sector: Italian request 
- Elll: meeting of the board of directors 
- ifc'Sional policy: will the Council on 25 and 26 September take concrete measures in this respect? 
-European budgets and task of the Audit Committee 
- Arrangements for duty-free sales in airports and aboard planes and ships 
- Hatch monopoll: French position 
- No. 3 Group o the OECD meets in Paris 
_, UN Cocoa Confetence: Coni~.i.ssion 1 s communication to the Member States 
- Scrap: new regulation• on circulation within the ~ty proposed 
- Tunisia in favour of the extension of the agreement with the EEC 
- SNI: will not be affected by the provisions of Article 92 of the Treaty 
- EOONOMlC AND fiNANCIAL INFORMATION 
- The week in Europe 

U-13 - ElllNOMIC INTERPENETRATION No. 1951 and Considerations of the GATT .Oil direct American investment 
abroad 
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tottORtAL 
Hr. fomj!idou' s to vi tatioq 

DAILY BULLETIN 

The "suspense" lasted until the last minute, even though, since the mornin' of 12 September, shortly 
before the opening of the last preparatory meeting, which was held in the Villa Aldobrandini at Frascati, 
it was clear, for well-informed observers, that the stakes were down and that the Summit would be held on 
the date piartned. 

One thing must be pointed out straight away: we arc perfectly aware - and what we have written during 
the last few weeks proves this - that the motives which finally led to ca11ing the summit conference are 
llOt all and not only of a "purely European" nature. Vc arc in the midst of an electoral climate and one of 
rel.tive political instability and the decisions of the governments logically show this. Does this necess
arily mean that the summit will suffer because of this? lt is to be feared, bUt it is not inevitable. The 
duty of those who arc suspected of ~eeking alibis is precisely to make sure that the results of the summit 
are not mediocre and di•appointing. Finally, in Hessina in 1955, the situation was hardly different, and 
ret, we. know what finally emerged from it.,indced, as for achievements, Hcssina was followed by the applicat
ion of the "§paak mct£~411 (it cannot be ruled out that the experimertt might be renewed), but the succeas of 
the OottfereUce is to e attributed to the fact that Statesmen were present at it who knew what they wanted 
and vho really wanted te make progress at turopean level, without trying to hide behind one another to avoid 
their own responsibilities. 

However this m~y be, we now have, so to speak, the 11 first official document" of the Summit, in other words, 
the l~ttcr which President Pompidou has sent to the heads of government of the countries of the enlarged 
Oo-.uttity. ~othing 1n this letter allows one to believe that the Summit is to be disappointing (cf. the 
text in our ••Political bay"l· 

Mr. POI!Ipidou qtite rlght y notes that th.c Community is in 11a ndw and vefi{ i~ttan~ phase" of its history, 
and that the planned mcl.!ting will cnabic the ecott c odal evcloplilctt ~ di ilie countties of EUrope 
of the l!Jia have cxpcrichced 11 to be sol ate cQn rt , add!.ng that the latter will be able to 11de-
titte a certain number of n<lw jvtths or con~ertc, ac oh • s language is quite cleart it strelses the illp-
ortance of the present phase, as well as £ e heea to cohsolidate achievements, but at the same time the need 
to 30 f\irthcr, along n~ paths. 

Mr. ~lllpidou then tkeJ abOut the problems posed for the West "in the ~c!.1nopdc and monetary field11 and 
considered that the SURihtit will be able to contribute to their solution 11bf means or eract{cai decisions or 
decbions o{ ,prirtctflle, affecting infra-communi~~ rcla~totts 11 ; which is in fact quite precise. Finally, it 
can be cons derc<l at e-verybody w 1 agree to s arc, w ili Mr. l'dmpidou, the hope thllt the meeting "will 
encourace the awareness of the member countries of the Oommwtity of their solidarity and of the need to 
affilw JH role of EUrofC in ne wor~t\11 • 

It be noted that no a tisloR ~as been made to the European institutions and to their functioning. 
But, finallyt what arc the chances of $be new paths leading to the goals mentioned by Mr. PoMpidou, if the 
choice of effici~ncy and of coherence 1s rtoi atcc~ted? 
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EDITORIAL 

Norway, Denmark and the enlarged Community 

In a few days time, the Norwegians will be going to the polls, to say 11 yesn or 11 no 11 to accession to the 
Community. The result of the popular referendum does not, of course, commit the government: it is up to the 
Parliament to give a decision, but there must be a tpalified majority. Whatever one's views on the referen
dum and democracy, the fact remains that, in the case in question, and in the event of accession being re
jected by a popular vote, it is difficult to imagine members of Parliament taking the risk of defying public 
opinion,. 

The importance of the vote which will take place in Non;ay is increased by the fact that, according 
to general belief, it will determine the result of the referendum in Denmark, two weeks later. 

Let us leave to one side all the reflections which one could make about the essence of the matter, 
namely about the serious prejudice to the interests of these countries and to those of Europe as a whole. 
It is these countrles, above all, which have the task of assessing the advantages and disadvantages and of 
making the most appropriate choices. However, one thing should be clear, and that is that the responsibility 
for the failure - if failure there should be - in no way lies with the Community which, throughout difficult 
negotiations, fully met the legitimate demands of the countries in question, including that for "Scandinavian 
solidarityn, whose e:very chance it was desired to respect. It is plain, moreover, that the opposition to 
accession does not involve the conditions under which it was concluded, but the very principle.of accession 
and, furthennoro, the Philosophy of the Community and the type of society it is supposed to wish to affinn. 
one might thus wonder wh the overnments of these countries asked for accession and voiced their agreement 
when a full account of t e ases or negotiations was given on une 7 • 

The possible, and extremely regrettable, defection of Non;ay and Denmark, apart from the fact that it 
would remove from Europe two democratic political forces, which are precious for its own ecpilibrium, would 
also create serious political and economic problems. 

Although it is, in fact, possible to conceive of the case of Norway being settled without too much dif
ficulty, in the framework of the free trade agreements which have been concluded with the non-candidate count
ries for accession, Denmark's case is completely different, for the agreements in question do not offer a 
sufficient framework for the resolution of its problems. 

The fact remains that the most serious political problem, even if it is hidden by legal appearances, 
is that of the "re-ad a tation" of the Conununit of Ten to a Conununit of Ei t. Britis!t 11 anti-marketeers11 

are already stating that the accession treat woul ecome 1 nul and voi n. T e ratification .by the Parlia-
ments (by the referendum 1n France's case wou e nu ifie cause.this ratification related to·a Community 
of Ten, something quite different from a Connnunity of Eight. The "adjustments" provided "for by Article 2 
relate to a possible delay in ratification, not to what would in fact be a real change in the contents of 
the Treaty. Mr. Neil Marten asserts 11 Rene otiation would then be necessa "• 

It is esscnt1 fort e Inst1tutions and Governments to make a statement as soon as possible, in order 
to remove any doubts about the validity of the treaties which have been signed) and to place each individual 
before his responSibilities. 
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- EDITORIAL: "Non;ay, Denmark and the enlarged Community" 

-POLITICAL DAY: Queen Juliana 1s speech- The FRG will make proposals at the summit- XXth anni-
versary of the ECSC celebrated in Luxembourg - Mr. Heath in Japan 
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-Formal denial b the Commission of a plan aimed at limiting wages 
-EEC Mediterranean countries: an noverall solutionn would not be impossible 
-EEC India and EEC Brazi : preparation of the Council's decisions witn a Tiew to the opening 

of possib e negotiat ons 
- EEC C rus: the negotiat'ions should end betore the end of the year 
- EEC Tur e : negotiations on the adaptation of the agreement 
- Ministers of Agriculture: next informal meeting 
- "Compensatory Amounts": the discussions are resumed on their pooling 
- Refunds for the exporting of cereals to third countries aoolished 
:.. Pre aration of the lena session of the E.P.: EEC/rurkey (Problems pending in the framework 

o the Association : Mu er Report; The Commun1ty 1 o policy regardin& consumer• (oral question 
No 14/72): account by Mr. Borschette. 

- Committee for Industrial Policy: replies to questions Nos 392/71 from Mr. Springorum and 1~/72 
from Mr. Vredeling 

- EEC( and the environment: reply to question No 72/72 from Mr. Notenboom 
- lNTEISAT: In reply to Mr. Glinne, the Belgian Governm~nt stresses the need for concertation 

between the member countries 
- Aids in favour of the Belgian steel industry 
- Application of the price rules of art. 60 ECSC to "steel" transactions with Austria, Finland, 

Swegen .and Portugal 
- Aids to coking coal intend~d for the steel industry 
- Study on the refonn of the international monetary syotem by the Monetary Committee of the 

Atlantic Coonc1i of the U.s.A. 
- ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATI<Ji 
- Publications of the European Communities 
- ECONOMIC INTERPI'l'ETRATION No 1953 and Symposium on European law and the computer 
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EDITORIAL 

The international trade of the United States 

20th year- No 1125 (n.s.) ' 
Thursday .21 September 1972 

DAILY BULLETIN 

The study pubhshed by the GATT on the external trade of the United States {cf. our null. of 15 Septem
ber) is of exceptional interest, especially at a time when a further American 11offensive11 in the conunercial 
field is being,prepared. In any case, it is a document which cannot he ignored in the context of the prepa
ration of the major trade and monetary negotiations which will open from 197 3. 

One of the conclusions which can be drawn from the GATT 1 s analysis is, in our view, that the United 
States JIDlSt get used to living with a trade balance deficit, with this deficit being compensated for to an 
ev~r. greater extent by revenue from direct fordgn investment. This !'('venue, which was of 3. S6 billion doll
ars on an average in 1964-67, increased to 7.91 billions in 1970. 1 t is moving rapidly towards a level of 
the order of 10 billions a year. Obviously, this is not a new discovery or a surprise. We talked about it 
a long time ago, on the basis of the analyses of the American economist, Dr. Krause. But tht~ obsession that 
the United States must always have a. trade surplus is taking its time to die. The situation w-ith which the 
United States is faced is of a classic type, and can be compared to the one exp~rienc.ed by Great Britain 
in her commercial heyday, when she could allow herself the luxury of a large trade deficit main~y composed 
of 11 invisibles11 of two different types: revenue from services (maritime freight charges, brokerage, insur
ance premiums) and the revenue from capital invested everywhere in the world. In two wars, Great Britain 
had to liquidate a large part of this .capital and therefore make an effort to restore its trade balance. 

While taking into account the fact that things are not always so simple, everybody should take this new 
situation into account. The United States cannot claim to draw substantial profits from their direct invest
ments (~ich increased from 30 billions at the end of 1959 to 78 billions at the end of 1970) and also have 
a trade surplus. The capital which it exports - and we hope that this exporting will continue in a~ter 
balanced context - is creating productions which are obviously consumed on the spot or exported, eventually 
by replacing a potential export by the United States. In the longer run, this increase in production invol
ves a general expansion of eco~>omic and trade activities from which the United States take advantage. 

To some extent, it is nonnal that the Unions were worried about the fact that foreign investment in gen
eral and the multinational companies in particular are 11 e.xpor ing jobs" (although the GATT report largely 
destroys the myth behind this view). But we are now in the presence of a logical consequence of a "super
~1-osperity, one of whose aspects is precisely the reduction of workirig hours in the sectors of production, 
at the same time as an increase in the tertiary sector. The public authorities have the responsibility, at 
national and international level, of ensuring that this development does not take place to the detriment of 
those who are less favoured ••• This is another problem. 

F.m.G. 

SUMMARY a l ~ p'Nnt~ Y" l q ~:;).. f.So • L r2-$"" 
l - EDITORIAL: 11The international trade of the United States" 

2 POLITICAL DAY: Mr. jean Monnet 1 s speech on the occasion of the 20th anniversary of the ECSC
Bundestag: vote of confidence - Swiss National Council: debate on the agreement with the EEC
Conference of the British Liberal Party in Margate - European Movement: meeting of the French 
and Italian delegations - Mr. Eyskens has sent a letter to President Pompidou 

DAILY BULLETIN No. 1125 (new series) : 

3-4-5-6- Plenary session of the European Parliament: policy on regional structures; Mr. Barre states that 
in Rome the Ten confi'Imed their will to defend the principles accepted in London last July to the 
IMF; the EEC and the non-candidate EFTA countries: speech by Mr. Westerterp; Preparation of the 
SUnunit: Mr. Westerterp takes stock 

3 - EUROSYNDICAT: 157.19 
7 - Court of justice: "Continental Can" case: hearing 

- Mr. Peterson anticipates a record US deficit in 1972 
- OPEC/ Oi! companies: the negotiations could be concluded in the near future 
- The FRG is not opposed to increased imports of fann prociucts from developing countries 
- New Zealand meat producers: an office opened in Brussels 

8-9 - Driving licences and technical control of motor vehicles: Conunission proposals and question~· 
346 from Mr. Couste 

9 - saar-Lorraine-Luxembourg: major focal-point of the European road network? 
- roMPOSITE PRim: 38. 70 ri /T -

10 - IAEA/EEC: the agreement will not be fonnally signed for another three months or so 
- The proportion of nuclear energy in total electricity production in the EEC 
- SNR-300: support of the request for a joint enterprise charter 

ll - International Finance Co oration: Annual Report 
- OECD DAC: US development assistance 
- ~: Mr. Scweitzer reported to be unready to resign 

12-13 - EroNOMIC INTERPENETRATION No. 1954 and companies in the EFTA countries after the conclusion of 
the agreements with the EEC 
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EDITORIAL 

On the eve of the referendum in Nerway: the irreversibility of enlargement 

Yesterday evening, at the third and last reading, the House of Lords approved the European Co t! 
Bill without amending it. The parliamentary process has thus finally come to an end. All that is needed . n 
is the Royal Assent which one presumes will be given on 17 October, thus pemi.tting the instrument of ratf.!A..., 
fication to be deposited at the very time of the opening of the Summit of the enlarged Community. 

This event is important and e·stablishes an irreversibility which will certainly not be affected by the 
specious .arguments of Hr. Neil Marten, which tend towards the conclusion that the Treaty would be called into 
question in the event of Norway, and possibly Denmark, not acceding, as we described in our Editorial of the 
day before yesterday •. Obviously, everyone is being extremely cautious on the eve of the vote in Norway, 
for fear of being accusf!d of wishing to influence of pressurise the electorate. We believe, on the contrary, 
that it weuld be useful for the electorate to have a recise idea of the conse ences of its vote namely, 
for exa.mple, that Nbrway1 s "secession" wou not c en argement into question and wo ave t e sole effect 
of leaving Norway outside the new European !'!Coliomic and monetary entity. 

We note that in the meantime the British overnment has made a ve clear statement on this oint, on 
the occasion. of the parliamentary debate in t e House of ords. On 2 Septem er, t e government spokesman 
in the debate, Earl jellicoe, stated: 11But what I should like to make absolutely clear is that, whatever 
decision the Danes and the Norwegians, in the light of their own judgement on thier own interest, take, it 
will remain the intention of Her Majesty's 'Government that the British Instrument of Ratification should be 
deposited - irrespective of those decisions. I, really must make that clear11 • 

We hepe that the British example will be followed by others ••• 
Regarding the interpretation which Mr. Marten attempts to give to Article 2 of the Accession Treaty, 

it clearly appears that the hypothesis of the failure to deposit the ratification instruments in "due time" 
is neither ccmditioned nor limited. This means tha~, whatever the reason behind the failure to deposit the 
instruments, the Treaty applies, although after the rlecessary technical 11 adjustmentsn of course. 

HaTing said all this, we note that the situation seems to be i rovin considerabl , both in Norway and 
in Denmark. From Oslo, it is reported t at thou the majon.ty sti seems oppose to accession, the pro
European percentage is increasing rapidly: if this trend were to be maintained, one could not rule out the 
possibility of positions bein11: reversed. In Denmark, it seems quite likely that there will be a majority in 
favour, even in the event of a rejection in Norway. The latter country would thus find itself isolated, and 
since the final decision lies with the Parliament (whereas in Denmark, it is the referendum which is decisive), 
it seems probable that the political authorities involved would come to the necessary conclusions. 

1 
2 

Em. G. 
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- EDITORIAL: "On the eve of the referendum in Norway, the irreversibility of enlargement" 

- POUTICAL DAY: Norway: just before the referendum - Denmark: public opinion poll - British 
Parliament: final approval of accession- Hr. Pompidou's press conference 
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- EEC/~ypt.:_ appro!Val of the trade agreement should take place soon 
- Towa s Gu ana's collaboration with the EEC 
- IAEA EC: ve ication agreement approved of by the Council 
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EEC Tur ey ssociat1on an account y Mr. Dahrendorf; The E.P. wants to be conSulted about all 
budget expenditure; The European Commissioh 1 s proposals for hairdressers; Free provision of 
services for certain activities of lawyers; Community financing of the compensatory amounts 
applied in agricultural trade 

- Industrial P?licy 
- Parliament~questions about the functioning of the ColllllUility: Nos 334,310/72 from Hr. Vredeling; 

317/72 froillssrs. Oele and Vredeling; 349/72 from Mr. MUller and 347/72 from Mr. Couste- Atti
tude of the four new members about the Luxembourg agreement: question No 315/72 to the Council · 
from Hr. Vredeling 

- TransP?rt Cot)!ttee of E.P.: Mr. Coppe presents the decisions which the Council should take 
- Coal product n in the Community 
- E.S.C.: renewal of the President and of the Ex.ecutive 
- Imports of manufactured goods from the Third World 
- Savings Banks of the EEC: 1971 balance-sheet 
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Books which are sent to us and whose publication V'·.~ 
is worth not are reviewed under this headi f~· · · 

- S'lUART w. ROBINSOI JRt Multinational Banking, A study of certain legal and financial aspects of t ' 
war operations of the U.S. branch banks in Western.Europe, A.W. Sijthoff (Leiden/Netherl~s), 1972, .• ~~ 
pages, 55 guilders.- We shall return to this work 1.n our "Economic Interpenetration" sect1.on. '"- U. 

- FRANCESCO MIRABILE, America Latina, U.S.A. e C.E.E., in "Rivista di Studi Politici internazionali", edited 
by Mr. Giuseppe Vedovato, Florence, April-june l972.- This article by Mr. Mirabile, fomer "chef de cabinet" 
of the President of the High Authority, and at present official of the European Commission, once again 
stresses how wrong Europe would be to neglect the consolidation of its relations with Latin America, which. 
must be situated at both politi~al and economic levels. But, the author of the article points out, our pre
sence in Latin America, to be effective, and to have some probability of success (which means to offer sure 
advantages to both the Latin American countries and to the European countries) cannot be national, it must 
be a Colll!llunity presence. This presence is important for Europe as for the whole of the West, with a vlew 
to· promoting rapid and balanced development, but also with the prospect, which is becoming increasingly real, 
of the rapidly growing demand for basic commodi~es and foodstuffs in which Latin America is particularly 
rich. Without necessarily posing as a competitor of the United States, Community Europe ~an provide the 
American sub-continent with economic aid and development techniques which are perhaps more appropriate 
and better adapted to the characteristics of the countries concerned. 

In conclusion, the Community is doing "somethingn, but unfortunately too little, and too late. 

- MARIO SCELBA: I Partiti Democratic! Cristianl Europei e la Conferenza a1 Vertice, Extract from the review 
Realta del Mezzoglorno of 8 August 1972 (pp 593 to 600), De Luca Editore, Rome.- The former President of 
the European Parliament states that the time is ripe to move on to economic and political union and is 
asking the Christian Democrats to play the rOle of pioneers to mobilise all the forces in order to enable 
the summit to be an important stage along the way to the economic and political union of a democratic Europe. 

- Ebro-Spectra, Scientific and technical review of the European Communities, September 1972, Brussels.- Under 
the title of "Sunshine or rain?", Mr. Gerhard Hipp describes the advantages of a European Medium-Term Meteor
ological Forecasting Centre. 

- European Community, September 1972, Brussels-London-Oublin.- This number con· ains a series of articles on 
the problems of consumers in the Common Market. ..,..,. 

- European Community, Greek Edition, }\russels.- September edition: The agreement of 22 July 1972; EEC-Greece 
relatiOns; lndustty and society: the consumer. 

1 
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.- EUROPEAN LIBRARY 

- Sequel to the affair of the pirate edition of "EUROPE" Brief Notes 

3 - POLITICAL DAY: The composition of the new Comnri.ssion will doubtless be decided upon on the 
fringe of the SUmmit - The Euron;;an Conference of Local Authorities to open in Strasbourg on 
Monday - The Gaullitt Group in ~e EP: study session - Mr. Krag Will oppose the admission of 
Spain to the EEC 
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IDITORIAL 

Hr. Pompidou and the Summit 

20th ytlQr -No 1128 (n.s,.;f · 
Monday/Tuesday 25/26 · 
September 19n 

DAILY BULLETIN 

An answer can only be judged correctly by situating it in its context, in other words in relation to the 
~tion which prompted it. It is firstly from this viewpoint that we shall make some remarks about What Mr. 

'Idou said about Europe and about the European summit in his press conference of 22 September. 
Our'oolleague, Hr. Lecerf of "Le Figaro 11 , asked Hr. Pompidou whether, with a view to the summit, he had 

taken any initiatives in the social and regional fields .and in that of aid to the Third World, and added: 
"What can you tell us about what is being prepareu, about what seems possible to you and about the increas
ing of the Community powers, which are the normal result of its increased tasks?". President Pompidou imme
diately replied that he had not said what he intended to do and that he preferred to answer "the real ques
tion: why this summit?". This mainly allowed him to digress about the events which followed on one another 
since August l97.l, and to talk only about the problems of economic and monetary union. He himself drew the 
conclusion from this that great progress had been made since then in this field, and that a large degree 
of agreement had been reached, thanks to the fact that the summit was in view. One would be tempted to say 
that, since this progress has been made, the summit has already borne its fruit and its usefulness is beco
ming very limited, for it would only confirm the agreements already reached. 

The fact is that Hr. Pompidou seems to be trying to give a 11 low profile" to the Summit. This summit will 
not be 11 the turning-point in European history", he said, and interspersed his words with expressions such 
as 111 hope", "I dare say", and "we shall see". All this suggests a rather disenchanted and almost resigned 
tone. 

One mainly has the feeling, and not only from What Hr. Pompidou said, that the outcome of the summit 
will largely depend on the circumstances and even on the will of the "other" partners. If everybody were 
to adopt this reasoning and were to take this viewpoint, not much could be expected of the summit. Further
more, not having answered Mr. Lecerf's question at all, Hr. Pompidou did not breathe a word about the 
"social" future of the Community, about its external responsibilities (to which Hr. Pompidou seemed at one 
time to attribute such great importance) or about the "strengthening of the insti tutions11 , whereas he him
self had one day launched a sort of "grand design", even going so far as to talk about a future "European 
government". 

Does this mean that Hr. Pompidou does not believe that much will emetge from the summit, and that he is 
resigned to presiding over this "mini-summit" which he had earlier refused? We do not think so. Our opinion 
perhaps reflects a hope rather more than a conviction, but it seems to us that by saying "l am not going to 
empty·the summit of its substance by telling you what I intend to do", Mr. Pompidou has offerred us a pre
cise indication. We have always thought that the summit would provide something Which Is not in the docu
ments.Wbich the diplomats have prepared and put together for so many long months, and the contents of which 
eTerybody now knows. In what he has said, Mr. Pompidou is hinting that there is something else. Let us hope 
that the ~ther Heads of Government are in the same state of mind, and that they are also planning new 
initiatives (Didn't Hr. ·srandt also say so?). Assuming this, the summit could become interesting •••• 

Em.G. 
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1 - EDITORIAL: "Hr. Pompidou and the Summit" 

- POLITICAL DAY: Spain and the Community: statement by Hr. Altiero Spinelli - The European referendum 
in Norway - FRG: The electoral campaign opens - ~: Preparation for the Assembly session 
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EDITORIAL 

Norway has said 11no11 : a seve·re warning for the Community 

20th year- No 1129 (n.s.) 
Wednesday 27 September 1 

DAILY BULLETIN 

The result of the Norwegian referendum concurs with the forecasts which could reasonably have been mad~e• · 
even if, at the last moment, the possibility of success seemed to be outlined. The fact that at midnight, __ -_ . ., 
the "yeses" were announced as winning is significant of the relative balance of forces. :_,~ 

The Norwegian political forces now seem to have already drawn their conclusions from this popular vote a··. '"' 
they are renouncing the parliamentary battle - at least for the IIIOment - and are "freezing" the project. . ·· ·· 
Thus, accession is neither aaproved of nor re~ected. We shall see later. , 

The result of the referen um, Which is nooubt regrettable as far as Norway is directly concerned, is 
IIIUCh IIIOre regrettable because of the consequences which it may have on the accession of Denmark (with the 
referendum to decide on 2 October), but above all, we must admit, because of the repercussions of \feneral 
political nature which it will have in Europe and throughout the world (cf. in our "Atlantic News" e colllll
ents by NATO circles). It_ is significant that 11Pravda" inunediately published these results, expressing its 
profound satisfaction. 

This is no doubt a defeat for Eurole, as President Mansholt stressed, moreover, and this in view of the 
fact that the Europe which we are bui ding greatly needs the precious contribution of deeply-rooted democ-
racies, such as that of Norway. It is true, however, that Norway also needs Europe and· that it can be pre
dicted with certainty that it will once again be knocking on our doors, and very soon. 

But this result is mainly, to our mind, a serious and severe warnin which IIIUSt cause us to · 
criticise our own behaviour. We do not believe that e negotiations t emse ves, sue as ey were con uc-
ted, had a decisive influence on this unfortunate outcome. But it must be realised that the fact of having 
wanted at all costs to define a Community fisheries policy prior to the negotiations introduced a factor of 
rigidity which greatly complicated affairs and mainly had a very unfortunate psychological effect. 

But what is mainly involved is the image which the Conununity is p.oviding of itself, especially to the 
outside world. It is appearing as a centralised and undemocratic technocratic structure. It seems to be 
rather unconcerned about certain human vadues and directed solely at the achievement of the greatest poss
ible profit for-the privileged classes. It is appearing as a group of well-provided nations transposing an 
exasperated nationalism to the level of Europe, aimed at undermining agreement with the United· States. 

We kiiow that all this is not entirely true, but we also know that there is a great deal of truth in this.· 
The preparation of the summit has merely underlined these negative aspects: an obstinate refusal to have 

the Euro ean Parliament take art in the overnment of Euro e · priority given to problems such as the price 
o o or European unity as anti-Amencanism; a aughty neg ect of regional policy and social policy pro'(): 

emst stress laid on prestige much.more than on unity. 
T e vote by the Norwegians is a severe warning: the lively forces of Europe must react. Tomorrow may be 

too late. 
Em. G. 

SUMMARY Q..':=t ~~f'E:nt \.;;>.e-v"' U1T~ fVo · ll2~ 
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- Time-table ·for ministerial meetin s until the end of the year 
EEC Austria: text of the interim· agreement approved 

- EEC ain Israel Morocco Tunisia and Malta: definition of the community position for the technical 
adaptation of the agreements 

- Regional policy: disappointing results of the Council 
- Non-nuClear research: distribution of expense for the financial year 1972 
- Development aid: the Council expresses the will to define a community policy 
- The EEC and nitrate fertilisers imported from Yugoslavia 
- Community budget: Council discussions 
- EEC/Alferia: the negotiations will not be able to develop satisfactorily unless there are complement-

ary of ers 
- Non-participation of Norway: technical consequences at the level of CODilliUlli:tY structures 
-living and working conditions of foreign workers in the EEC: proposal for .a survey 
- Joint union action in the framework of the rapprochement between AEG/I'elefunken and Zanussi 
- Embo Project: towards the signature of the agreement on creation 
- Iron-ore: .cOIIIIIUnity production 
- 11Steel11 teclmical research in the framework of the ECSC 
- Aids f-or the retraining of workers from a Gennan coal-mine 
- Austrian economy: according to the OECD report 
- FoOd Aid to Ban§ladesh: recommendations to_ the Council 
- !.!:!!: Mr. SdiUltz s statements 
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EDITOIUAL 

20th year- No 1130 (n:.~~
Thursday 28 September 19n · 

DAILY eU.LlETIN 

~-------------------H~ 

A Europe of the imagination n:xf 
The statements on the European Summit made by Mr. Pempidou last week came 48 hours after an event'"C~\ 

Which prompted ~s to malre certain reflecti0ns, in close connection, moreover, with what has jdst. happened in~ 
Norway. For evemhing holds together, and worthwhile conclusions can best be drawn from a gJneral insig~-) 

The event to whiCh we refer is the celebration of the twentieth ann.iversa of the establishment'/ ~ "~ 
of the ECSC institutions in Luxembourg. Loo ng ac on t ·se ce e rat ons, we s not on t e e · L) 
positive balance-sheets Which were drawn up. It is not by presenting balance-sheets of this kind that we 
shall today be capable of gaining the support of young generations for the revolutionary idea of creating a 
united Europe based on new political conceptions. The increase in trade and incomes is no lortger a suffi-
cient 1110ti~ force, and the progress made in these spheres, although lt is generally treated· as an established 
fact, is still disputed on occasion. 

What was new in 1952 and what remains new today is the radical change which has taken place in 
the relations between the European countries: 11 The behaviour of the old countries of Europe in their relat
ions with one another has undergone a profound modification", Jean Monnet stated in Luxembourg, on the oc
casion of the celebratibns in question. What was, . and what .still is new is the need to abandon purely natiorual 
aaths, the seeking of the common good, the establishment of common rules and institutions. 

Yet, we ask ourselves, to what end? In fact, the aim was to "pacify" a P».rope which was eternall,....-. 
tont and to turn it into a detennining factor, as Mr. Honnet said, 11in the peaceful development of the world11 • 

tn order that all this might be possible, it was first necessary to 11de-partition11 and at the same time to 
create a rtew type of link between the peoples. This is the great revolution which began in 1952. The Com
lllUnity, loved or feared, courted or disputed, is a reality in today's world and the origin of all this lies 
in what happened twenty years ago. 

Yet this is not enouglt. At the time, hopes were great .• Yet the dangers were even greater. "We 
are takine; a steJY into the unknown11 , Mr. Robert Schumann stated, just after his speech of 9 May 1950. !!!!
fortunate! one does not find the darin of the men who started this revolution in toda 1 s men. Neither 

g nor ma nat on, nor t e profoun deman or. emocrarcy, su sequent y nsp re t ose ldio iil&de 
J!Sirope take its second leap forward with.,the creation of the Common Market and EuratOlll. in the Treaties of 
ltoJIIe, express provision is made for the direct electi0n of the European Parliament, that is for the delllocratic 
control of institutions of a technocratic nature, as for the political, and thus human,· ends of the under
taking. 

Just before the SUmmit, we can but hope - as does Mr. Harmel, according to his statement to the 
"Lib:re Belg1que 11 - that those responsible f0r Europe will ponder on the event "and will wonder why the( are 
in-.oived in it and whether they can do anything". You are one of those responsible, Mr. Ha.rmel, and you 
can do a, great dealJ provided that you finnly wish to do so! 

F.:m. G. 

1 - EDITORIAl: "A Europe of the imagination" 

- POLITICAl DAY: EEC/Spain: statements by Mr. Mansholt - Aftemath of the d@ative result of the 
Norwegian referendum on Europe - In Switzerland, the agreement With th~ should return to 
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3 - Four ministerial meetings devoted to agriculture before the end of the year 
- Understandiiigs between the sugar ipdustrles of the EEC: fresh developments 
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- EfikosYNDIGA~: 157 .ss 
- EEC/l.atin Alnerica: presentation of the texts adopted by the CE(LA 
- ESC: Mr. llfons Lappas the new chainnan 
- D'Fa'ft 1973 budget: approved by the Council 
"':' Transport Jiolicz: next Council 

6 j- Ra rochement of finns wishin to co-o rate: action in progress 
V - Crude petrq eum: supp y currents ~n t e ty 

- Manufacture of hydrogen by using nuclear energy 
- tifransfer dUes": alteration of the directive 7 
- 11 Passlve dnishing11 : proposal on a standard system 
- Standin& cemmittee on Employment: will probably meet in October 

·-Steel: July orders 
- m actiJity in r.ain: marked recovery 
- OOMPOSITE RtCE: 3 .iz D/T 
- New Zealand butter: reply to question No. 167/72 from Mr. Vredeling 
- lo&d haulage: reply to question No. 157 72 from Mr~ Oele 
- Hiiliiiel cn>ssin~s: question No. from Mr. Vredeling 
- t'!iemica! fertihsers: question No. 358 from Mr. Vredeling 
- Christlan-Democrat ~up: study session 
- New patterns for wo ng time: OECD Conference 
- IMF: M:t'• Sclimidt givesthe Gennan position 
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EDITORIAL 

The Schaetzel interview: the Summit ought to be a "turning-point" 

From the interview which Ambassador Schaetzel granted EUROPE before leaving the duties which he has 
carried oUt with so much dignity, intelligence and hwnanity, we shall select certain elements which seem to 
us to be of 11 buming" topicality .. 
1. ''Europe is still incapable of leadint.h because it has not yet coalesced institutionally enough to pemi.t 
this leadership to fonn". 

It is important that this shC'uld be said, or repeated, by someone who, while being perfectly acquainted 
with the Community, stands outside it.. This is the problem, at times dramatic, of the search for the inter
locutor. Who speaks for Europe? Nobody knows. Above all, nobody knows who could speak "globally" for Europe. 
Unfortunately, the princes who govern our countries still cherish the illusion, or the vain hope, that they 
will be able both to be heard as if each of them were the real spokesman of Europe and to make the best use 
of the "national voice" in a discordant concert. This leads them to check the development of an institutional 
Europe, which would have an audible and credible voice, on the pretext that one must never put the cart before 
the horse. 

i ve is indee characterise by doubt, di spe rsa an senchantment. We see 
this as being one of the reasons which explains the attitude of some of our Norwegian friends: uncertainty 
about the future provokes a reflex action of defence and isolation. One clings to what one has and wishes 
to have nothing to do with others. This is the desperate defence of a heritage which is being squandered. 

well-known psychological phenomenon: the ship-wreck psychosis. · 
ut to ether the elements of this new situation and rovide some new view of where we are 

One cannot remain· passive. Both leadership and participation are needed .. What Mr. Schaetzel says a 
true appeal to the imagination. Will Europe kno,.T how to welcome it? It is a strange tiring but today we 
heard Mr. Mansholt explaining his ideas on growth to us once again. We were struck by his saying that rather 
than by expressions such as 11 gross well-being11 , he preferred to translate his idea by the word imagination. 
This is the word which headed our Editorial yesterday. 
4· We will have to deal with the feelin that the Euro ean inte ration movement has run out of as 
and that it has fallen into the ands of bureaucrats. 

This expresses the drama in which we Jive. We are all partly responsible. The higher the rank one 
occu ies the reater one's :res onsibilit • This brings us straight to the SUmmit. when Mr. Pompidou says 
t at t e Summit wil not e a turning-point in the history of Europe, he is wrong. One must not hide behind 
11 circnmstancesn. The circumstances are favourable. There is no alibi. Everything depends ~n the will of the 
men 1<ho are to meet. No external will can bend them, if they have one of their own. And Mr. P001pidou, who 
has been placed very high by circumstances, and who is at the ori~n of this Summit, has the greatest respon-
sibility. On how many occasions France has shown Europe the way! She needs only to be faithful to her true 
v.ocation. Em.G. 
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OAI LV 

-PIERRE PESCATORE: Le Droit de l!Integration, Emergence d 1un phenomene nouveau dans les relations intern ,, 
tionales sclon l'experi~nce des Communautes Europeennes, A.W. Sijthoff, Leiden (Netherlands), 1972, 99 ti). 
pages.- • ;,· 

This work i~ the. rcsul t ~f a scrie~ of lectures, brought u~ to. date, which Mr. Pier:e Pescatore gave 1. .. , n 
1971 to the Un1.vers1.ty Instl.tutc of H1.gher International. Studies 1.n Geneva on integrat1.on law, whose ori ~'~ 
ality he is trying to show in relation to classic internatio •. al law and the law of nations, including na · ·' 
ions in their federal firm The author develops three subjects: the structural asp~ct~~the-legislative as
pect and the judicial aspect. 

We draw attention to Mr. Pescatorc 1 s remarks relating to the "re-adaptation of sovereignties", in other 
words the re-distribution of functions in the· framework of an entity which goes beyond the individual Mem- · 
ber States. In this contex.t, the author analyses the controversial idea of 11supranationality". This analysis 
is all the more interesting since Mr. Pescatore is not only a theoretician, but was~ for many years, first 
a negotiator for Luxembourg and then a judge in the Court of the Communities, and had to face the problems 
posed in Community practice. For Mr. Pescatore, integration law rests on a premice foreign to classic inte~ 
national law, that of the divisibility of sovereignty. He notes that, as opposed to the relative primitive
ness of inter-State structures and of the international organisation, the constellations built on the basis 
of a readjustment of sovereignties allow much more diversified structural and relational variants than 
those of the international law of co-operation. Mr. Pescatore then stresses that these ideas of limited, 
shared, transferred ot pooled sovereignty ••• are more than theoretical visions, but are legal concepts which 
the Court of justice of the Communities and the national jurisdictions use in their ~rounds with a view to 
founding the pre-eminence of Community law. To determine the process of integration as objectively as poss
ible, Mr. Pescatore, who in his work does not hesitate to shake a few commonplaces, proposes three charact-
eristics of supranationality: the recognition by a group of States of a series of common values; the crea
tion of a real power, placed in the service of these values; and finally, the autonomoc of this power. 

- ttudes universitaires sur 1 1inte ration euro eennc, No 7, 1972, Institut de la Communaute europeenne pour 
les etu es umversitaires Brusse s , ishe y the 11librairie europeenne" (200 rue de la Loi, 1040 
Brussels), 335 pages.- This work is presented in the form of a vast bibliography on the subject of European 
integration. The facts were assembled during a survey carried out in the universities of more than 30 coun-
tries; they concern more than 1,400 doctoral theses and 700 individual or collective research efforts. 

- Dossiers ublished the CCC: To meet with the needs of the sponsors of the CCC (Central Contact Commi-
ttee - Iout n ormation, attached to the Information Bureau of the European Communities for Belgium (Bureau 
d !Information des Collllll.Ulautes Europeennes pour la Belgique), as well as to satisfy the specific demand for 
syntheses expressed by the public contacted, the CCC his published the following dossiers: Dossier de base -
Politique Economique et Monetaire (Volumes 1 and 2) (Basic dossier - Economic and Monetary Policy), Price: 
lOO Bfrs; Dossier Actuaiite- L'environnement (Topical Dossier- The Environment) (lOO Bfrs); Dossier Actu
alite: Japon- Partenaire ou Concurrent? (50 Bfrs).(Topical Dossier: Japan- Partner or Competitor?). 

- COUNCIL OF ECONOMIC ADVISERS: The Economy at Mid-1972, Testimony of the Co8ncil of Economic Advisers sub
mitted to the Joint Economic Comml.ttee of the Congress. Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Print-
ing Office, Washington D.C. August 1972, 109 pages, Price: 70 cents.- This is a report submitted on 24 July 
1972 by the Economic Advisers of the President of the United States to Congress. 
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EDITORIAL 

The Labour Party Congress in Blackpool: the divided left? 

20th year -No 1133 (n.s.) 
Mondoy /Tt~esdoy 2/3 
October 19n 

DAILY BULLETIN 

The Labour Party has once again reached a difficult point in its history. At a time when it• Congress is 
opening in Blackpool and when the left-wing of the Party is trying to convince it to adopt a maximalist snti
European stance, a public opinion poll shows that a large proportion of the British electorate is in favour 
of a new "centre party" which would be created by the union of the Liberals and of several moderate Labour 
leaders. "'i1le Times", which published and commented on the results of the poll, pointed out that 35% of the 
electorate would give its support to this new formula. What is most important, is that 44~ of the electors 
who call themselves Labour supporters are prepared to vote for this new hypothetical party, ~hriStened' .the 
11Lib-Lab11 • This means that the Labour Party wouloi" have about half of its electors amputated from it and, 
far from remaining the leading party in the country, it would fall to third place, and would thus be in 
practice ex_cluded from ever becoming the governing party again. 

But this opinion poll has shown another possibility, that of a 11 centre-right11 government, which would 
include the Liberals and the more moderate Conservatives. Such a regrouping would be supported by 40% of 
the electors· a quarter of those who say they are Labour supporters would give it their votes. It can be 
understood therefore, that 56% of the Labour voters consider that the Trades Unions ex.ert too great an in
fluence on the policy of their party. 

These indications and other ones very clearly show the disenchantment of a large part of the electorate . 
with the two major parties and with the way in which they are conducting their policy. The c onfluence tow
ards the Centre, and more towards the centre-right than towards the centre-left, reflects, with the refusal 
of extremes, obvious dissatisfaction with the two-party system which has long marked British democracy. 

It may be wondered, however, how a Centre Party, benefitting from slightly more tban a third of the votes, 
could ensure stable government, apart from in a coalition with the right or with the left, even taking the 
special characteristics of the British electoral system into account. 

The whole affair is naturally very closely linked to topical events, because it is posing the question 
of the survival of the Labour Party in dramatic terms. The latter has always been a sort of coalition bet
ween social-democrats and Marxists. The present great predominance of the left wing.could lead to a clean 
break, which is all the more probable since the ttmoderates" are faced with the quite considerable prospects 
offerred by a "centrist11 policy. 

However, one should be wary of over hasty conclusions, especially concerning the 11European11 tinge of 
this hypothetical party. We are not sure that it is in Europe's interests to identify itself too much with 
a single party. And nor are we sure that it is in Europe's interests to see the British Labour Party divi
ded, and therefore weakened, even if, at the moment, the pru-European forces in it are not in the majority. 

Em.G. 
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EDITORIAL 

Let us welcome Denmark 

voted 11yes 11 , and above all that it did so with such a large majority, since 
two n esesH. These results went further than the expectations, and thi~ 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~a~t~t~h~e~p~s7.y=chological impact of the vote in Norway was felt, but in the op~
one which man e. ected. Obviously, many Danes noticed the danger, after the Norwegran 

t em: their in ifference could have cut them off finally from the geo-pol~tical 
entity in which their economy is developing and on which their prosperity finally depends. This explains 
the large electoral turnout (89.9%). Denmark's vote was a vote of reason. The fact that it was positive in 
no way changes, however, the eevere judgement that nmst be ex.pressed about the referendum as a means for 
choosing a policy with complex aspects and in any event going beyond an assessment based on individual 
interests· or on the unforeseeable effects of propaganda. 

One week from the defeat of Os.lo, we are now celebrating the victory of Copenhagen. Several lessons must 
be learnt from this victory. The first concerns the British Labour Party, which nn.tst become aware of the 
precarious position into which it is being forced by its left wing. It should understand that its role in 
Community Europe is not to defend the sovereign prerogatives, which it says ~re threatened, of its gracious 
Queen, or to pare off a percentage from the contribution to be paid to the Community treasury, but to be 
promoters, with their comrades in the other countries, and notably the Danes and Germans, who head their 
respective governments, of a courageous~olicy of reforms, of a policy for the democratisation of the Euro
vean institutions, and of a policy for the concrete presence of Europe in the creation of peaceful .stability 
m the world. 

The second lesson concerns Denmark itself. The rBle which this country will have to play in the Community 
is no doubt a particularly delicate one. One cannot and one must not demand that the human, sociological and 
economic fabric which unites Denmark to the other Nordic countries should be torn apart. But one should also 
be faithful to the commitments subscribed to, without carrying out balancing acts, which are always danger
ous. We also hope that Denmark will play an active r8le in the political and institutional development of 
the Community, which. mainly conforms to its interests as a "small country". Some statements by Mr. Andersen 
(cf. our Political Day) are not very reassuring. 

Finally, it is up to Norway, and, to a certain extent, to Sweden, to draw the most Rppropriate lesson 
from this referendum. The 11 anti-Marketn policy, which has triumphed for the moment in Norway, is condenmed 
and a dead-end. The fact that the Norwegian referendum was only consultative and that therefore there was 
no real commitment on the part of the pro-European forces, must be taken into consideration and the polit
ical forces which have supported Mr. Bratteli's policy until now will have to act without delay. Norway will 
not be able to remain in the present situation for a long time: it _will perhaps obtain a free trade agree
ment, but no doubt of very limited scope. As for Sweden, it will reach the conclusion one day or another 
that its action has only served to delay the inevitable. And to what use? 
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EDITORIAL 

Altiero Spinelli: "The European AdventUre" - 1 

The summit will take place iu two weeks' time and the diplomats have undertaken the difficult task of 
turning the variOus paragraphs which will form the basis for the discussions of the Heads of State or of 
Government into common texts. 

Meanwhile, the statements by those who will be the actors at this summit are increasing and resemble one 
another, for they are almost all resifned and disenchanted. Nobody seems to expect much from the Summit. 
Everyone is passing on the responsibi ity for the poor results which they are led to foresee to their coll
eagues. Hr. Thorn even succeeded in saying that 11 the mistake was to fix goals which are too ambitious from 
the start11 for the summit. In our opinion, the mistake is rather that of not '.showing enough ambition. 

It is in this political context and just before an event which could be a turning ~int for Europe, if 
only its protagonists wru1ted this, that Mr. Altiero Spinelli, European Commission mem~r, a man not only 
whose European beliefs, but also whose political intuition and knowledge of all the problems that are posed 
by the construction of Europe are indisputable, has made his contribution in the form of a book which has 
just appeared in its Italian edition·, and the French edition of which is i.mtninent ( 11L!avventura europea", 
Il Mulino, Bologna). 

While recounting in a few pages how (and why) this adventure, whose exceptional and unprecedented nature 
in history he quite rightly stresses,. arose and is developing. Mr. Spinelli~as created something other than 
an ideological or historical work. He has not undertaken to convince or to convert anybody. His book is a 
real political manifesto, which proposes to those who have political responsibilities a programme of action, 
an agenda of what should be done (and what could be done) in the nex.t two years to make progress with the 
construction of Europt: .1n the context in which we are living. -

Mr. Spinclli has perfectly grasped the state of mind of those who have the greatest political responsib
ilities at the moment and who are to ia certain ex.tent obliged by the force of circumstances "to be conserva
tive and iunovators at the same time". Mr. Spinelli has bOth feet finnly on the ground and very well knows 
that Europe cannot be built by words alone and without the free consent of the States and governments. He 
also knows that the moments of 11 high European tension" of the national governments never last long (and 
above all rarely occur at the same time in all the countries concerned). The responsibility for seizing 
these rare favourable opportunities is therefore up to th?se whom Mr. Spinelli calls 11 the European centres 
of inspiration", who must ex.ert the necessary pressure and themselves find, if not the solutions, at least 
the paths which can lead to solutions. This, moreover, is what has occurred whenever Europe has had to 
overcome a crisis or take a leap forwards. One of these centres of inspiration must undoubtedly be the Euro
pean Commission (we only have to think of the r3le which the High Authority of the ECSC, headed by Jean 
Monnet, played at the time of the fresh boost in 1955/56). 

The Paris summit is one of these opportunities, and Mr. Altiero Spinelli has put forward some precise 
ideas, to which we shaJI return tomorrow. • Em. G. 
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resolution of the Ex.ecutive with a view to the summit- The C.G.T. and CLG.I.L. unions appeal for 
the unity of the workers of the enlarged EEC - The Labour Congress and the EEC - Mr. Joergensen 
will be the Danish Prime Minister tomorrow · · 
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4-5 
6-7 
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11 
12-13 

- EEC/United States: new round of half-yearly consultations 
- EUROSYNDICAT: !58.76 
- EEC editerranean countries: the global agreements should come into force at the start of 1974 
- Ministers o Agricu ture: solutions before the end of the month for meat, dairy products and 

fruit and vegetables? 
- Survey of 10 1000 farm holdings: publication imminent 
- UNCTAD: 12th session of the Council 

I apan: 10% tax on exports? 
- Preparation of the plenary session of the European Parliament: the E.P. will give its views on 

the economic situation of the EEC 
- F1ght against drugs: European concertation 
- British firms are the most profitable firms in Europe 
- According to the OECD, 1971 was a good year for tourism 
- ECONOOIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
- N question No 153/72 from Mr. Vredeling and variation in distribution prices 

~~~~~~~f.Jjstate in 1971 

~~ii~~~~~~~ii~~~~~~~~practical guide to Franco-Soviet contracts for capital 
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EDITORIAL 

Altiero Spinelli: "The European Adventure" - 2 

20th year - No 1136 (n .s.) 
Fridoy 6 October 1972 

DAILY BULLETIN 

At the basis of the programme of action, .the achievement of which Spinelli is proposing (cf. our editor
ial yesterday); there is a preliminary remark: the summit is fonnally an act by means of which the govern
ments freely commit themselves to giving life to a common Undertaking: it triggers off a constituent proced
ure aimed at changing the dimensions, competences and institutions of the Community, or at creating new 
common undertakings outside it. It cannot take executive decisions, but only affirm intentions and princip
les.. 

From this remark, a conclusion can be drawn which· is the key to the programme. If the implementation of 
the decisions of the Summit were solely entrusted to a diplomatic conference, nothing would be achieved 
(and experience has confirmed this). Something else is needed, and Mt-. Spinelli suggests that the European 
Parliament should be instru~ted by the Summit itself to draw up a draft revision of the Community competen
ces and institutions, on the basis of the themes which will be covered by the· declarations of intent of the 
Summit. The Commission, which should make the essential effort of imagination according to its own political 
responsibilities, will have to assist the Parliament by submitting the appropriate proposals to it. The 
texts adopted by the European Parliament would then' be examined by a Conference of the representatives of 
the Member States, with a view to drawing up a "treaty-constitution". In the event of difficulties, the. 
texts could -gb~backwards and forwards until a final text is approved and submitted for ratification lSy the 
national Parliaments. 

'lheseJ, briefly, are Mr. Spinelli' s ideas about the method to be employed. Why should an account .of the 
method precede that of the contents of the decisions to be taken? This is obvious, and experience-shows us 
that the best intentions disappear if there is no machinery, no structures, no prOcedure animated by a poli
tical will which turns these intentions into reality. Mr. Spinelli is right in attributing fundamental: 
importance to the method. . 

But in his "manifesto", he also mentions the priorities on which the Community should decide, and which 
would be the contents and result of the boost expected of the Summit. They mainly concern the reorganisat
ion of the Commission and of its departments, and then a thorough refonn of the coDJDon agricultural policy 
- without which the fundamental principles would be called into question - , the creation of the European 
Monetary Fund, the creation of a real regional policy, and of a policy for society. One chapter analyses 
the possibility of establishing a nspecial dialogue" between the Conmunity as a whole and its interlocutors 
throughout the world. Indeed, everything should result in the definition of a "model for·the development 
of the institutions of the Community". The most original proposal is that of institutionalizing the SuDIDit 
which would become a Supreme Council in the Community framework and in whose discussions the Commission 
would therefore take part. 

We hope that public opinion will take up these ,news~and that growing presspre will be exe~d on the 
princes governing our count1ies so that they should not allow this extraordinary opportunity that they have 
for doing something for Europe to disappear into nothing. Em.G. 

SUMMARY 

1 -EDITORIAL: 11Altiero Spinelli: !!The European Adventure' - 2" 

2 - POLITICAL ~AY: Mr. ]eergensen confirms that he will attend the Paris; Summit - Mr~ T:rygve Bratteli 
puts 0ff his resignation - Mr. George Brown will speak in Bruges - "Counter SUmmitH of the Euro-
pean Federalists - Referendum in Switzerland on 3 December - Vienna rejects the SOviet accusations, 

DAILY BULLETIN No. 1136 (new series): 

3 - Council of Ministers on 9 and 10 October: agenda for the session 
4-5 - RelaunChing of the energy policy? 
6 - Limited company: unifo:nn standards for their structures proposed by the Commission 

- Statements by Mr. Arch Booth ef the US Olamber of Commerce 

7 

8 

9 

10 
ll 

- EOJNOMIC ANII FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
- European Parliament: preparation of the plenary session; recruitment of officials who are nationals 

of the acceding countries (Rossi Report) 
- Fight against drugs 
- The AASM insist on additienal concessions for their exports of sugar and f:tuit and vegetables 
- EuNpean Parliament: work of the Committees 
- "DISC" tax sCheme in favour of exporting fiims: American theory refuted 
- European polyester fibres sartel and difficulties in the NEKA-GLANZSTOFF company: oral question 

tabled by the Soclillst Group in the EP 
- Pluriannual algramme. for Euratom research and question No. 15/72 from Mr. Westerterp 
- Maize: sub si · es for shipments sent to Italy by road 
- Beef and Veal: production incentives 
- Reply to que~ion No. 232/72 from Mr. de Koning 

12-13 - ECOOOMIC INTERPEkEl'RATION No. 1965 
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Books that are sent to us and whose publication 
is worth notin are reviewed under this headi 

20th year - No 1137 (n.s.) 
Saturday 7 October 19n 

DAILY BULLETIN 

- ALTIERO SPINELLI: L'avventura europea, Societa editrice il Mulino (Bologna),September 1972, 220 pages, 
Price: 3,000 Lit.- This book, a French edition of which will be appearing shortly was the subject of our 
editorials of 5 and 6 October. 

- DAVID SPANIER, DENNIS KENNEDY, ANTON BWM, ERLING BJf6L::... lus vier Grossbritannien Irland 
und Danemark - die Neuen der Gemeinschaft, Europaische Schriften, Volume 33, pub e y e Europa Union 
Verlag GmbH (Bonn), l972, l53 pages.- This work affords an insight into the economic and political situation 
in the four countries which applied for accession to the EEC, and particularly into the attitudes= of the 
governments and of the peoples towards the European Community. Written before the negative result of the 
referendum in Norway, it is interesting to hote that the author of the article on Norway stressed the scep
tical attitude of the Norwegian citizens towards the Community. 

- Europa Archiv, Zeitschrift fur internationale Politik, Deutsche Gesellschaft fUr Auswartige Politik (Bonn), 
No of 25 September 1972. Published by the Verlag fUr Internationale Politik (53 Bonn, Stockenstrasse 1-5).
We particularly mention an article on the institutional development of the European Communities. Documents 
can also be found in it relating to Germano-Polish relations and the Stockholm Conference of June 1972. 

- Erne: La Communaute Europeenne dans le Monde (The European Community in the World), Publication No 49 of 
the European League for Economic Co-operation (Brussels), September 1972, 92 pages.- Aware of the need to· 
reach a consensus on all the relations of the enlarged EEC with the rest of the world, the Central Council 
asked the Economic Committee of the ELEC to define Europe 1 s policies for the heavily industrialised coun
tries, the Socialist countries and the Third World countries. This work contains four reports prepared by 
Messrs. Paul Vercruysse (Societe Generale de Banque), W.A.P. Manser (Baring Brothers Co Ltd), Dott. Alberto 
Tiazzoldi (Executive Secretary of the Italian Committee of the EIEC) and Dott. Romolo Arena (Central Mana
ger, IRI). 

- Europaische Gemeinschaft, No 10/72, Liaison Bureau of the European Communities in Bonn (Zitelmannstrasse 
22).- In view of the summit conference, Mr. Adolf-Peter Koof, Editor-in-Chief of the review, interviewed 
Mr. GastDn Thorn, LUxemburger Minister of Foreign Affairs, Mrs. Katharina Focke, Parliamentary Secretary 
to the German Chancellor, and Mr. Karl-Heinz Narjes, CDU Minister of the Economy of the Land of Schleswi.g
Holstein. We reported on these interviews in uur liPoli-Q,cal Day!!. section of 30 September and of today. 

- OECD: OECD Financial Statistics, 1972, Volumes I and II, Paris.- The user will find ltere, gathered 
into a logical and co--ordinated framework, many data which either are not published or are not other-
wise available except in national publications and in various languages. The most original parts treat fin
ancial transactions according to sectors, institutions and types of financial instruments, fitting them 
together in a coherent system of financial accounting. 

l - EUROPEAN LIBRARY 

2 - POLITICAL D~Y: Preparation of the European Summit - Statements by Mrs. Katharina Focke about the 
European summit - Problem of drugs - Resignation of the Labour M.P. Dick Taverne 

DAILY BULLETIN No 1137 (new series): 

3 - Council of Ministers of the EEC: the points on the agenda 
- Group for the Coordination of Short-Term Economic Policies: next meeting 

4 -Policy for petroleum importing: kingpin of the Commission's new initiatives concerning energy 
policy 

5 - Firs~ Norwegian approaches to the Community countries 
-Denmark would like to form a "bridge" between the EEC and the Nordic countries 
- Modernisation of agriculture: first action 

6 - The problem of tomato concentrates will be examined by the Council 
- Constitutive session of the ECCIF 
- Germany increases its bank rate from 3 to 3.5% 
- ECOOOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 

7-8 -European Parliament: Preparation of the Plenary Session: Energy policy,(Burgbacher Report); Checks 
at the intra.-Community frontiers for both travellers and goods (Bos Report) - Political union: tow
ards a debate? 

9 - Court of justice: Interpretation of certain agricultural regulations 
- E.I.B.: Loan of 50 million dollars 

10 - Consumers' interests: complementary replies to questions Nos 2/72 from Mr. Jahn and 633/71 from 
Mr. Adams 

11 - The Week in Europe 
12-13 - ECON<MIC INTERPENETRATION No 1966 

EDROPE/Brief Notes No 336 - France 
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EDITORIAL 

The British members of the future Commission 

Although unofficially known for a long time, the names of the British figures who will become .embers 
of the Co0111ission of the enlarged Community have now been officially made public, They are Sir lftrhtopber 
Soames and Mr. ·eeorge Thomson. We should innediately like to stress that, to be precise, they have not been 
~pointed, since their appointment will take place by means of a common decision of the nine governments. 

ey are "nOminated candidates", even though the British government, having carried out the necessary sound
ings in good time, is sure of their appointment. This emerges clearly from the wording of the communique 
from I.ondon1 "The Prime Minister has informed the President of the French Republic and the Heads of Govern
ment of the member countries of the Common Market that Her Majesty's Government, after the approval of the 
Accession Treaty by the Crown, will propose Sir Christopher Soames and Hr. Ceorge Thomson to represent 
Britain in the Commission of the European Communities after the accession of the U.K. to the Common Market 
on 1st January 1973". We note, however, that, according to the letter and spirit of the European Treaties, 
the figures in question will not, correctly speaking, be representatives of Great Britain •••• 

Having said this, we add that these nominations arc an important act of political responsibility. In 
Mr. Heath's intentions, the nomination of a figure from the majority and of a figure from the opposition 
shows the will to make of accession what it is, in other words, a national question and not a party question 
It is, in any case, an example of democracy which other Euro ean countries should nder u n and i~tate. 
Unfortunately~ and for the moment, this "two-party" n nat1on oes not guarantee that reat Br· tain w~ 
have a "two-party" policy concerning the construction of Europe, since the Labour Party has been led into 
an ambiguoug position by its left wing, which only the skill of Hr. Wilson can succeed in controlling. It is 
certain that the threats of withdrawal from the Community are not taken really ~eriously in Brussels. We all 
know that, although it is true that a widespread crisis of political wills coul~ destroy the Community, the 
interlocking of economic and pQlitical interests is such that ~ threat of secession is not very credible 
{examples are not lacking). 

As for the figures nominated, we shall merely recall that the Conservative Soames, the son-in-law of 
Ohurchill, has long played an important role in the construction of Europe, even though his original tenden
cy led him rather towards fonnulae of the type of the Council of Europe. !jir Christopher was Minister ~f 
Agriculture at the time of the EEC/U.K. negotiations of 1961-63. His appointment as Ambassador in Paris by a 
tabour Government was significant, and his action since then in this capital, however it has been judged, 
was that of a politician proposing efficacity as a means for achieving a precise end. 

As for Mr. Ceorge Thomson, he is well-known to all Europeans for his political personality and for 
his uncompromising intellectual courage. He was preparing to be the "~egotiator" when the Wilson government 
fell in June 1970. 

Both Mr. Thomson and Sir Christopher are, without a shadow of a doubt, first rate politicians, deeply 
rooted in the political forces of their country and closely connected with the political forces of the other 
Community countries. they will come to Brussels (and their statements have confirmed this) with the intention 
of carrying out political action. One of them could be President of the European Commission in two years 
time. 

1 

2 

We hope that the lesson of these nominations will be learnt in all the capitals. 
Em.C. 

SIJMM'ARY 4 r /0 Cdok>er /C('T~ NO' /l~'B 
- EDITORIAL: "The British members of the future Conmission11 

- POLITICAL DAY: Statements by Messrs. Hansholt and ~inelli - Messrs. Jean-Fr~ois Dupeyron and 
Charles Rebuffat awarded European journalism Prize or l972 - Appointment of t e British members 
of the Commission arouses positive reactions - Mr. Lars Kovald will try to form the Noi'liegian 
Government 

DAILY BULLETIN No 1138 (new series): 
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4 

5-6 

7-8 
8 

9 

10 

ll 
12-13 

- Council of Ministers: go-ahead for the EEC/Egypt preferential agreement; Cood reception for a 
"global solution" for the Mediterranean 

- Plenary Ses,ion of the E.P .1 Mr. Spinelli replies about the future of the JRC - Resolution on tech
nica:I-Darriers 

~ EF£/AASM: stock-taking tomorrow in the Association Council of the functioning of the Association 
ana of the development prospects 

lll!llli!!il!!!!ii\~:!~~e;s!tl1'ma~t!ejs~~~!!~~ll~ 
on human health 

industries: answers from these countries 
still has priority in EEC/USA relations 

,r;::::::::=:;f::;l;:;i'fi-t:is:7: complementary reply to a;tion No 26/71 from Mr. Clinne 
ercu n fis : reply to question No 6o 2 from Mr. vrea:eung 

- In onesia 11n Conununi!l aid: reply to ques on No 172/72 from Mr. Vredeling 
- Council Session devoted to the ex1ll11ination of a large number of proposals: reply to question No 

173/72 from Mr. Yredeling 
- Weekly Annex 
- ECdiOIIC DTERPI'NETRATION No 1967 

EIJROPE/Doc\nllents No 694 - America, Russia, China: The Role of the Community in the new World Equilibrium 
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EDITORIAL 

just before the SUr.mrlt: thoughts about what will follow 

Only one week now separates us from the Summit meeting. The preparation at diplomatic level is fonnal
ly completed. After an attempt to draft a 11 lay-out 11 from the final communique which will be issued by the 
Conference, it has been decided that the latter will have at its disposal the text drafted by the ad hoc Com
mittee, revised after the Rome and I<'rascati discussions, which thus becomes the 11 Report of the Foreign Affairs 
Ministers" to the Summit Conference. · 

The work carried out on revision both during and after the ministerial conferences has made it possible 
to eliminate a large nwnber of the "brackets" which characterised the text of the ad hoc Q>DIIIittee. In order 
to do this, an alternative compromise solution has sometimes been adopted, but in several cases the brackets 
have been removed or the alternative solution which they contained has been eliminated. 

It is true that the acceptance of the fact of the Conference taking this Report as a basic document 
is subject - if our infonnation is correct - to the reciprocal undertaking to consider the Heads of State and 
of Government as not being bound by any fornulac and as being free to introduce new elements into the debates. 
This undertaking seems to us to be absolutely nonnal. It is certain that a Summit Conference has to be well
prepared, but this does not mean that the preparation should be overdone. We recilll that the Hague SU111111it 
{which was originally planned for 17 and 18 November) was fonnally decided upon on 22 July and was prepared 
by two ministerial meetings. Obviously, at the time the essential problem was to find a balance between the 
undertaking to enlarge the Community and that on reaching a final decision on agriwltural financial 
mechanisms. Above all, it was necessary to find fornulae which were acceptable because of being based on 
"reciprocal confidence". ·This was both more diffiwlt and more simple. 

Things change but, alas, they are still similar. The Hague SUmmit was preceded by the elections which 
brought Mr. Brandt to power. Amongst other electoral slogans, his party claimed that a Socialist government 
would call for the election of the EP by direct suffrage and the restoration of the majority vote in the 
Council. Today, it is the COO leaders who accuse the SPD of having "betrayed" the cause of Europe. Mr. 
lJrandt gives the assurance that he will ask the SUmmit to state itself to be in favour of a 11 social11 Europe, 
but he does not seem Tery willing to tackle the institutional sphere. In the Hague, the Italians fought for 
the election of the Parliament. They fought in vain, for they were isolated: the Dutch, in their role as 
hosts of the Conference, adopted a moderate standpoint. This time the Dutch have promised to fight on this 
subject • We shall see. 

It is significant that most of those who think deeply about things are more concerned by what will 
hapnn after the SUmmit, than by the Summit itself. 'Hieir idea is that the SUmmit will be a success, insofar 
ast is possible to ensure its political prolongation. By what means? Some consider an "institutionalisation" 
of the Swmnit. Others are very strongly opposedto this idea, for it reminds them of the Fouchet plan. Now, 
it is plain that the ve mention of the Fouchet lan causes the idea to be re "ected, which is a very healthy 
reaction, despite everyt · g. e t1mes ave ange an men too. 

Other ideas are put forward,. to which we have already alluded, in order to ensure that the Summit dis
o.tssions do not get bogged down in the hollow of a few "diplomatic salons". Mr. Spinelli has commended a 
kind of Parliament-Governments symbiosis. In addition, the Italian ovemment is re orted to have made cer
tain discreet suggestions whicha:rfo much further and whi have apparent y receive a certalll amount of support 
frolll other governments. We sh return to this subject at greater length tomorrow. 

1 

2-3 

&a.G. 

SUMMARY ll C) c-r-o OeY- l q -=f -;;L tJ c · l Y3 j 
-EDITORIAL: "JUst before the SUJIIIIit: thoughts about what will follow" 

- POLinCAL DAY: Statement on the ».trotaan Summit by the President of the ».tronan Parliament - E!!
.earation of the ».tropean summit: pro able structure of the document Which wi be approved in Paris -
Resolution adopted by European journalists - The Chambers of Commerce adopt a position on the SUm
mit - New French delegation to the EP :- Mr. Strauss at the COO Congress 

DAILY BULLETIN No. 1139 (new seriea): 

4-5-6 - Council of Ministers of the EEC: Mediterranean policy; EEC ordan: opening of exploratory talks; !fZtuiiiafy: adoption of complementary directives; the EEC Greece Association Q>uncil could meet at 

6 
7 
8-9-10 

9 
lo 
ll 
12 

13 

assa rial level; transport auxiliaries and customs agents; minor eci81ons 
- The AA~ define their attitude towards the EEC 
- 1\le AASM demand that the EEC confirms the "priority character'' of the Association 
- Plenaz session of the EP: Parliament states itself to be in favour of increasing flexibility of 

front er· CheCks; fruit and vegetables and beef and veal: debates postponed; agreement on the ex--
tension by two years of the temporary system of bracket tariffs for road haulage; the EP estaelishes 
the inefficiency of the ».tropean institutions about the future of the JRC 

- The aGLANZSTOFF case and dismissals 
- lire :zrdratt of the pluriannual researchJrogranne presented by Mr. Ca.prioglio 
- lids to co ng co81 for use In the steel indu ry 
- Posts for tfie cliedd.ng of identitaaidcustoms checks at internal EEC frontiers: reply to question 
~· 5~/71 from Messrs. tange an Seef'eld 

-nma associates itself with the 11 snake in the tunnel" 
- EOONOMtC AND FIH.AHtUL IlO'ORMATlOH . . . 
- EOONOMIC IH'l'ERPENEl'RATlON Ho. 1968 and The British rubber industry organises a conference of the 

consequences of BrltiSh entry iiito the Co11111on Market . 
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EDITORIAL 

What"will happcn after the Summit (1) 

20th year- No 1140 (n.s.) 
Thursday 12 October 1972 

DAILY BULLETIN 

Yesterday, we talked about a proposal, or rather about an idea put forward by Italy concerning the best 
method for guaranteeing that the decisions of the Summit will not fall into· a void or "be wrgoa;ten. Today, 
we shall merely briefly mention the terms, to an~yse the pros and cons tomorrow. 

First of all, we recall that the results of the Summit will be:;(a) confirmation by the Community of the 
9 of a series of commitments made by the Community of the 6; (b) decisions about new commitments to be made 
at more or less short-term; (er the definition of a series of objectives which the Community proposes to 
attain at short- or medium-term; It is superfluou•s to point out that it is in this last group that all that 
concerns the institutional future of the Community, and the possible development of political union will 
mainly be found. 

But it is clear that the implementation of the formal decisions and commitments will take place in the 
Community framework and will be entrusted to the competent Institutions. There should be no doubt about 
this (although the experience of the summit at the Hague is not conclusive: the decisions taken in the field 
of technology and of Euratom were not applied). 

On the other hand, as far as the best way to turn the more general guidelines which could emerge in other 
fields into concrete initiatives and action.;is concerned, the mistake made in 1969, when these tasks were 
entrusted to diplomatic organisations, beyond any control and any p~essure from public opinion, should absol
utely be avoided. As a result, something diff.erent, more effective and more democratic should be imagined, 
without, however, infringing on the prerogatives of the governments, on the one hand, and of the Institut
ions, on the other. Hence the idea·to use the procedure adopted in Messina (in other words, the so-called 
Spaak Method) and therefore to appoint a hi h-level Euro ean fi re of reat e erience, accompanied by 
delegates from the Member States and from the European Commission and probably from the E.P.), helped "if 
necessary" by experts,. and to ask him to establish - within six months, for example - a Report which would 
indicate the necessary solutions for attaining the goals of the summit. This would not be a group of wise 
~~.cp_ )'i~_uld give opinions, but a series of responsible politicians who would find political and realist
ic solutions, which would be known to have chances of being accepted. 

Em. G. 

CORRIGENDUH: On the basis of a press agency communique in French, in which the communique issued by Downing 
Street on Saturnay 7 October at midday was quoted in inverted commas, we expressed some surprise (cf. our 
Editorial of last Monday) al;c:-ut the fact that the figures nominated for membership of the Conunission were 
described as "representatives of Great Britain", which does not correspond to either the letter or the spirit 
of the Treaties. · 

However, our remark was unfounded. In fact, with the original text of the communique in front of us, we 
note that it mentions that the British Government had proposed Messrs. Soames and Thomson "for appointment 
to the Commission of the European Communities upon British entry into the Communities on l January 197311 • 

We therefore ask our readers to kindly forgive our mistake. We should, in fact, have made the necessary 
checks. But, while knowing that a "translation is often unfaithful", we would never have imagined that 
such a gross deformation could occur in a textual quotation. In addition, we noted that tlte text in ques
tion never used the expression "Common Market" which appears in the translation. All this is rather signif
icant and finally enables us to express our satisfaction that the British Prime Minister 1 s communique was 
faithful to the spirit and letter of the Treaties. 

suMMARY Id-. o ctobey- I Q-=f-;t f'Jo • ll Lt 0 
1 - EDITORIAL: I'What will happen after the· summit - 111 

2-3 - POLITICAL DAY: Death of Ambassador Attilio Cattani - The preparation of the European summit -
Denmark: signing of the accession law - Mr. joseph Greenwald: representative of the United States 

·- to the Communities -Mr. Giscard d 1Estaing in Sweden- European ·Movement: press··conference just 
before the Summit- C.D.U. Congress: speeches by Messrs. Schroede_r and Barzel- F.R.G./China dip
lomatic relations - Australia: coming elections - The inter-German negotiations continue 
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4-5-6-7- Plenary Session of the E.P.: Economic situation of the Community: address by Mr. Barre; Problems 
of the 11 ENKA-Glanzstoff11 Group; Recruiting of new officials and releasing of part of the persormel 
of the European Institutions 

7 - EEC/Turkey joint Parliamentary Committee: definition of fundamental guidelines for the develop-
ment of the Association 

8 - The EEC AASM Association Council narrowly avoids a break-up over fruit and vegetables 
9 - EEC Yu oslavia: the Commission is to begin the "exploratory talksn for a new enlarged agreemen~ 

- Anti-inflation plan of the EEC: its preparation continues , 
- Mr. Schweitzer optimistic abOut the reform of the international monetary system 
- COMPOSITE PRICE: 38.17 D/T 

lO--ll - Petroleum industry: structures and financing 
11 - Steel importing from tl1e countries with State trade: towards further partial liberalisation 

- Price rules of the ECSC Treaty: new arrangements for application 
12-13 - ECOOOMIC iNTERP.ENETRATION No 1969 and 'Itie integration of the European Securities Markets: a 
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EDITORIAL 

20th year -No 1141 (n:s.) 
Friday 13 October 1972 

DAILY BULLETIN 

What will hawen after tbe SUmmit (2) Should we trust to 1112 men of good will"? 

The idea -entrusting: a political figure with the drafting of a report which would in reality be the 
scheme or nucleus for the future development of the political unification of the Community deserves care
ful attention,· at the very least. It stems from a diplomat who is as rigorous in his analyses as he is 
imaginative and cleal'-sighted in his proposals, namely from Ambassador Roberto .Ducci, the very person who, 
one year ago, stressed the need to provide political co-operation with an "infrastructure". 

What are the objections which one can make to this proposal and what answers can be given to these 
objections? 
1. One can re eat 
change , t wo e a re as • s s true ut t e great 
in failure, whereas the Spaak method was crowned with success. 
of repeating this experiment, with adaptations. 
2. In 19 there was no structured Economic Communit 
and t · n s were o "ust emer n rom the o it1c 

1nst1tut1ona apparatus eX1ste 
Jean Monnet. There was a European Parliament, that is,. the Common Assembly which had gone through· the "con
stitutional" and political experience of the ad hoc Committee. Without taking account of the fact that the 
ECSC made a substantial contribution to the work of the Committee chaired by Mr. Spaak and to the drafting 
of his Report (discussed in Venice). One must add that in the case in question, the task of the political 
figure, whether a "mediator'' or a 11 coordinator'', would involve a matter which would on no account come within 
the competence of the institutions. 
3. It is not eas to find a fi re with the Our admiration for Spaak makes 
us we rat er on t · s o jection. Yet et name at least ten figures, in the 
various countries, in whom we could trust. Let us not be so pessimistic! 
4• The governments will not want this procedure. Everything is possible, but either one thing or another. 
Either the governments have the political will to make progress and will be satisfied with any procedure 
which respects this political will and does not escape their control. Or they speak without the slightest 
intention of keeping their promises, and in this case no other solution would be any better. 
5. The procedure is not sufficiently democratic, for it does not use - as Alterio Spinelli suggested it 
should - the ParliaJB.ent as the centre of the process of evolution. This is a serious objection; and it is 
for this reason that we believe that the group assembled around the mediator ought to include the President 
of the European Parliament (as well as the President of the Commission or his deputy). Thus, one would have 
a group of twelve men of good will: the mediator, the nine national delegates, the Parliament and the 
Commission. 

We note, in conclusion, that this procedure would have the advantage of being able to be implemented 
very rapidly (without waiting for the election of the EP). It would make it possible to establish a balan
ced and overall view of the probiem of the construction of &lrope. This a 1~sence of an overall view, whiCh 
is inherent in the very nature of the construction as it has developed up until the present, is also at 
the root of the weakness of this construction·. This overall view is essential if it is desired to achieve 
hannonious and coordinated progress, including the economy, the nature of human society, the foreign poli
tical image of the Community and, consequently, its defence possibilities. 

All this is fQOd for thought. 
Fln.G. 

bUMMARY l ~ C) c: to~'( l q 1-?- t-J~ ~ t I 4 ( 
1 - EDITORIAL: "What will happen after the Summit" _(2) 

2-3 - POLITICAL DAY: Will Mr. Jean-Fransois Deniau remain a Commission member? - The preparation of 
the European Summit - Statements by Mr. Maurice Schumann about the Summit - ·W .C.L.: adoption of 
a position on the Summit soon - Mr. Fernand Dehousse and the Summit - Meetings 1n Brussels of 
the Councils of State and Supreme Administrative Tribunals of the EEC- I~ Greenland's position 
as a part of Denmark jeopardised? - Visit of the Syrian Foreign Minister. 
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DAILY BULLETIN 

- I.A.I.I L'Europa al1 1occasione del Vertice, a cura di Gianni Bonvicini e Gesare Merlini, Collana dello 
Spettatore Intcrnazionale, lstltuto Affarl Internazionali (Rome), Societ! editrice il Mulino (Bologna), 106 
pages, Price: 1,000 Lit.- This work - published just before the Summit - is the result of five neetings 
which took place at the I.A I. from March to July 1972, during which the participants ex~ed the concrete 
problems posed for the European Community. The authors of the reports adapted for this work by Messrs. Don
vicini and Merlini do not want to predict what decisions will be taken at the summit and which will be post
poned until later, but they take stock of the questions which the European governments must face even after 
the Summit, 

- I.A.I.: Rlforme e sistema economico nell 1Euro a dell!Est, Scritti di A. Levi, w. Brus, J. Bognar, T. Kiss, 
J. Pinder an S.A. Rossi •• A.I. Rome, Soc1et e trice il Mulino (Bologna), 116 pages, Price! 1,500 Lit.
This work contains ~ive studies by experts from Eastern and Western Europe on reform snd the economic system 
:iJl Eastern Europe, and especially a translation of a study by Mr. John Pinder on the subject "An Ostpolitik 
for the European Community 11 • · 

- How Ent into the Common Market Ha Effect Britain's Invisible Earni s, Committee on Invisible ~rts 
(Lon on, 23 Fcnchurc Street , Ju y 1972, 49 pages.- In ts cone usions, this report on the consequences of 
Great Britain's entry into the Common Market for invisible exports considers that, in the short-term, in 
other words, during the first five years of membership, there will be no major changes in one way, or another. 
In the longer term, important sectors (maritime transport, tourism, insurance, banking) will probably' see 
their profits increase following accession. 

- Les Problemes de 1 1Europe, No 57,Association pour l'Etude des Problemes de 1 1Europe, Paris (38 bis ~v. 
Gcorge V) and Rome (Viale Platone 47) .--20FF per number.- 11This Round Table has covered more ground than 
any I can remember", Mr. Pierre Uri was justifiably able to say in the syntbesis of the debates of the XXVth 
Round Table which took place on 7 and 8 July 1972 on the subject• the problems posed for the Community by 
its enlargement and consolidation. Number 57 of this review contains a summary of the debates as well as 
the full text of Mr. Pierre Uri's synthesis. The full account of this important conference will be published 
in No. 58. 

- Transport, Nos 2 and 3 - September 1972, A review published by the International Federation of the Trade 
Union Organisations of Transport Personnel (IFTUOTP(WCL), Secretariat General: 26 Avenue d 1Auderghem, 1040-
Brussels.- This review appears three times a year and is published in German abd Dutch only.- This number 
contains the resolutions adopted by the 35th Congress of the WCL, the 2nd Congress of the European Organisat
ion of the WCL and of the .9th session of the Internal Transpor Committee of the B.J.T. 

- CERN: Courricr, September 1972, Ccneva.- The main article in this number covers the experimental programme 
for the 28ecv proton synchrotron and for intersecting storage rings. 

1 ElJROPEAN LIBRARY 

2-3 POLITICAL DAY: Council of Europe: October session of the Assembly - The Preparation of the European 
Summit - The \J .s.A. and the summit -Will People's China send an Ambassador to the European Commun
ities? - European referendum in Spain? - Norway: an hantL...marketecr" appoi!l'te&_P 11!¥1 Mini~ -
~applies for association to the "Comccon" - Towards a Mediterranean Conference - The Euro·pean 
Liberal Parties meet in the Hague 
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- The European Commission wants to avoid the proliferation of "Voluntary limitation agreements" 
between " anese and Communit industrialists 

-Plenary Session oft e E.P.: Beef ; Organisation of the tobacco market; Approval of new 
arrangc11cnts for aid to olive oil 

- Mr. Mansholt addresses young people in France 
- Steel production: continues to increase 
-Economic situa·ion of the EEC according to Graphs and Brief Notes No 8/9 
- S .A .C.: work of the Nine 
- Structural reform in agriculture 
- Bu~tcr at reduced prices: measures in favour of its sales 
- Agricultural prices which will be proposed at the beginning of 1973 and reply to question No 169/71 

from Mr. Richarts 
- Agreement on irices in the Community steel industry 
- Steel: slight y upward trend of prices 
- Price differences for butane gas cylinders with different capacities: reply to question No 177/72 

from Mr. Vredeling 
- Possible voluntary limitation agreements for exports of Italian wine to France: reply to question 

No 16o/72 from Mr. Richarts 
- The Week in Europe 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1971 
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EDITORIAL 

'Ihe "visible" part of the Summit 

20th year- No 1143 (n.s.) 
Mondoy/T uesdoy 16/17 
October 1972 

DAILY BULLETIN 

Only shortly before the Summit in the Hague, Mr. Pompidou stated that nothing "extraordinary" should 
be expected of ~t. Insofar as only ordinary affBirs are concerned, let us recall that the Comn.u1ity decided: 
to end the transitional period and to complete all the elements of the common agricultural policy; to enlarge 
itself; to start deepening itself, in particular by the creation of economic and monetary union; to start 
the process towards political union. The communique ·after the Hague stated: "The Community has come today 
to a turning-point in its history". 

As days and months passed, one realised that most of these conunitments were kept. The 'CoiiiiiWlity 
started on a process of change which is in itself something extraordina~. ·On certain points, progress has 
been slight orniJ. -Economic and monetary union and the accompanying poli es, that is to say, the very sub
stance of the deepening, are waiting to receive a new impetus. Progress in the political sphere, which is 
entrusted to a Committee in which the good will of. men goes far beyond the means of action, has been almost 
non-existent. 

And what does this mean? That a reasoned judgement on the Summit can be given only after the event, 
and, more precisely, after having ascertained not only whether the decisions taken come u to e ctations 
but also .whether the appropriate mechanisms have been set nto p ace to o ow up t e e nes given y 
the ~ads of State and of Government. After the Summit in the Hague, we remarked that, of the five objec
tives proposed only one was not achieved, that concerning the institutions. However, we counted the process 
towards political union among the achievements: if we are disappointed today, it is because the implement
ation procedure was not effective (even at that time vain pleas were made for the adoption of the so-called 
Messina procedure). · 

Only shortly before the Paris Summit, Mr. Pompidou repeats that there is no question of a "turning
point", and he is echoed by others. One can understand this caution, but at the same time one might 
hope that it has no other aim than to place the results of the Summit in a better light, when they are lmown. 
One thing at least is certain, namely that the turning-point is inherent in the state of affairs, that it 
corresponds to a reality by which Fllrope is faced. And the Summit is meeting with the very aim of ensuring 
that this turn is taken correctly, that it does not slow things down too much or cause any skids. 

Consequently; a priori, one should expect results which could be of great importance for the future 
of the Community. This belongs not only in the context of community reality, but also in the present poll
Heat situation and the circumstances surrounding this summit. We have already mentioned the 11gravity11 of 
domestic political factors. These factors are such that Mr. Pompi.dou doubtless needs a success at the SUm
mit, the lllore so because he is perfectly aware that behind him Mr. Heath, whose personal position was sub
stantially strengthened by the Blackpool Congress, is equally desirous of showing that the Community has a 
future. As for Chancellor Brandt, a failure for him on Fllropean ground could be fatal, so shortly before 
the elections. 

We asked a minister who is to go to the Summit whether what one sees of the preparation. of the Sumlltit 
(cf. our analyses since 11 October in the Political Day) is all that exists, or onlyrthe .visible part of an 
ice~erg. He replied that it is all, or practi:cally all and that, if t?wre is a hidden part, it is fonned 
by •••• reefs. 

In other words, what we lmow of the SUmmit is enough to ensure its success; let us not seek any furi
thet' afieid, for the difficulties could shipwreck us •••• 

1 

2-3 

SUMMARY 

- EDITORIAL: 11The 1visible 1 part of the Summit" 

- POLITICAL DAY: Summit Conferences organisation and order of the work:: The preparation of the 
European Summit - ftaio-bUtch talks on the sUlllllit - Presentation in Paris of "Agenda pour i'Europe" 
bi Mr. Altiero SpinelU. 
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EDITORIAL 

The hidden part of the Sununi t 

DAILY BULLETIN 

Even for a minimalist, it would be normal for something to emerge from this sununit which, while confi~ 
ing, on behalf .of the IHne, what the Six had promised at The Hague, would go further than the results of 
The Hague. If not, it could be said that these three years have gone by in vain. Arid in the history of 
EUrope, three years for nothing is a backwanl step. 

In spite of the disenchanted tone of most of the comments, we still believe that the Heads of State and 
of Government are perfectly well aware of this requirement to go further. To go further also means to try 
to rall ublic o inion in favour of Euro e. Mr. Pompidou showed, at a certain moment, that he thought that 
the ropean t erne cou r y opi .1on. e was disappointed 1 it is true, but the analysis of the reasons 
for the lack of success of his referendum must have shown him that this cannot be attributed to a negative 
reaction towards Europe, but rather to the fact that we must now say what kind of Europe it is we want to 
build. 

This consideration is very important and very topical. A The Hague, much was said about "turning-points", 
11Europe!s responsibility" in tomcrrow 1 s world, and the Heads of State confirmed "their faith in the politic
al finalities which give the Community all its meanin and significance". Three years later, these declara
tions of intent should begin to be realised. The economic and monetary union is, indeed, one achievement. 
A firm decision on regional policy is another one, A real programme concerning social policy is moving in 
the same direction. But public opinion needs something else, and Mr. Pompidou knows this, as do the other 
Statesmen who will be present at the Summit. 

What does public opinion need? In the first place, somethin which brid es 
the Community machinery. The Community cannot live "by·~m!:'e'::an~s:::o~-Tn~t,_,e:;rp=-:o~s~e"i"'::g:"ov~e":rnmO::!e~n::!ti:-sO:"i',:.:::a::..;;r:r:':'e'=c00t::.;:.r.:;r.,:::: 
an umbilical cord, is need, which allows ideas and political will to circulate. Without this, the Community 
will die, Or rather it will be kept alive artificially, and what is even more serious, this artificiBl lire 
Wili have a decisive influence on the lives of the individuals and collectivities in Europe without the 
latter being able to make their voices heard, 

One should not be prejudiced or judge intentions. We do not know whether the direct election of the Parl
iament is the right answer. Or whether it would not be better to elect the European Conunission by universal 
suffrage. Or even whether the Parliament should not be kept with its present composition and be given tot
ally ifferent powers. Or perhaps an entirely new body should be created. Everything can be questioned, and 
everything can be proposed. But it is necessary to succeed fairly quickly in forming a sort of European 
O<>vernment. This European Covemment should be the proof that Europe exists and this proof win be valid 
both for the citizens of this Europe. and for the outside world. 

Democratisation, European personality, humanisation of expansion, all this is well and good, and all this 
pre-supposes the existence of a political will. The Summit meeting is, in principle, the proof of the exis
tence of this political will. .But it must be turned into action and these words and principles should be 
given contents. 

We still believe this this appeal will be heard. And that, if there is a hidden part of the Sununit, it 
will not only be conposed of stumbling blocks. 

1 

2-3-4 

SUMMARY 

- EDITORIAL: "The hidden part of the Summit" 

- POLITICAL DAY: How will the Euroa)ldan Parliament judge the Sunnit? - Preparation of the European 
Summit - The European Movement the Sununit - The summit and the Dutch Government - reeen 
Elizabeth If signs the b.K,I s European Communities bill - The F .R.G. f s memorandum to t e sununit 
on social problems 
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5 -Finalisation of the European Conunission 1s interventions f~r the Sununit 
5-6 - Combatting rising prices: possible Community measures 
6 - 110oodwiil Mission" accepted by Mr. ,lean Rey in the difference of opinion between the EEC and the 
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AASM 
- Statements by Mr. Schweitzer 

of been sent to the Council lliii!l!!~!i:fii;,r~sit:iplrolpoits:al~s;:~~~~ no date given for the session 

- E.P.E.C. and the law on "Groups of Companies" 
- Beef and veal fruit and ve etables: exchanges of views of the Nine 
- Fam ets: rep y to question o 228/72 from Mr. Vredeling 
- rotect1on o the denomina·.ion "leather": reply to question No 179/72 from Mr. Vredeling- Dumping 

gractlces for exports of fertilizers to the EEC: reply to question No 267/72 from Mr. Vredeling 
!:OmDiiss1.0n 1s replies to questions Nos 199, 178 and 175/72 from Mr. Vredeling; 184/72 from Mr. 
Martens; 188/72 from Mr. Laudrin and 186/72 from Mr. Couste 

- Sweden and the Free Trade Agreement 
- ECONOMlC INTEI.U'l!NETRATION No 1973 
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EDITORIAL 

From one SUmmit· to the next: truth is gaining grotmd 

The Heads of State and of Government who are going to work together for two days, starting tmno 
morning, may well have the hope, or illusion, of giving the peoples of Europe the feeling that they are 
nessing consolidation and substantial progress on the path to European unification. 'lhis is the essenti 
object of the "solemn declaration", which is due to introduce the communique, whose text will be long 
complex. This declaration ought above all to apaal to the imagination and make it possible for each 
of State to give public proof of his loyalty to t e European ideal. 

However, when one comes to give closer attention to these texts, one could perhaps be disap oin 
Reference, for example, to the independence of Europe, a 11 single voice", full employment, the eliminati 
of under-development or an improvement in the quality of existence, serves but to arouse expectations with
out it being clearly established how it will be possible to satisfy them. If, on the other hand, the com
munique were to contain not only the statement of principles and aims or guidelines but also a mandate, or 
a series of mandates to the European institutions, accompanied by dead-lines, then definite progress would 
have been made in comparison with previous summits. 

But we must go further. Let us suppose that the Summit, while not being institutionalised, meets 
from time to time to define certain major political guidelines. Let us also suppose that the Council of 
Ministers organises itself in such a way that directives for action can be given at regular inte:tvals. 
What will happen afterwards? That is the question. Experience shows that, unless something changes, we 
shall not emerge from the situation of semi-paralysis with which we are familiar. In,a chapter of the book 
"L 1Europa all' occasione del vertice", which the I.A.I. of Rome has published just at the right moment, Mr. 
Perissich points.out that it is not so much a question of a problem of political will, as of a systematic 
degradation of political responsibility within the Institutions. In fact, the problem of political will is 
posed 11up stream". SUpposing that the political will to have a European government exists, one will have to 
be able to make the latter function. And, in order to function, this government wi·ll have to be able to act, 
and react, as circumstances demand, possibly in the face of unforeseen events. The Community's transition 
from the provisional period, when it was bridled by the Treaty and the dead-lines it imposed, to the defini
tive period makes all the difference, as we have already stated on several occasions. 

From this we draw the conclusion that, at a given moment, one must come to grips with a "political" 
examination of the problems, that is, that one will have to study _how this Euro~ ought to be governed. 
Before having given an answer to this question, one could not possibly entrust .~e institutions with 
tasks which are beyond their means. However, it is possible that things will change and that certain atti;... 
tudes will become more flexible, which leaves room for hope. We feel there is a sign of this in certain 
passages of the report on European construction drawn up by the Movement for the Independence of Europe, on 
the occasion of the Summit. We have found assertions in this report which are quite different from the 
traditional attitudes of the Movement and also an objective criticism of the present imbalance in the deci
sion-making machinery of the Community, which is distorted, among other things, by the attempt of the Penna
nent Representatives "to substitute itself for the Commission as a proposing body". 

The truth is gaining ground: this trend ought to be encouraged. 
Em. G. 

SUMMARY ( ~ 0 cto'::;t.oy ( q ':f :;t \'Jo t fl (.{ s-
- EDiTORIAL: "From one Summit to the next: truth is gaining ground" 

- POLITICAL DAY: European Summit: opens on 'lhursday morning at lOam - Preparation of the European 
Summit - Appeal by the U .N. Assembly to the Summit - Assembly of the Council of Europe: resOlu
tion for the Summit - Positions adopted before the Swmtit - Statement to "EUROPE" by the Danish 
Foreign Minister.- Access~on Treaty: Great Britain and Denmark deposit the instruments of ratif
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- Shipbuilding: towards a policy for modernisation, restrUcturing and reorganisation 
- EUROSYNDICAT: 155.83 
- Application of the VAT in Italy: provisions for its functioning from the beginning of 1973 
- 11 Anti-inflation Plan" examined by the Central Bank Governors 
- Sugar Cartel: par' ial questioning of the European Commission 1 s grievances by the sugar firms 

of the EEC 
- Fight against pollution and the defence of the environment: reply to ~estion No 190/72 from 

Mr. Vredeling 
- Use of exhaust ases and waste water for certain agricultural crops: complementary reply to 

question No 7 72 from Mr. Vre eling 
- Civil records: reply to question No 249/72 from Mr. Couste 
- Aids for hop producers 
- CoPA: opposition to any freezing of farm prices 
- ~ and the future system of transport authorisations in intra-Community traffic 
- "European Company": forthcoming debate in the European Parliament 
- Permanent Committee for Employment: next meeting 
- European Social Fund: decisions on financing 
- COMPOSITE PRICE: 38.17 D/T 

12-13 - ECOO<JUC INTEBPENE'IRATION No 1974 

EUROPE/Documents No 700 - The American ViewPoint on the Reform of the International Monetary System 
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DAILY BULLETIN 

THe Sunmrl.t is now in progress, and we shall-not anticipate its conclusions. In his speech, Mr. Pompidou 
talked about n·concrete decisions to be taken", as if they would . isappoint public opinion. One cannot unde 
stand why public opinion should not rejoice at seeing precise decisions being taken. It would perhaps be 
disappointed if they are not taken in the fields in which they are necessary. It is quite easy to confirm 
the decisions _which are more or less accepted: creation of the Co-operation Fund, and social and regional 
or industrial ~licy measures. Much more courage is needed for other decisions. But Mr. Pompidou condemne 
timidity and implicitly admitted that courage should be shown. We should wait until the Summit offers us 
proof of this. Mr. Pompidou also said that dogma should be abandoned and that reality should be faced. He 
thus dispelled the myth of the problem of gold. He made a very positive statement: 11 the era for solitary 
decisions has passed11 • But he did not say how one should paas beyond it, in other words, how to move on 
from the "mercantile" to the political, and from the "solitary decisions" to the 11CollllliUility decisions". He 
was reticent, and more reti ent than the texts, about article 235, about which other Heads of Government 
expressed the will to go much further, for this is precisely a case of obeying the requirements of reality 
and of applying healthy pragmatism. He was frankly negative about the Parliament, saying that "political 
control is still the attribute of the national parliaments 11 • We are thus returning to "solitary" action, 
and we are emptying the role of the European Parliament of any substance. 

Once ·again, the political problem is posed, but the reply to ~ given is evaded. And yet, it was Mr. 
Pompidou himself Who gave this reply one day, 'by saying that 11 a European Government which governs" was 
needed. 

This prompts the fear that, if nothing new emerges, this summit could remain "incomplete", and the prob
lem of following it up would thus become vital. We have insisted on this point and we are pleased to notice 
that at least one government, and probably several others, seems to have understood this need. The idea -
which the Director of Political Affairs, Mr. Ducci, had developed - to instruct a political figure to draw 
up a report on the future of the Community, has been adopted in another form. The Belgians are suggesting 
that a political figure should be instructed to draw up a report analysing the means for arriving at a 
UEuro ean Confederation" or rather at a 11 co lete Euro ean entit "· One might thiDk that this Jos somewhat 
antic1pat1ng t e completion of t e Community. But on~·shou not e too formal and dogmatic. To say how we 
can move towards a "Confederation" also means saying' what the Confederation really is, or rather the chara.
cteristics of the executive, legislative and judiciary powers ot an entity, without wanting to give a defin
ition of it. And pleasant surprises are probably awaiting us. 

Em.G. 

1 - EDITORIAL: "From dogma to reali ty 11 

2 to 8 - POLITICAL UAYz Meeting of the European Summit in Paris: opening of the Conference and statements 
by the Heads of State and of Government 
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EDITORIAL 

Federation, Confederation, Community, Union? 
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Saturday 21 October 1972 

DAILY BULLETIN 

Everybody was agreed from the start about avoiding "dogmatic disputes" concerning the Institutions at 
this Swmnit. One of the reasons for this is, it seems, that the 11 newcomersn are not prepared to commit the~ 
selves in these disputes, which have so profoundly divided the Six. This was not a valid reason, in our op
inion, for avoiding an institutional debate which was to have concerned not the broad principles, on which 
there is no agreement as yet, but rather the application to the functioning of the Community of two funda-
mental criteria, that of efficacity and that of democracy. Unfor'unately, even though the conference is not 
yet over, we have noted that the institutional debate was diminished as and when the preparations for the 
conference itself took place. Finally, instead of talking about them this morning, the Heads of State and 
of Government were only to discuss the institutions at 4.30 this afternoon, in other words, at the same 
time as they should be examining the final draft of the coiii!IUllique. How was it possible to hold a real 
debate? 

This attitude, which cannot be ex.cused, is also very regrettable. '111e desire to "abase the institutions", 
and more particulary the Commission, is obvious. This desire is not only apparent in the inexplicable 
"oversights" (it was not planned for the Commission to take part in the Committee for drafting. the C_ommuni
que, it it was only thanks to the firmness of its officials that its presence on this Committee was assured), 
but also in the proliferation of committees and other bodies which are being proposed and which are situated 
outside the Community context. 

However 1this may be, and while reserving the right to return to all these problems, we were able t.o note 
that the attempt to go beyond dogmatic disputes was mainly apparent in the form of "words". The Belgians 
are past masters in this, and, having recalled the goal of the Confederation mentioned by Mr. Pompidou, and 
accepted- but as an intermediate stage - by Mr. Harmel, they fell back on the creation of an "entity". The 
Italians, for their part, proposed that one should not talk either about a Federation -which is still 
their goal - or about a Confederation, but that one should adhere to the term of "Community", while valor
ising it, which correspon s to something new, and which fits in better with the reality which we lmow. As 
for Mr. Pompidou, in the draft declaration which he presented, he proposed another formula, hoping that 
the Member States would give themselves the goal 11of transforming all their relations into a European union 
before the end of this decad.e 11 • Must we recall that we are returning to a terminology Which was used more 
or less ten years ago, at the l96o Sununit, whose main result was the 11 Fouchet PlanU? This is a remark of some 
importance. The questions which are posed are as follows: does the notion of 11 union11 differ from that of 
neomm.unityn, and if so, how? It is to be feared that the answers will cause profound cOncern. 

fu.G. 

SUMMARY 

1 - EDITORIAL: "Federation, Confederation, Comnnmity, Union?n 

2 to 7 - POLITICAL DAY: "TilE FlJROPEAN SUMMIT" - The European Conference continues following minor vici
ssitudes but also following substantial differences of o inion on institutional roblems ; 
Political Co-opeation - Foreign Relations - FRG and France have propose two nsocial Plans" -
The European FUnd for Monetary Co-operation will function as from 1 April 1973 
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8 Preliminary draft of the pluriannual programme of the !RC: total etpellditure estimated at 278 
million Uwao 

8-9 agreement on trade in jute products 
9 notice of call for tenders by Belgium 

rence of opinion in the E.P. about the resumption of normal relations 
in the European Company discussed by the Legal Committee of the E.P. 

10 ·emergency measures for facing Japanese expansion 
position adopted by the Commission on the rumours 

11 arrangements 
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After the Summit: young people arc told: 11 CCme back in ten years time 11 

How sheuld one react to the results of thi~ Summit? We shall not seek to hide our peiJllexity, while 
not going so far as te speak of disappointment~ Some of these results are good, others less so. There are 
significant gaps. Our perplexity is also due to the fact that, as we have always stressed, a seri(1Us jud~
ment cannot be given until after the event. It is not always plain whether an event comes under the healhng 
of history or o~news. 

However, we shall attempt to make an objective analysis of these results, bearing in mind the texts 
and all that goes with them. We shall begin with a few considerations of a general kind; which we ~hall 
develop later: 
1 - The decisions on economic and monetary union arc of very great importance. However, they constitute the 
»ratification" of agreements whiCh had alTcady been reached (agreements which -were aided by the imminence 
of the Sumit). 
2 - The st rugg1e for the fixing of a dead-line for the 
tot a1 failure • It was i mpo ss i b l c to f lnd any 11 de ce:=n:;:t;;,--;;f oo:.:.nn::.u"-T-a".=:c;::o:.;;:,:,~,.-"=-:T==i-::.C:.="::,.:c;::~;=;::,;::;;:;. 
the Parliament, care was taken to stress the fact that it was only a matter of supervisory powers. 
nately, the British and German contribution to this torpedoing was decisive, and tfit.s has given rise to a 
number of bitter observatlons from the British Press. Nora Beloff was justified in wrlting that Mr. Heath 
has disappointed European democrats. 
3 - Several other hypotheses relatin,51; to the reinforcement of the institutions were :ntled out. c::£rtain spec
tacular, and probably effective, projects regarding the opening up of frontiers, and initiatives on cultural 
action and yoong peOple were jettisoned. Young people have the future before them: they can wait. But they 
can also come to the conclusion that this Europe does not interest them any longer. 
4 - We wrote before the Summit that progress would have been made, if the communique included mandates to 
the institutions, accompanied by dead-lines. This was done, and it is an important point on the credit side 
of the SUmmit. A second important point is the decision on principle to make "the widest possible use" of 
Article 235, that is, to bring new fields of action within the legal framework of the Corrmunity. However, 
the limitations on this use contained in Mr. Pompidou 1 s speech are alarming. The fact is that by this pro
cedure the communit boat is overloaded without nn thin bcin docn to stren then its structures. What is 
given w1th one an 1s ta en away W1t t e other. A oat whic is not steered is 1 too ike y to drift. 
S-It is true that there is a "new fact", namely, what we defined as the 11 hidden part" of the Summit. Now 
that we can see this part i..e. the va e remise to construct a 11 Euro can unionn by the end of the present decade, 
we are left dreaming. What does 11 union11 mean? s 1t an ama gam or a unit? Does inspiration come from the 
East (the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) or from the West (the American President makes a speech every 
year on the state of the Union), or even from down to earth realities like the Universal Postal Union? We 
should not wish to appear too finicking. HuweTer, if there was a wish to find a new name for our Community, 
there must have been a reason for it. Which we should like to understand. 

We should like to understand this reason in order that we might be able to decide whether it is the 
oxygen tent ·of h@le_, which will keep us alive Wltil we can breathe again i.n l98o, or whether it is .! -
·sweet pOtion, whi will sertd us to sleep for ever. The major trump is that i.t i.s the institutions which have 
the task of "defining" the Union and its structure. Yet we keep coming hack to the same point, like the dog 
Chasing its tail. How can one suppose that institutions, which are dcni~'J all political missions and which 
are not switched on to political forces and opinion, can have the power aud authority to conceive of such a 
grand design for the future? 

Hope and confidence mingle with apprehension and mistrust. 
Em.•G. 

&JHHARY 9--~ t-().'-{ e>d--olo--e-.-- {crf:J_ No •11 '-t'8 
1 -EDITORIAL: "After the Summit: yonng people are told: ''Come back in ten years time" 

2 -3 POLITICAL DAY: Hr. Hansholt 1 s views on the European Swnmit -· Disappointment. of the President 
of the EP and of most of the political groups over the results of the Summit - The l<'ederali.sts 
commend the intensification of the campaign for the unilateral election of the EP 
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- Anti-inflation plan: the community authorities continue with its preparation 
- Budgetary powers of the European Parl-iament 
- The <SCE and the ol.itical situation in the Middle East: the EP will adopt a position 
- EEC Turkc Association: work of the EP 
- ICFTU and equal salaries for men and women 
- 'ffieheads of public compani.cs meet their ~ritish opposite nUmbers 
- Cos~tetic products: standard European legislation proposed 
- Intcrnatjonal Cocoa A rccmcnt: its conclusion depends on the attitude of Western Germany 
- EE F.in and: towards the signature of the agreement 

1 er 1sation of imports of four more categories of steel products from countries with State 
trade demanded by France - Steel tube producers in the EEC: meeting with Hr. Spinelli - !..!:2-
tection of the environment:--ministerial conference of the Nine 

- Fruit production in 1972 
- SAC: Preparation of the next 11 agricultural 11 Council 
- GA'fr: Annual Report - the EEC and the American 11 DISC'1 tax system 
- "'Weelcl.y RIUleX 

ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No. 1977 and question No, 398 from Mr. Ocle on concentration in the 
tyre industry 

EUROPE/BRIEF NOTES No. 337 ITALY Early September 1972 
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ED!TORIAL 

A "Union11 which will govern the "whole comelex of relational' of the Nine 

After having expressed certain general· considerations which were inspired by our analysis of the results· 
of the SUlllllli.t, we shall endeavour to go more thoroughly into certain aspects which are particularly' important; 
.in order that we might be able to fonn an opinion on the new paths which this ~it opens (-or might open) 
for J!)J.repe. 

Let us begin by the aspect which is doubtless the most nebulous, but which, as far as the intention of 
the authors of the final declaration is concerned, constitutes the 11new fact", and so to speak the political 
justification of the whole affair, that is, the idea of the creation of a "European Union", 

As our readers will remember, we reported that, in addition to the known elements, there. was a new 
element which would not become known until the last minute. In fact, the idea of the creation of a European 
Union "during the course of the present decade" made its first appearance in the draft sole11111 declaration 
which the French Government announced on the occasion of the approval of the report of the ad hoc Oolllllittee, 
and which it then comnntnicated to its partners. Hr. P0111pidou himself took up the idea in the conclusion of 
his opening speech: "Might the fact that you are all meeting in Paris today be in itself a sign and encourAge
ment for those who like m self believe in the need to construct durin the resent decade a Eu 
Union c s ete ned to assume 1ts destl.nf''. 

s appe was we- eome since the lntent1on, or the aim, "to transfom,. before the end of the present 
decade, the whole complex of their relations into a European union" features at the close both of the pre
amble and of the body of the final declaration, in these precise words. 

It seems plain that the affinnation of this c01111110n will, and the fact of having given a mandate for 
its trlmslation into concrete proposals, corresponds to a need which all Europeans JRUst shares the statement 
of the long-tem objectives and the preparation of means of achie-vtng them. this is more or less what we 
said when speaking of the time after the SUmmit. However - and this reaction was -.ery widespread - the ex
tremely vague character of this Union meant that the idea did not 1110bilise public opinion. to a very great ex
tent. It gave rise to questions rather than to ~atisfaction. 

One elei!U!nt which is certainly positive is that the task of giving a definite fol'lll to this idea was 
sted o the Inst tutions of the Conununit , We understand that in an initial draft; reference was made 

t e · SS1on an t e unc1 '. t was realised that the l'arliament was also involved, and so it is 
the "Institutions" which will drawn up their report. We have thus departed from the beaten track trodden 
on other occasions, which led to dead-ends or only very modest achievements. 

For the Union in question must be a very great antbition. According to our interpretation - and we 
hope that this is the authentic and valid interpretation - the fact of having stated that it ought to be the 
result of the transfonnation of the whole complex of the relations of the Nine (with absolute respect for 
the Treaties) means that it can but increase the degree of Union wflich exists at present. This union, or, 
in other werds, economic integration (ane might regret that the word integration does not feature even once 
in the declaration), must be transformed by ¥rogress (for otherwise the Treaties would be violated) and by · 
the extension of its field of application.t is now up to the Institutions to pick out the right path and 
to follow it. l!)n. G. 
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· - Global policy in the Mediterranean: the UK will have discussions with/ the Six 
-·The wei ht and size of utilit vehicles: the UK officially demands discussions between the Nine 

e egree of ibera isat1on t e EEC applies to the USSR ought to be aligned on that applied 
to the East European countries 

- EEC/Philifpines: talks between Hr. Mansholt and Mr. Romulo 
- South Afnca wishes to tighten its ties with the enlarged EEC 
-The Standing Committee on Employment: the points on the agenda 
- European Conference on foreign labour has opened in Bonn · 
- British white paper on the hannonisation of immigration regulations with those of the EEC 
- Will there be a substantial revision of the customs system applicable to the aeronautical sector? 
- 'l11e aeronautical industry of the EEC approaches the Council 
- The "ESC" gives its opinion on the "European company" 
- 'Hie Eurji!an S~ace Conference has been postponed -m s~pbui ding: structures and development prospects 
- 'l11e Energy Committee of the EP wishes to leave financing for a particular non-nuclear project 

out of the budget 
- "Redundanc Law": reply to estion No. 185 72 from Mr. Couste - Cormnission replies to questions 

Nos. 4 0 from Mr. Durieux; 205 7 from Hr. Vredeling; 182 6lld 171/72 from Hr. Vredeling;, ID 
~m Mr. Gerlach and 158/72 from Mr. Hougardy 

- Steel production in the countries of the IISI in September 
"New teclmical rocesses in the steel industry": manual 

- Stee consumetion: rate o growt 
ltetrcumng uds for Belgian miners 

- EOONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No. 1978 
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EDITORIAL 

Bringing everything back to the Community 

Opinions agree, that the Summit had at least one very important result: the fixing of a schematic pro~a
mme of work for the Community for the next two years (during which the Commission will be under the Pres1-
dency of a Frenchman) and the attribution to the Institutions of the mandate to prepare the various chapters 
of this programme (to be carried out later). 

The spheres concerned by this programme, apart from the confirmation of the deadlines concerning the 
economic and monetary union and the creation of the European Monetary Co-operation Fu~d, are as follows: 
regional policy, social policy, industrial policy, research, the environment, energy. In these fields, 
the Institutions must establish ttReports 11 or programmes of action accompanied by timetables. Deadlines are 
given in each case for the Reports to be established. 

It is important to note that these are fields which normally escape the competence of the Community and 
therefore of i s institutions. It is here that the decision intervenes, which, in our opinion, is the most 
i rtant decision of the whole Summit: tO· use article 235 "as widel as ossible 11 • Our readers kllow how 

we ave 1ns1ste on t s point. Our satisfaction is therefore legitimate. In other words, the Summit 
recognised that the fields mentioned now come within the competence of the Community, and that arti~le 
can be applied to them. The proof of this is that the man, ate to study them and to prepare programmes 

was given to the Institutions. 
If we are insisting on this interpretation (which consists of saying that by their decisions at the Summ

it, the States have alread iven their reement to art. 235 being applied in the fields mentioned, those 
in which programmes o work are envisaged , it is because we have our reasons for doing so. We recall, in 
fact,- ~at Mr. Pompidou said in his opening speech (confirming the view, moreover, that France had presented 
throughout the preparations for the Summit). He said: 11Since these are fields not expressly provided for 
by the Trea~ of Rome, France considers that the approach must be rigourously pragmatic. In some cases, it 
would seem at a specific intergovernmental organisation is the simplest and most effective approach. In 
others, we shall immediately find in article 235 of the Treaty the possibility for a traditional Community 
procedure. In yet others, action begun among the governments could, in a second phase, be continued in the 
Community framework 11 • He was then led to point out that olitical co-o eration would remain a governmental 
matter (something which cannot be objected to for the moment • And further on, the President of the Repub
lic added: 11 We believe that it is up to the governments to define the positions in principle concerning 
subjects not covered by the Treaty of Rome, and it is u to them to decide on the moment which the consider 
as desirable for makin them sub"ect to the Communit rocedures, including t e intervention of the Commiss-
10D an o t e other odies 11 • This interpretation could be questioned from the legal point of view (cf. the 
interpretation which the Advocate General, Mr. Lagrange, gives of this article). But it seems to us useless 
to insist on this point, since, in fact, this is not a legal problem, but a political problem. It would be 
pointless to claim that the institutions are competent on certain subjects when the States are not of this 
opinion, .and when the Treaty is on their side. We prefer to consider that, as we have just said, for the 
fields mentioned, for which programmes are provided for, the States have given their agreement in principle 
for them to be made subject to the Community competences. As a result, the Commission will have to draw the 
appropriate conclusions from this and prepare to play its ~le, which is mainly one of proposals and of ini
tiatives. 

Eln.G. 

l 

2.-3 

SUMMARY 

- EDITORIAL: "Bringing everything back to the Comrrn.mi tyn 

- POLITICAL DAY: After the European Sununit: a comparison of the work of the Ad Hoc Committee and 
of the texts of the Declaration of Paris (2-~ - President Pompidou comments on the results of 
the Summit - Bahr-Kohl talks - Mr. Luns resigns from the KVP- Messrs. Ortoli and Deniau- 1.are 
appointed by France as members of the Commission - Mr. Per Haekkerup: Danish Commission member 
Mr. spenale' s mandat-e to the E.P. is confirmed 
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go-ahead from the Summit 

the Commission tries to prevent the latter from being emptied of its 

- The COPA tries to show that agriculture does not constitute an· important factor for inflati~n 
- Tax. measures which could be envisaged in reply to the DISC system applied in the USA 
- EEC/AASM Joint Committee: work in progress 
-Agriculture Committee: positions adopted 
- Somalia asks for an increase in the quota for bananas exported to the Italian market 
- Safety belts: reply to question No 201/7~ from Mr. Couste 
-Traffic between the F.R.G. and West Berlin: replies·to questions Nos 542/71 and 152/71 from 

Mr. Vredeling 
Air transport: preparation of a report by the E.P. on the common action of the M4S. in this field 
The major shipbuilding countries in the world want to abolish the aids and subsidies distorting 
competition 
Steel imports of the Community from third countries 

- COMP95ITE PRICE: 38.17 D/T 
- Publications of the European Communities 

ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1979 and the 3rd International Conference on Corporate Planning will 
take place in Brussels 
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EDITORIAL 

The pol1tical battle for Europe is begun 

20th year - No 1151 (n .s.) 
Friday 27 October 19n 

DAILY BULLETIN 

After the Summit, we tried to show what was really important, quite apart from the demonstrations of 
triumph which do not mean much, or a widespread pessimism which does not correspon to the truth. We began, 
however, by stressing certain negative aspects of the conclusions of the Summit, while continuing with an 
analysis of the great a~~bition which is Political Union and of the a111biguities contained in this idea, and 
we tried to show the significance of the double decision consisting, on the one hand, of instructing the 
Community to draw up programmes in various fields and, on the other hand, of freeing the application, for 
these fields (and eventually for others) of article 235- . 

Let us now try to draw a political conclusion, in other words, to understand, quite apart from the illu
sions, disappointments and more or less unsatisfied desires, what really happened and what will probably 
happen. 

In the very first instance, it seems clear to us that all the governments, some with more caution, and 
others with greater boldness, know that the arc orrevocabl committed to the construction of Euro e and 
are fully accepting this commitment. T ey made certa~n concess1ons to etor~c an to the nee s of pu c 
opinion, by expressing intentions in their speeches and in the preamble which go beyond what they were able 
to maintain in the "decision" part of their declaration. But be that as it may. The fact is that here we 
find a witness to the existence of converging political wills. 

But, what is necessary, and what is lacking at the moment, is that these wills ahould be expressed with 
greater determination in action. The fact of having brought everything bacK to the Community is very impor
tant, as we have already said, and proves that we are going in the right direction. The extreme circumspec
tion which marked everything concerning the vital roblem of the stren thenin of the institutions and of 
their democratisation (two things which go together s ows, however, that muc res stance sti has to be 
overcome. Some of this resistance is of doctrinaire origins, and other resistance is the result of internal 
policy requirements. We understand that the task is a long-term one. But there is political action to be 
develo~d here and the forms of it should be studied. lf we are agreed about the application of Community 
procedUires to other fields, these procedures should be improved, and especially concerning the Council
Commission dialogue, which is at present distorted. 

And in conclusion, the nine States were all agreed to confirm the litical and 
Community. To this vocation, which is a long-term goal (but ts horizon has een set or 9 0 , t ey gave 
a name: European Union. Mr. Pompidou explained the reason for the choice of such a vague term yesterday. 
!his was because, as ~ suspected, it was impossible to agree on any other term. This means, in fact, that 
there is still no raement on the final ob'ective. It is better to come out with these things than to~e 

t, at the same t~me, there ~s the WL to seek agreement. 
shall draw a very clear and succinct conclusion from this: the political battle for the Europe of the 

198os is begun: all the political and social forces, at every level, should be called upon to take part in 
it. This is the priority task from now on. Em.G. 

SUMMARY ~ ':} 0~~ l C{ 9?- No· l t S" \ 
l - EDITORIAL: 11The P<?litical battle for Europe is be2" 

2-3 - POLITICAL DAl: After the Europe~u Summit: a comparison between the work of the Ad Hoc Committee 
and the 11Declaration11 of Paris {3) - The French Socialist Pa~ ex.presses its disappointment in 

the face o! the results of the European Summit - A~rovai by t Austrian Parliament of the agree
ment with the EEC - Soviet-Italian agreement signe at the Kreiiilin - Preparation of a "Quadripar
tite Declaration" on the two Germanies In progreRs - Coup d 'Etat in Dahomey 
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- Norway officially asks to enter into negotiations with the EEC 
resents the Commission's s estions for f ti inflation to the representatives 

o t e 11N~ne11 

- The Economic and Social Oommi ttee gives its opinion on the "European iJ.mi ted Company" 
- Permanent Cqmmittee for Employment: fifth meeting 
- ~reements relating to theHmiting of Community i!I!Ports from Japan: finns invited to notify 

t em to the Commission 
a an lower its ort duties for most goods by 20% 

- Massive sale o o ars 1n To o 
- Fall of the Pound: British denial 
- ECSC Levy increased to 0. 30~ in 1973 
- Common market for oilsecds: its application in the new member countries 

EURo-COOP: and the revision of the fruit and vegetables regulation 
- The UNCTAD is in favour of the expansion and diversification of the exports of the deve loping 

countries 
- Economic co-o eration between East and West: 
- Imports ~ram the U SR: contents an scope o 
• Unemplo~t of younft people and the effects 

tion No 2 /72 ~rom r. Couste 

reply to question No 230/72 from Mr. Vredeling 
the measures proposed by the Commission 
of military service in this respect: reply to ques-

-The Commitsee for Social Affairs of the E.P. anl: migrant workers 
11 - Steel iroducts: state of incoming orders in September 
12-13 - ECONOM C INTERPENETRATION No 1980 

EUROP§{Documents No 692: Position Adopted by the Free Trade Unions of the Community Before the Summit 
of the Heads of State or of Government 
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Books which are sent to us and whose publication 
is worth notin are reviewed tinder this headi 

- HVGBERT FlJTNER: Stiftun~sE_rofile Berichte aus der Arbeit amerikanischer und europiischer Stiftungen, 
Nomos Verlags:gesellschaft, Baden-Ba3en, 1972, 186 pages, .4,2-DM.- This work gives an' insight into the tasks 
and functiohs of foundations and into the fields which particularly concern them. In addition, the au~hor 
briefly pre~nts 17 European 1irid American foundations. 

- PRAJfK fiEINTZEJ.ER: Def Fall "Zeiss", Die in- und auslandische Rechtsprechung und das Problem der stiftungs
rechtlichen IdentitAt, Nomos Verlagsgesellschaft, Baden-Baden, 1972, 194 pages, 45 DM.- Published as volume 
6 of the series on foundations, this volume examines the particular case of the German Carl Zeiss Foundation, 
and, in particular, the problem of knowing which foundation is the legal successor of the foundation created 
in ~' the foundation at Jena in East Germany or the West German. foundation established at Heidenheim. 

- JOERG 'ftfAI.MANN: Das Schweizer EW'G Handbuch, Verlag Huber & Co AG (Frauenfeld/Svitzerland and StUttgart/ 
tRG), 1.9721 219 pages, 19.80 FF/SF .- This EEC manual prevides basic information about European integration 
~eh may interest Swiss citiz-ens. It was written by Mr. jorg Thalmann, a correspondant in Brussels for 
Swiss newsp-apers since 1967, in collabt\ration with a French-speaking Swiss, Mr. Albert Tille. 

- OS::)): Nu<:lear Lesislation, An Analytical St¥y, Nuclear Energy Agency of the OECD, Paris, 1972, 542 pages, 
Price: $ It, f 1. 70.- This volUllle contains studies on 1 he regulations relating to nuclear installations and 
radiation pro-tection in the countries which were members of the OECD on 1st June 1971. 

- L:ref!Pa, Quindicinllle di Politica, Econolllifl e Cultura, R0111_ a (Corso Vittorio Emanuele II, 142) .- In this 
doub e issue, No 15/16, of 15 and 30 September 19?~, Mr. Emanuele Gau-o pays tribute to the memory of the 
great European, Paul Henri Spa:ak. In No. 17 of 15 October 1972, we mention articles by Mr. Altiero Spinelli 
on the realities of the Commission, and by Mr. Emilio Colombo on the monetary situation and the enlarged 
European Community. 

-New EufOEe, Published by Europe House Publishing Ltd (lA Whitehall Place, London 8lf lA 2HA), September 
1912 .. - Lord <:Eorge-Brown is the Chainnan of the editorial colllllittee of this review, which contains messages 
frol!l Messrs. Heath, lAms, Willy Brandt, Sir Con 0 1Neill, Pierre Harmel, and which discusses the attitude of 
the trade unions, and especially of the British TUC, towards the European Community. 

- Nouvelles Universitaires Europeennes, No 61 of September-October 1972, Paris (2, rue Merimee} .- This 
nt.llliber contains articles on the universities in France since 1968 and the 11numerus clausus" in the German 
universities. 

1 - HJROPEAN LimARY 

- POLITICAL DAY: ~r. Malfatti appointed as a member of the E.P. - After the EuroHan Summit: A colll-
parison between the work of the Ad Hoc Colnmittee and the Paris 11Deciaration11 (:;( - The Italian 
delegatien- so the E.P. is extensively re-shuffled- The new Ambassador of the U.S. tcthe E.C.J 
Mr. Josep~ A. Greenwald, will present his credentials on 6 November. 
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- Results of the Summit: statements by Mr. Mansholt and parliamentary de~ate on 15 November 
- Co-operat1ott agreements between the Six and the Eastern European countries: reply to the oral 

question from Mr. Glinne at the December session of the E.P. 
-Political implications of the EEC 1 s projects in the Mediterranean 
- Iran would like to be included in the EEC 1 s Mediterranean policy 
-~Council of Ministers will st*dy, op Monday and Tuesday, with the participation of the new 

Member States, the act1.on to be carried out against inflation 
- The Permanent Committee for Employment was unable to discuss the unemployment of young people 
- Construction sector: lst joint meeting at EEC level 
:- Next "A&ricultura:I11 Council: particularly difficult session in yieltt 
- E.S.C.: conclusions on the representation of workers in the "European Company" 
-Re ·onal reor anisation lie commensurate with the enlarged EEC 
- Pluriannu research an trainix;g programme: reply to question No 39/72 from Mr. Vredeling 
- E.F.T.A.: next ministerial meet1.ng 
- GATl': nex.t session 
- ~ountries along the Rhine undertake to fight the pollution of this waterway 
- The Week in Europe 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1981 
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EDITORIAL 

Inflation on the agend! 

20th year- No 1153 (n.s.} 
Monday/Tuesday 30/31 
October 19n 

DAILY BULLETIN 

Only ten days after the SUmmit, the Ministers with :responsibility in the enlarged Community have to 
attempt to carry out the mandate which was given them, namely to decide on "precise measures in the various 
fields which lend themselves to effective and :realistic short-tem measures" in order to combat inflation 
and to restore price stability "while taking account of the :respective situations of the countries of the 
enlarged Community". 

The mere statement of the mandate serves to show the complexity of the task of the Finance Ministers. 
'11te measures adopted have to be precise and :relate to various fields; their effectiveness has to be assured 
arid they have to :result in short-tem effects. In addition, they have to adapt tbelllselves to the various 
situations existing in the member countries. · 

At the very time when the debate is opening, one is aware of very great s~pticism. To what should it 
be ascribed? Doubtless to the fact that is uncertain whether union means strength in such a case. Having 
to take account of the nrespective situations", the measures planned will necessarily have to be aligned 
on the lo-west c0111111on denominator. The truth is that the national governments, while having the theoretical 
will to fight inflation, do not possess the necessary strength to translate this theoretical will into prac
tical action. We can see in fact that, despite the varying theories and methods applied, none of the membi;lr 
~ntnEnts of the Communit has succeeded u to the :resent in stran lin inflation, even lil thQse cases in 

struments or p ce contro s e ste an prove t mse ves. 
Consequently, it would be unjust to accuse the Community as such of not being able to cope with the 

danger of inflation and, at the same time, of not wishing to accept a common discipline which would necessarily 
entail ·sacrifices and which would imply the existence of an authority. It would be worth trying the experi
ment of collective and nmodulated" action, provided that such action took on a communia character, that is, 
if something more were done than merely applying a community label to means and aims w · Ch hAve already been 
p:redetennined at national level, as has all too often been the case for short-term and medium-tem economic 
policy. The acceptance of a common discipline, in the field of rublic expenditure for ex~le, with the ad-. 
justtDents which might prove nece sslJ,ry, would be an effective too and, in ad<H:tion, a psy ological deterrent, 
which would help to :relieve some of the inflationary tensions which are also, to some extent, pyschological 
tensions. 

Having said this, one must also re~ognise that the- economy, like security, is indivisible. It would be 
absurd to impose disciplines in one sphere, in tAa-t of public budgets for example, Without being in a position 
to intervene in other spheres, and without possessing adequate compensatory mechanisms in order to avoid 
aggravating the imbalances which are finally all so many causes of inflation. In other words, the Community 
needs an Jiverall economic policte which inspires a continuous action of government, the application of which 
could pe aps be entrusted to t · national governments. One cannot govern for one day because one is con .... 
eerned about inflation and then let things ride •••••• 

&n. G. 

l - EDITORIAL: "Inflation on the agenda11 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: Mr. Gundelach, Danish member of the European Commission - President Nixon. adoptS 
position on the :results of the European Summit - President Ceaucescu has ended his risit to Brussels 
and Luxembourg - Talks between Mr. joergenssen and Mr. Korvald - European distilfction for Mr. 
&nilio Colombo 
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- Council of Ministers: joint European action to combat inflation 
- COUI1ci1 of Ministers of Agriculture: opening of a difficult session 
- At the next nfransport11 Council, the "Six" will try to bring the acceding countries round to ac-

cepting their compromise on heavy vehicles 
- Collective exclusive ri ts ag:reelltent banned 
- Ex usive tra in ri ts contracts: :redress to the obligatory provision of information by 62 decisi-ons 
- mpetition po icy 1n t e EEC: preparation of a :report by the EP 
- ftEuropean limited company": opposition of the rol'/OOIL unions 
- Re;rsentation of workers within the "European limited company": differences within the EP 
- Fo aid to :refugees from the Middle East 
- fhe Consultative Committee of the EFTA to meet in Vienna 
- 'Hie oil agreements are approved 
- ESC: ·joint c0111pany articles in the framework ef the EEC 
-.. "&' eneral Consultative Committee of the RC has met 
- fre American measures to t t e mportation of alloy steels 
- Rhliie naVidation: a letter to the community Council 
- EWNOMfC D FiNANCIAL INFORMATION 
- ntemational a :reements for the self-lilllitation of steel e orts: cpestion No.: 425/72 fran Mr. V:rede-

ng 
- Standardisation of steel products 
- eceanosraphr,Meteorology: scientific and technical co-operation in this field 
- ee~annex 
- EroN c.IN'i'BRPENEI'RATION No. 1982 and question No. 433 fl'OIII Mr. Y::redeuDg on concentration in the 

'tyre indust rt 
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EDITORIAL 

The European Sununit and the United States 

20th year -No 1154 (n.s.) 
Wednesday 1st November 
19n 

DAILY BULLETIN 

Whatever reservations we may have about the results of the European Summit in P~ris (we have ~ntioned 
them and we shall not fail to return to them in good time), it is interesting to note that these results 
generally gave rise to nry positive reactions on the part of observers outside the Colllllllll\itz. The most 
important of these are no doubt the reactions coming from America·. 

We all know with how much scepticism and incredulity American public opinion has, for some time, follo
wed the development of the Community and particularly of its enlargement. Once this enlargeMnt seemed to 
be being achieved, scepticism gave way to an attitude marked by mistrust and fear: the Europeans were sus
pected of wanting to set up an economic war-machine against the United States, having, moreover, entirely 
abandoned the political goals which were present at the birth of Europe and wanting to avoid the consecpen
ces of all kinds which these goals involved (responsibility at world level, and the corresponding burdens). 

The fact that the Summit was held, that it was the solemn consecration of enlargement and that it made 
an explicit and collective undertaking about the irreversibility and globalitz of Community reality, by 
fixing a rather near (but realistic) horizon for achieving polftlcat go&ls, seems to have profoundly im
pressed the leaders oa the other side of the Atlantic. And not only the political leaders, who are closely 
following the European development and who cannot have really been surprised, but also all the circles which, 
~le having a direct interest in European affairs, are not always able to grasp its many subtleties and 
complexities. The passage of Mr. Pompidou 1s speech on relations with the tJni ted States and the e:xplici t dec
laration about wanting to conduct an open and construvtive dialogue with them were welcomed with visible 
satisfaction. 

This positive reaction resulted in a position adopted by President Nixon, the text of which we published 
resterdq and which is significant because it shows without a shadow of a dotibt that Mr. Nixon was strUck 
by thi!l rill e~ressed by the Nine to ·urn the Collll!luni ty into what, at a certain moMnt, was hardly dAted 
t() -e httped for, ttamely, a real global union. The United States has always approved of and supported this 
goai, IUtd it wartts tu make It kiiown tliat It is continuing this support. 

But ~'resident Nixon goes even further and; having taken note of the declaration of •:he Nine to want to 
institute a constructive dialoFee, has sent the ball back into the &lt'Opean court, by asking his potential 
interlocUtors not to delay fii eginning this dialogue, and IDOre especially on the problems of an urgent 
nature. 

'the OoiiiiiiUnity would be ma.kittg a Jllistake in tunting a deaf ear to this. Instead of undergoing the initia.
ti~ co.tha from elsewhere, it should take the initiati•e, while tt}ih& to avoid repeating past mistakes. 
1t could thus encourlige the developttent which seeas to be being outlined and thanks to which European-Ameri
can relations could socn enter into a new era, marked by a greater balance and by a common approach to ce~ 
tain major problems whose solution cannot only depend on the will of one party or of the other. 

1 

2 

Em.G. 

- EDITORIAL: "The European SUlllmit and the United States" 

- t'OUTICAL DA'lt Noryay: reversal of the trend? - three i!p2rtant spposia will take place in Novem-
ber - Mr. Norgaard is to be the Danish Minister for European Affairs - ~een Elil.a.
beth1s speec~in the British Parliament- Mepsrs. Brezhnev and Kossygin to visit 
Italy soon. < 
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A satisfied. Ambassador 
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0 A I L Y 

Ambassador Watson, wh0 has just left the United States Embassy in Paris in order to return to hjs be~' 
loved bus:incs:;. ha.s wTitt.Pn an article for the lnt(~rnational ~rald Tribune intended as a reply to certa1.n .i 

assert. ions conf:ained in the Robprt SchaetzC'.l interview, \'lltich was published and commented on in our Bullet'. R 
of 29 September, and which has ~~inct~ been reprinted to a lesser or ereater extent by several newspapers. ~ 11~ 

Natur:1lly, jt _i_s not our place to repl.y for Robert Schact:zel. However, we have certain com::nents to 
particularly because we bcllcv~ that the rclat.ion:--;hip between f•Atropc -and the United States is a ~crious matter: 
that it confronts both part.iPs with ~crious probh~rus, for it is in their interest for it to be as good as pos 
siblc, and not only in official spt~1:-chcs and messages. 

In the first nlace, we should like to reassure Hr. Watson: Mr .• Schaetzel 1 s arguments were faithfully 
.1-eportcd by us. We cannot bear rc_.~pon~ibility f?r the way in which they were reported by others. /' 

ln the ~ccond pL:1cc. we should lt.ke to rcm..Lnd our read~rs that Mr. 1\rt.hur K. Watson, head of IBM, was 
one of the patrons of Pre~jllcnt N.iX"tm's c.lcctoral campair.:n, and that this won him his mctcor-li.ke rise to the 
prestigious post of Ambassador ln Paris, "'here he at·tractcd at.tention for, among other thln.!!s. the reconstruc
tion of the pd vatc mansion which at present houses the m<'st. sumptuous American embassy in the world. 

Having said t.hi s, and re~ardlcss of the reasons for which Mr. watson .is satisfied with the American 
policy on Europe, hi.s art.ic..Je comes closer to an apolo~y for this policy, in dithyrambic tenns, than to a 
poljtical analysis. One ncedH only note that for Mr. Watson: 
a) Mr. Nixon hafl succcccled in withdrawing 11 psychologically11, although not economically and militarily, from 
Europe_, which ha~ thus bc·r.ome, almost miraculously, 11 an equal partner in a joint enterprisc 11 • Thus, rmper
ceivcd by us, it appears that .John Kcnncdy 1 s dream has been transfonncd into reality. The almost total ab
sence of consultation~ on I'\~al problems has not been remark:cd by Mr. Watson. 
b) Mr. Nixon, and all those' around h.im, fight boldly for free trade and would never accept protectionist 
measures. Hr. Watson states that he himself would never accept 11 the endangering of our international trade 
and investments", whi.ch is far more dear. We bclie·ve in President Nixon 1 s will to defend himself against 
the growing protectionism which is becoming apparent in the Unitcc1 States (as elsewhere) and we hope that 
he will be· able to upset its mancouvrcs and. refuse to accept its pretexts. 
c) The enormous respect; whi eh Mr. Watson describes ·E,\tropcan leaders as having for President Nixon ·is apparen
tly proved by the fact. that none of these leaders has told Mr. Watson himself that he hopes Hr. N.ixon will 
not be re-clectctl. In truth - and in view of the fact that it is aJways a good thing for a diplomat to ex
press a wish for somethi.ng which .is practically certain - M:r. Watson must have been struck abovl"' all by the 
attitude of his friend Ambassal~or Abrassimov, who was the only one to wish him farewell when he left Orly. 
doubtless in order to ask him to take Mr. Nixon the best wishes of the Soviet Union • • • Would that nothing 
upsets this good understanding at very highest of levels ••• ! 

Ern. G. 

1 - EDITORIAL: 11 1\ satisfied Ambassador" 

2 POLITICAL DAY: Political consultations: 11ex.t meeting in th:! Hague - A qua.driparti te conference 
in Malta- Mr. Bicshcuvcl and the elections to the E.P. - ttinistcrial re-shuffle in the UrUtcd 
Kingdom..:. Elections in the US/\ tomorrow - Ambassador Gre,mwald pre~ents his credentials -
Final meeting in the i nte r-Ge nnan talks? 
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- -Council of Ministers: -(~.i.scussions on the Mediterranean policy of the EEC 
- EUROSYNDICAT: 156.22 
- The 11 anti-inflation11 programme bf the EEC 
- Council of Hinistcrs of Transport: rmited front of the ns.ix11 to defend the 11 tons/axle choice 
- Fruit and vegetables: the envisaged re-organisation of the common market for these products 

largely depends on the requests of t'rancc and of Italy 
The bank rate increased in France,. F.R.G. and the Netherlands 
Annual report of the ECE/UNO 
Environment: taking stock of the ministerial conference 
E.l.B.: preparation of interventions in Denmark 
Cement cartel: ruling of the Court of justice 
ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL n,FORMATION 

- Steel: opposition of the Community steel industrialists to any price freeze 
ECSC Scientific Rcsca.rch: participation of the BSC 
Steel Committee of the ECE UNO: activities in progress 
COMPOSITE PRICE: 3 .50 D T 
Weekly Annex 
ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1984 

EUROPE/Documents No 702 - First Community Programme for the Fi~1t Against Rising Prices and Costs 
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EDITORIAL 
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&JMMARY \i? t-)"'~VV\~..., (9'1'-d- toJO • {(-s-Cp 
1 - EDITORIAL: 11 Jean-Marcel Jearureney: Gaullist, therefore a European?" 

2 - POLITIC\L ~AY-: The 11 Fundamental Treaty" between the two Gennanies has been concluded - §!!: 
Christopher Soames leaves Paris - The Liberals have the lead in Canada - Trade between Greece 
and the BLEU: statement from Mr. Hannel - Preparation for the parliamentary sesSlon of the WEll 
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- !!Mediterranean policyn: the Council has defined the broad outlines 
- "Generalised preferencesn; still no agreement on the advisability of including the Mediterranean 

countries and Rumania amongst the beneficiaries 
- EEC orwa : the COmmission is authorised to open '1exploratory talks" 
-EEC rus: certain aspects of the community negotiating position pending 
- Ri t o establishment and the free rovision of services for banks: fundamental agreement -of the 

Counci 
-Right of establishment for doctors: no decision 
- EEC aid to Palestinian refugees: first plan approved by the Council 
- Imports of Greek wine into the enlarged EEC: the Council has defined the system >dri.ch will apply 
- 11Transport1' Cotmcil session: the acceding coWltries reject "11 tons" 
- Energypolicy: me~ting between the Commission and high officials, with ·the participation of the 

new meiiiDer countnes 

l'l'h~e~~~~~~~o~f~~~~;ijjraiw~m~a:t~e~ni· al:iWl.l·~n~p~roibiab~l;y~in~cre:a;s;e~t;hre~;efold between 1970 and 1985 
examined by the experts 

on Thursday 
first conference 

reservations on the part 
JRC 

Space policy: forthcoming meeting of the European Ministers involved 
- EIB: financiilg of a motorway and of telephone installations near Naples 
- GATT: 1:he creation of a "preparatory Oonmlittee" for the 1973 trade negotiations could be decided 

up en 
- Management:· Eurepean conferences 
- Steel products and scrap metal: decisions about trade by the Member States 
- ECSC ConSUltat1ve Committee: next meeting 

- EOONOHIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 

12-13 - EOONOHIC INTilll'ENBTRATION No~ 1985 
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EDITORIAL 

The Europe-regions binomial 

20th year- No 1157 (n.s.) 
Thursday 9 November 1972 

DAILY BULLETIN 

~ 
Let us return once again to the position adopted by Mr. Jeanneney about the construction of Edrope. Al: ~ 

though not at all l·rith the aim of speculating about this spectacular conversion, even if it seems to us t~i) 
be the sign of an inevitable development of minds, due especially to the lesson which must be drawn from i 

the events which arc taking place around us. As Homtct said, the real federator is necessity. / f::~! 
In Mr. Jeanneney 1 s declarations, there is a second section of very great interest: it concerns regional~ 

isation. The fact that by means of his analysis, Mr. Jeanneney is led to consider it necessary that Europe 
should be organised according to a federal system, and at the same time, that there should be I~al region
alisation in France (because it is about France that he is talking}, seems to us to be·an important symptom. 
It must be recognised, in fact, that the construction of a federal Europe and the development of regional 
powers are two facets of the same reality, two pillars suppOrting the same edifice. 

One often makes the mistake of thinking that to create Europe, it is necessary to construct a new central
ised and cent. alising 11 super-Staten. This is sincerely frightening many citizens who are already feeling the 
crushing weight of a nation State which is sometimes very distant from their daily preoccupations·.as a threat. 
Someone recently wrote that this is mainly the state of mind of the French who, used to centralised and 
rather inaccessible State structures, are afraid that even worse will be done by creating a power which 
would then be out of reach and practically "de-.humanised11 , a d which would decide without even knowing the 
real needs of the peoples and the conditions in which they exist. 

Well, it must be said that Europe is ouite~the~~ppasite of all this. It indeed implies the pooling of 
cex-tain tasks and of certain powers which can only be exercised on a larger scale. But, at the same time, 
it requires some "restitution of powers" at the level of smaller collectivities. "Real regions must be 
created, said Mr. Jeanncney, with real powers, in control of their finance, their equipment and of certain 
public services11 • 

Indeed, the problem will be posed, at a certain moment, of the nature of the links between the various 
aspects, or rather the different levels, of this construction. Will there be direct links between the Fed
eration and the Regions? It is quite possible. But in many other cases, the level of the State will be the 
natural intermediary. 

Mr. Spinelli recently provided us with an excellent example by speaking about the environment in Bonn. 
An effective policy, he said, must be conducted 11at the level closest to the citizens". The latter are con
cerned, and they live in the environment which they must defend. This is normally the regional level. But 
if action at national level is necessary, it is the State which must intervene. The Community will only 
intervene when this is necessary, for reasons of efficiency and, naturally, of equity and balance. 

All this is reasonable and logical. All this is becoming increasingly more necessary every day. We must 
provide the means for attaining our ends. Em.G. 

suMMARY er Now. W" b-ev- lct'i'd- N~·lt s-1-
1 - EDITORIAL: 11The Europe-regions binomial" 

2 POLITICAL DAY: President Nixon re-elected by a considerable majority - Foreign. relations of the 
enlarged Community: S(~minar - Mr. Francis Vals has his mandate to the EP .confinned -:.Initialling 
of the Fundamental Treaty 

DAILY BULLETIN No. 1157 (new series): 

3 - Talks with Norwar on 9 November 
3-4 - 11Global policy11 1n the Mediterranean 
4 - EEC rus: a solution is sought 
5 -·EEC Yu oslavia: exploratory conversations 

- Greek wines: compromise amongst the Six 
- The Presil:ent of Indonesia will meet the European Commissii:>n 

6 - India insists on the conclusion of a "trade co-operation agreement" with the EEC 
Aid to Middle East refugees 
Community committees: dates of the expiry of mandates hannonised 
The OOCCEE and the problem of inflation 

7 Collective redundancies: directive proposed 
European Space Conference opens today 

8 The 1111 tons" affair creates an embarrassing situation 
9 - ECSC im.ustri.al reor~anisation credits 

- Control agreemnents 1n the framewerlC of the NPT with 37 States 
- The action of the European Agency for the Rhine: reply to question No. 132/72 from Mr. Jalin 
- Film on industry and society 

10 - The shipping ef steel products 
- Scrap: exports to third countries 
- COMPOSITE PRI<Z: 39.17 D/T 

11 - European parliamentary activity~· 

12-13 - EOONOMIC INTIRPENE'l'RATION No. 1986 
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EDITORIAL 

N i xon ami bu rope y 
Competent commentators have written that Mr. Nixon won because the American man in the street saw ~Y 

as being the only 11 credible 11 ~andid~te, as far as foreign P?licy is concerned. Toccpe-yille belie~d thy; __ 
American foreign policy owed 1ts "W1sdom11 to the fact that .Lt was conducted on the bas1.s of an 11anstocrat · 1 

method, that is, that it was entirely in the hands of the President, without being subject to the emotio 
and irrational reactions of the 11 people 11 • Thus, once again, the "people" has reacted on the basis oft 
criterion that "confidence" should be placed in the person at the helm, for everything relating to forei 
policy. On the other hand, on domestic political tll\~mes, which affect the man in the street more closely, 
the attitude of the majority of electors seems to be more critical and is reflected in the strengthening of 
the Democratic opposition, both in the Senate and in the House of Representatives. 

It now remains to be seen whether President Nixon, who already !mows that he cannot be a candidate in 
1976, will concentrate his energy on the battle in Congress in order to obtain successes in the field of 
domestic policies - thus giving his party a better basis for future elections - or whether he will assert him
self chiefly in the field of foreign policy, where he has far more room to manoeuvre and where he might hope 
to leave behind a "distinctive" image, not only of a 11 clever" man- which is doubtless his present one -but 
also of a man of peace, capable of a great de sign on a world scale. 

Most observers seem to come down on the side of this second hypothesis, if only for the reason that the 
most spectacular action in this field - peace in Vietnam - is due to be carried through in the near future, 
and that the other two actions undertaken at a world level - relations with the Soviet Union and China - have 
scarcely been started or are in a phase of development. 

And Europe? Some observers, basing themselves on several symptoms and on recent statements by the White 
House, believe that l97J could be "Europe's year". In support of this argument, one might also remember, 
furthermore, that 1<)7:1 will be the year of the opening of the major trade and monetary negotiations and that, 
consequently. i.t will be necessary for the ground for these negotiations to be prepared in an appropriate way. 

Without a doubt, Euro-American relations are based to a large extent on the solution of a series of prot 
lems of a monetary and commercial kind, some of which are of a purely sectorial nature (the solution of these 
problems could prove easier now that the elections are a thing of the past). However, in our opinion, no 
viable solution can be reached until such time as things are placed on a political and comprehensive level, 
that is, until the point of departure becomes the idea that it is above all important to reach agreement on 
the t e of relationship which ought to exist between Euro e that is the enlar ed CoJIIIIILUlit and the Unite'. 
States. T e Pans Summit proviJcd certain indications a out the attitude of t e Nine. et t · s is not 
enough. 

Why not consider a Euro-American Summit which would open up the way to a new conception of Atlantic 
relations? 

Em. G. 

SUMMARY 

l - EDI TORlAL 11 Nixon and Europe" 

2 - POLITlCAL DAY: Extl'rnal relations of the enlarged EEC: Conference - C.S.C.E.: preparation-
The USSR maintains its n•st•r·vations about the rble of the EEC - Mr. Jean Monnet mentions the 
memory of Mr. Attilio Cattani 
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- World trade nl'gotiations in 197.1: pn~paration of the Community position 
- EUROSYNOICAT: l5h.ll:.! 
- "Social" Counl"il: a l·onfcrcnce with t;he employers and unions will be called in the Spring 
- Meditcrranl'illl policy of till' EEC 
- Assistance for the n·fugccs from the Middle East 
-Opening of tlw l'xploratory talks with Norway 
- Policy of Devl~lopmcnt Aid of tlw IOJ<:C: its implementation discussed with Mr. Perez-Guerrero 
- European spa cl~ conft• n·m·c 
- The Assodation of British banks t~nlarges its bases 
- Draft fivc-yt~ar r~scarch and training prograJ!IIIe of Euratom 
-British, Danish and Irish officials: recruitment procedures in progress 
- Liberalisation of banking activities in the Common Market 

Committl'l' for invisible exports 
- Prc aration of the lcnar session of the E.P.: priority interventions for agriculture and 

textiles; 11Mcdi terrancan Po licy11 : Rossi Report} 
- Takeovers by Rothmans International Ltd: reply to question No 272 from Mr. Vredeling 
- Cement cartel: reply to question No 309 from Mr. Vredcling 
- Taxes levied on ex rts of works of art: reply to question No .126 from Mr. Vredeling 
- ECSC Levy: will not exceed O.JO; in 1973 

ECONOHIC INTERPENETRATION No 1987 and the profile of the presidents of large American firms: 
a study by Hcidrlck and Struggles 

lliROPE/Documents No 701 - Resolution of the European Parliament on the Energy Policy 
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r----EUROPEAN LIBRARY----
Books which are sent to us and whose publication 
is wotth notin ·are reviewed under this headi <;;.:~ 

- SANDRO <1\UDJiliZI: La C.E.E. come Ente di Governo, Riflessioni sulla normativa coliiDunitaria direttamente ~ 
applicabile, Dott. A. Giuffr~ FJitore (Milan), l972, 203 pp, 2,500 lire.- After a first chapter on Commun-~'~ 
ity organisation,the author analyses, in a second chapter, the Community measures directly applicable, to 1 

then specify, in a final chapter, the limits and conditions for direct application. The author considers ~J 
that he has shown that the Community defines itself as an entity of government (ente di governo), since t el~j 
presence of a supranational authority can only be imposed gradually, for the simple reason that the politi-
cal power of decision itself is gradually eNcapi.ng the States in the sectors in which the process of inte
gration is making progress. 

- Europarec9t, quarterly review published in co-operation with the Scientific Society for European Law, 
July--September 1972, Verlag C.H. Beck (8 Munich 40, Wilhelmstrasse 9).- This study of European law, which 
is for the attention of both the theoreticians and the practitioners -of the law, contains articles on the 
fundamental problems of Community law. This number contains two studies, one on the COIIIDon development of 
the law in the enlarged Community <md the other on the European Community and Berlin. In addition, the 
review regularly contains accounts on decisions of the Court of Justice of the ColiiDunities and on new 
books, as well as a documentary section. 

- Europa Archiv, Zdtschrift fiir Internationale Politik, Number dated 25 October 1972, \'erlag fiir Internat
ionale Politik (53 Bonn, Stockenstrasse 1-5).- We particularly mention articles on Western Europe and 
Amerlcano-Soviet bilateralism as well as.the rOle of the United States in today's and tomorrow's world. 

- Problemes Politiques et Sociaux, Weekly, 6-13 October 1972, Published by "La Documentation Fran~aise" 
(29, 3l quai Voltairc, Paris 7e).- This number is entirely devoted to a dossier on the problems of the 
European Communities with a view to the summit of 19 October 1972, compiled by Helene Wargnier. 

- Vision_, The European Business Magazine, No 24 - November 1972, Paris.- 11It seems to me that the Americans 
attach too great an importance to the idea that it is by trade measures that":they will be able to restore 
the balance of their balance of payments", said Mr. jean Rey in an interview to Vision. Concerning the pre
ferential agreements concluded by the EEC, Mr. Rey believes that 11 the Community would do well to geograph
ically define its regional policy. A commitment on the part of the ColiiDunity would greatly limit the concern 
of those who believe that the EEC is demolishing the rules of the GATT". 

1 - EUROPEAN LIBRARY 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: The names of the Labour delegation to the EP will soon be lmown -Mr. Mansholt 
the powers of the EEC have been weakened - Renewa:I of Mr. llbert Borschette 1 s mandate for the 
next Commission - President Malfatti will take part in a tripartite meeting on development co
operation policies- Finland and the-cancellation of the agr~ement with the EEC 
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- "Social Council": general satisfaction at the end of the ses:1ion 
- Details for the distribution of 11 SABA11 articles approved by 1:he Commission 
- Olstoms duties in the industrial sector: the USA and Japan in favour of their total abolition 
- EEC/EFTA: it does not seem necessary for any alterations to be made to the agreements as the 

result of the non-accession of Norway 
- Shipbuilding: disagreement between European and Japanese shipbuilders on the expansion of capaci-

ties 
- Euratom: direct and indirect actions which make up the preli.drl.nary research and training draft 
- EP: Preparation of the plenary session; 1973 budget 
- EIB: to have its building at Kirchberg 
- Inflation: statement from the CIFE 
- E(X)NOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
- The inclusion of the Netherlands in short-tenn economic surve s: reply to question No. 319/72 

rom·Mr. Vre e 1ng 
- Commission replies to questions Nos. 72 127 281 and 196 ,from Mr. Vredeli.ng; 187/72 from 

Mr. Couste, 3i3/72 from Mr. Glinne an 22 72 rom Mr. J 
- ECSC steel in ustry: specialisation agreement 
- Community .steel industry: according to Mr. Halders, rational co-operation still runs up against 

difficulties 
- Nuclear power stations: the !AEA states that the heat given off is off little danger to the ei.. 

vironment 
- Regional problems in the mountainous regions between France and Italy 
- 'Hie week in Europe . 
- EWNOMIC INTERPENETRATION No. 1988 
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EDITORIAL 

Between Europe and the United States 

20th year- No 1160 (n.s. 
Monday/Tuesday 13/14 
November 19n 

DAILY BULLETIN 

In our Bulletin today, we are publishing the text of a document in which the American Administration is -~~ 
presenting its grievances regarding the Community policy concerning reverse preferences, applied in the V 
EEC 1s relations with a certain number of developing countries with which it has or will have relations of r:~~ 
association. This controversy has lasted for a long time and each party has put forward numerous arguments Jir:. .· 
to defend its views, some of which are quite weighty. The American document also concerns a seeond aspect,~~· 
logi~all linked to the first one, of these relations. The Americans are once again recalling that article ' 
XXIV of the GATT should, in principle, cover exceptions, since the rule is still the most-favoured-nation 
treatment, whereas this article is being turned into the rule and the rule is being turned into an except
ion. We must not forget that similar arguments were used to question the legitimacy of the creation of the 
Community. It is quite normal that they should be put forward now regarding the series of preferential agree
ments that the Conunimity is proposing to implement in the Mediterranean. 

The reply to the American view could be that, in fact, world economic reality has changed profoundly 
since the rules of the GATT were established. The Community was born and has been enlarged, and it has 
worked towards preventing new customs barriers from being erected in Europe, which conforms to the spirit, 
if not to the letter, of the GATT. The notion of developing countries has become clearer and more organised. 
Other larger commercial and economic entities are being outlined. 

In other words, change is inherent in things and it is not certain that it will move in the wrong direc
tion. It must not be suggested that the creation of large entities would go hand-in-hand with an increase 
in protectionism: for the contrary is true. It suffices to compare the customs tariffs of today with those 
of fift~en years ago to be certain of this. The proof has been given that the creation of vaster entities 
gives an impetus to the prosperity of its members and that it is also beneficial for those who are outs~de 
the process. The United States is itself an example of a vast common market and nobody is questioning its 
validity. It is therefore mainly a question otf situa.d:ng __ oneself in the viewpoint of the future, and of 
organising transitions. 

This organisation of transitions is the great task of the present. This further proliferation of mutual 
grievances, which we are witnessing, must be avoided. The American document mentions the probable reactions 
of American citizens. It may be wondered whether there will be no reactions from European citizens, who, 
aware of the fact that everything is related, will have the unpleasant impression that by linking the griev
ances about the preferences to all the trade and monetary negotiations, an attempt is in fact being made 
to establish a link with the key problem, namely that of defence. Hence the unjustified accusations levelled 
against the American Adllinistration of slanting the trade arguments to hint at a threat somewhere else. 

To prevent such a state of mind from being established on both sides of the Atlantic, there will have 
to b~, in one way or another, all overall view of the problems, not in order to ~olve thea from one day to 
the hext, but in order to situate them ih the context of a trpe of relations in which their solution would 
become inevitable. But to do this, one should be situated at a suitable level. 

Em. G. 
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EDITORIAL 

The Parliament and the "European Union 11 

20th year- No 1161 (n.s.) 
Wednesday 15 November 
19n 

DAILY BULLETIN 

The European Parliament, meeting in Strasbourg in plenary session, is devoting the whole of tomorrow to 
a debate on European political problems and on the future of the Conmuaity after the discussions of the 
Paris Summit. 

The Dutch Minister, Mr. Schmelzcr, who is at present presiding over the Council, and who took part in 
the Summit, will not doubt be subjected to a whole series of questions by the Members of Parliament. Among 
the latter, it is interesting to stress the presence of Mr. Malfatti, who, in his new capacity as member 
of the European Parliament, and having contributed much, as President of the Commission, to the p1·eparation 
of the Summit, will be able to make a large contribution to the debate. The presence of Mr. Malfatti seems 
to us to be significant from another angle. The former President of the European Commission is, in fact, at 
present presiding over the Foreign Affairs Committee of the Chamber of Deputies (and Mr. Scelba is presiding 
over that of the Senate). His presence is therefore fulfilling one of the aims, consisting of better links 
between the European Parliament and the national parliaments (this subject was developed at length in the 
Vedel Report). 

It is desirable that Mr. Schmelzer should give the Parliament, and therefore public opinion, the greatest 
and most precise information about the mythical "European Union" which, for some, is the most precious fruit 
of the Summit, and which is presented, from the European viewpoint, as two aspects: that of the way open 
towards unification, or that of the disguised progress of political union alo~ a siding. 

We consider that the second hypothesis shoul be rejected, and that everyt~ng must and can be done so 
that the first proves to be true. Tomorrow's debate should confirm our view. Much obviously depends on the 
will which everyone will .Put into it, but much will also depend on the approach and on the preparation of 
the intermediary phases which are provided for. 

Para. 16 of the Declaration of Paris explicitly points out that it is up to the institutions to prepare 
a report which will be submitted to a later Summit. When one is talking about institutions, one is obvious
ly talking about the European Parliament, and we know that the wording of the passage mentioned is a witness 
to the explicit will to have the European Parliament take part in the preparations envisaged. The Parliament 
should, therefore, in our view, seize the opportunity and take the initiative without delay. 

lt is in a position to be able to do this, ·and this will give it the necessary authority for making an 
appeal to public opinion, either directly or through the national parliaments. The creation of an Ad Hoc 
Group and eventually of a Constitutional aommission, as was the case ~ 1952 during the studies for a Euro
pean political constitution, would probably be the first decision' to take. And immediately. 

Em.G. 
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And what of the common trading policy? . ~ ~"J , .·~ c' ~~ 

{ . -. ·. ,. . 
In the debate going on today in the European Parliament, it has been stressed among other things 

that the application of a common trading policy - laid down by the Treaty - in relation to the East 
European countries ought to come into effect on 1 January 1973, that is, in six weeks time, as was 
previously decided. Since all the measures allowing the gradual adaptation of the national situ
ations have been taken, there is no valid reason to delay this implementation. 

However, at the present time, there does not seem to be a very strong conviction that· things will 
take place according to plan. Some parties are already saying that everything is now tied up with the 
11economic co-operation" which could be instituted with the East European countries following the 
Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe (CSCE). 

This point deserves two comments. Firstly, it seems that, even if one is extremely optimistic, the 
Conference in question will not open until somewhere in the middle of 1973, and no-one can know how 
and when it will end. For the moment, things are at the stage. of preparations: these will begin in 
Helsinki on 22 November, and their main aim will be to define the agenda and the working methods of 
the future Conference. QUite a large number of difficulties still have to be overcome. Secondly, in 
view of this very Conference., it is essential for the trade policy to be implemented as soon as pos
sible. The Coi!IIIIUility 1 s possibility of being able to base itself on a clear, and therefore solid posi
tion, is dependent on this. The failure to implement it would be interpreted by our discussion part
ners as- an admission of the possibility of its being challenged. 

We point out that th is commitment was confinned at the Summit. In fact, in Par. 13 of the Dec
laration one reads that 11the Community reaffinned its determination to follow a common commercial 
policy towards the countries of Eastern Europe with effect from 1 January 1973". 

In view of this, are we breaking down open doors? Far from it! Doubts exist and they are due 
to a difference of opinion over the idea of a trading policy. If the trading policy were to concern 
nething but customs duties and quotas, as certain parties maintain, its application in relations with 
the East European countries, coyly described as "State-trade countries", would have almost no effect, 
for in the countries in question the methods for controlling prices and international trade make the 
traditional customs mechanisms almost completely devoid of meaning. Of far greater· impact are the 
other factors of trading policy which detennine trading policy, and which go under the name of tech
nical co-operation, credit policies, etc. When these factors are not the subject of free negotiation 
between companies, but are dependent on the States - as is the case in relations with the Eastern 
European countries - they should still not be able to escape community discipline. Otherwise, the 
Oolllllllliri.ty would be reduced to administering the shadow of a trading policy decided on b,t others. 

The problem is not an easy one, but it has to be .settled together. For, as Mr. Pompidou said in 
Paris, "a finn and united community attitude in future major discussions will not be a reason for op
position, but a factor of equilibrium". It is true that he was talking about the Community's attitude 
to the United States •••• 

Em. G. 
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About a year ago, the world saw the beginning of the debate on wha~as w'l the "zero objec

tive" for the rate of expansion. This was, in fact, a courageous attempt to find a new approach with 
a view to solving the problems poseC: by the preservation of resources and the ~ality of life and the 
need to increase well-being. 

Today, a new "zero objective" is being proposed to the <..~eveloped world. It concerns the customs 
tariffs which protect large economic areas in the process()J expansion. A "working hYPothesis" on this 
basis was put forward in Geneva last Friday by Ambassador Eberle, President Nixont s representabve, in 
the framework of the GATT. The substance of Mr. Eberle 1s statement was that the progress already made 
along the path to tariff dismantlement is such as to allow the view that the time is coming when one 
will be able seriously to consider the possibility of making plans for the gradual abolition of tariffs. 
Mr. Eberle also spoke of the need, in this context, to implement a multilateral safeguard system, in 
order to prevent imbalances anG economic and social troubles. 

The community reaction, to which we have referred in our articles, was not entirely negative: the 
Community reserved judgement. To us, this seems perfectly legitimate. The problem is of some stature 
and one should not compromise its solution by hasty attitudes. We view as less legitimate the assumP
tions which some parties have made regarding this proposal, which is more of a 11 hYPothesis", and the 
attributing to its authors of the specific aim of "demolishing" the Common Market. Firstly, we draw 
attention to the fact that this very hypothesis was put forward almost a year ago by a tripartite group 
on independent experts meeting in Washington (we published the conclusions of this group in EUROPE/Docu
ments No. 658/659; cf. also our Editorial of 19 January last). It is therefore not new and nobody can 
be surprised by it-

We believe such an objective to be bold but not audacious, and believe also that it is compatible 
with the development anc: strengthening of the Community. Provided, of course, that it is possible to 
organise a transition period and to possess the necessary safeguards. 

However, we go even further. The fixin of an ob 'ective of this kind could have an extremely 
positive effect on the Community. For it wou push the Community inexorab y towards the swifter 
aChievement of its objectives 1.n the field of common policies, and of the economic and monetary union 
in particular. It would oblige the Commnnity to perceive the urgent need to pass as soon as possible 
to the third stage of its construction, that is, after the stage of customs union and that of economic 
union to that of political union. It is only at this stage that the Community will be able to face as 
essential a challenge as that of standing on equal terms with the rest of the free world, in open 
economic competition. 

Once a~ain, this calls for direct confrontation at the highest level, that is, as we suggested in 
Monday's Editorial, an Anglo-American Summit meoting, not in order to resolve the problems but in order 
to define the context in which they ought to be placed. We note that Mr. Giovanni, speaking in Rome the 
day before yesterday, made a similar proposal. We believe that this is an idea which ougilt to be put 
into effect as soon as possible. 

1 

Em.G. 
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European Commission; Budget of the Communities; EEC/Mediterranean: debate postponed; 
Strengthening of the protection of workers in tke event of the merger of limited com
panies is demanded; Gompany balance-sheets; Exemption from taxes of small consignments 
of goods approved 

- EFTA: Ministerial meeting 
- Technical trade barriers: complements to be made to the programme 

!973 International trade negotiations: the definition of the goals and arrangements 
will not be easy 

- Policy of reorganisation, both regional and sectoral: reply to question No. 239/72 from 
Mr. Sp~nale 

- Coal production in October 1972 
- InvesUtents in the Euroeean Steel Industry 
- Parliamentary activity ~ Euro&§ 
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- JOSEPH H. KAISER: Planun VI rierte S steme der Planun und Bu etierun , Nomos Verlagsg~sellschaft, 
Baden-Baden (Federal Germany , 1972, 544 pp.- This sixth vo ume of a series evoted to planning contains 
twenty-four reports mostly presented during a symposium organised in June 1970 by the Institute of Publie 
Law of the University of Freiburg on the subject: New integrated systems for planning and budgetary choice. 
Most of the articles are in German, but those which deal with the experiment in the field of integrated 
systems in France, Belgium and Spain are in French and some others are in English, and especially those 
dealing with the experiment in the United States and in the World Bank. The five other volume-s in this 
series appeared from 1965• onwards; a seventh volume will appear in 1973. 
- L'Europa, quindicinale di politica, ecenomia e cultura, Number of 31 October 1972, Rome (Corso Vittorio 
Emanuele II, 142).- Largely devoted to the Summit Conference, this number contains the text of the final 
declaration and of the communiques of the previous summits, the speeches by Messrs. Pompidou, Mansholt and 
Andreotti, a declaration by Mr. Monnet and comments by Mr. Emmanuele Gazzo. 

- Europaische Gemeinschaft, November 1972, Bonn (Zitelmannstrasse 22).- The editor-in-chief of the review, 
Mr. Adolf-Peter Koof, has interviewed the two German members of the European Commission. According to Mr. 
Dahrendorf, the Community must be more than an institution of harmonisation and Europe must not become a 
bureaucratic monster. For his part, Mr. Wilhelm Haferkamp judged the results of the summit conference very 
positively. 

- New Europe, October 1972, Published by Europe House Publishing Ltd (Whitehall Place, London SWlA 2JIA) .
We mention articles by Mr. Charles Hyde Villiers (Chairman of Guiness Mahon & Co Ltd) about the common 
European currency and by Mr. Valery Giscard d'Estaing on "Great Britain anc France - competition or co-op
eration?" Other articles concern the European aerospace industry and the British railways in the EEC. 

- Capitolium, monthly, Rome (Scala dell'Arce Capitolina 7).- This monthly devoted to the city of Rome con
tains detailed articles about both the old city and about the largescale infrastructure work (underground 
motorways, hospitals) of modern Rome. The review, which contains about a hundred large-format pages per 
number, is richly illustrated with photographs, sketches~ reproductions of works of art.etc., which are 
often in colour. Price per number: 2,500 lire. 

- Nieuw Europa, Tijdschrift voor Europese Eenheid, November 1972, The Hague (Alexanderstraat 2).- This 
number is largely devoted to the congress of the European Movement in the Netherlands, which, on 30 Sept
ember, celebrated its silver anniversary. 

1 - ~ROPEAN LIBRARY 
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"Motion of censure" of the E.P.: examination of the legal and political situation by the Collllll-
ission 
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EDITORIAL 

Brandt and ~'urope 

Any comments about the uncxpcctiXi d<'grcc of success of Mr. Brandt and of his party, and about 
of his ally, the LD.P., arl' now superfluous. 

We note that for the first time, Mr. Brandt, while not being able to govern alone, has legitimate 
appointed to govern, sinn' the S.P.D., continuing its constant growth. is now the largl'st party in +liiO•,\\,i'l; 

eral Republic. We also note that thest' clcetions show, throughout tlw Gl'rman clt',·.torate, a C'l't·tain 
wards the left, in that the tr;uks unions vigourously supported tlw Socialist ca.ndidat,'s and in tha 
6fJI, of the electors below the ap;e of 29 voted for this party. But they also show the prcsenl'.t' of a 
balance, the will to protect the country from a possible excess of centralising 11 dirigism", in that 
erals have leapt forwards, after the decline which had long marked their ckctoral score. 

'lbc aspect which everyone agrees to bring to the forefront is the popular appro"Yal for the Ostpolitik, 
on which there can no longer bl~ any doubt. But the question which we should now ask ourselves is whether 
these elections arc also a ood thin for Eur~ e and more precisely for the consolidation and the transfonn
at1on nto a fu umon of t is en arge Community, of which Germany is an essential part. 

The first answer is that the existence of a stable government, based on a broad popular consensus, at 
the head of Germany is undoubtedly a good thing for Europe. 

The second answer is that the Chancell0r, wha has now almost completed his Ostpolitik - and we are temp
ted to say his "personal" Ostpolitlk - is finding his own osition re ardin the East considerabl stren th
ened. For the East, he will be a partner with less comp exes, an therefore less easy and ess doci e. It 
WI'II""become easier for him to align the Ostpolitik on the policy which the West should follow with flexibil
ity, but also with some degree of cohesion. 

For the moment, Brandt is relatively "unbalanced". The contribu ion which he has made since 1969 to the 
policy of the integration of Western Europe has not always lived up to some promises, and above all, to so~ 
hopes which he had aroused at the European Summit of the Hague. This is why Brandt was somewhat disappointing 
at the last European Summit in Paris. To some extent, the Chan~ellor is in deh+ to the policy for the con
struction of Europe and he is perhaps in an excellent position now to be able to repay this debt. The oppo
rtunities for showing his faithfulness to the West, which he has procl~ed on so many occasions, will not 
be lacking. 

Brandt will also have an important and 
the interest which the maintaining in 
stron social democrac which has no 
Europe must be stressed. This is foo 

1 EDITORIAL: 11 Brandt and ~:uropc 11 

Em.G. 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: SPD/FPD Coalition: majority of 48 seats - Political consultations of the Nine 

DATI.Y BUU.ETIN No. lltl5 (new seri·~s): 

4-5 - Secial programme: speech by Mr. Coppc 
5 - EEC/Norway: exploratory conversations 

11 Agricultural 11 Council: opening of the session 
6 - EEC ruguay: shipping problems 

- EEC Ar entine: discrimination in the petroleum sector 
- Mr. Denlau to visit Copenhagen \. 

7-8 - Rail, roac and river transport in \he enlarged EEC: reply to question No. 224 from Mr. Oele and 
Mr. Kellwelter 

- The cost of national patents: reply to question No. 289/72 fro~ Mr. Oele 
- The law on bHls of exChange am~ the enlarged EEC: reply to question No. 248 from Mr. Couste 

Study grants for young Americans 

- EOONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
9 - Steel! production of the IISI countries in October 

- Aid'Sto the coal industry 
- Seriip metals: the Gennan trade association calls for the liberalisation of exports 

10 - cnPA: agriculture and the protection of the environment 
- "CC'ldng coal: the export aid project examined by the ECSC Group 

1l Weekly annex 

lZ-13 - EOONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No. 1994 
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EDITORIAL 

The CS~: no closed doors 

DAILY 

Tomorrow will see the opening in Helsinki. of the "preparatory multilateral talks", which a~:re-~p~ 
held with a view to the meeting of a "Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe", the PJ 
starting date for which is June next year. 

As we have written on several occasions, the "preparatory mltilateral talks" are not the CS 
the negotiatiens will relate not to essential issues !)ut to an attempt to come to an agreement on 
cedures. However, the preparatory talks ought principally to give those who take part in them thPii.JGto.--, 
feeling that the Conference could have positive results, such as to contribute to improving secu · 
Europe, and not merely to give certain parties an illusory sense of security. It is plain, in fill\;tllll~...u., 
that the CS~ will not take place if one party or another has the feeling of having to pay too lmi~W--11. 
price fer something which is rather vague. '11ri.s is why the preparatory wo:rlc is so important, alt;hough 
it relates to the details of the meetings, the time-tables, the subjects to be dealt with, the or
ganisation of the wo:rlc {the committees to which the Conference will entrust the subjects to be dealt 
with when the plenary sessions are adjourned and the mandates to be given to these committees). It is 
important because, after so many years of speeches and propaganda, the time for direct confrontation 
has arrived, that is, it is now necessary to act and to give what -is known as "detente" its real meaing. 

It is rather significant that, at this very moment, positions are in the process of being reversed. 
The hesitation with which the Western countries greeted the repeated advances of the Warsaw Pact count
ries has given way to very obvious good will. In contrast, there is now evidence of increasing con
cem on the other side. 

In our opinion, the West has finally reacted in a very healthy way by accepting this challeng~. 
The only problem it new has to deal with ·is that of facing this chal;lenge with extreme lucidity and much 
courage. Lucidity should enable it to perceive clearly the danger which would threaten its historic 
conquest of ecenomic and political union, if ever it pennitted this conquest to be challenged either 
directly or indirectly, or allowed mortgages to be taken out on its future. Courage is necessary if 
the West is to be able to defend its conquest with its last ounce ·of energy. 

However, courage also consists Of accepting the challenge, that is, of demanding that this op~n
ness be the broadest-based and the most complete possible. Detente, yes. But not as a 11 conditiom.ng11 • 

It sheuld rather be the real possibility for groups and individuals to circulate, to ~et to know one 
another and "to get to know themselves". Nobody can maintain that he is the trustee of truth or has 
the right to dictate recipes, but all should be subject to open discussion, to critical confrontation. 
Security is born of force and peace must be defended. Yet security should repose on confidence, some
thing which is not blind proselytism, but which is gained through knowledge .• 

Therefore, to the greatest extent possible, there should be no closed doors. Em.G. 

1 

2-3 

SUMMARY ~~q\) ov.e~~Y l q9 d. "-.)o t ll Co C,p 
- EDiroRIAL: 11 'lhe CS~: no closed doors" 

- POUTICAL DAY: The member co~tries of the EFr. ~11 have a largelffiharmonised attitude 
in Helsinki in the politieal field and a neommunitz" attitude in e ecenomic field -
- Difficult start for the P.M.T. in Helsinki 
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4-5 - !Erit and vegetables: the refo:nn of the market approved by the Nine 
6 - Cod-fis · : no agreement in the Council on the "''dernisation of the fleet 

7 

8 

9-10 
10 
11 
12-13 

- "Continent can··: for the Court of Justice, the Commission Is decision should be 
reversed 

-State aids: Italian measures in favour of-large textile firms 
- Environment: inisterial conference organised by the Council of Europe 
- EFTA: agreement on the controlling and marking of precious metals 
- 'i'iO'I);fe'ctions11 et' the USSR to the EEC/Austria agreement: reply to question No 347 from 

Mr. Couste 
- EEC/Rumania: reply to questions Nos 63 from Mr. Vredeling and 307 from Mr. Radoux 
- Steel: estimates for 1973 
- Building industry: towards a common marked 
- Publications of the European Communities 
- ~OMIC INTERPENETRATION No 1995 
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EDITORIAL 

Does the Community have a guilt. complex? 

The talks in Helsinki opened today but, for the moment, they are having difficulty in.gett' 
the ground, because of procedural complications. The reports which have reached us suggest tha 1 
difficu;lt to distinguish which aspects of the attitude adopted by any particular diplOIDat corres-nh113'dooltf"'fl 
to the wish to provide solid initial foundations and which are merely for the sake. of show. Thi 
four diplomats representing countries with a very different nature and with very different regi.Jiles ; 
who are generally accustomed to bilateral diplomatic relations and some of whom, while being accre 
in Helsinki, do not live·there permanently, suddenly find themselves at the centre of negotiation 
which, while relating only to procedures (which entrance diplomats), will nonetheless have extre 
important fundamental consequences; involving the definition of the future orientation of the po........,· ""'''""" 
of the whole of Europe. 

Having said this, Western Europe and its American allies did well to 
As we wrote yesterday, they should be ready to leave no door closed in the. endeavour to create the most 
favoul'able conditions for the establishment of the reciprocal confidence which is an essential con
dition for security. It has been said that if this is to be truly possible it is necessary for a free 
dialogue to be set up between peoples, without there being any confrontation of blocs. Wise opinions, 
but are they shared by all those present in Helsinki? As Roger Massip writes today in the 11Figaro 11 : 

"unfortunately, this quite legitimate Western concern finds its echo in the East in a reality which 
nothing has been able to shake until now: the perfect cohesion of what one is obliged to call the Eastern 
bloc, represented at the military level by the Warsaw Pact. This is why - Massip adds - one might 
regret that the famous distinct voice of Europe, which is called for incessantly when it comes to our 
relatians with the United States, is not mentioned when it comes to discussing the problems involving 
relations between Western and Eastern Europe 11 • 

One ~ght, indeed, wonder whether the West is present in Helsinki with the flexibility needed in 
order to face all eventualities and to prevent this great "human" operation from leading ultimately to 
the consolidation, not only of present frontiers, but also of an Eastern bloc, while the ranks of the 
West are still in extended order. Some aspects of the meeting of the Nine which took place in the Hague 
yesterday and the day before are not designed to quieten our anxiety, although plans were made for 
mechanisms for consultations between the Nine. It is, in fact, difficult to understand why it has been 
stressed so emphatically that the harmonisation of the policies of the member countries of the Community 
must be carried out practically 11 on the sly11 , as if the existence of this Comnnmit was somethin to be 
ashamed ef, and something to be concealed carefu y, in t e ope t at ot ers mig t not 
it. What is the reason for this guilt complex, this fear of showing one 1 s real fate·? 
be made to give an answer to these embarrassing questions. 

Fln. G. 

sUMMARY Q ~ ~ ~ wt.loe y- lq 'T :;t, No · {{ ~ "t 
1 - EDITORIAL: "Does the Community have a guilt complex" 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: The 11Preparatory Multilateral Talks" with a view to a CSCE have opened in Hel-
sinki - Denmark's representative to the European Communities has been appointed - Governmen
tal crisis in Belgium - President Soeharto in Belgium - North Atlantic Assemb~y 
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12-13 

- The Commission of the enlar9ed Comnnmity: its members will be appointed on 18 December 
- "Sugar carte!n: the Commiss1on departments feel they have established the existence of illicit 

practices 
- EUROSYNDICAT: 156.84 
- Scientific and technological policy: meeting of the ad hoe Committee 
- Scientific and technological co-operation: international conference on research and develop-

ment 
- "Agriculturaltt Council: two sessions in December 
- 2ll,OOO tons of frozen meat will be imported in 1973 
- Ports of the enlarged EEC: concertation . 
- Tariff ri!tas for 1973 in favour of Turkey, Malta and Egypt 
- Industrl ana ,commercial. policy in the textile sector:· reply to question No. 221 from Mr. 

Oele 
- Egypt and other Mediterranean countries undertake or will undertake not to boycott community 

companies: reply to question No. 494 from Mr. Van der Stoel 
- EEC East Africa: next meeting of the joint Parliamentary Committee 
- EEC ustria and EEC Switzerland a reements on community transit 
- Stee : t e se f- imitation of exports: reply to question No. 192 from Mr. Vredeling 
-Steel Industry: the effect of production costs 
- WMPOSITE· PRICE: 39.17 D/T 
- Bel&!um raises its bank rate from 4 to 4·5% 
- ESRO will carry out six scientific experiments 
- EWRlMIC AND FINANCI:AL INFORMATION 
- Ep?NOMIC INTERPI'liEl'RATION No. 1966 
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EDITORIAL 

20th year - No 1168 
Friday 24 Novembe 1 

Td b~ ourselves, in other words, to be heard and respected 

It cannot be denied that some progress was made at The Hague about the cohesion with which the Cuw~~ 
is to appear at the preliminary talks which are being held in Helsinki. The pri~ciple that there sho 
a single "spokesman" for Community questions was adopted and confirmed. However, certain countries :lhiJilo!'v 
theless reserving the right to express their positions directly and by means of their own voice, eve 
this position coincides perfectly with the one that was defined in common. Hence the risk of misunde 
ings and "faux. pas". This could be a question of limited scope, involving the adaptati~n of the t>oo t the 
circumstances. The same is valid for the presence of the European Commission in Helsinki. The Commiss1on 
will not behave in a doctrinaire way, but it will be on the spot to remind the members of the Community 
that it must intervene in the decision-making (and pre-decision-making) process, as a privileged interpret
er of the common interest. 

What is even .more vague is the "field of application" of this coordination machinery which was agreed 
upon at The Hague. This, indeed, involves economic subjects, but it has not been said exactly what is covered 
by this expression. Mr. Schmelzer himself remained vague. Some are saying "The whole treaty, and nothing 
but the treaty". Is this still admissible after the Paris Summit? This can .De doubted. 

But the most worrying aspect is still this reluctance, which we condemned yesterday, to appear openly 
and frankly as a Community. Mr. Maurice Schumann has sati.d that the Community is the contrary of a bloc. 
Perfectly true: the Community is not a bloc, it is a unit. Why not say so openly? Are we or are we not a 
customs union which is now developing rapidly towards economic and monetary union (second phase in a year's 
time)? Are we or are we not a Community which is developing towards a European union, in which all the links 
will be established, and which will therefore be a politicar.union, whatever its fonn may be? Why should we 
act as if we were the members of a secret society? To prevent our interlocutors from taking advantage of 
this to strengthen their cohesion? The argument seems rather childish to us. And even liable to arouse the 
mistrust of our interlocutors, who may wonder whether we have something to hide. We believe that we spall 
be taken much more seriously by making a clear and simple speech. By telling the Soviets, the Rumanians, 
the East Gennans and the various non-aligned countries etc., that we are an open and peaceful Community, 
having decided to develop, and which is seeking to create a new ~ociety in which prosperity is associated 
with social progress, which wants to help the balanced development of the rest of the world and the judic
ious use of resources. And we should add that this obviously ~lies that our Community is developing to
wards political union, because all this implies a series of political choices, which commit the future of 
our peoples. 

Will we be contradicting ourselves? Certainly not. What is more, we shall be listened to and respected. 
And it is with this that we should begin. 

:~!m. G. 

SUMMARY ':2 ll k)~\N\. ~V l q r:r d-.. f...j 0 I l ( (Q ~ 
1 - EDITORIAL: "To be ourselves, in other words, to be heard and resp~" 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: Council of Europe: the Foreign Ministers will meet on 14 December- The Labour 
M.P.s will probably boycott the E.P. -President Soeharto 1 s visit to Rome- Helsinki Conference 
The'Nordic countries strengthen their co-operation 
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- EEC/Egypt: signing of the preferential agreement on 18 December 
- Mediterranean policy: still raising problems 
- "Motion of censure" by Mr. Spenale: Mr. Mansllolt to reply soon in the E.P. 
- EEC Canada: reservations about a trade agreement 
- EEC Australia: discussions on the safeguard clause 
- President Soeharto visits the European Commission 

- Shipbuilding: _global examination of the problems 
- Railways: draft "European Railway Company" 
-Licences for color T.V.: reply zo question No 287 from Mr. Vredeling 
- International Coffee !greement: reply to question No 176 from Mr. Vredeling 
- Euro-Chegues: reply to question No 321 from Mr. Vredeling 
- Cocoa and chocolate: the draft Community legislation and the E.P. 
- Driv1ng hours for heavy lorries: provisions still applied incorrectly 
- Steel: possible impacts of enlargement 
- ECSC loan on the Luxemburger capital market 
- Building industry: towards the achievement of a coiiDIIOn market? 
- UNOID: symposium 
- European parliamentary activity 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No l997 
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Commission, Extrait e a revue Cahiers e Droit Europeen, No 
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20th year- No 1169 ( 
Saturday 25 N oveml><!f,~~· 

DAILY BULL 

nro institute control on mergers by forcing and distorting the existing texts could have serious 
uences for legal security", writes Mr. Etienne Cerexhe, in charge of the courses at the University 
Louvain and Dean of the Faculty of Law of Namur, as a conclusion to this study on article 86·of th 
of Rome. Mr. Cerexhe stresses that if a gap occurs in the legislative arsenal, it is up to the legi~~~· 
to intervene and not the judge. 

- NICOLE VAN DER MEULEN: Les Relations Bassin Mediterranean Une 
edification progressive. Universite de Louvain Institut es Sciences Politiques et Soci es ,'July 972, 
131 pp.- This thesis presented in order to obtain the degree of Graduate in Political and Social Sciences 
by the daughter of the Permanent Representative of Belgium to the Communities, analyses the agreements con
cluded by the Community with the various countries in the Mediterranean. The author stresses the pragmatic 
approach of the Community policy in this field, while marking the first efforts to prepare an overall pol
icy. 

- Eurepa Archiv, -~~.i_t_s_ch_r_i_f_t-.. f~_r Internationale Politik, Number dated 10 November 1972, Deutsche Gesellschaft 
fUr Auswartige Politik, Published by the Verlag fiir Intemationale Politik (53 Bonn, Stockenstrasse l-5) .-
On the sununit conference of Paris, this number contains the text of the declaration and conments by Mr. Emst 
Kobbert. We also mention the speech on the security conference which Mr. Valentin M. Falin, Ambassador of 
the So~iet Union in Bonn, made on 28 September 1972, to the members of the German Society for Foreign Policy. 

- ComunitB. Europee, November 1972, Rome.- 11European Union 1980" is the subject of his number which contains 
the tex.t of the final declaration of the Sununit, an account by Hr. Emanuele Gazzo, an editorial by Mr. Mario 
Pedini and an interview with Mr. Sicco Mansholt. We also note an article by Mr. Altiero Spinelli on the 
future of the Italian chemical industry and an interview with Mr. Scarascia Mugnozza on the future of Euro
pean agriculture. 

- EFTA Bulletin, November 1972, European Free Trade Association (Geneva).- This number presents the free 
trade agreements with the enlarged European Community signed by the five EFTA countries (Austria, Iceland, 
Portugal, Sweden and Switzerland). 

- Benelux: Conseil."Inte arlementaire Consultatif de Benelux No 132, Secretariat permanent du Cons,eil 
Interparlementaire e Benelux., Palais de la Nation, Brusse s, 31 pages.- This is the sixteenth joint 
report of the Belgian, Dutch and Luxemburger governments to the Interparliamentary Council covering the 
period from 1st July 1971 to 30 June 1972. 

1 - EUROPEAN LIBRARY 

2 POLITICAL DAY: Development of the ministerial crisis in Belgium - Declaration of the government 
in the Bundestag on 15 December ~ Fillland recognises the tw Gemanies - The Atlantic Assembly 
has completed its work - "The European COmmission and enlargementtl: symposium of the UJJJ 

DAILY BULLETIN No 1169 (new series): 

3 "Pittsburgh Coming Europe" has been condemned to a fine of 100,000 u.a. 'by the Commission 
The Finance Ministers of the Nine will meet on 15 and 16 January 

4 EEC/Latin America: Steps taken with Mr. Mansholt 
Ae..,nautical sector: rather favourable reception for the Commission's proposals 

- E.T.iJ.: loan in Belgium 
ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 

5 Aid in favour of sugar production in Upper Volta 
of the Franc area and the EEC 

6 Milan Congress 
international centre of industry for the environment 

~~!g~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~::~c~~~~c:omputer programmes 7 ~ to Graphs and Brief Notes on the Economic Cycle in 

8 
9 

10 

11 
12.-13 

signing of the EEC/SWi tzer land agreement 
rulings; Social security of migrant wrkers and denaturing of soft wheat 
of the verification agreement at the end of the month? 

the steel industry 
fifteen projects 

question No 360 from Mr. Vredeling 
to question No 300 from Mr. Glinne 

Mr. Richarts 
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EDITORIAL 

As did the angry Achilles, Wilson withdraws into his tent 

Unless the parliamentary party gives a contrary decision, it now seems certain that the British 
Labour Party will forbid its members to join the delegation which the British Parliament will b~ sending 
to the EUropean Parliament. Mr. Wilson is making a mock of the few powers which the EUropean Parliament 
possesses. One might ask him why he agrees to his party being represented at the Consultative Assembly 
of the Council of Europe or at the W&J Assembly, which certainly have fewer powers than the EP but which 
Mr. Wilson himself deemed worth using to launch his appeals, at a time when he described himself as "a 
Europeanu .. 

However, there is more to this affair. The Trade Unions are reported to have decided not to send 
representatives to the consultative bodies of the Community in which, as will be recalled, the union 
organisations are represented on an equal footing. The chief bodies involved are the Economic and Social 
Committee, the ECSC Consultative Committee and the Committee on Jilnployment. '!he last of these has a con
siderable influence on the action of the reorganised Social Fund, among other things. 

By this 11boycot•, the Labour Party wishes to give concrete and visible form to the fact that!!, 
does not accept the conditions for the United Kingdom's accession to the Community and that it wishes 
to re-negotiate them as soon as it comes back intG power. However, in substance, it is doing nothing 
but closing its eyes to a reality which is becoming more defined and consolidated with every day that 
passes, while, on the other hand, it could probably make a certain contribution to altering it or impro
ving it by its vigilance and encouragement, that is, by its presence. Mr. Wilson has gone so far as to 
say that, if he were governing, he would apply the methods dear to General de Gaulle (and which he previ
ously condemned), that is, that he woul,d use the "empty chair" policy, in order to obtain satisfaction. 
Mr. Wi1son would be well-advised to study the history of the Community more closely and, at all events, 
to place the interest of his country (to say nothing of Europe) before that of his party (supposing, of 
course, that his present action is in the interests of his party). 

In 1973, the community institutions will have to take a large number of very important decisiQlls .• 
Among other things, they will have to carry out the mandates entrusted to them by the Summit, that is, 
draw up programmes for action in numerous fields, including the economic and monetary union, regional 
policy, industrial policy, the environment, development aid, etc. In order to do this, the comnnmity 
institutions will have to make full use of dialogue and consultation with parliamentary, political and 
social forces. Owinr; to the Labour leaders, the whole of the British Left and all the unions will be 
unable to contribute to the elaboration of these programmes and the resulting fundamental choices. This 
is both serious and bad. Paradoxically, this boycot comes at the very time when the unions and the poli
tical forces of the Left in EUrope, after virtuB.lly shunning EUropean construction of their own free 
will,, have deCided to make an active contribution to this construction. This is the moment that Mr. 
Wilson has chosen to withdraw into his tent, as did the angry Achilles. The sooner he comes out of it, 
the better things will be, both for him and for Europe, 

Em.G. 
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EDITORIAL 

.The political r&le of the European Commission 

20th year- No 1171 (n.s.) 
Wednesday 29 November 19n 

DAILY BULLETIN 

The new European Commission will soon be appointed. It will differ from the present one not so much be
cause of the men who will be in it (there are as many politically or technically valid figures in the pres
ent one as there will be in the future Commission), but because the Communit! of the Nine will differ from 
the present one, by means of its dimensions and above all because of its wor dwide responsibilities and 
political impact. It was useful, therefore, to discuss the r&le which the Commission will have to play in 
the enlarged Connnunity, in the present institutional framework, as the symposium did which was held for 
three days at the initiati~e of the Institute for European Studies of the Free University of Brussels. 

We should imrnediat~ly mention that, from the analysis of the various papers, from the speeches and from 
the debates which they prompted, a unanimous conclusion emerged (and Professors Ooriely and Wa~lbroeck 
stressed this in their closing speeches), namely that the European Commission is a P?litical body and must 
fulfil a political rele, whatever the field and the framework in which its activity 1S carried out, and 
whatever the difficult1es it encounters. 

Some difference in judgement emerged between certain rapporteurs or speakers when it was a question of 
deciding whether the Commission had always filled this political role in the past. These differences in 
judgement are inevitable, especially between those who see things from the inside, and who have experienced 
certain vicissitudes, and those who have observed them frem the outside, in whose view the Commission can 
be reproached with timidity rather than with boldness. What is impor aut is the future. In this connection, 
we recall what Mr. Rey said: "The Commission must have its feet firmly on the ground but it must not become 
resigned !I., 

Inl-;p:resenting a paper personally on the olitical nature of the Euro ean Commissien•s ower of initiat
ive (also stressed by Mr. Emile Noel) we rew attention to the fact that this power o initiative is attri
bUted to the Commission - which has a monopoly of it - because it is the privileged interpreter of tbe comm
on interest ("the general interest of the Community", as the treaty defines it). This power, which is 
therefore closely linked to the political independence of the Commission, becomes a political duty for it, 
which it cannot avoid without creating a crisis for the Conununity. But how could it exercise this power 
without being in direct contact with public .. opinion, in the broadest sense of the term, in other words, 
with the political, social, and cultural forces of the Community, of which it is the result? The main 
difficulty lies in the fact that although it is true that the political foundation of the Commission is 
amongst public opinion, the Commission itself is the result of tbe Governments and does not have the means 
for appealing directly to the forces which should support it. Here is the whole question. But this is also 
why the Commission must attain the highest degree of politicisation, seek contacts, drmatise conflicts 
and finally conquer this support which is necessary for it, thanks to the precise characterisation of its 
political action. 

In this context, it should als:i;;Ilan and globalise the exercising of its power of initiative, whith is 
also a way of politicising. We s l return to this point. Em.G. . 
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EDITORIAL 
Towards the political planning of the Commission 1 s power ef 

initiative 

During the symposium or~anised by the Free University of Brussels, which we talked about yesterday, it 
was noted, amongst other things, that it is not essential, in order to enable the Commission to play its 
political role, to proceed to large reforms of the institutional system. However, the latter must function 
correctly and at a certain moment, as Prof. Vedel explained, the European Parliament will also have to 
intervene effectively if the Commission is not to deteriorate to the level of an office for studies. 

The method of appointing the Commission should also be reconsidered. Altho~h the present method takes 
none of its "legitimacy" away from it, it is obvious that it is creating a !'screen" between the Commission 
itself and its political foundation, which limits its f1eedom of action to judge the common good and its 
entire possibility for explaining its positions to public opinion. 

But, in our opinion, there is something .that the new Commission, in the present situation, could do, 
even immediately and without going beyond its most traditional attributions. it should try to make the 
Hgid · 11verticalisation 11 of its structures more flexible, which, although relatively unimportant fifteen 
years ago, has, through the years, become increasingly more constraining and has conformed less to the 
changing reality of today's society. The increasing an diversification of the Community powers risks mak
ing the situation even more difficult, just at a·time when it is becoming more necessary than ever to have 
a general view, or an overall view of the problems. To this must be ad ed the fact that, by means of a very 
understandable symmetry, the 11 Coreper11 is tending to assume a similar structure, which may lead (and is in 
fact leading, in certain cases) to adopt~g perfectly contradictory orientations at political level. 

A reform such as we are advocating could be accompanied, or prepared, or followed, by the creation with
in the Commission, of a sort of rou for the conce tion and lannin of the ower of initiative, in other 
words, of a body which woW.d· have an overa view of t e action an means to e use c would prep;a.re 
atrate ro·ects for the wer of initiative. The latter would enable the Commission to make choices, to 
esta ish priorities an to undertake co erent action, even when it results in limited actions. This would 
not involve creating a new superstructl{re, but essentially a flexible and effective means, resulting mainly 
in a new and more modern psychological. approach, which is better adapted to a Community whose wealth lies 
ta muth in its diversity as in its coherence. Such an approach would als~ enable the advisability of a ce~ 
tain political action to be grasped better, and therefore enable the support of public opinion to be obtain
ed, without which the Commission will never become a political reality. Em.G. 
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EDITORIAL 

For a European-American summit 

20th year- No 1173 (n.s.) 
Friday 1st December 1972 

DAILY BULLETIN 

The debate which is in progress at the moment in the Palais d 1Egmont on the external relations of the 
enlarged Community (and which is due to he initiative of the Institute of the European Community for Uni
versity Studies, in collaboration with the I.R.R.I. and six other Institutes for the study of international 
relations, including some with great traditions), will no doubt enable some interesting conclusions to be 
drawn, to which we shall return. For the moment, we shall limit ourselves to some th~ughts about one precise 

/ point, namely Europe-United States relations, which were suggested to us in part by the preliminary speech 
~by McGeorge Bundy, and by the reply to him by Mr. J ean-Fran'iois Deniau. 

once again, it has emerged that, in the new context (European, American, worldwide, and, furthennore, 
politico-strategic, economic, cultural) in which these relations are evolving, an obvious converging of aims 
seems to be dissipated and called into question as soon as the dialogue centres on secondary levels accord
ing to the circumstances. The feeling of frustration or of lack of understanding which becomes apparent at 
the level of the various problems, wh~ther trade or other ones, then has repercussions upwards and towards 
public opi.nien and prompts recriminations or suspicion. For the Americans, it is becoming increasingly more 
difficult to understand what the Europeans want, and the Europeans are seeking in vain to understand what 
they can count on. As Bundy noted, the Americans are ending up by abandoning the problem of relations with 
Europe to the specialists. It is very symptomatic to note that a similar reaction is occurring in European 

lie o inion for which the construction of Euro e is an affair for s ecialised technocrats. 
s situation s serious and angerous. We ow ow important the u y action o the construct-

ion <?f the Community is, but we must also became aware of the fact that without political support, this 
action loses its effectiveness and risks being swept away as so0n as a crisis occurs. What is true for the 
image which the Community is showing to its own citizens is all the more true for its ~xternal image. It is 
urgently neoessary for the enlarged Community to express itself intelligibly abd clearly and .for its world 
responsibilities and ambitions to be apparent to everybody. This is not happening eJlither in the GATT, or in 
the Group of Twenty or in the Eurogroup. An adequate institutional framework is needed in which the common 
aims and the interde endence necessa in e lo i means seem evident. This is the only possible way of 
approac ng t e genera pro em - from grape-fruit to en sharing - without confusing things and without 
running the risk, as Mr. Denian very clearly stressed, of bei,tg presented witb.ia "military" bill when dis
cussing trade • 

In our editorials of 13 and 17 November, we hoped that a European-American summit would meet as soon 
as possible. The voyage to Europe which President Nix.on has had announced should not be a "tour", but a meet
ing between the American President with the Heads of the Executives of the nine countries of the Community. 
The preparation of such a meeting can be a Community one: there is a Council, a European Commission and a 
Political Committee which all have what is necessary for this preparation. Em.G. 
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~ Books ~ich are sent to us and whose publication "/ is worth notin are reviewed under this heatU 

- Fbr.um du conunerce international, July-September 1972, Centre du comerce international CNUCED/GATT (Gene a 
'nris number contains a rather critical study by Mr. Tracy Murray on the system of genet:alised preferences "'>~t:Si .... 
(SGP), which describes its advantages and disadvantages. In conclusion, Mr. Murray notes that it obvli..ously 
cannot be expected that the system will function without hitches and that everybody will conform to Bhe 
regulations. In addition, time is needed for industrial production to react to the economic stimuli. "All 
in all, the SGP is to a certain extent improving the economic prospects of the developing countries. But 
finally, its results will depend on what will happen in the developing countries thelll8elvesn; Mr. Murray 
writes. 

- DAVID COOMBES (assisted by Ilka Wiebecjce): The Power of the Purse in the Euro ean Communities Chatha111 
House/PEP, European Series, No. 20, November 972, 103 pages, Price: £ .. 25.- The et procedure of the 
European Conununity is the subject of this study, whieh vigourously criticises the new system of the Colllll
unityJs own resources, and especially the little influence that the European Parliament exerts in the bud 
getary field. 

- NADINE BERNARD-CLAUDE LAVAL- ArlDRE NYS: Le Comite economigue et social, Institut d 1Etudes europeennes 
de 1 1Universite Libre de Bruxelles, 1972, 283 pages, Price: 350 Bfrs.- This work has two aspects. Firstly, Do..-
it describes the origins, status, composition and structure of th~ Economic and Social Committee of the 1Dr.) 
European Conununities, as well as its relations with the other institutions of the CoiiiiUnity. Then the wor~ 
gives a precise example of the role of the ESC by analysing its role in preparing the COJIIIlOn transport po~ 
icy. ~In its present, and still imperfect, form, the ESC already constitutes a valid tool for guidance 
towards an economic democracy without which the Conununities would not avoid being engulfed in a bureaucratic 
technocracy", the authors note in their conclusions. 

- Sondages, revue fran~aise de !'opinion publique, 1972- Nosl-2, Institut Fran~ais d!Opinion Pltblique (20 
rue diAumale, Paris 9e). Editions Le Chancelier (18 rue Seguier, Paris 6e), 159 pages. Price of the double 
number: 20 FF .- French public opinion and the union of Europe from 1947 to 1972 constitutes the subject .of 
this number, which is examin~ng both the general attitude of the French towards the union of Europe, and 
regarding certain specific problems, such. as enlargement, pelitical unification, relations with the world 
powers and the Vth- French Republic. "oDe of the first lessons that can be drawn from the facts presented 
here is that the French public, without ever seeing in the construction of Europe the most important 
problem at the present moment, is interested in it witheut passion, in the case of seven to eight people 
out of every ten", writes Mr. jacgues-Rene Rabier, in the introduction to this work. 

- Europa Archiv, Zeitschrift fur Internationale Politik, Number dated 25 November 1972, Deutsche Gesellschaft 
fUr Auswlirtige Politik, Published by the Verlag fUr Internationale Politik (53 Bonn, Stockenstrasse 1-5). · 
This number contains an acco unt which Mr. Andre Vlerick, Belgian Minister of Finance, gave on 9 September 
1972 l.n Ghent on the European monetary union. 
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Mr. Couste 
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EDITORIAL 

A time of negotiations 

OA I LY 

The semi-official and informal meetings and debates on the form and the contents of the ~ nego
tiations which the European Communities must open next year with the Eastern European countrie~~well as 
with the West are becoming increasingly frequent. These debates are followed with much intere~t ifferent 
countries, which try to capture the signals which may be transmitted, in order to reply to th uately. 

It is interesting to note that, just before its enlargement, the Community is already fa with 
extremely difficult tasks, not only on the internal aspects of European construction, but .conce its· 
relations with the rest of the world. · 

This is not the result of an extraordinary series of circumstances, but merely the logical conclu
sion of the fact that the Community has reached a dimension ·whiCh implies world-wide responsibilities and 
therefore an active presence in the exercise of •these responsibilities. 

Is the Community sufficiently armed to face these tasks, and is it actually prepared to take part 
in acceptable conditions in the negotiations which are about to be opened? 

One first difficulty stems of course from the fact that, although the Nine do try to act jointly, 
their oohesion is far from being perfect: it can only be the crowning of a painstaking eoncertation 1 in 
which the Institutions have an essential rOle. Of these institutions at least the European Commdssion is 
currently :going through a very difficult transition stage, which could last for some time. 

The second problem resides, as we have stressed more than once, in the institutional inbalance 
existing between the negotiating parties and in the too restrictive interpretation which the Community &ives 
to the notion of trade policy. This topic was also largely discussed during the debates which took place in 
Brussels a few days ago. Thus we note in particular an appeal by Mr.Pierre Pescatore, Judge at the European 
Court of Justice, asking the Community to provide itself with a real negotiating capability. He said that 
the notion of trade policy should be given a large interpretation, and made a plea for a greater inspiration 
from the dynamic attitude which is apparent in some of the EEC Court's judgments. 

The main difficulty is however the fact that the definition of the nature of these negotiations be
comes more and more complex. ·Whicli is the meaning of a negotiation on customs duties, while the factors 
which influence trade are not considered in it? Negotiating the farm policy, the regional policy, the 
itidustrial policy, and so on, is equivalent to giving - and demanding - a certain controlling right. Thus 
one acts in an entirely different context. Is the Community ready for this task? This is the question. 

Em.G. 
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1 EDITORIAL: A t.ime of negotiations 
2 POLITICAL DAY: Swiss referendiun:in favour of agreement with the EEC. - Re-shuffle in American 

diplomacy - The President of the European Parliament is awarded a high Italian distinction 
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3 Environment: agreement on mutual information on the S\}.bject i:1 the Council 
3-4 1 3 Bu et: will be drawn up finally tomorrow 
4 EEC S a>n and EEC Israel: agreements will not apply to the new Member States in 1973 

5 EEC : Norwegian position presented to the Commission and to the Council 
EEC ore: address by the Prime Minister, Mr. Lee ¥:11an Kew 

6 Potatoes: proposal to suspend the restrictions on imports 
Handarines and oranges: reference price 
Sea fishing: prices for the 1973 season 
S.A C.: preparation of the "Agricultural" CoWicil 

7 EURATOM: pluriannual res.earch programme 
Development aid: first meeting of the ad hoc group 
The local representatives of the new Member States familiarise themselves with the Community 
machinery 

8 Chemists: uniform principles for their control and limitation 
- pank of Italy: modification of the basic interest rate; Bank of England: increase in the bank rate 

ECONOMI{l AiiD FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
9 Re lies to uestions·Nos 28 2 6 2 from Mr. Vredeling; No 254 

from Mr. Seefel ; No 255 from Mr.Ko 
10 - ECSC: the question of the levy 

- COking coal and coke intended for the steel industry 
11 - weekly Annex 
12-13 - ECONCMIC INTERPENEmAfirl' No 2004 
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EDITORIAL 

Concertation with a view to the "European Union" 

20th year- No 1176 (n.s.) 
Wednesdoy 6 December l9n 

DAILY BULLETIN 

The concertation of the four Community Institutions on the interpretation to be given to para. 16 of 
the final declaration of the Paris Summit, and on the w~ in which it should be followed up (this concert
ation was asked for by the President of the European Parliament, and to which the Council said it was 
agreed - cf. our infonnation in the "Political Day") is a most advisable initiative. 

We recall that para. 16 states that it will be up to the Community Institutions to prepare a report, 
before the end of 1975, on the way in which :the.!')lropean Union should be achieved. Tltis report will be 
submitted to a Summit which will be held later. The time-limit given seems to us to be much too long, but 
the force of events, and above all the political will of the Europeruts themselves, will no doubt enable 
it to be shortened. It is for this goal that the political forces in favour of the unification of Europe 
must be mobilised. 

Among these forces, there is, without a doubt, the European Parliament. On 15 November, we wrote 
that the Parliament should take concrete initiatives as sooh as possible to implement para. 16, and to make 
a contribution to the preparation• of the report which it provides for, which would be privil~ged, since it 
would come from an institution representative of public opinion. 

In asking that the four institutions should concert, Mr. Behrendt is moving ~ this direction. And, at 
the same time, he is posing a problem of method and a problem of contents. 

Para. 16 points out, in fact, that the aim of the member countries of the enlarged Community ~s to 
"transfonn ••• all the relations of the Member States into a European Union". The European Union wiil there
fore be something Which will in~lude relations of an economic and social nature (already organised, to a 
large. extent, in the framework of the Communities), rela ions of a ~litical nature (which at present come 
within the competence of the in~er-gover>~ental bodies, whose key b y is the Political Committee), those 
of a cultural nature, and, why not? those concerning defence (at present the field of NATO, the "Eurogroup" 
and the wED respectively). 

By giving a mandate to the Community Institutions to establish a report, did the Summit want to rule 
out any other contribution? This does not seem plausible to us. The bodies which must "transfer their com
petences11 to unify them will no doubt have their say, It is true that the same people who. are forming the 
Council of Ministers are achieving "political co-operation" among themselves, but the contribution of each 
individual should nevertheless be "organised". Several solutions are possible, but thinljs should not be 
allowed to drag on. Before the end of the lst half of next year, a procedure should at ieast have been 
established and a start made on settin it in motion. 

One shou a ove a keep in mird t e act t at unforeseen circumstances could force the pace to be 
speeded up. We should be prepared for this. This is why Hr. Behrendtis i itiative is an excellent one. 

t·m. o. 
SUMMARY t.o DeCQVV\l;:re-r- H'1?.- ~, ll"!(o 

1 -EDITORIAL: "Concertation with a view to the 'European Union'" 
2 - POLITICAL DAY: W .E.U.: Plenary session of the Assembly - The !'residents of the Community Insti-

tutions will hold an exchange of views on the meaning of the "European tinionu 
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3 of the next plenary session 
3-4 from the Council for the use of the EAGOF in the priority agricultural 

4--5 negotiations will not be able to begin for a few months 
5 will 11 of the Council to open trade negotiations soon 
5-6 : discussion on the 11 global policy" postponed 
6 in the Council 
7 Council 

to go on a tour of the capitals to seek a solution to the crisis 
8 rease in the triggering prices proposed 

upon sugar firms Jii~~~~;~~: of the countries of the Council of Europe 
9 of the EEC (quarterly report No 4/1972) 

"'"'u" INFORMATION 
10 lst meeting of the Joint Parliamentary Commi'l:tee 

ts an imensions of lorries: the Transport Committee of the E.P. is in favour of maintai>dng 
e agreement of the S1x 

- Mexico is conc.,rned about its exports to the Common Market 
11 - Comm1ssion 1 o replies to parliamentary questions Nos 320,322, 279 1 226, 283, 357 and 270 fro~ 

Hr. Vredeling; No 241 from Hr. Berkhouwer; No 303 from Mr. Glinne 

1:1.-13 
E~~~~!!~~~~m[Jr£.jre~p~ly to question No 270 from Hr. Vredeling 
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EDITORIAL 

The "Basic Treaty" and inter-Gennan trade 

20th year- No 1177 (n.s.) 
Thursday 7 December 1972 

DAILY BULLETIN 

On 21 December, the inter-Gennan Basic Treaty, which fonns the foundation for future relations 
between the FRG and the DDR, will be signed in Berlin. 

We have no need to dwell here on the historical importance of this Treaty, which marlcs the end of 
an era and whose gradually emerging political consequences will become fully apparent when the two Ger
man States take their seats side-by-side in the United Nations. This is true even if some parties, 
sput'red on by a spirit of paradox, assert that, now that talk: about the unification of the two Ger
manies has finally stopped, the process which will result in actual unification has been begun. 

Let us leave long-tenn forecasts on one side for the moment and consider instead certain practi
cal and immediate consequences wh ich this Treaty will have and which could involve the ColiBIIUility 
Closely. 

Everyone knows that, when the Treaty setting up the EEC was signed in.l957, its appen9ices 
included a Protocol in which it was stated that trade between German territory governed by the Consti
tution of the Federal Republic of Gennany and Gennan territory in which this Constitution was not in 
application was part of Gennan internal trade and that, consequently, the application of the EEC 
Treaty did not make any modification in this trade system necessary. 

Will the Treaty which is to be signed on 21 December alter the previous sit~ation or not? In 
other words, should one continue to consider 11inter-Gennan11 trade as "internal trade"? The cpestion 
is an important one and the answer far less simple than one might believe. It has practical impli
cations in several spheres, particularly in respect of the customs regulations of the Comnnmity, to 
say nothing of agricultural trade and the functioning of the EAGGF. 

A Member of the European Parliament, Mr. Vredeling, has just tabled two questions, one to the 
Commission and the other to the Council of l1!nisters, in order to establish what views these two in
stitutions hold on this matter· and, more especially, in order to establish whether it is true that tht. 
Basic Treaty has an exchange of letters appended to it confinning the continuation, for an indefinite 
amount of time, of what is called Gennan internal trade. 

Mr. Vredeling also asks whether there ought not to be an 11 adaptation11 of the Protocol in question, 
in the event of it being recognised that it would be useful and advisable to maintain special arrange
ments for this trade. 

The problem is extremely topical and it would be advisable for the community authorities not to 
limit themselves to giving more or less hannless replies, while taking refuge in iniagiilary political 
alibis. On no account should obstacles be put in the way of agreements the main aim of which is to 
make human relations le ss difficult but, at the same time, the appropriate conclusions shouldoe drawn 
from profound changes which have come about in the situation. 

Em. G. 

SUMMARY T D"'€~W\~Y [q-==j~ Ne· ll-:f-t 
1 - EDITORIAL: "The 11Basic Treaty" and inter-Gennan trade 11 

2-2b - POLITICAL DAY: The Italian Chamber ratifies the accession treaties - Diplomatic hrivileges 
recognised for the Mission of ihe E.C. in Washington - Mr •. Pompidou will go to t e USS8.;.. 
Messrs. Bonvin and Brugger President and Vice-President of the Swiss Confederation- Mr. 
Minic: new Yugoslavian Foreign Minister- W.E.U.: Plenary session of the Assembly ---
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10 

11 
12-13 

- Mr. William Rogers has talks with the European Commission 
- ElJROSYNDICAT: 154.28 
-Court of ustice: request for int~rpretation of art. 92 of the Tt'eaty of Rome 
- Director Gener of UNESCO received by the Commissian 
- 30 firms have not answered the European Commissien 1 s requests for information 
- salaries of the officials: examination by the Council 
- Economic and Social Committee: approval of a series of technical questions 
- E.D.F.: conditions for the aid in favour of sugar production in Upper Volta 
- International agreement on cocoa: report by the Commission 
- E.I.B.: new loan in Luxembourg 
-Preparation of the ~lenary session of the E.P.: aid for coking coal 
-Cars: co--operationetween European producers 
- COMPOSITE PRICE: 41.83 D/T 
- ECSC: meeting of the Advisory Committee 
- RegiOnal policy: supervision of the system of aids 
- Teledistr.ibution: study on its development in Europe 
- AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION 
- 11DISC11 tax system: reply to question No 301 grom Mr. Glinne 
- Replies to questions Nos 202 from Me. Wolfrain and 314 by Mr. Vredeling 

Benelux: next meeting of the Interp~rliamentary Advisory Committee 
- ECONCMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATH!i 
- Publications of the European Communi ties 
- ECONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No 200~ 
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EDITORIAL 

Europe and its defence 

20th year- No 1l78 (n.s.) 
Friday 8 December 19n 

DAILY BULLETIN 

Much has been said lately, more or less everywhere, about the defence of Europe. It was talked about 
in Brussels: the progress of the 11Eurogroup11 is remarkable, but still modest. 

It was discussed in Paris, where the W.E.U. Assembly, in other words, the specific defence organisat
ion grouping together seven Western European countries, i~being held. General ideas, or ideas connected 
with the present ·reality, were mentioned at it. 

It is not necessary to insist here on the impossibility of conceiving, in the long term, of an econo
mically and politically unified Europe, without this Europe having the means for assuring its securi!;d 
Europe u.dted from an economic and political point of view is becoming a reality. ft is the precise 
clear objective which the nine countries of the enlarged Community chose by means of a decision taken at 
the highest level. This is not, therefore, a hypothesis or an aspiration. It will have to be achieved and 
it will be achieved. 

We have said that the existence of a politically united Europe, which would therefore have a European 
external policy, can har ly be conceived of without common defence. This defence must, above all, be effec
tive, and must be contained in a given political and strategic context. Mr. Michel Debre, who has tal~ 
great deal lately about European defence, and on several different occasions, considers that there can be 
no political Europe (and what about the commitment made at the Summit?) because there can be no Euro an 
defence. Once again, this is the problem of the chicken and the egg. Mr. e re s reasoning 1s as fo ows: 
defence, to be credible, must be fed by patriotism. Since patriotism can only be national, defence ·can only 
be national. France is drawinL inspiration from this doctrine and is providing for her own defence, which 
ranges as far as nuclear defence, because to give up nuclear weapons would mean to become a sate~l!te. Con
tinuing his analysis, Mr. Debre denounced the Soviet-American "collusion" (which he has approved of, moreover, 
because it is contributing to detente and because France was the first to have worked for this detente and 
to have sought a rapprochement with the Soviet Union .•• ), and called upon the European nations to be vigi
lant and to imitate France. 

Where can one find a way out? If the other countries of Europe were to follow France 1 s example, there 
would be a proli:t;eration of "mini-deterrents", which would be an intolerable situation. If they were to 
abandon this, they would be relinquishing their independence. But, at the same time, Mr. Debre considered 
it impossible to create a European defence (and even more so nuclear defence). In any'event, the need to 
defend oneself is a topical and permanent one. '!his could have been thought of before. nut when an attempt 
·was made to create a European army, Mr. Debre mercilessly dug its grave. To proclaim one's own patriotism 
is not enough: the States have the duty to ensure an effective defence organisation, in which the so--called 
relinquishing of independence would be reduced to a compatible minimum. 

Looking at the relations between the peoples and between the States from a more dynamic viewpoint, 
we can imagine the organisation of defence on the basis of balanced interdependence, namely, in which a 
united Europe would make, in terms of political will and technical possibilities, an adequate qqantitative 
and qualitative contribution. 

As for patriotism, the human solidarity which is developing suggests that it will not always be linked 
to certain more or less artificial structures. The defence of one's native soil, or one's city and one's 
church steeple can also be effective if its is organised and carried out in a much broader framework. One 
should free oneself from the need for "permanent tragedy" which Mr. Debre~llas. Fraternity is also a valid 
sentiment across £rontiers. --F.m.G. 

1 - EDITORIAL: "Europe and its defence" 

2: - POLITICAL DAY: Preparation in the wings to ru the new Commission under way- The Atlantic meeting: 
in Brusels - The European space prograJIIlle sed at the WEtt Assembly 
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3 - EEC/Norway: report next week on the possible contents of the agreement 

4-5 
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6-7 
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- Mr. w. Rogers' talks with the Commission 
- EURATOM: preparation of the Council 
- EURATOM: production of hydrogen from water 
- The modernisation of agricultural structures in the FRG: Commission's comments 
- European Parliament: preparation of the plenary session; prelillli.nary draft of the pluriammal 

Euratom research and training programme 
- "Generalised preferences": coJJillUility system for 1973 
-·Remuneration of officiils: the Council Will resume its examination of the matter 
- EbF: new financing projects 
- British whise: fresh worries for the Ministers of Agriculture 
- Butter: furt er measure to reduce stocks 
- "Generalised Treferences": answer to question No. 203 from Mr. Jalm 
- The "anti-iiif ation11 plan in Fl'ance 

ll - Pariiamenta~ctivitt in Europe 
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.----EUROP.EAN LIBRARY---.._ 
Books which are sent to us and whose publication 
is worth notin are reviewed under this headi 

-.nlCflEL WAELBROECK: Le Droit de la Communaute Economi e Euro eenne Volume 
11 nlverslt~ de Bruxe es, 972, 23 pages + annexes.-

Editions de 

This volume claims to be the theoretical and practical tool of those.who are faced with the tricky 
problems of applying the rules of competition in the Common Market. It can serve as a guide in the maze of 
a legal system which is as much the result of the jurisprudence of the Court of justice of the European 
Communities as of the treaty and of the Community regulations. Like the three earlier volumes in the same 
collectipn, this volume includes an analysis of the pertinent articles of the treaty and of commentaries on 
the law applicable in the field considered, in view of the body of derived law created on the basis of these 
articles. ln annex, a iist is given of the tex.ts for enforcement and a full reproduction of the most import
ant ones. 

- DAC/OECD: Development Co-operati?n, Efforts and Pblicies of the Members of the Development Assistance 
Committee, OECD, December l972, 29~pages, Price: £ 2.50, $ 6.75.- The annual report for 1972 by the Chair
man of the DAC/OECD, Ambassador Edwin Martin, focusses on the main problems encountered in the field of 
economic and social development. ·The Chairman of the DAC places particular emphasis this year on the spec
ial situation of the leasr developed countries, on the various aspects of aid for education and on the 
necessity for increased efforts in the area of rural development. 

- Publications of the Novosti Press Agency {Moscow): Among the pamphlets of paperback format published in 
1972 in French by the Soviet Novosti Agency, we mention: L. Leontiev: Mythe sur le rapprochement de deux 
systemes (la theorie de la convergen~e et son sens reel); Youri jiline: Problemes actuels du mouvement 
communiste (essais politiques); V. Lenin: Sur 1 1Etat socialiste; V. Lenin: Sur la defense de la patrie 
socialiste. 

- UNIROPA, The European Executive Newspaper, Published by Uniropa Publications Ltd., Station Gates, Broad
stairs, kent, England.- The first number of UNIROPA, the first European journal from Great Britain, which 
contains articles and information about European affairs, and especially those of the Community, appeared 
on 7 December. Its sixteen pages are devoted to British news; the following numbers will mainly deal with 
European affairs. 

- FAUSTO CAPELLI: Rimborso di Diri tti indebitamente riscossi dallo Stato, an extract from the review 
"Il diritto negli scambi internazionali 11 , June l972, pages i87 to l93.- This is an address which Mr. Fausto 
Cap~lli gave on the refunding of the customs duties unduly levied by the State, at an international sympo
sium which ~ok place on 25 March 1972 at the Centre for European Legal Studies of the University of Geneva. 

- Europ&-Union, Ueberparteiliche Zeitung fUr die Vereinigten 4ta~ten von Europa, December 1972, Bonn.- This 
number contains an eight-page supplement devoted to the Eu~pe of the Nine. 

1 - .FIJROPEAN UBRARY 

2 - POLJTICAL DAY: The last ratification of the Enlargement Treaty - The Ministerial Session of NATO 
has ended -.Turbulence in the Labour Party- The departure of Mr. Peterson causes a sensation
The vicissitudes of the European Spaee Programme - Mr. Lal'diilois is the official Dutch candidate 
for the Commission 
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11 
12-13 

- EEC/non-candidate EFTA countries: forthcoming exchange of the instruments of ratification of the 
agreements 

- Working methods of the Council: studies with a view to their improvement 
- Commercial policy: With the Eastern European countries: preparation of a document by the COmm-

ission 
- "Agricultural" Council: the points on the agenda 
- The organisations for the defence of smallholders are received by Mr. Mansholt 
- EEC/CyPrus: negotiatio .. s completed 
- The Committee of Central Bank Governors of the EEC meets 
- Private lnves · ents in third countries: European guarantee 
-Court of {;ust~ce: "Continent Can" case; Boehringer: problem of double sentences 
- In the de ates of the E.P., one hou~ will be set aside for topical questions 
- Remunerations of the officials: discussions of the Council 
- EnVironment and electrical energy production: reply to question No 242 from Mr. Schworer 
- Scrap: liberalisation of exports to third countries 
- Tax exemptions in the C.M.: reply to question No 214 from Mr. Jahn 
- Double taxation of the repair costs for motor vehicles; reply to question No 304 from Mr. Wolfart 
- State aids in the Netherlands: reply to question No 262 from Mr. Vredeling 
- Cokiii coal: new examination of the system of aids 

e Wee Euro 

11.EUROPE11 DOCUMENTS No 709 - Speech Given by Mr. joseph Luns to the North Atlantic Assembly 
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EDITORIAL 

The Labour Party in Great Britain and Europe 

20th year - No 1180 (n.s.) 
Monday /T uesdoy 11/12 
December 1972 

DAILY BULLETIN 

On Wednesday, we shall know whether the Parliamentary Labour Party confinns the decisions of. the 
Party Executive and the Shadow cabinet and refuses to send a delegation to the European Parliament or 
whether it considers that the British people ought to play its part in the construction of Europe .!!I..!_ 
policz of being present, even if contentious. 

There are many m Great Britain who think that the adopt1on of such a position would mark a turning
point and would enable the Labour Party to make up the ground which it is currently losing with the 
electorate, as was shown by the latest by-elections held in Great Britain. 

Obviously, premature conclusions must not be drawn from the results of these elections. It is 
true, however, that there was a strong current in favour of the Liberal candidates. '!his is certainly 
due to particular situations and to circumstances of a general kind, but it can also be attributed to 
a certain degree of disaffection for the major parties which take turns in power. The party whi~ is 
currently-in power is criticised- which is only normal- but the party in opposition is not, as such, 
considered as worthy of gaining power. Man electors no lon er consider the Labour Part as a credible 
alternative. One can understand that the party ea ers are ous: t w e reme ere t at, a s ort 
t~me ago, opinion polls showed that the Liberals· were likely to receive massive electoral support, if 
only they had a chance of coming into power. 

Confronted with this situation, Lord George Brown sounded the alann, by openly accusing the 
"apparatus" of his party, that is, the activists and extremists who have taken over all the levers, 
both at the centre and on the fringe, in order to lead the party towards disaster, withoat taking any 
account of the will of the mass of the electorate.- Lord Brown fears that the Party might suffer the 
same fate as the Liberal Party fifty years ago. Even if this seems scarcely likely, one might well 
imagine a situation in which 'the classic two-party system becomes impossible and the Liberals become 
the arbiters. 

Whatever the future evolution of British political structures, we consider, as always, that the 
existence of a strong Labour Party in Great Britain (just as, furthennore, the existence of strong 
Socialist parties which have no commitments to Communism, in France and Italy) is a necessity for 
Europe. In particular, it is undesirable that the European Parliament, whose powers will doubtlessly 
be increased gradually, should give a distorted image of representative political forces in Europe. 
The Labour Party still has time to alter an attitude which is as hannful for democracy as it is for 
efficiency. 

Em. G. 

l - EDITORIAL: 11The Labour Party in Great Britain and Europe" 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: 'lhe Gennans are favourable to Europe - 11The friends of P.-H. Spaak11 -

The 1<)72 European journalism Prize has been presented to Mr. diaries Rebuffat and Mr. 
Jean-Fram,<ois Dupeyron - The European Christian Democrat Union ha:s met in Rome - The 
11M.P.T." will be suspended on l5 December 
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- The Community officials have begun a one-week strike 
- Lead and zinc: importing system for 1973 
- ~/Latin America: third meeting 
- ~na Session of the Euro ean Parliament: Motion of censure 

ncu tur eg~ns among e Nine in spite of the officials' strike 
- Statistics on external trade 
- Environment: opinion of the Economic and Social Committee 
- Basic chemical sector and the sector of textile fibres: problems of surplus capacities: 

reply to question No 244 from Mr. Oele 
- E.I.B.: Financing in Italy 
- The monetary jfNblems discussed by the Central Banks 
- ECONOMIC AND l\NcfAL n~FORMATION 
- Energy: British contribution and opinion of the ECPE 
- fron ore: gross mining 
- Wee' Annex 
- ECONIC iNTERPENETRATION No 2009 

"EUROPE" DOCUMENTS No 708 -The EEC's overall policy in the Mediterraneant according to the European 
Commission's suggestions 
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#roductlon ou dl[lo' 

A Socialist Europe? 

(W We have always considered that the question, raised on frequent occasions, of whether the Europe 

utletln. eat atrlctement interdtte. aauf convention ou accord pr6atable. 

EDLTORIAL 

~ of the Community will or will not be Socialist, was inappropriate (setting aside the difficulty of 
"'1'111 tablishing what one means by Socialist: the recent history of a number of European countries shows 

he possible consequences of the varying conceptions one can have of Socialism). 
It is, in fact, logical that community Europe, once its institutional system has given it suffi-

l
• cient autonomy in certain spheres, as compared with the national systems, and once a Parliament elected 

by universal suffrage ancl endowed with real powers has ensured the presence of democracy in the in
stitutional process, will be able to determine itself on the very basis of the free democratic play 
on the political forces present. 

In this context, it is perfectly normal that the Socialist forces should give themselves the 
aim of endowing the Community with a Socialist policy. It is even their duty, as it is the duty of 
other currents of opinion to attempt to impose their viewpoints democratically. 

The problem is consequently that of creating the conditions in which the democratic process can 
unfold at an adequate level and under acceptable conditions, that is, without favouring anyone and 
without excluding anyone. Generally speaking, this point seems to have been understood perfectly by 
the compilers of the special number of AGENOR which was published recently under the title of 
"Socialism and Europe in the seventies". 

However, this problem has two aspects which are not merely inter-linked but are also mutually 
dependent. One is that of the transfer of the politicar struggle from the national level to the 
Euro!iian level. This is a difficult task, not only because it runs contrary to a long tradition, but 
also ecause one cannot objectively conceive of the "disappearance" of parties at national level. 
This would go against the federalist conception of the construction of Europe. 

Yet why should this political struggle be transferred to the European level? This is the second 
aspect of the problem. It is necessary that, at European level, there should be institutional struc
tures which make it possible to ascertain the existence of a European power, relating to matters of 
general interest. Once this has been ascertained, it will be possible for the political struggle to 
be catalysed by this power. Certain forces will wish to support it, others to combat it, condtion 
it or take it over. The noteworthy study made last January at the initiative of the Dutch Socialist 
Party (Partij van de Arbeid) shows up these contradictory elements. Once again, one finds oneself 
confronted with the problem of the chicken and the egg. Without European power, there will be no 
political struggle at Europeu.n level. However, the creation of f'IUch a body cannot come unless the 
political struggle goes beyond the national context. Any initiative taken to 11Europeanise 11 political 
and civic action ought therefore to be encouraged. 'lhe suggestion which AGmOR made on this matter, 
that is, that an Action Committee for a Socialist Europe be set up, is an example of wha£ could be 
done as a beginning. 

Em. G. 

1 - EDITORIAL: 11A Socialist Europe?" 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: The Ministers of the Council of Europe will meet in Paris on Thursday -
The difficulties of being both a national M.P. and a member of the EP - Mr. Hillery in 
Brussels - The Belgian crisis - Nomination of the Belgian meillber of the Oommission on Friday 
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tion committing the Executive 
- EP: coking coal aids; pluriannual Euratom research and training programme; etlvironment; 

oral question No. 23 of the Social Committee 
- The officials 1 strike 

"Agricultural" Council: most of the important files postponed to the next session 
- 11IDRATOM11 Council: research prcblems 
- EEC{l'atin America: the first concrete problems are to be studied 
- Fis ery prodUcts: agreement on prices 
- Export credits: the first steps towards a common policy - EnSSidt in the fertilisers sector: reply to question No. 358 from Mr. Vredeling; Disguised 

su si es to paper-mills in the Benelux: reply to quest1on No. 236 from Mr. Glinne; Credit 
cards: reply to QUestion No. 3'72 from Mr. Couste 

- EIDNOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
- Publications of the European Communities 
- EWNOMIC iNTERPENETRATION No. 2010 
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EDITORIAL 

A European Socialist Party? 

20th year- No 1182 (n.s.} 
Thursday 14 December 19n 

DAILY BULLETIN 

.1/JI 
One reader remarked to us that the possibility of a Eurapean Socialist seems rather incredlble~t 

time when the British Labour Party has decided to boycott the European Parliament (cf. our Political Day), 
when the Italian Socialists have been left out of the government, and do not seem as if they will return 
to it very easily, and when the French Socialists hav~ associated with the Communist Party by means of 
a "programme of government". 

One has undoubtedly to recognise that these factors are not encouraging, but one should neverthelw.~~~ 
aveid falling into the usual mistake of believing that "Socialist power" should first be established a 
national level, ahd only then consider carrying out a Socialist policy at European level. one need only 
think about the fact that democratic alternation - which, we assume, is accepted by all the parties tod 
whether in power or in opposition - means that a situation in which the Socialist Parties would be in pq·:l.-...~_.... 
in all the Community countries is rather improbable and, in any event, very hazardous. 

---The problem - and this is the real difficulty - consists, as we have already said, in transposing 
the political struggle te Eurepean level. The aims of European Socialism are not necessarily the same as 
those of a Socialism limited to ene country: they are placed in a different c.ontext. In other words, one 
should succeed in creating a European Socialist party (and Mr. Mansholt wants to apply himself to this 
task) which could then measure its strength with the other parties, at the same level, by fo~ng the 
necessary alliances and by seeking the necessary support amongst public opinion for its own "European 
p,:Oject". The study - which we mentioned yesterday - by the Dutch Labour Party examines the various methods 
which could be used,for creating a European party, which is not merely a liaison and information committee, 
but also a real policy-forming centre. 

· The objection concerning the alliance which is uniting, at least for the moment, the French Socialist 
and Communist Parties seems to us to be more important. And not because the Communist Party does not have 
the right to take part in the European political struggle, with i*s ideas and its means. This party repre
sents a large current of opinion and it must have its say in the debate. 

But what does not seem admissible is that it should do so through intermediaries and interposed pro
grammes. The aim of the European Socialist forces, which has always been confirmed throughout a long trad
ition, is a European Economic Community governed by democratic and representative institutions. Objectively, 
we all know that, whatever interpretation might be given to the "national paths", this cannot be the aim 
of the Communist·· Parties • 

Em.G. 

SUMMARY 

1 - EDITORIAL: 11A European Socialist Party?" 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: On 1 January, the flags of the 11Nine 11 will be hoisted outside the Parliament buildings 
at Westminster- Sweden-: ratification of the free trade agreement - British opinion poll - The 
British Labour Party will not send representatives to the EP - The Irish Hanna Fail appointSits 
delegates to the EP - Mr. Leburton entrusted with the fonnation of the Belgian government 
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- "Euratom" council: total impasse 
- EUROSYNDICAT: l54.36 
-Officials' strike: COmmission communication 
- EEC/Egypt - EEC/Lebanon: forthcoming signing of the agreements 
- "Transport" council: session still to take place 
- "SUgar carte11r : sentencing of companies 
- Mr. Mansholt in Yugoslavia 
- OOMPOSITE PRICE 
- Ministers of A riculture: solution for British butter 
- EEC atin America: survey of the relations to be established 
- El : finan Italy and contract for a loan to the R.A.N. 
- .EIB: meeting of the Board of Directors in Abidjan 
- ~mMission replies to questions Nos. 371, 274, 99, 328, 336, 377, 313, 473 and 359 from Mr. Vrede-

ling; No. 364 from Mr. Richarts; No. 291 from Mr. Berkhouwer; No. 30~ from Mr. Sourdille and No. 
345 from Mr. Glinne 

- Machine wire: important merger between producers in the FRG 
- Fuel-oil: considerable increase in ta.Xes envisaged in the FRG 
- British coal-mines: massive aids 
- Steel industq: hilf-yearly tariff measures 
- Trade Reform Act will be submitted to COngress 
- 6iamber of Oommerce of the United States: statement 
- ICSiD: 6th report 
- EOONOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
- EOONOMIC INTERPmEl'RATION No. 2011 
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EDITORIAL 

Political opportuneness and the Conunission 1 s power of initiative 

In the speech which he gave before the European Parliament on 6 December in answer to the propo 
for a censure motion tabled by Mr. Spenale and subsequently withdrawn, President Mansholt raised one part 
cularly important problem, namely that of the political opportuneness of Commission initiatives. 

11The undertaking given by the Commission and the COuncil on 22 April 1970", Mr. Mansholt said, 
"wts confirmed in Paris by the highest authorities of the Member States. Moreover, and this is a poitit 
ctf futidiunental importance, it was the nine Member States which accepted this undertaking. For this reaso 
the enlarged Commission will be better-placed to make duly the proposals expected by Parliament". 

The Commission has therefore weighed up Eolitical opEortuneness in order to establish under wha 
conditions a proposal would have the greatest probability o~being accepted. It has concluded from this 
"that there was absolutely nt- doubt that a proposal from the enlarged Commission, drawn up with the full_,._.,..,. 
participation of its British, Danish and Irish members would obtain the maximum audience, both in the 
public and parliamentary opinion of the nine member countries and in the Member States and the enlarged 
Council. This is, in fact, a problem of political opportuneness, of the choice of the moment at which the~ 
Commission 1 s proposals would have the maxinrum chance of being accepted". ~ 

This problem is an important one because it is connected with the olitical nature of the Oommi s· 
sion' s power of initiative. The Conunission makes a political choice in eel. ng on J.ts propos • It m e 
a secono When it fixes the details and the time at which it will submit its proposal to the governments, . . 
since its chief aim is to get its proposal adopted or, if it should be rejected, to have its papers in (fJU: 
order as far as public opinion is concerned. ~ 

This is why this choice requires very careful handling and it often constitutes one of the criteria 
which make it possible to judge the degree of independence and also the maturity and political sense of the 
CoDIDission. Above all, the latter has to avoid confusing the opportuneness of adopting· a given position 
with an opportunist attitude, which consists largely of compromising principles. 

ln the case in question, the Commission could not be reproached with opportunism for ~t was not 
seeking a way of avoiding a battle, but rather the best way of winning it. As Mr. Mansholt stressed; the 
new Commission will be able to propose the increasing of the budgetary powers of the Parliament in 8. far 
more positive context. This is true not only because the nine States have confirmed the Council decision 
of 22 April 1970 and have called on the Commission and the Council to implement practical meAsures to en
sure the strengthening of control powers but also, and above all, because the Oomlllission,, before 1 May 
1973, has to·present the Council with a communication on the distribution of powers and responsibilities 
between the Institutions and the Member States, with a view to the achievement of econolllie and monetary 
union. It will be in a budgetary context of quite different i111portance fro111 the present one that the ab-
solute necessity for democratic control by Parliament will make itself felt. Em. G. 

~MMARY I~ P-e~~-v (ct':f-~ No. 11~3 
1 - EDITORIAL "Political opportuneness and the Commission's power Cl[ initiative" 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: Mr. Hcnri Simonet to be the Belgian member of the enlarged COmmission 
.... Mr. Willy Brandt is elected Chancellor of the F .R.G. - Ill'! um: Mr teburton accepts th~ mi8s
ien of "former" - Thirty European fi:iaes are invited to Lo on or e ce ebration of entry 
into the EEC - Councll of EUroEe:. eo ttea:..o.f.Miiii8ters 
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- The Commtmity Coupcil will try to settle the pOints pending concerning relati~ns ~th numerou~ 
thiTd countries 

- SU~ar cartel: vigorous reactions from the firms condemned 
- Of iclals: the strike continues 
- ~~/Algerla2 reply to question U 250 from Mr. Annengaud 
-Hant workers in the EEC: rep es to questions Nos 298 from Mr. Olinne; 296 and 297 from Mr. 

Wo fart; 2M from Mr. Vredeling and 331 from Mr. Romeo - ISo F.I.G.E.D. in favour of a specific Directorate of the EEC for commerce 
- NOMlC XNb FINANCIAL INFORMATHJi 
- Fast reactors: reply to question No 234 from Mr. alinne 
- Coking coa1: system of aids 
- Beef and veal: latest prices 
- Un1vers1ty research scholarships 
- UNESCO/EEC: visit of the birector General 
- ScraSR~iberalisation of the exporting of some 400,000 tons in 1973? 
- ECdN IC INTERl'mETRATION No 2012 

"EUROPE" ~TS No. 705 - Towards a European Policy on the Enviran.ment 
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Rooks which are sent to us and whose publication ft • EUROPEAN LIBRARY 11:11 
is worth notin are reviewed under this headin :. "' ~ ... . fr~ l! . 

-Vision, The European Business Magazine, No 25- December 1972, Paris (13 rue Saint-Oeorges;Pati@ geJ.-
tn an interview, Mr. Sicco Mansholt said that his greatest regret was that the institutions had not treen, 
strengthened from a democratic point of view. In his view, the common agricultural policy represents the 
&reatest achievement of the past years. Mr. Mansho.lt 1 s project for the future is to unite the European 
Socialist Parties around a very precise European programme. In the same number. we also mention a study o 
the co-operation agrecmt•nts concluded by the European banks. 

- CHARLES D'YDEWALLE - GAUTHIER HOSSCHAERT DE BOUWEL: Une Grande Dame, la Societe Generale de Bel~i9ue\ "_ 
Editions Labor (Brussels), November 1972, 156 pages, pocketbook format.- This history of the Societe Gen r 
de Belgique shows the Belgians' attachment to a solid business, which was and still is a national budines 

• TOHMASO CRUDELE: Agricultura di Grul~o in Spagna, Esperienze di coltivazione e gestione plurifamiliare di 
piccole e medic aziende.- Quademo No r del Centro di Documentazione della Federazione Nazionale della 
Cooperazione Agricola, Roma (Voa Nazionale 196), November 1972, 6o pages.- This study analyses the agricul
tural co-operative movement in Spain. 

- Advisory Interparliamentary Council of the Benelux: Problemes rortuaires, Brussels, 93 pages.- This invol
ves a certain number of reports giving an insight. into the rclat ons between the public authorities and the 
port authorities of the Benelux, the operational accounts of the ports of Antwerp, Amsterdam and Rotterdam, 
as well as the industrialisation policy carried out by the public authorities in the port areas. 

- CERN: Courricr, November 1972, Geneva.- This number is devoted to the applied research in CERN. 

- Europa Archiv, Zeitschrift fUr internationale Politik, dated 10 December 1972, published by the Verlag 
fUr fnternationalc Politik GmbH, Bonn (Stockenstrasse 1-5).- In the summary: The results of the Summit 
Conference in Paris; prospects of a programme of action of the European Community; criticisms of the young 
leftists regarding the European Community. The "Documentation" section contains the speeches given at the 
Annual Assembly of the IMF, from 25 to 29 September 1972. 
- Les eunes la Foi et l!Avenir Congress of the World Federation of Catholic Youth, New York, 3-8 April 
1972, nternationa Secretariat, 1080 Brussels (Avenue de l 1H0pital Fran~ais 31), 45 pages, 40 Bfrs. 
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SUMMARY 

1 - EUROPEAN LIBRARY 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: The nomination of Mr .. Simonet makes it possible for the new Oommissim to be 
appointed - Swnmit Declaration: its executieri ~·statements by Mr. Pompidou - The new German 
government - Mr. Altiero Spinelli 1 s lecture on the future of Europe 
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points under discussion 
~;:-~r.,.;=..~=..:;....;;:;.;;....;.;.;.;.;;.....ao~.,;a~an~e-rs~e_._.;;;ol;rl.;;.. c~ on exports to the EEC on the Council agenda 

- L1 er isation measures anc t e e argement of quotas: the coordination of national measures 
.;.. "Transport" Council: forthcoming session 
- ''Generalised preferences" for 1973" 
- Regional policy: the compromise on the use of the EAOOF called into question 
- ASP: possible extension of the agreement with the United States 
- Ge"man and French industrialists meet in Paris 
- Oonununity transport: the EP calls for the abolition of bilateral permits in the EEC 
- Potatoes: the EP calls for the common organisation of the markets 
- Replies to questions Nos. 280, 340, 379, 361 from Mr. Vredeling; 292 and 293 from Mr. Glinne 
- EOONOMIC AND FiNANciAL INFORMATION 
- Steel: production 
- Scrap: fluctuating price trends 
- The week in Eu~e 
- EOONOMIC INTERP»iEmAfiON No. 2013 

BRIEF NOTES No. 341 !,!!!! Early November 1972 
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EDITORIAL 

The new Commission and its tasks 

The Commission of the enlarged Community is now complete and since, for each candidate, the Memb~ 
States h. ave re. ceived the agreement of their partners, its appointment poses no further problems. 1). 

We shall be coming back to an analysis of the composition of this new Commission but, for the m 
we shall merely stress that it is younger than any which have ·gone before it, with its average age of 
(51 for the High Authority of the ECSC in 1952 and 53 for the EEC Commission in 1958). It is doubtles 
most "politicised", with 10 of its members having been active in the forefront of politics and with 8 
them having held governmental responsibilities. 

The first problem which the new Commission will have to settle - and we are sure that it will settle 
it completely autonomously, as is required by the letter and spirit of the treaties - is that of the distri
bution of competences amongst the twelve Commission members (five of whom will hold the office of v1ce-presi
dent), while ·the President traditionally keeps general competence, with certain departments being directly 
responsible to him. This problem is closely linked with that of the internal structure, both political and 
and administrative, of the Commission. 

'these problems have to be settled in terms of several factors of greater or lesser importance. Amongst 
the latter, we include that of technical competence which, however, cannot omit that of political Fialifi
cation. However, the fundamental criterion remains that of the possibility for the Commission of acing up 
to 1ts mission, which is made up of three types of actions: (a) those which make of it the "guardian" of the 
T~aties; (b) those which comprise the use of its power of initiative and (c) those relating to the day-to
day management of community activity. 

Everyone is aware that what so clearly distinguishes the new Commission from those which have preceded 
it since 1952 is both the enlargement of territory, that is, the presence of new member countries, and the 
increase in competences, due to the force of circumstances and, above all, to the decisions of principle taken 
at the Paris Summit. 

The new Commission is therefore conditioned both quantitatively and qualitatively by these new facts; 
which must necessarily have an effect on its internal structure. The difficulties to be overcome are increasec 
by the fact that the new Commission will be made up of 13 members, belonging to 9 different nationalities. 

It is known that the new President, Mr. Ortoli, who, moreover, is an 11old hand11 in the Commission, in 
which he made his debut at the beginning of l958, as head of Mr. Lemaignen 1 s staff and iu which he was sub
sequently Director-General for the Internal Market, and who has had very great e:Xperience of organisation at 
ministerial level, has already been attending to these problems. He doubtless wishes to settle them as swift
ly as possible for efficiency and swiftness ought to be the signs marking the activity of the Community, in 
view of not too distant dead-lines and responsibilities from which it cannot escape, because they are imposed 
on it by the new context in which it is devel~ping. 

1 

2 

We shall be analysing some of these crucial problems. Em. o. 

- EDITORIAL: "The new Commission and its tasks" 

- POLITICAL DAY: The composition of the new Commission and of the Cou~ of Justice 
of the !our Institutions have held an informal meeting- Mr. Mansholt 1 s visit to 
European Federalists: agreement on the principle of reunificat1on 
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- EEC/E~t: the agreement was signed today 
- "Genera" Council: still difficulties about Cyprus 
- EEC/Iran: further prolongation of the agreement 
- Su~r cartel: explanations and comments on community action 

Ha ette: statement from Mr. Borschette on the "verification" carried out 
- "Agricultural" Council: agreement on New Zealand butter 
- The government of Sri Lanka (Oeylon) calls on the enlarged EEC to conclude a preferential treaty 
- Iceland delays the ratificatien of the agreement with the EEC 
- The officials I strike has been suspended 
- European Space Conference: opens on Wednesday 
- Aids in the paper sector in France 
- 'iiTransport" Council: the "Nine" seek a resolution on the weight and size· of lorries 
- Portugal increases its discount rate to 4% 
- The length of working hours: reply to question No. 168 from Mr. Vredeling 
- The deterioration of the dairy market: reply to question No. 295 from Mr. Durand 
- EroNOMIC AND FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
- Weekly appendix 
- EroNOMIC INTERPENETRATION No. 2014 
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EDITORIAL 

The new Commission: facing the danger of vertical compartmentalisation 

When one considers the structure and the functioning of the European Collltlission, one has to bear in mind 
the fundamental notion of the "collegiate" nature of the Commission, This means that there can be no "pri
vate preserves11 and that each Commission member has the right to intervene and to express his opinion on 
any subject w~atsoever, on the understanding that he is really in a position to. be able to exercise this 
right. 

It is clear that the respecting of this collegiate nature (the European Oolllllission takes its decisions, 
whenever necessary, by a vote) must be compatible with the fundamental criterion of efficiency. This com
patibility was relatively easy to achieve in the High Authority of the ECSC, which settled the various prob
lems posed by the two basic industries of coal and steel. It has been more difficult to respect in the 
Commission of the EEC. As long ago as 30 January 1958, we stressed in ·our Bulletin that "the President of 
the Commission is concerned, on the one hanc~, with not over-burdening the collegiate meetings of the nine 
members and, on the other hand, with not creating rigid compartmentalisation11 • The experiment of the ''work
ing parties", which had given results in respect of the High Authority, was followed up for a certain period 
of time but it was subsequently abandoned and the chief focus was placed on the work of coordination at the 
level of the general secretariat and, above all, at the level of the meetings of heads of staff. 

One h forced to recognise that, with the passing of time, the verticial compartmentalisation which 
was feared in 1958 has become gradually more marked, both at the level of the departments and at that of the 
college. This has made it increasingly difficult for the latter to have a sufficiently coherent and complete 
general view·of problems and, similarly, of the state of opinion (on which the success of action often de
pends). 

Furthennore, a degree of 11 opaquene ss" between the various ranks has set in slowly but steadily, :at 
times for purely mechanical reasons which can doubtless be ascribed to the heaviness of the bureaucratic 
apparatus, But we shall be returning to this point at a later date. 

As we wrote a few weeks ago (Editorial of 30 November), one of the methods which one might envisage 
using in order to avoid the difficulties due to this vertical compartmentalisation (which is reproduced 
symmetrically in the structure· of the OJREPER, with all the well-known consequences), would be the creation 
of a flexible instrument, enabling the Commission and its president to have a constant and relatively rapid 
O¥era:ti view and political appraisement of the problems which are posed. One could also carry out some 
kind of planning of the Commission's power of in.itiative, which is extremely important from the strategical 
and tactical point of view and which would avoid flagrant distortion and internal contradictions which are 
extremely detrimental to the prestige and effectiveness of the Commission. 

Eln.G. 
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EDITORIAL 

20th year - No 1187 (n 
Thursday 21 December 

The new Commission: horizontal and vertical de-compartmentalisation 

Yesterday, we talked about the risks involved in the vertical compartmentalisation of the struc+"~~ 
of the Commission, which are all the more serious since the subject-matter over which the Commission' 0 
competence extends is vaster and more complex. Never as in the coming months and years, after acquirin 
new worldwide dimension and with new and difficult tasks to accomplish, has the Commission needed an 
all view which enables it to make the essential choice of priorities. One of the tools by means of whi 
it would be possible to overcome the danger of compartmentalisation between sectors is the creation of a 
planning group. This does not rule out the possible creation of 11 closed committees" or working parties at 
the level of which overall policies would be prepared, as well as, if necessary, the creation of task forces 
with precise and limited tasks. · 

A phenomenon closely linked to the one which we have described has also been noted: this involves some 
horizontal compartmentalisation. In a word, in numerous cases (even if this does not concern major political 
options, but rather every-day business), the real problems are skimped, and the debate takes place nownere: 
neither at the level of the departments, nor at that of the "Chefs de cabinet", nor, all the more so, at 
the level of the Commission. And this is because it sometimes becomes difficult (or, according to some, 
pointless) to get the problem which should be debated to the Commission, in other words, to political 
level. There are screens which are difficult to cross and communication difficulties from the bottom of 
the hierarchy upwards, which are discouraging. In certain cases, this situation leads to compromises being 
reached at technical level, the responsibility for which goes to the political level. Even if this is dorte 
with the best intentions, the result is nonetheless regrettable. 

Many think that it is necessary - and possible - to do something to prevent this development, and 
without necessarily weighing down the machinery and making the work of the Commissioners more difficult. 
It might be imagined, for example, that the forming of the files to be studied should in the first place 
involve establishing a factual, objective and complete analysis, possibly with the assistance of the var
ious Directorates involved. It is on the basis of this analYsis that the departments concerned could pre
sent and analyse the various options, on the basis of which the 11Chefs de cabinet", while concerting with 
the Directorates-General, could inform the Commission of the choices open to it. 

This is one suggestion among many others with a view to horizontal and vertical decompartmentalisa
tion and for turning the collegiate nature of the Commission into a reality which is not in contradiction 
with efficacity. 

Em.G. 

SUMMARY 

1 - EDITORIAL: 11The new Coimnission: horizontal and vertical de-compartmentalisation11 

2 - POLITICAL DAY: Homage to President Mansholt and the outgoing Commission_- The left wing Danish 
Socialists will have a constructive attituGe - Brezhnev to give an important speech 
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- Trade policy: the exceptions will not be prolonged 
- "European Monetary Co-operation Fund": preparation of the "Solemn Act" Qn its creatio~~ :utd 

functioning 
- EUROSYNDICAT: 152.62 
- Generalised preferences: approval of the "1973 system" 
-Considerable fine forFilipacchi? 
- Private investments in third countries: towards a community guarantee system 
- European Space Conference 
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EDITORIAL 

One can leave the Commission, but one cannot leave Eurepe 

DAILY 

Yesterday evening, we saluted the members of the European Commission who a~ going to leave 
tution. This was with no little emotion. How could we forget Albert Coppe, the spirited controve 
whom- back in 1953- we saw·crossing the Pont Acolphe on his way to the High Authority, twirling cane, 
as if he wished to strike out at an invisible and hypothetical adversary of an integrated Europe~. could 
we forget Sicco Mansholt, solid, humane, implacable, reacy to face whatever might happen an( ready bear 
the bitterness experienced by anyone who sees his effigy hanged by the very people whose happine s is 
endeavouring to achieve? And how could we forget Raymond Barre, 11the professor", the man of pli.n · .· and 
loyalty, jealous above all of his own freedom and intellectual liberty, and capable of being very ~ asive, 
by means of precise reasoning and the charm which emanates from a tolerant and slightly sceptical attitude? 

Yet we do not intend to speak here of the past, well-known to all our readers, of these three eminent 
figures. We rather wish to give a reminder of the fact that, although ·they are leaving the Commission, jhey 
are doubtless not leaving Europe. They are departing in their full physical and intellectual prime. An we 
kiiow that we shall meet them again, in the future, on the paths of European construction to which, in various 
ways, each according to his character and his own views, they will make a positive contribution, deeply in
fluenced by the incomparable community experience. 

Thus, we shall learn one day that Albert Coppe has brought to Belgian political life and, more parti
cularly, to the powerful party to which he belongs, a breath of "European" air, which might perhaps enable 
it to discover new horizons. We very much need to see the political struggle take place as much at the level 
of the region as at the level of Europe. AnC: we shall also learn that Mr. Mansholt has made a precious contri
bution to these who, in his country as elsewhere, are .attempting to organise a Socialist Party at European 
level. We shall very probably learn that Professor Barre, through his teaching, has helped his pupils to grasp 
that Europe is not an abstraction-which one studies in text-books, but a reality which has to be built bit
by-bit, with patience, tenacity an imagination, and which has a particular and irreversible logic. 

To these men who are leaving us, we say not 11Adieu11 , but 11 Au revoir": we shall meet again at the cross
roads of Europe. 

E)n. G. 

SUMMARY ":t ?- 0--eeo.YY\ b IQ 'f i {{1-~ f..Jo ~ I f ~ 
1 - EDITORIAL: 110ne can leave the Commission, but one cannot leave Europe" 

2 - POLITICAL .DAY: Statements by Mr. Mansholt - Speech by Mr. Brezhnev - The European Hwnan Rights 
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was signed today - European University Institute - EEC nationals visiting the UK 
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EEC Austria Sweden Switzerland force on 1st January 1973 
- EEC S ain EEC Israe : agreement 
- EAGGF: increase in the resources of the "guidance" section 
- Investments in third countries: community guarantee 
- Reorganised Social Fund: first decisions 

japan 1 s·commercial policy: exchange of views within the Council 
- GATT: negotiations with third countries on the enlargement of the EEC 
- FoOd aid to the Middle East and Africa 
- The European space programme is saved 
- Ener y olicy and the situation in the energy sector: parliamentary work 
- Scientif1c and te olo i researc 
- Short-term economic development Graphs and Brief Notes No. 11/72) 
- EOONOMIC AHD FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
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a plasterboard panelling factory in the FRG and for several initiatives in the Mezzogiorno 
- The drop in the French franc results in the abolition of the compensatory amounts applied by 

France 
- Farminf incomes: the report is not yet ready 
- Counci of Europe: the European Convention on Social Security open for signature 
- EOONOMIC INTERPENETRATION No. 2017 

THE WEEK IN EUROPE: No important meetings are planned for this week 
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The Belgian crisis 
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~-r:-;;......;;;.;....-T?-=;....;;.;;;:.;-::~-T'-'~F--e-t.;;....;d;...'~~an;;.;;.s~i;;;;-o;;.;;.n..,_ No 252- September-October 1972, Liege (12 Avenue Rogier).
Besides stu ies of nat onal or genera interest, this review contains several studies of a European nature. 
This edition contains the following three articles: International monetary problems: their European impact, 
by Mr. W. Baumgartner; On entering the Community- an industrialist's view, by Sir Reay Geddes; India and 
the EEC, by S.L. Kirloskar. 

- Europa Archiv, Zeitschrift fUr Internationale Politik, Deutsche Gesellschaft fUr Auswartige Politik, 
Published by the Verlag fUr Internationale Politik GmbH (53 Bonn, Stockenstrasse 1-5) .- Edition dated 
25 December 1972. We mention two articles: one on the Security Confer~nce and the Western defence community 
by Professor Hans-Peter Schwarz (University of Hamburg) and the other on the F.R.G. as an element of the 
Soviet Union's policy regarding Western Europe by Dr. Eberhard Schulz, Assistant Director of the Research 
Institute of the German Society for Foreign Policy (Bonn). 

- Comunita Europee, December 1972, Roma (Via Poll 29).- European Communitr, December 1972, London (23 
Chesham Street) and Dublin (27 Merrion Square).- European Communitr (Greek edition), December 1972 (Brussels) 
- These various editions take stock of the twenty years of European integration of the Six, from 1952 to 
1972-
- Nouvelles Universitaires Europeennes, No 63 of Dec~mber 1972, Paris (2 rue Merimee). In the summary: The 
educational problems after the Paris Summit; Two initiatives by the Council of Europe; Creation of a Euro
pean Higher Education Centre of the UNESCO in Bucharest. 

- Les Annales du Marche commun, Quarterly review, No 6/1972, December 1972, Brussels (rue Baron de Lavele• 
33) .- This number contains several articles on air transport and aeronautical entineering (lATA, the Fair. 
company, the European Commission!s proposals). 

- FAO: La situation mondiale de l 1alimentation et de l 1agrieulture 19 2, United Nation~ Food and AgricuJ 
Organisation Rome • This report is ivided into t e fo lowing chapters: world situation, study by regiv •. _ 
education and training concerning development, how to speed up agricultural research in the developing 
countries. 

- Nouvelles E.C.E. News, November-December 1972, Economic Commission for Europe of the United Nations (Gen
eva) .- This number reports on the activity of the ECE/UNO and of its various committees in the

1 
field of 

research into urban and regional planning, the building industry, the steel market and the market for for
estry products. 

SUMMARY 

EUROPEAN LIBRARY 1 
2 POLITICAL DA~: Political coo~eration in 1973.- Lenihan Irish Foreign Minister.-Wilson and renegotiation 

of British entry.-Belgium an Europe.-Symposium on European Communities and its members 
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EIB: loan for the construction of a gas pipe line terminal 
6 DUt;y-free Community imports: ceilings and quotas are raised 
7 Commission replies to parliamentary questions 

Personnel of the CRC: round table 
Major coal depos1ts found in the US 

8 European monetary··agreement 
TMF: Mr.Schweitzer 1s succession 
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